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PART I
1. INTRODUCTION
Finds of Oriental and European silver coins form a conspicuous, yet elusive, element
in the archaeological materia! of the ninth-twelfth centuries in the Northern lands. At
one time, Roman denarii and early Byzantine solidi occupied a similar position in the
finds of southern Scandinavia, but the Viking-Age finds are even richer and their
geographical spread is broader.
In Finland the contrast between the handful of coins from the pre-Viking period
and the seven thousand coins from the Viking Age is striking, but compared with the
find s from Sweden and Russia, the materia! is very modest. This, however, does not
diminish its importance from Finland's point of view
Most of the coins were published several decades ago in Anglo-Saxon Coins Found
in Finland by C. A. Nordman (1921) , Deutsche Munzen in vorgeschichtlichen Funden
Finnlands by Helmer Salmo (1948) and Förteckning över kufiska myntfynd i Finland
by Beatrice Granberg (1966). Ali three works are primarily catalogues, but Salmo
also discusses the finds and their interpretation, and Nordman dealt with the same
questions in separate studies in 1933 and 1942. With the exception of a new catalogue
of Anglo-Saxon and related coins by the present writer (1978), the more recent
literature consists of short general surveys, 1 even shorter commentaries in archaeological textbooks, and a few publications of a more specialized nature.2 There is
clearly a need for a new presentation and analysis of the finds.
A full treatment of the materia! should ideally include contributions not only from
specialists in eastern and western coins but also in non-monetary silver and the
prehistoric economy. In recent years, the role of non-monetary silver in the economic
systems of the Viking Age has been the subject of lively interest, 3 and it would
certainly be desirable that in Finland, too, this aspect of the finds would be studied in
more detail than in the present work. Considering, however, that most of the VikingAge silver hoards in Finland contain coins, and that many of them indeed consist
wholly of coins, a study of the numismatic data can be considered an ap propriate
starting point.
Neither Nordman nor Salmo seem to have been very interested in numi smatics
beyond their own specialities. Some of their conclusions concerning the coin finds
have nonetheless influenced our picture of Viking-Age Finland more than is usually
reali zed. These and other interpretations are reviewed in the two final chapters of the
present work.

The material
The number of coins acquired by Finnish museums from finds made in the present
area of Finland is now slightly more than 7,000. There is also information on perhaps
Talvi o 1982a and 1987.
E.g. P. Sarvas 1972 and 1973.
3
E.g. Hårdh 1996.
1

2
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a thousand other coins that have been dispersed or melted down during the past two
or three hundred years. Most of the coins in museums come from hoards; some 450
are from graves and 80 are from single finds and excavations. The publications
mentioned previously include practically all the coins from hoards, with the exception of some three hundred coins found since the early 1960s. In all, over ninety-five
per cent of the coins which are available for study have been published individually,
but the publications are not as detailed as some modern catalogues such as Corpus
nummorum saeculorum IX-XI qui in Suecia reperti sunt. 4
Compared with the finds from Scandinavia, the Baltic lands and Russia, this materia! is not large. There is a story of a single hoard of Islamic coins found in the
Ladoga area which weighed more than a hundred kilograms. 5 The find was dispersed
and the facts remain uncertain, but in the summer of 1999 two hoards were unearthed
in Gotland at a distance of a few metres from each other, containing altogether some
seventy kilograms of silver - most of it, however, in non-monetary form. 6 It is, thus,
not easy to calculate reliable statistics of Viking-Age coin finds . The following
figures , which are mainly based on a publication by Kenneth Jonsson from 1992,
nevertheless give an adequate overall picture of the situation:

Denmark
Norway
Mainland Sweden + Öland
Gotland
Poland and Polabia
Latvia
Estonia
Finland
Russia
Total

lslamic

German

English

Ali

5,100
400
15 ,300
49,800
30,000
2,200
5,000
1,700
100,000
209,500

24,000
3,300
16,200
62,200
150,000
2, 100
10,500
3,800
50,000
322,100

14,500
3,300
6,300
25,800
4,500
200
2,000
1,000
3,500
61,100

57,900
10,700
44,800
145 ,800
250,000
5,200
17 ,500
7,000
155 ,000
693,900

Table 1. Survey ofcoinsfrom the 8th-12th centuriesfound in the Nordic Countries and Baltic lands, with
the three major elements presented separately. Sources: Jansson 1992 and (for Estonia) Molvogin 1995.
Th e figures for Finland are based on the present study; they do not include finds from former Finnish
Karelia.

The figures show clearly that while Finland also received its share of the imports,
the coins known from Finnish finds constitute no more than one per cent of those that
are now known to have been found in Scandinavia, the Baltic lands and Russia.
However, the figures are not always significant in themselves, for the finds are by no
means evenly distributed, even in the 'rich' areas. There are more coins from Gotland
than from the whole of mainland Sweden, Norway and Denmark put together. Moreover, within Finland certain areas are richer in coin finds from some periods than
others .

Hereafter referred to as CNS.
The hoard was found in 1809 or 1810 on the shore of Lake Ladoga, some twenty kilometres from the
mouth of the River Yolkhov , in Russian territory. See Fraehn 1841 , no. 35; Geitlin 1862, 18, n. 36; Lagus
1900, 64 ; Markov 1910, 130- 1, no. 172.
6
K. Jonsson , pers. comm. , July 1999 and August 2000. The double hoard was found at Spillings in
Othem parish.
4

5
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Methodological considerations
The statistics presented above are based mainly on hoards. Even in Finland, where
coins are common in graves, the hoards account for over ninety per cent of the coins
in finds . Consequently, the study of Viking-Age numismatics has until recent decades
been mostly concerned with hoards.
Since the 1970s, the use of metal detectors has led to an increase in the number of
single finds , and it is now usual in Europe to compare the distribution of hoards with
that of single finds. In Finland, too, the number of single finds has risen, but they are
still relati vely few and, considering the general paucity of the find materia!, may
perhaps remain so.
A fourth find category, in addition to the hoards and the grave and single finds,
consists of the cumulative finds from trading sites, hillforts and other such locations.
Even these finds are few in Finland, although there have been some promising discoveries in recent years.
An attempt is made in this work to record all the coin finds from Finland from the
period in question, 800-1200, and to compare the distribution of the various find
categories. lt is therefore necessary to begin with a classification of the finds .
Like any other finds, coin finds can either be 'closed' or not. The coins and/or
other objects in a closed find are assumed to have all been deposited or lost together:
they reflect the circumstances of a particular point of time and give information on
the simultaneous use of different kinds of objects. Single finds, when studied statistically, also form an important body of materia!, but as individual finds their informative value is limited.
Hoards are typical closed finds . Grave finds in Finland may either be closed or not
- a cremation burial is not a closed find if the remains were scattered in the cemetery.
As has been stressed by Otto M0rkholm, the basic division is between hoards and
single finds, for individual burials containing more than one coin can be compared
with hoards, and cumulative finds are only accumulations of single finds .7 1n an
archaeological context it is, however, natural to study grave finds separately from
hoards, and single finds separately from cumulative ones . This division of the material into four categories is used, for example, in the Swedish publication Landskapsinventeringen (1982-), and it is also followed in the present work. The categories are
discussed in Chapters 4-6.
Coins differ from most other archaeological objects in having inscriptions containing
information on their date and origin . The information is not always easy to interpret,
but because coins have been collected since the early days of humanistic studies,
there is a well-established research tradition in this area. Already by the middle of the
nineteenth century, when the systematic study of Viking-Age coin finds began, the
coins in the finds were rel atively well known , and since then the literature has
increased enormously.
Some of the earlier publications are now very much out of date, but they can still
be useful. As an example one can point to the academic dissertation published by
Professor Johan Bilmark in 1769. A number of coins had been found near Nousiainen
Church , and Bilmark believed that they had belonged to St Henry, the first bishop of
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M 0rkholm 1976.

Finland, who had been buried at Nousiainen [in or about 1156) .8 The find must in
fact have dated from the eleventh rather than the twelfth century, but thanks to
Bilmark's careful rendering of the inscriptions we can identify several of the coins.
They included, for example, the only known penny of King Peter (1038-46) of
Hungary found in Finland. Bilmark believed it to be Spanish.9
Being mass-produced, coins are very suitable for statistical studies. Find statistics
provide one obvious source of information, but there is also a specifically numismatic
research method which is based on die studies.
Coins are struck with two dies, and the impressions of pre-modern dies are usually
easy to identify individually. A coinage that was produced with a large number of
dies is likely to have been a substantial one, and vice versa. Die studies are not,
however, based only on the counting of dies, but also on analysing the die combinations. Because the upper die normally wore out sooner than the lower one, the two
dies were not replaced at the same time. This resulted in 'die chains', which can give
information on minting sequences and help to attribute anonymous issues. The geographical distribution of die-identical coins can be used for studying import routes. 10
In practice, die studies can best be applied to selected groups of coins. AngloSaxon coins, which are well struck and have many inscription varieties and other
easily identifiable details, are particularly suitable for such studies, and a large body
of reference materia! is now available in the Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles
(1958-). However, only a relatively small part of the Swedish finds have been published in this series, and there is no comparable publication of the much more numerous finds of German coins. Among them are Massenprägungen; these are badly
struck, and consequently their dies tend to be difficult to identify.
As regards the Islamic coins, Gert Rispling in Stockholm is now the only Nordic
scholar working with die studies. The Helsinki Coin Cabinet has had no specialist in
Islamic coins since the late 1970s.
Ali this means that although die studies have become an important method in
numismatics, they cannot yet be readily applied to the analysis of the large and very
varied find materia! of the Viking Age. A few special cases involving Islamic and
English coins found in Finland will, however, be presented below. 11
Die identities pertain to the ' primary individual data' of the coins. 1n CNS and other
modern publications, the 'secondary individual data' - the traces of handling and
circulation - are recorded in much detail. Apart from fragmentation, the condition of
the coins is generally most affected by the pecking and bending which was done to
test the quality of the silver. The pecks were made with a sharp knife, and it was
practical to bend the coin first. Many questions concerning pecking and bending are
still open. 12 In Finland, these phenomena have hardly been studied at all, 13 and
although the fragmentation of the coins is commented on in Chapter 8, an analysis of
the secondary individual data must be left for later studies. 1n general, few of the
coins in Finnish finds are in pristine condition, and as most of them probably circuBilmark 1769, 15- 17.
lbid. , 12.
10
E.g. Metcalf 1995, 416- 27
11
See pp. 42, 94, l l 1.
12
B. Malmer 2000, 24, 26; Leimus 1990.
13
See, however, Talvio l 985c.
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lated in Scandinavia or the Baltic lands before ending up in Finland, it is hardly
feasible to ascertain where the maltreatment took place.
The main reason why relatively little attention has been paid in Finnish research to
the individual data of the coins, whether primary or secondary, is that the systematic
recording of these details is usually carried out in connection with a publication
project. An up-to-date material publication of the Finnish finds would be very desirable, but as yet there have been no resources for such a project. It should also be taken
into account that we are dealing here with antiquarian research in a double sense:
over half of the hoards known from Finland were found before 1900; and the collections are not as well organized as could be desired . All the major finds were made
over a hundred years ago. The largest number of coins acquired from a single hoard
found in the twentieth century (Ellilä, Hattula parish) was 175.
From an archaeological point of view, the main interest of coins has traditionally
been that they can be dated more or less precisely. The basic concept in dating hoards
and other finds is the terminus post quem (here tpq), which means the earliest possible dating. The actual date of deposit can only be estimated on the basis of local
circumstances, if they can be assessed at all, and such estimates are at best educated
guesses. 14 Two finds are presented as examples here.
The most recent hoard from Finland consists of 136 coins found in 1998-2000 at
Orijärvi in the rural parish of Mikkeli in Savo. Most of the coins date from around
1000, but they also include German coins of Henry II (1002-24). At least one of them
was struck after he became Holy Roman emperor in 1014. The tpq , then, is 1014. To
judge from the relatively compact chronological composition of the hoard it would be
tempting to believe that it was hidden soon after that date. However, all other datable
Viking-Age coin finds from this part of Finland date from around 1000. There is,
then, no concrete evidence of a substantial import of coins to this outlying province
after 1014, and in such circumstances the Orijärvi hoard may have in fact been
deposited many years later.
The Nikkilä hoard from Nousiainen in Finland Proper is a different case. There are
some fourteen hoards from this province, most of them dating from the first half of
the eleventh century, and the Nikkilä find with its 1,700 coins is the largest of them .
Here we may suppose that the hoard was also deposited soon after its tpq date,
C. 1045.
Although this kind of reasoning can be useful in individual cases, it is natural that
numismatic publications nowadays mostly operate with tpq dates. The same practice
is followed in this work.
The dating of substantial hoards from an area that played a role in coin importation is
naturally very different from the dating of individual graves containing only one or
two coins. There is no reason to suppose that the coins were 'new' when buried. The
Nikkilä hoard is again a good example: although it cannot have been left in the
ground before the mid-1040s, over 40 per cent of its coins are earlier than c. 1000,
and another 35 per cent date from the first quarter of the eleventh century . In other

14
Ola Kyhlberg has devised a mathematical method of calculating individual dates of deposit for
so lidu s hoards, but in areas where imports were irreg ular such calcul ations do not seem reali stic . Kyhlberg
1986, 53- 9. Cf. Talvio l 996b.
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words, nearly 80 per cent of the coins in the largest hoard of the period were at least
twenty years old when hidden and many were fifty years old - either because they
were already old when imported or because they had circulated or lain hidden in
Finland for many years. We must also consider the possibility that the hoard had been
a persona! or family fortune which had been used and replenished (like a bank
account) every now and then until it became dormant. 15 Such hoards do not necessarily reflect the monetary circulation of any specific time.
Islamic coins are no less problematic than the others - the fact that they are always
dated can be very misleading. Their importation into northern Europe culminated in
the early tenth century, 16 but in Finnish finds coins from that time are so commonly
found along with issues from the end of the same century that we can only conclude
that the plentiful imports of the early tenth century dominated the coin stock for
several decades. An extreme case is the Linnaniemi hoard from Hämeenlinna, hidden
after 1089, which not only included many tenth-century dirhams but also two Sasanian drachms from the early seventh century. (lt is of course probable that they derived
from some earlier deposit that had been 'reactivated' .)
On the other hand we must note four Islamic coin fragments from Vainionmäki in
Laitila, dating from c. 705-803/4. This cemetery has a pre-Viking character, which
makes it very probable that these coins belong to the very earliest phase of the import.
Here the coin finds are actually dated by other artefacts, not vice versa, as is usually
the case.
From a grave at Luistari in Eura there are four well-preserved Islamic coins from
the years AH 299-302 (911/12-914/15). They must derive from a parcel of dirhams
imported in the 910s or soon thereafter, for such a series of coins from successive
years can surely have been only available for a short time in an area where coins were
apparently common. This, indeed, is an exceptional find: in the other graves of this
large cemetery, coins from various decades are usually thoroughly mixed. It is clear
that here as elsewhere, the dating of graves with a single coin is, as a rule, more or
less hopeless. Single coins only give a tpq, not a reliable date for the burial.
In some rare cases there seems to be a distinct find horizon. In the Humikkala
cemetery in Masku nine coins were found in nine graves, ali of them worn as ornaments. Four are imitations of Byzantine miliaresia, based on a type dated to c. 9891025, and there are four Islamic dirhams from the years 920-999. There is also a
genuine Byzantine coin from c. 977-89 and, as a stray find, an English penny from
c. 997-1003. The imitations are apparently of local (Finnish) origin, and it seems
likely that their prototypes were imported to the North together with the late Islamic
coins towards the end of the tenth century. This means that the imitations might have
been struck already around 1000; none of the other coins are later than that date.
What can be said of the dating of the cemetery on the hasis of such a series of coins?
Here again we must take into account the location of the find: Masku !ies between
Nousiainen and Raisio . In terms of coin finds, they are the richest parishes of VikingAge Finland. Although it is natural to suppose that coins worn as ornaments were not
necessarily freshly minted (or imported), it would be tempting to think that the nine
graves may date from no later than the early years of the eleventh century. But even
in cases like this one has to be very cautious. As pointed out by Pekka Sarvas, one of
15
16

lt is not, however, a typical ' family fortune'. See Persson 1992 and 1999 and p. 119 below.
Linder Welin 1956, 186.
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the Humikkala graves contained a sword that can hardly be dated as early as that.
There are also other interesting problems of dating. 17
The purpose of this work is to chart the chronology of coin importation, to identify,
as far as is possible, the areas through which coins were brought to Finland, and to
di scuss the use of coins in late prehistoric Finland. The finds are presented in Part II,
where the coins from graves, single finds and cumulative finds are listed individually .
The hoards are, of necess ity, described summaril y, but their contents are presented as
graphs in Chapters 4 and 7.

A note on collections, geography and dates
The national numismatic collection of Finland is the Coin Cabinet of the National
Museum, which was founded in 1920. The Helsinki University Collection held thi s
position before it was transferred to the museum and merged with the Coin Cabinet.
When Finl and was part of Sweden, archaeological finds had to be sent to Stockholm , but after the establishment of the autonomous Grand Duchy under Russian rule
in 1809 the right of redeeming the finds was transferred to the university, which was
situated at that time in Turku, and from 1828 in Helsinki. However, no finds were
acquired by the university before the early 1830s.
Since the foundation of what is now the National Board of Antiquities in 1884, and
of the National Museum in 1893, most finds have been acquired under the terms of
ancient monuments law by the National Board of Antiquities. However, not ali coin
find s are in the Coin Cabinet: the Archaeological Department has kept most of the
coins found in excavations, and it has also redeemed some of the hoards.
Both the Archaeological Department and the Coin Cabinet have their own topographical archives, which include information on the finds acquired by the University
Collection.
Since the Åland Islands acquired self-government in 1921, local coin finds have
been redeemed by the Åland Museum in Mariehamn.
1n the present study, the term ' Finland' means present-day Finland, without the

territory that was ceded to Russia in 1944. In earlier publications it was customary to
include the finds from the ceded area, partly for historical reasons and partly because
almost ali the finds known from former Finnish Karelia and the Salla-Kuusamo area
in Lapland were made before the last war 18 and are kept in the National Museum in
Hel sinki . Thi s materia! consists of some 800 coins. They are often included in Finnish find statistics, but as will be noted below, they include types which are only rarely
found in western Finland. In thi s publication the Karelian finds and the Aatservainen
hoard from Kuolajärvi (Salla) are li sted in an appendix and commented on in the
chapter dealing with coin imports.

P. Sarvas 1972, 22-25 , 36-41, 103- 11.
V. M. Potin in hi s 'Topografiya' records no fi nds from Karelia from the post-1944 period (Potin
1967, 158-61 , nos. 254-9, 263); Uino 1997, 393 , mentions two recent find s of sing le co in s from Hiitola
and Räisälä (see Appendix, p. 209).
17

18

14

1n the catalogues the finds are presented according to province, parish and find
spot. The parishes are listed in alphabetical 19 order.
The borders of the administrative provinces have changed several times but here,
as in many other antiquarian publications, the division is based on 'historical provinces ' (see p. 16). As regards the parishes, on the other hand, present-day divisions have
been followed. Nevertheless, previous names are also included in the catalogues.
The names of find spots are not always self-evident: sometimes the name of the
farm is used, sometimes that of the relevant village or lake. In this respect I have
generally followed Ella Kivikoski 's Die Eisenzeit Finnlands (1973). In the first draft
of this study I also followed that work in using somewhat cumbersome double names
such as Lieto-Anttila (a find from Anttila in the parish of Lieto), but Kenneth Jonsson has persuaded me to name the finds simply after their find locations. (Since the
finds are listed according to parishes in the catalogues, the new system required
references to the catalogue numbers.)
Many places in Finland have both Finnish and Swedish names (e.g. Lieto/Lundo,
Nousiainen/Nousis, Raisio/Reso). When C. A. Nordman published his Anglo-Saxon
Coins Found in Finland (1921), it was still customary to use the Swedish forms in
English. 1n order to avoid too many names in brackets, only Finnish forms of the
parish names will appear in the text, except for the Åland Islands, where ali the names
are Swedish. The Swedish names of the mainland parishes can be found in the index.

lt now seems likely that Islamic coins were reaching Finland even before the year
800, but as long as the evidence remains very scanty, 'c. 800' is probably sufficiently
accurate as a starting point. A small group of English coins from the mid-twelfth
century appears to represent the last phase of the imports that began in the Viking
Age, but as there is no clear border between the 'prehistoric' and the 'medieval'
imports, I have chosen 1200 as the end point of the study. The imports did , however,
diminish radically soon after 1050, which means that they were basically a VikingAge phenomenon.
In Sweden the end of the Viking Age is generally dated to 1100, but in Gotland,
based on the coin imports, the period is considered to have lasted until 1150. 20 In
Finland the terminology is unfortunately more complicated. Here, the period in question is divided into the Viking Age, lasting from 800 to 1025 or 1050, and the
subsequent Crusade Period which in western Finland continued until 1150, and in the
east until 1300. 2 1 Coins in graves have been used for re-dating the beginning of the
latter period, from 1050 to 1025. 22 But the division itself - being primarily based on

19
Here, as in the index of finds and in the bibliography , the Finnish/Swedish alphabetical order is used,
with å, ä and ö as the last three letters.
20
Jonsson 1992, 79-81; Jansson 1983, 9.
21
Originally the term Crusade Period seems to have been applied mainly to the last phase of the
Kareli an lron Age, as in the case of A. M . Tallgren, whose textbook on Finnish prehistory (Tall gren 1931 a)
ended with chapters on 'The Late Iron Age in West Finland (c. 800- 1100 AD)' and 'The so-called Age of
the Crusades: Late Jron Age in Karelia [ 1100- 1300]'. The new dating of the West Finnish Crusade Period
to 1025- 1150 now being (as it seems) generally accepted, we are faced with the awkward situation that
outside Finland this term is naturally enough connected with the crusades to the Holy Land (which began
in 1096) and with the similar ventures in north-eastern Europe (w hich were authorized by the Pope in
1147). The so-called First Crusade to Finland is supposed to have taken place c. 1155-7.
22
P. Sarvas 1972, 24, 50.
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certain types of brooches 23 - is neither practical nor relevant for coin finds, and is
ignored in this study.
Ali dates are given according to the western (AD) calendar. In cases where they are
based on the Anna Hegirae dates of the Islamic coins, one normally has to use twoyear dates, such as 815/16 for AH 200. The fact that the lunar year is eleven days
shorter than the solar year means, however, that every thirty-third year or so the
Isl amic year falls exactly within a Christian year. 24
23

24

P. Sarvas 197 1, 59; P. Sarvas 1972, 24, 50.
Such cases include 153/770, 186/802, 220/835, 253/867, 287/900, 321/933, 354/965 and 388/998.
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2. THE COINS IN THE FINDS
The two main groups in the finds are Islamic dirhams and European pennies. A minor
group consists of Byzantine miliaresia. The earlier dirham hoards sometimes include
a few Sasanian and Arab-Sasanian drachms. These are ali silver coins, the pennies
usually weighing about one gram and the eastern coins two or three grams. In thi s
period gold and copper coins are exceptional in northern finds , and none are known
from Finland.
Not ali the coins are what they appear to be; there are many imitations. The dirham
imitations were probably mostly struck either within the Caliphate or by the Khazars
and Volga Bulgars, whereas the imitations of English pennies are mainly of Scandinavian origin. There are also northern imitations of Byzantine miliaresia, and some of
them are evidently of Finnish origin. Even some very crude dirham imitations mu st
have been made in Finland, for there are die-links between them and the Byzantine
imitations. These earliest coins of Finland will be presented at the end of the survey.

Sasanian and Islami c coins
Most of the Islamic and other Oriental coins found in Finland have been published by
Beatrice Granberg in her Förteckning över kufiska myntfynd i Finland (1966), a
catalogue comprising 1,649 coins. 25 Of these, 1,351 are from the Åland lslands and
298 from the mainland, the latter including 22 coins from former Finnish Karelia and
17 from unidentified finds. 26 Although she li sted the coins in the order of the finds,
Granberg gives no information on the finds themselves or of coins which have been
dispersed. She intended to comment on these questions in the second, unpublished
volume of her work, which she was preparing in the 1960s and 1970s.
The coins found after 1966 mostly come from graves. The richest finds - nearly
forty dirhams - are from Luistari in Eura. Many of these coins were studied by
Granberg before her retirement in 1977.
The Viking-Age imports to northern Europe also included coins from an earlier
period. There are 18 Sasanian drachms from Finland, dating from the years 559-625
and bearing the names of Khusraw I (1), Hormizd IV (4) and Khusraw II (13). Most
of them come from ninth-century hoards, but two are from the late eleventh-century
hoard of Linnaniemi (no. 134). Next come the Arab-Sasanian drachms issued by the
Umayyad and Zubairid governors oflraq and Fars. The Svedjelandet hoard (no. 104)
contained nine such coins, dating from 672-702, and to these must be added two
27
unidentified fragments from Bertby (no. 108) and Valaskallio (no. 218).
There are also seven so-called half-drachms of Arab-Sasanian type, issued by the
'Abbäsid governors of Tabaristän in Amul on the south coast of the Caspian Sea.

Granberg 1966, nos. 1- 1640 and 11 2a, 1166a, 11 96a, 1346a, l60 l a-d and 1602a.
Among the finds from the mainland are 2 coins (nos. 1356-7) assigned to the 1686 Uskela hoard
which cannot derive from this find. The provenance ofthe 4 coins from 'Viborgs Iän, 1849' (nos. 160la- d)
is also questionable.
27
References to the individual coins can be found in the li sting of the dynasties, reigns and mints in
Granberg 1966, 226-43.
25

26
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These coins, dated from 771 to 789, come from the hoards of Svedjelandet, Hammarudda (no. 106) and Housulanmäki (no. 145).
All the other eastern coins in Finnish finds are Islamic dirhams of the usual nonpictorial type introduced in AH 79 (698/9). The earliest date found in the Finnish find
materia) is, according to Granberg, 91 (709/10). 28 The latest securely dated dirham is
a Qarakhanid coin from 397 (1006/7) in the Luurila hoard (no. 129). 29
The 35 eastern Umayyad coins published by Granberg from finds from the present
area of Finland 30 come all from Åland. More recently, three fragments of Umayyad
dirhams have been found on the mainland , in the Kaunismäki (no. 236) and Vainionmäki (no. 212) cemeteries. There are also two Spanish Umayyad dirhams from the
eighth and ninth centuries, one from Åland (no. 106) and the other from the Anivehmaanmäki cemetery (no. 232) in Finland Proper. In addition to these, Granberg has
published two imitations of Spanish Umayyad issues from unidentified finds. At !east
one of them belongs to a group of German (Maas area?) imitations based on Byzantine and Arabic prototypes. 31 The National Museum has a further coin belonging to
the same group, with a pseudo-Arabic inscription on one side and a facing bust on the
other, 32 probably also from a Finnish find.
As elsewhere in the North, the first major group in the finds consists of 'Abbäsid
dirhams which were issued from AH 132 (749/50) onwards. Owing to the large ninthcentury hoard of Bertby the proportion of 'Abbäsid coins in the Finnish find materia!
is highe r than could otherwise be expected. It must also be noted that almost all of the
more than 300 coins listed by Granberg as Tähirid or possibly Tähirid issues are
nowadays regarded as ordinary 'Abbäsid coins, since no Tähirid ruler is mentioned on
them. 33 There are no more than six 'rea!' Tähirid coins in the Finnish find material. 34
A more serious problem arises from the imitations . Granberg identified some 60 of
these, mostly based on Sämänid issues, but in fact there are many more imitations especially of 'Abbäsid dirhams - which were not recognized as such in her day . Gert
Rispling's studies have shown that the Bertby hoard alone contains at !east 115
imitations, and very possibly several more.35
The total number of genuine 'Abbäsid dirhams in Finnish finds is probably around
900. It is nevertheless much higher than the number of Sämänid dirhams which is
slightly more than 300.
The imports of Sämänid coins began in the 890s. The majority of the Sämänid
coins in northern finds are struck in the names of Ismä'Il I (892-907), Ahmad II
(907-14) and Nasr II (914-43); the later issues are much rarer. The earliest Sämänid
coin from Finland dates from 894/5, the latest from 981/2. Most of them come from
al-Shäsh , Samarqand and Bukhärä in present-day Uzbekistan and Andaräbah in Afghanistan. As already noted, imitations of Sämänid coins are also common. They are
mainly based on the coins of Nasr II. 36

Granberg 1966, no. 1 1 1.
fbid ., no. 1540. Nos. 1364, 1637 may date From the same year.
30
There are two more From an insufficiently known find From Karelia (Gra nberg 1966, 211 ).
31
Granberg 1906, no. 1639; V. Hatz and Li nder Welin 1968, no. 5.
32
Cf. V. Hatz and Linder Welin 1968, no. 6.
33
Only the names of Tähir 1 (821 - 2) and Talha (822- 8) appear on silver co ins. Album 1998, 67 .
34
Granberg 1966, nos. 104, 257,776, 781-3.
35
G. Rispling , pers. comm.
36
Granberg 1966, 232.
28

29
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4

6
Fig. / . lslamic dirhams and other Oriental coins: I. Sasanian , Khusraw II, Shirajän, 617 (drachm); 2. Arab-

Sasanian, HänI, Tabaristän, 788/9 (fragment of a half drachm); 3. Umayyad , Hishäm, Wäsit, 741/2; 4.
'Abbäsid, al-MahdI, Madinat al-Saläm, 778/9; 5. Sämänid, Ahmad (II) ibn Ismä'II, Samarqand, 911/12; 6.
'Uqaylid, Hu säm al-Dawla, al-Mawsil 997- 8 (mounted in silver ring, with suspension Joop). Photo Coin
Cabinet.

The later Sämänid issues include three so-called 'outsize dirhams' (two of them
fragmentary, one from an unknown find) which are now dated to the last quarter of
the tenth century. 37 In a recent publication38 the provenance of one of them is given
as Vähäkyrö but the coin in question is in fact a grave find from Vammala (no. 251 ).
Among the minor groups the earliest are the Idrisids and the govemors of Tudgha,
the former represented by four coins and the latter by three, all struck in what is now
Morocco between 790 and 801. (There are numerous North African issues also among
the 'Abbäsid coins, most of them from al-Abbäsiyah in Tunisia.)
From the ninth century there is a group of ten Saffärid dirhams, all in the Bertby
hoard. Their mint is given as al-Banjhir (Panjhir in Transoxiana, now in Afghanistan), a location famous for its silver mines. Seven of them are dated AH 259 or 260
37

38
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Lovick 1977; Hoven 1987 (with bibliography); Granberg 1966, nos. 1465, 1546, 1633; Talvio 1990.
Hattori 1989.

but three are dated 277 (890/1), and the latter were formerly regarded as the latest
coins of the Bertby hoard. According to Rispling the '277' coins are, however,
imitative, and the date is meaningless. 39
The Bertby hoard also included a Zaidid dirham, the only one of its kind from
Finland. It was struck in 867 at Amul in Tabaristän.
The other minor groups belong to the tenth century. Some of them must have been
imported together with Sämänid coins, while others date from the last years of the
century, when the Sämänid imports had already come to an end. The largest of the
earlier groups are the Buyid (Buwayhid) coins, of which Granberg has published
eighteen (half of them from Åland). 40 Recent finds have added five to their number.
They date from 934 to 969. Most of them come from the Persian province of Fars; the
remainder are from an area extending to Jazira in western Iraq.
The Hamdänids are represented by five coins 41 dating from 942/3 to 961/2. The
mints are al-Mawsil, Nisfbin and al-Shäsh.
Two coins were struck by Abu 1-Husain Bagkam as amlr al-umara in Wäsit and
Madfnat al-Saläm, both in 940/1, and there is a Wajihid dirham from 'Oman, struck
in 932.
There are also dirhams issued by the Bulgars on the Volga. Granberg has publi shed
ten 42 of them (including one from Karelia), dating from 920 to 977, but these are in
fact only a part of a larger group of Volga-Bulgarian imitations, most of which were
until recently regarded as genuine Sämänid issues.43
Among the 'late' dynasties represented in Finnish finds we must first mention the
'Uqaylids, Marwänids and Qarakhanids. The eleven 44 'Uqaylid and three 45 Marwänid
coins come from western Iraq (Jazira). The former, ali from al-Mawsil, date from
996-1000, the latter from 993(?)-1006/7. The three 46 Qarakhanid dirhams, on the
other hand, are the easternmost coins in Finnish finds, being struck in Uzkend and
Kashgar between 1003 and 1007.
The only Ziyärid dirham (967-70) found in Finland comes from Jurjan in the
southeastern corner of the Caspian Sea. Among the coins from unidentified finds is a
fragment of a Simjurid dirham of 992/3 from Khorazan.
Finally, there is a bilingual dirham, probably from East Turkestan, which has been
mentioned several times in the literature. 47 This coin was not, however, found within
the present borders of Finland. It belongs to a small hoard di scovered in 1832 at
Rautu in Karelia, and before being handled over to the University Collection in
Helsinki it was studied in St. Petersburg by C. M. Fraehn. 48

G. Rispling , pers. comm .
Granberg 1966, 231. Two of the coins are published as coming from Kareli a, but no. 1601d (sa id to
be from the Gouvernement of Yiborg) belongs in fact to a parcel of coins of unknown origin . No. 1431 was
later reidentified by Granberg as a Hamdanid issue.
41
Including one from Luistari cemetery (no. 237) and one from the Alanko (no. 133) hoard .
42
One of them from Luistari cemetery, published in Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982a, 306.
43
See Ri splin g 1990.
44
Two of them from the Alanko and Orijärvi hoards (nos. 133, 141 ).
45
There is aisa one from Karelia (Granberg 1966, no. 1595).
46
One of them from Luistari (no. 238).
47
Granberg 1966, no. 1597, with reference to Linder 1938, no. 86.
48
Lagus 1900, 67-8, no . 52; below, p. 206.
39

40
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2
Fig. 2. A genuin e mili ares ion of Basil II (976-1025 ; find 129) and an imitation (find 23 1). Although three
of the five known spec imens of this imitation have been found outside Finland (in Esto ni a, Sweden and
Denmark) , the coin apparently belongs to the Finnish gro up of imitation s. Ph oto Outi Järvin en / Coin
Cabinet.

B yza ntium
The Byzantine miliaresia form a relatively small group in the northern finds. There
49
are less than 600 of them from Swedish finds and no more than 22 from Finland.
Most of the coins found in Finland are included in Pekka Sarvas's publication from
1973.50 The following reigns are represented: Constantine VII - Romanus II, 945949 (2), Nicephorus II, 963- 969 (1), John 1, 969-976 (3), Basil II, 976- 1025 (15) and
Constantine IX, 1042-1055 (1). The coins of Basil II, which also bear the name and
image of hi s brother, the future Constantine- VIII , are the most common even elsewhere in the North , but in Finland their dominance is especially pronounced (see p.
104). Ali the coins of this ruler belong to a variety which Philip Grierson has dated to
the early years of the reign (c. 977-89).5 1
Byzantine coins from the tenth century are sometimes included in dirham hoards
but they remained in circulation until the eleventh century. lt has been presumed that
the Scandinavians serving in the Varangian Guard in Constantinople played some
role in their import, 52 but their appearance in late tenth-century hoards has also been
53
connected with the decreasing availability of Sämänid dirhams.
The imitations of Byzantine coins are discussed at the end of this survey (pp. 289).

German y
The catalogue published by Helmer Salmo in 1948 contains 3,988 German coins, of
which 742 have been found outside the present borders of Finland. Among the remaining 3,246 coins 57 come from unknown finds and 148 are only known from
54
archival sources or publications from the eighteenth century. The hoards from Ellilä
Hammarberg et a[. 1989, 108.
P. Sarvas 1973. The more recent find s include two coins from the Hämeenkoski hoard and one from
Kaarina (Kirkkomäki cemetery). Two or three other coins in the ' Old Collection' of the Coin Cabinet are
probably also from Finnish finds.
51 Grierson 1973, 609- 12.
52
E.g. G. Hatz 1974, 23 .
53
Noonan 1988, 419.
54
Salmo 1948 , 436-46.
49

50
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Fig. 3. Examples of German coi n types: 1. Groningen, Henry IV - Bishop Wilhelm (1056- 76); 2. Cologne,
Otto III (983-1003), imitation issued in Soest; 3. Hildesheim, Bishop Bemward (993- 1022); 4. Miinster,
Mimi gardeford type (late 11 th c.); 5. Saxony (Goslar?), Otto-Adelheid type (983/991- c. 1040); 6. Saxony,
'Sachsenpfenni g' (early 11 th c.); 7. Wiirzburg, anonymous (early 11 th c.); 8. Mainz, Otto II/III (973-9831002); 9. Regensburg, Duke Henry II (2nd reign , 985-995). Photo Outi Järvinen/ Coin Cabinet.

(no. 128), Mömmölä (no. 132) and Orijärvi (no. 141) have added some 300 coins to
this materia), and there are many German coins (mostly fragments) also from the
Luistari cemetery (no. 238) and other recent grave finds.
Salmo's attributions of the coins were primarily based on Hermann Dannenberg's
great work from 1876-1905. Some of them are naturally now out of date, and many
of the 169 coins listed as being from 'Unbekannte, deutsche Miinzstätten ' have since
then been identified. German and other scholars - notably Peter Berghaus, HansUlrich Geiger, Wolfgang Hahn, Gert Hatz, Peter Ilisch, Ulrich Klein, Bernd Kluge,
Christian Stoess and Raymond Weiller - who have corresponded with or visited the
Coin Cabinet in recent decades have suggested a number of revisions and amendments. The Numismatic Institute of Stockholm University, led by Kenneth Jonsson,
has also produced studies of several German mints on the basis of the large find
material from Sweden.55 1n cases where new attributions have influenced the dating
of the finds they are mentioned in the find catalogues. As, however, the number of
55
Allesson 1992; Kilger 1992; Tasakis 1992; Wåtz 1992; Svensson 1993; Wennerstrand 1994; Johannesson 1995; Lindström 1995 ; Remius 1995 ; Detthoff 1996; Persson 1996; Wårhem 1996; Johansson
1997; Landgren 1997; Persson 1997; Pettersson 1997.
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mints identified in Salmo' s publication is ninety-two, the present writer cannot guarantee that ali new datings have been observed.
The largest single group among the German coins are the Otto-Adelheid pennies
(700), which have been assigned to Goslar but may have been produced also by other
mints in East Saxony between 983 (or 991) and c.1040. 56 Some 500 coins bear the
57
name of Cologne, but among them are many Nachprägungen, especially from Soest.
Other major groups include the coins from the Franconian cities of Mainz, Worms
and Speyer (700). There are also some 600 coins from various Frisian mints , but half
of them (including almost ali the coins later than 1057) come from Kuolajärvi (Salla)
and the Karelian hoards. Between them, the above-mentioned groups account för
2,500 coins or two thirds of the identified materia!.
The great majority of the German coins in Finnish finds belong to the last two
decades of the tenth and the first half of the eleventh century. The dating of many
coin types is still problematic, partly because of the several successive rulers who
were called either Otto or Henry . Among the Ottonian issues, a group of small thick
pennies from Cologne can in particular be mentioned. Salmo föllowed earlier writers
in attributing them to Otto I (936-73), but more recently Peter Ilisch has assigned
them to Otto III (983-1002). 58 There are nearly 200 such coins from Finland, and in
view of the generally 'late ' character of the Finnish finds the reattribution seems
credible.
France

French coins are seldom föund in northern Europe. The only one mentioned in Salmo 's presentation of the Finnish hoards is a penny of Lyon struck för Rudolf III
(993-1032) of Burgundy in the Nikkilä hoard (no. 115). 59 In hi s 1901 publication,
Alcenius al so described two late coins of Carolingian type, both from Nikkilä and one
61
of them apparently French.60 He attributed the other coin to Mainz, but Peter Ilisch,
when visiting the Coin Cabinet in 1991 , assigned it to western Lower Lorraine. 1n
62
Salmo's catalogue, both are included among the unidentified German coins.
Ital y

The coins iss ued in North Italy in the names of the kings and emperors of the Hol y
Roman Empire förm a small and compact group. 63 There are six of them in the
Finnish materia! , from the hoards of Nikkilä (no. 115), Ellilä (no. 128) and possibly
Tuomola (no. 121). Ali were struck in Verona in the early eleventh century. Three of
them bear the name of Henry (II) ; the other three have blundered inscriptions.

Kluge 1990; G. Hatz 199 1.
Tli sc h 1990.
58
lbid.
59 Salmo 1948, 3; Alcenius 1901 , 48, fi g. 50.
60
Alcenius 190 1, 46, fig . 49.
61
lbid. , fig. 48 .
62
Salmo 1948, nos. 93:89 and 93:96. Yet another co in in this group (93:103) may be from Normandy.
63
For Itali an co ins in Scandinavian find s see V. Hatz 1983 and Jansson 1993a.

56
57
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Fig. 4. Coins from Italy, Bohemia and Denmark: 1. Verona, Henry II (1004- 14)?; 2. Prague, Oldrich
(1012-33, 1034); 3. Lund , Sven Estridsen (1047-75). Photo Outi Järvinen/ Coin Cabinet.

Bohemia
At !east thirteen Bohemian coins are known from Finland. 64 Most of them date from
the reigns of Boleslav II (967-999) and Bretislav I (1034-55). There are also two
coins which bear the name of Spytihnev II (1055-1061) but were possibly already
struck c. 1050. 65

Hungary
There are three coins of Hungarian type from the hoards of Anttila (no. 112) and
Mömmölä (no. 132), bearing the names of SS. Stephen (1000-38) and Andrew (104660). Two of them have, however, been regarded as imitative by Istvan Gedai. 66 A
fourth coin, with the name of King Peter (1038-1046) can be identified from Johan
Bilmark' s 1769 publication of the eighteenth-century hoard of Nousiainen (no. 114 ).
There is a Hungarian coin (Stephen) also in the Kurkijoki hoard from Karelia.

England and lreland
The 1978 Sylloge publication of the Finnish pub lie collections contains 1,130 coins 67
of which at !east 40 are known to have been acquired from outside the present
territory of Finland. 68 The coins include 936 Anglo-Saxon and later English pennies
and 23 Irish (Hiberno-Norse) pennies, together with 171 coins identified as imitations
(see below under Sweden). At )east 40 Anglo-Saxon and one Anglo-Norman penny
have been found since 1978.69
With the exception of a penny of Athelstan (924-39) and another of Edward the
Martyr (975-78), the earliest coins in Finnish finds date from the reign of !Ethelred II
(978-1016), who is represented by some 600 coins. Only 17 of them are earlier than
c. 991. There are also nearly 300 coins of Cnut (1016-35) but only 10 of Harold I
For Bohemian coins in Scandinavian find s see G. Hatz 1986 and Progmet 1992.
Talvio 1980d. A coin of Boleslav II found in Köyliö is mi ssing from thi s publication. The second
coin of Spytihnev comes from the recent excavations at Luistari (no . 238).
66
Pers. comm. during a visit to the Coin Cabinet in 1982.
67
Tal vio I 978b, nos. 1- 1128, 787a, 896a.
68
ln addition to these, the ' Old collection' is known to include a few coin s acquired from Sweden and
Estonia.
69
For English coins in Swedish finds see Persson 1992 and Koronen 1996.
64

65
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Fig. 5. The ' Long Cross ' type (c. 997- 1003) of fEthelred II ( 1- 2) and some of its imitations: 3. Dublin,
Sihtric III; 4. Sigtuna, Olof Skötkonung; 5. Probably Sigtuna (blundered inscriptions). Photo Outi Järvinen
/ Coi n Cabinet.

(1035--40), none of Harthacnut (1040--42) and 14 of Edward the Confessor (104266). The series comes to an end with 10 coins from the Norman period (1066-1154)
and one struck for the first Plantagenet, Henry II (1154-89). The 21 Irish coins were
all struck in Dublin c. 1000-20.
Denmark
The earliest Danish coins found in Finland are two so-called Hedeby half-bracteates.
When Brita Malmer was preparing her Nordiska mynt före år 1000 (1966), she
contacted the National Museum in order to learn whether such coins had been found
in Finland, and was given a negative answer. There is, however, one coin of thi s type,
dated to the last quarter of the tenth century, from the Luurila hoard (no. 129),70 and
more recently another similar coin, presumably from some of the nineteenth-century
hoards, has been identified among a group of unprovenanced coins belonging to the
Helsinki University Collection.
Salmo' s article on Danish coins found in Finland (1934) contains 61 coins, three of
which have, however, been struck in the name of Cnut the Great in Sigtuna. Seven of
the coins are from finds made outside the present borders of the country, and the find
location of five coins is given as ' Raisio or Kuolajärvi [Salla]'. The hoards found
after 1934 contained only two Danish coins, both from Mömmölä (no. 132), and there
are four small fragments from the Kapatuosia hillfort (no. 131), also at Hollola. A
further two coins have been found in the Luistari cemetery at Eura (no. 238).

Norway
There are only three certain Norwegian coins from Finland. One was struck for Olaf
Haraldsson (St. Olaf, 1015-30), one for Harald Hardrada (1047-66) and the third
70
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Talvio 1976.

belongs to a type dated to c. 1065-80. Another specimen of the last-mentioned type
probably comes from the Aatservainen hoard of 1839 (see Appendix) , although it was
previously thought to belong to the Tuomola hoard (no. 121). Probably Norwegian is
also a coin from the Anttila hoard (no. 112) which on the obverse has the name of
JEthelred and on the reverse an inscription reading ASDRID MO NOR . The same inscription is found on the above-mentioned penny of Olaf Haraldsson , which likewise
comes from Anttila. 71 Kolbj0rn Skaare does not consider the Norwegian origin of the
JEthelred-Asthrith coin as certain,72 but it should be taken into account that it was
found together with the only (certain) coin of Olaf Haraldsson known from Finland,
and both have very similar weight and fabric and their reverses are almost identical.

Sweden and the Anglo - Scandinavian imitations
In addition to the coins in the Antell Collection, my article 'Sigtuna-mynt i Finlands
nationalmuseum' (1975) included 17 coins from the reigns of Olof Skötkonung (c.
995-1022) and Anund Jacob (c. 1022-50) found in Finland. Only two coins can be
assigned to Olof; the rest were struck in the names of Anund or Cnut the Great or
have a blundered obverse legend. No fewer than 10 of the coins come from the
Nikkilä hoard (no. 115). 73
The coins with blundered inscriptions form only a part of a much larger group of
Anglo-Scandinavian imitations. 171 imitations of various types were published in the
1978 Sylloge publication of Anglo-Saxon and related coins from Finnish finds, 74 and
most of them are included in Brita Malmer's monographs on Sigtuna coins and the
Anglo-Scandinavian imitations. 75 Despite much research, the imitations are very difficult to classify geographically, as some of the dies were apparently used in more
than one location. 76
Among the latest coins discussed in this publication are six Gotlandic and four
Swedish pennies from the twelfth century. The exact dating of the Gotlandic issues is
still somewhat problematic. 77 It is to be hoped that these coins will at some later date
be published together with the other medieval coins in Finnish finds. Here they have
been listed on the basis of Pekka Sarvas's manuscript notes, which he has kindly put
at my disposal.

Russia and Poland
A few coins struck in these countries in the late tenth and early eleventh centuries
have been found in Scandinavia, 78 but they are not known from Finland.
Alcenius (1901 , 33) published yet another coin in the Lieto hoard as Norwegian (with reference
to Schive 1865 , PI. 1:18) but it is now regarded as Anglo-Scandinavian (B. Malmer 1997, 187, no.
363.1955).
72
Skaare 1976, 61, 186; Skaare 1995, 41 - 2.
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Fig. 6. Byzantine rnili aresia of Rornanu s lII (Coin Cabinet, not found in Finland) and Constantine IX (find
251) and two Finnish irnitations which share the sarne re verse (unknown find, find 229). The reverse with
the figure of Constantine IX has been cop ied relatively faithfully, whereas the fi gure on the obverse of the
second irnitation (4) is rnainly based on the fi gure of Rornan us llI but seerns to include details derived frorn
the irnage of Maria Orans. Photo Outi Järvinen/ Coin Cabinet.

Finland
In hi s 1973 publication of Byzantine coins found in Finland, Pekka Sarvas also
presented 15 imitations, which he considered to be locally made in Finland. 79 Ten of
them were based on the coins ofBasil II (976-1025) and five on those ofRomanus 111
( 1028-34) and/or Constantine IX ( 1042-55). Since then the materia! has grown to 26,
of which 16 belong to the earlier and 10 to the later group. Both groups also include
crudely made dies of Islamic type (fig. 21 ). 80
The later group (figs. 6:3-4, 21, 22:1, 24) is only known from Finland, and there
can be no reasonable doubt as to its Finnish origin. The earlier group (figs. 2:2, 20)
includes three specimens from Estonian find s, one from southern Sweden and one
from Denmark, and these imitations are less well defined in terms of fabric and style
than the later group. lt seems clear, however, that they, too, were made in Finland.
In addition to the miliaresion imitations the Finnish finds also include many ' primitive ' dirham imitations (figs . 7, 22:2). 81 As noted above, there is some die-linking
P. Sarvas 1973 , 182-6.
Talvio 1994c; Talvio 1995d. Two irnitations are not inc luded in these publications, one frorn Mahittul a in Rai sio (no. 224) and another frorn Huttalanrnäk i in Piikkiö (no. 223). On the other hand, it see rns
likely that the coin found in Piila in Esto ni a before 1842 is the sarne one that is now in Pari s.
81
The materi a! publi shed in Tal vio 1979, 36 (figs. 6-14) includes only the rnore prirnitive specirnens.
79

80
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Fig. 7. Primitive bracteate imitations of lslamic dirhams, the first (fi nd 238) certain ly and the two others
(find s 244 and 265) presumably of Finnish origin. Photo Coin Cab inet.

between these and the two 'Byzantine' groups. Already in 1898 Hj almar Appelgren
(-Ki valo) suggested that some of these very crude imitations - which include silver
sheet pendants with ornaments imitating Kufic script - must have been produced in
Finland,82 and in the light of the more recent finds this can hardly be doubted. The
Alanko find (no. 133), for example, included four very primitive bracteate imitations
struck with two almost identical dies, both stylistically unusual and previously unrecorded, and it is difficult not to see them as local products. 83 Many kinds of crude
imitations of Islamic coins are, however, also known from other countries, and as
they have not yet been studied in detail, I have listed such imitations simply as
' primitive', meaning by thi s that their inscriptions and whole fabric are so blundered
that they clearly cannot have been produced by official mints within the Caliphate.

82

83

Appelgren I 898, 29. See also U. L. Linder Welin ' s comment in Serning 1956, 201.
See p. 63 below.
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3. PREVIOUS STUDIES
The first Viking-Age find known from Finland was the Saari (Uskela) hoard of 1686
(no. 122). Elias Brenner notes in his Thesaurus nummorum Sveo-Gothicorum (1691)
that he had himself acquired Arabic and Anglo-Saxon coins from the find, 84 and his
short account of them is paraphrased by Daniel Juslenius in Ahoa vetus nova (1700):
'From this I draw the conclusion that Finns have traded with the peoples in question ,
and although not directly with the more di stant ones, at !east with their neighbours. ' 85
Other early commentaries on the finds include Johan Bilmark's 1769 publication
of a hoard from Nousiainen (no. 114)86 and Gabriel Geitlin's 1848 paper on the
lslamic finds, 87 a modest precursor of his later Beskrifning öfver Kejserl. AlexandersUniversitetets i Finland Muhammedanska myntsamling ( 1862).
In 1885-1900 Wilhelm Lagus, keeper of the numi smatic collection of the University of Helsinki, published his Numismatiska anteckningar 1- Il, consisting of a history of the collection, which had been founded in Turku in the 1740s, and listing no
fewer than 600 coin finds from various periods. Lagus was not a specialist on the
Viking Age, even though he had read a paper on the Islamic coin finds of Finland at
an orientalist congress in St Petersburg in 1876.88 Hi s work is nevertheless very
valuable because of hi s extensive knowledge of the early literature on Finnish history.
Another important publication from the same time is Otto Alcenius's presentation
of four substantial eleventh-century hoards found in 1894-7. 89 The other early publications are mainly of interest for students of the hi story of learning.
The position of a Keeper of Coins was established at the National Museum of Finland
in 1920, when the Hel sinki University collection was deposited in the museum. The
first two keepers , Carl Axel Nordman and Helmer Salmo, were both archaeologists .
Both also left the Coin Cabinet relatively soon, but they published catalogues of
Viking-Age coins and commentaries on the finds. Regardless of their various other
merits , both are now best known abroad for their numi smatic publications, while in
Finland archaeologists have continued to refer to their interpretations of the coin
finds without always realizing how much they disagreed with each other. A presentation of these publications is perhaps the most suitable introduction to the problem s
that are discussed in this study.
C. A. N o r d m a n

Nordman began his numismatic career with Anglo-Saxon Coins Found in Finland
(1921). The main purpose of this work was to qual ify him for the post of keeper of
coins. Most of the catalogue was based on Alcenius 's Anglosachsiska mynt funna i
Finland, the publication of which had been interrupted by Alcenius's death in 1913,90
Brenner 1691 , § 10.
Juslenius 1700, 71.
86
Bilmark 1769. See also Talvio 1978b, xiii-xiv, Talvio 1994a, 17- 18, and p. 10 above.
87
Printed in 1852.
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but in his introduction to the chronology of late Anglo-Saxon coin types Nordman
was able to improve on Alcenius's work. 9 1 There is also a presentation of the finds
(pp. 5-20). As he had not had time to acquaint himself in detail with their nonEnglish components, it is of a somewhat preliminary character. The same is true of
the very short general introduction of the work (pp. 3-4).
The only other work by Nordman to deal with the coins themselves - their attribution and dating - was a short paper on the earliest minting in Scandinavia ( 1923).
What interested him more was the relation of the finds with trade and imports . He
discussed this question in two papers published in 1933 and 1942.
The first of them, 'Finlands handel med Skandinavien under forntiden ', had been
commissione d for voi. XVI of Nordisk Kultur, a collection of articles dealing with
trade and communicati ons. Here, the section devoted to the later Iron Age contained
only six pages of text, but most of the ideas expounded in the other, more substantial
paper were already present. As indicated by the title, Nordman 's subject was Finland 's trade with Scandinavia, not the Baltic lands or Russia, but when discussing the
coin importation of the earlier Viking Age he could not avoid the question of eastern
contacts. He explained the rich finds of Islamic coins from Åland by the participation
of the islanders in the Viking ventures. This notion, which has been repeated in
several surveys on Finnish prehistory, had recently been propagated by Alfred Hackman92 and was now elaborated by Nordman:
[I]t is most natural to see the Åland finds as memories of the part1c1pation of the
islanders in the trade with and the Viking expeditions to Russia; an indirect import
through Gotland or Svealand is not likely, because, among other things, one would in
such a case expect a mixture of early Western coins which - even if relatively rare occur in the early Scandinavian find s and even in a few specimens in the graves of the
Finnish mainland. There are also other indications of Åland's contacts with Ru ss ia: the
hoard from Bertby was concealed in a bronze vessel with imitative Kufic script and of a
type which is represented in the Gouvernemen t of Kazan , and so me curious clay objects
in the form of bear paws which are found in Åland graves are known to have parallels
only in finds from the Varangian settlements of Russia. It can thus be taken for granted
that the inhabitants of Åland themselves took part in the trade with Russia, a Swedish
expansion as good as any. 93

The Islamic hoards from the ninth and tenth centuries are mostly concentrated in
the Åland Islands, whereas the hoards of European coins date from the eleventh
century and are only found on the mainland . Because these later find s resemble
Swedish hoards, Nordman saw them reflecting an import of coins through Sweden.
Of the two most probable export centres, Gotland and the Mälar area, he considered
Gotland the more important, apparently partly because the island was well known as
a commercial power even after the Viking Age. 94 He likewise noted that not ali
imports needed to be direct - coins could reach North Finland and the inner parts of
the country also through Karelia. 95

Ibid. , xxii.
Hackman 1924, 40. (Originally published as chapter 'Fornfynden ' in Det Svenska Finland 11 (Helsingfors, 1922) .
93 Nordman
1933 , 76. (Trans. T. T .)
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Ibid. , 77-80.
95 Ibid.,
80-4.
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lt is characteristic of Nordman 's approach that he did not restrict his attention to
96
the coins alone. He also commented on the import of jewellery and swords and kept
an eye on possibly relevant sources from later times, such as a papal letter of 1229
forbidding the Gotland merchants to sell weapons to the Finnish heathens who were
97
harass ing their Christianized countrymen. Another source from the thirteenth cen98 which among other things deals with sailing
tury is the so-called Danish itinerarium
in the Gulf of Finland. Nordman thought that this route, which crossed the gulf from
Porkkala in Finland to Tallinn, was probably already in the Viking Age the principal
waterway to the east, and thi s (i.e. the prevalence of sailing along the Estonian coast)
99
could explain the paucity of finds from Finland's south coast.
The 1942 paper, 'Schatzfunde und Handelsverbindungen in Finnlands Wikingerzeit ',
presents the same themes in more detail and with references to recent literature, such
as Ella Kivikoski ' s 'Eisenzeitliche Tontatzen aus Åland' (1934) and 'Studien zu
Birkas Handel im östlichen Ostseegebiet ' (1937). In the earlier paper Nordman had
not di scussed the reasons why there were so many hoards from the Viking Age. Now
he saw them a sign of increased wealth (ein Zeichen des erhöhten Wohlstandes) , ioo
apparently implying that they were a natural consequence of large amounts of silver
being brought into the country. lnterestingly , however, he also says that although the
Jack of hoards from lower Satakunta and the northern parts of Finland Proper may be
10 1
a mere coincidence, it could also be seen as evidence of peaceful conditions. This
is an apparent reference to 'Bolin's theory' which is discussed later in this chapter.
Although Nordman did not seem to have been entirely convinced by this interpretation and did not mention Bolin by name, he nevertheless indicated that hoards can
2
reflect both wealth and the Jack of security. io
The hoards from Åland are explained in the same way as in the earlier paper, with
due attention to Kivikoski's above-mentioned writings, but the account of the imports
to the mainland during the later Viking Age has been supplemented. Gotland is still
3
seen as the great emporium of the Baltic, io and Nordman stresses that there is no
104
evidence of direct relations between western Finland and England or Germany.
From Karelia, however, there are finds with remarkably high proportions of Frisian
coins, and one of them, the Heinjoki hoard, 'gives the impression of having belonged
105
to a man who had arrived directly from Frisia' . The role of the Frisians had
who also claimed that
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Ibid., 77 and passim.
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eval, i.e. post-Viking, and this is nowadays the prevailing view. 107 The 'Frisian
question' will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
Nordman's views of silver hoards and trade relations are echoed in several surveys
of Finland' s prehistory . 108 Jorma Leppäaho even proposed that the period 1000-1150
should be named the 'Age of Gotland's Trade Hegemony'. 109 There was, however,
one writer whose opinion of Nordman's ideas was clearly less favourable. This was
Salmo.
Helmer Salmo

During his years in the Coin Cabinet (1930-8) Salmo published only one numismatic
paper, a listing of sixty-one Danish coins from the eleventh century found in Finland
(1934 ), but he also began to prepare a catalogue of the much larger finds of German
coins. 110 The work was delayed by war-time conditions, to be printed finally in 1948.
Deutsche Munzen in vorgeschichtlichen Funden Finnlands contains some 4,000 coins
(742 of them from the area recently annexed by the Soviet Union), preceded by a
description of the finds (pp. 1-39) and followed by a discussion ('Zusammenfassung', pp. 415-32) dealing mainly with the same questions - hoards and trade relations - as considered by Nordmanin 1942.
While Nordman's interpretation of the hoards was apparently rooted in the thinking of an earlier generation of scholars, 111 Salmo adhered to Sture Bolin, making his
standpoint clear on the second page of the discussion by referring to Bolin's 'generally accepted and, at !east from the point of view of the historical hoards of Finland,
wholly satisfactory theory that hoards were buried mostly in times of war or other
unrest' . 11 2 The kernel of this theory can be found in the well-known passage in
Bolin's Fynden av romerska mynt i denfria Germanien:
One or a few hoards do not necessarily need to imply war; on the contrary, parallels
from historical times and antiquity show that there are some hoards even from years of
peace. But a wealth of hoards which is conspicuous in terms of time and space must
surely mean, both in prehistoric and historic times: ravages and war. And the same rule
applies to prehistoric times as to other period: the more numerous the hoards, the more
ravages and the worse the distress. 11 3

It should be emphasized that in spite of such categorical formulations, Bolin's
outlook was not narrow. Writing in another context on the Viking Age in Gotland, he
noted that the abundance of silver seems to give a 'double-sided picture': on the
obverse, trade and wealth and on the reverse raiders coming from beyond the sea and
causing constant insecurity for the inhabitants of the island. 114 He also pointed out
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that the hoards that were left buried in times of war do not only reflect increased
11 5
depositing activity but also increased mortality.
The first of Salmo's applications of Bolin's ideas concerns the Jack of hoards in
Satakunta. It was in his opinion 'not quite impossible' that the population centres in
the southern parts of the province were so powerful (mächtig) that smaller bodies of
troops did not dare to threaten them. Satakunta is, after ali, regarded as the original
home of the Kvens and Birkarlar, who gathered tribute from the Lapps. Salmo even
mentions Lalli, the slayer of St Henry, as an example of the local people's readiness
to defend their homes. 116 It seems clear that his views of Satakunta had been influenced by the writings of Jalmari Jaakkola, who saw this province as the leading one
in ancient Finland. 11 7
The hoards from the ninth and tenth centuries are, according to this way of thinking, not primarily related to trade but to the insecurity caused by the Vikings. The
scarcity of finds from this period in the inner parts of the country reflects the fact that
the Vikings were less interested in the Finnish backwoods than in the rich commercial
centres of the East. Åland, however, was situated along their sailing route, and the
silver hoards of the island attest to 'the good and the bad sides of the Varangian
expeditions' . 11 8 Nordman had explained the ending of finds from Åland around 1000
only by noting that this was the time when the import of Islamic silver to Scandinavia
dried up, 119 but Salmo points out that there are no coins at ali from Åland from the
eleventh and twelfth 120 centuries. At the time when he was writing it seemed that
121
This led him to the conclusion
there were no other finds either from that period.
decreased or even wholly
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disappeared, and he explained this by the same 'unrest' that had also caused so many
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In this connection he also
hoards to be hidden during the previous two centuries.
123
mentions Birka, where the settlement seems to have come to an end 'at that time' .
sources,
early
several
Military or plundering expeditions to Finland are mentioned in
and if the hoards are supposed to reflect warlike events, it is naturally interesting
to compare the dates. The earliest expedition of that kind to be recorded in some
detail in the Icelandic sagas was carried out by Olaf Haraldsson (St Olaf), the future
king of Norway, probably in 1008. 124 As noted by Salmo, the Väärämaa hoard (no.
139) dates from around this time, but he does not consider it very likely that the hoard
was connected with this particular event, or with another visiting Viking mentioned
in Njal' s Saga. 125 Instead he pays attention to the hoards of Nikkilä (no. 115), Jara
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(no. 126), Selkäsaari (no. 140) and Luurila (no. 129), which in his opinion coincide
with Anund Emundsson's fatal expedition around 1050. This raid, mentioned by
Adam of Bremen, is supposed to have been directed to somewhere in western Finland.1 26 lt must be pointed out, however, that our knowledge of the events in question
is very scanty and some of the finds are difficult to date. All four above-mentione d
hoards may have been buried before I 050.
Salmo ends his survey of these events by complaining that there are no written
sources concerning ' the restless conditions that caused so many hoards to be buried
around 1060-1070. These times may have been more troubled (friedloser) than any
other period during the eleventh century' . 127 There are, however, only two hoards
from this time from Finland Proper and Tavastia.
He either ignored or questioned Nordman's conclusions concerning the roles of
Åland and Gotland, and he did not mention Kivikoski's writings at ali. He had little
to say about the importance of Gotland:
Die reichen Schätze wie auch die sonst reichlichen vorgeschichtliche n Funde Gotlands
sehen einige nordische Forscher als ein Zeugnis för die Macht des gotländischen Handels an. Andere Forscher halten diesen Handel för wenigstens teilweise friesisch . Solange
die schwedischen Mlinzfunde unveröffentlich und die finnische jlingere Eisenzeit im
einzelnen unerforscht ist, kann die Frage nach den damaligen finnischen Handelsverbindungen nicht endgliltig gelöst werden. 128

This cautious attitude does not, however, seem to have prevented him from believing in direct import from Germany:
Durch Vergleich der Anzahlen der in diesen Schätzen [nos . 112, 144 and Rautu 1866]
enthaltenen Mlinzen aus verschiedenen Gegenden Deutschlands is festzustellen , dass im
allgemeinen die Mlinzen der Provinzen, in denen die Mlinzprägung umfassend gewesen
ist und von denen aus die bequemsten Verbindungen nach Finnland bestanden haben ,
am reichlichsten vertreten gewesen sind. Die Hauptrolle in dieser Hinsicht spielt Friesland. [ ... ] Und eine lebhafte Beziehung zwischen Finnland und Friesland ist schon vor
1040 zu erkennen. 129

According to Birgitta Hårdh, Bolin's explanation of the hoards was 'so striking
that for some decades further discussion on the implication of the finds seemed
superfluous'. 130 The same can be said of its application to the Finnish finds by
Salmo. 131 In recent years, his ideas concerning the lack of hoards in Satakunta have
been further developed by Unto Salo. 132 This whole question is reviewed in Chapters
8-9.

From the 1940s to the present
After Salmo had left the Coin Cabinet in 1938, Esa Kahila was appointed interim
keeper, but he did not return from the Winter War of 1939-40. He was succeeded by
126

140).

Salmo 1948, 427. He thought that there were two separate hoards from Sääksmäki (Valkeakoski , no.
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the archaeologist Jouko Voionmaa, who held the keepership until 1976. Until the
1970s he was the only permanent employee in the Coin Cabinet. He was, however,
helped by the orientalist Beatrice Granberg, who in 1966 published her catalogue of
Islamic coins found in Finland. Voionmaa was not acquainted with Viking-Age coins,
but Pekka Sarvas, who was keeper from 1976 to 2000, has published studies on the
134
coins in graves, 133 the Byzantine coins and their imitations in Finnish finds and the
135
late prehistoric coin imports. The present author has been employed in the Coin
Cabinet since 1971.
Postscript
Beatrice Granberg died on 10 September 2000, when the manuscript of this work was
already complete. In the late 1960s she had started preparing a commentary on her
catalogue of the finds of Islamic coins (1966), and the text, consisting of some 200
typewritten pages, was apparently finished in the early l 970s. The manuscript has
now been deposited in the Coin Cabinet. 136 lt seems that she had mainly studied the
coins themselves, rather than the finds. What, on the other hand, has become obvious
is that she was much better aware of the problem of imitations than had been thought
on the basis of the 1966 catalogue. Her work on this and other aspects of Islamic
numismatics must be left for specialists to evaluate.
P. Sarvas 1972.
P. Sarvas 1966 and 1973.
135
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4. HOARDS
Although in Finnish, as in many other languages, the word for hoard (aarre) means
'treasure', it is a technical term in antiquarian research, and does not necessarily
imply great wealth. Finnish coin hoards from the Viking Age often consist of no
more, and sometimes less, than a handful of coins.
1n his paper, 'Nogle betragtninger over klassificeringen af m!Z!ntfund', Otto
M0rkholm stressed that the classification of finds must be based on the fundamental
difference between hoards and single finds. He defined a hoard as 'two or more coins
(exceptionally one coin together with ornaments, silver objects and similar valuables)
which have been deposited on the same occasion and can be supposed to have
belonged to the same owner'. 137 According to this definition a single coin or other
object cannot in principle be regarded as a hoard, even if it is very valuable and was
hidden on purpose. Grave finds, on the other hand , can be equated with hoards, if
they contain more than one object and are closed finds (which is not the case for most
prehistoric cremation burials in Finland).
Single coins in graves are sometimes treated as single finds, but in this study, as
already mentioned, coins from hoards, graves, and single and cumulative finds will
be discussed separately.
The classification of finds containing only a few coins can entail problems. In her
study of the finds from Gotland, Majvor Östergren defined two to five coins as the
minimum size of a hoard, depending on the find circumstances and the chronological
composition of the find. 138 1n his study of grave finds from Germany, however,
Walter Hävernick listed finds of two or three coins together with single finds, 139 and
in his catalogue of the Estonian material Arkadi Molvögin has in a similar way
included finds of one to three coins among ' Einzel- und Streufinde' . 140 In Finnish
publications the smallest finds classified as hoards have consisted of four coins, but
this is merely a coincidence, for there are no smaller finds from Finland that could
plausibly be assigned to this category. lt can also be noted that at !east two of these
very small hoards (Hammarudda, no . 107; Joensuu, no . 111) are poorly documented.
Perhaps they were in fact parts of larger hoards? This can no longer be ascertained,
but I have nevertheless listed the four 'mini-hoards' together with the larger ones.
The Swedish publication Landskapsinventeringen mentions purses containing coins
as one example of hoards. Remains of several purses with their (usually rather meagre)
contents have been found in Finnish inhumation cemeteries, but as it is the intention
of this study to discuss hoards and grave finds separately, the purses in graves will
not be included among the hoards. The same applies to coin jewellery, even though
the necklaces found in graves sometimes contain more silver than a small hoard .
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The discovery of hoards
Very little is known of coins found before the seventeenth century, but one item of
information, hidden among the prolific correspondence of King Gustavus I, has been
available at !east since J. G. Liljegren's Strödda anteckningar om fynd i svensk jord
(1830). 1n one of his mi ssives, dated 15 June 1547 at Kastelholm , the king comments
14 1
on some 'fore ign coins' that had been found in the Åland Islands. These coins may
well have been Islamic dirhams, but as they were apparently soon converted into
current money , no further information survives of them. 142 It was to be three hundred
years before the first finds of dirhams from Åland were sent to the University Collection in Helsinki in 1848. 143
144
The first factual account of a Finnish Viking-Age hoard dates from 1686, and
there is a growing body of information from the eighteenth century onwards.
In Finland, as elsewhere, 145 most hoards have been found in the course of agricultural work or some other rural occupation. 'Work in a field' is reported as the cause
of eight finds, but 'digging ' is even more typical: digging for gravel, sand or mull (s ix
finds), for the foundations of a building (five finds), ditch-digging (two finds) or
some unspecified digging work (four finds). Two finds were made under a demolished building. The individual cases include a hoard found in a wheeltrack on a road;
in a metal container discovered by the wayside; between rocks while cutting turf; in a
cleft in a rock; on an eroded river bank; under a small pile of stones; in the stony
ridge of a small island; and in a moss-grown tussock on a meadow.
Of the forty-five coin hoards which are now known from Finland, five were found
in or before the eighteenth century and the rest are almost equally divided between
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However, if we look at the decades, the
growth of the find materia! has not been even:
1800s
1810s
1820s
1830s
1840s
1850s
1860s
1870s
1880s
1890s

2
2?
3?
1
4
3
4

1900s
19 10s
1920s
1930s
1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s

3
3
2?
4
2
1
2
2

These figures call for a number of comments. During the first half of the nineteenth
century the keepers of the Helsinki University Collection (predecessor of the present
Coin Cabinet of the National Museum) do not seem to have been seriously interested
in coin finds, but Gabriel Geitlin , who became keeper in 1849, and Wilhelm Lagus,
who succeeded him in 1863, were more active in this field, and thi s may have
influenced the increase in reported finds in and after the 1860s. Geitlin had, however,
already collected information about Viking-Age finds for several years before becoming keeper, but only one hoard (Lehdesmäki , no. 130) is known from hi s time.
141

142

143
144

145
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Map 2. The coin hoard s, inc lud ing the Aatservainen hoard from the Salla area (unnumbered). For Å land
and the southwestern coast see also map 3. The dirham hoards are marked with tri angles.
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The four remarkable finds from the years 1894-7 form a peak coinciding neatly
with the founding of the State Historical Museum (National Museum) in 1893, but no
such peak had followed the renewal of the Antiquities Act concerning the protection
of ancient monuments and the founding of the Archaeological Commission (National
Board of Antiquities) in 1883-4.
The finds continued at a pace of two or three per decade until the early 1960s,
followed by a pause of over thirty years. Despite an increase in the public's interest in
archaeology during these decades, no hoards are known from 1962-95.
The picture sketched above is by no means unique. In Denmark, according to Keld
Grinder-Hansen, about ten Viking-Age and medieval coin hoards were found per
decade at the beginning of the nineteenth century. From the 1840s to the 1880s the
figure rose to more than thirty, but after then the number of finds declined, and since
the Second World War fewer hoards have been found per decade than in the early
nineteenth century. 146 Grinder-Hansen also notes that a similar pattern can be seen in
the distribution of the finds of Bronze-Age deposits . According to him, one influential factor may have been changes in ploughing techniques. 147
In Sweden, too, the nineteenth century was the 'great period' of Viking-Age hoards.
An examination of 220 Gotland hoards which include European coins shows that
there was a steep rise in the 1830s and a peak (twenty-one hoards) in the 1860s. A
decline, however, began in the l 880s. 148 (As it happens, these decades coincide with
the career of B. E. Hildebrand, who became State Antiquarian in 1837 and died in
1884. He was, however, succeeded by another active numismatist, his son Hans
Hildebrand.) There was a new peak in the 1910s, but after that the number of hoards
per decade declined steadily until the 1960s. Their number has recently increased
again. The rise has been caused by the investigation of the old find locations with
metal detectors .149
1n her study of the hoards from Uppland and Gästrikland, Torun Zachrisson does
not doubt the importance of agricultural factors. She notes that from the 1820s onwards, and especially in the second half of the nineteenth century, the number of
hoards reported to the authorities increased, which she connects with the introduction
of new types of ploughs and improvements in drainage, both of which greatly increased the areas under cultivation. She also notes that at present most hoards are
found in archaeological investigations. 150
In his publication of the Viking-Age silver hoards from Schleswig-Holstein, Ralf
Wiechmann attributes the 'strong increase' in the number of finds in the nineteenth
century partly to the development of museum organization and partly to the intensification of agriculture. No accidentally discovered hoards have been reported from
Schleswig-Holstein since 1960. 151
The increase in the number of hoards which can be noted in the mid-nineteenth
century in Finland, as well as elsewhere in Northern Europe, coincided with an
increase in numismatic research which, as already mentioned, may have influenced
the reporting of finds. It is, however, equally obvious that the finds influenced reGrinder-Hansen 1992, 123-4.
Ibid. , 124.
148
The materia!: Jonsson 1986, 19-24.
149
Östergren 1985; Koronen 1997, 8-9.
150
T. Zachrisson 1998, 70- 1.
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Wiechmann 1996, 28.
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search. Which was more important, the activity of museum curators or the use of new
methods in agriculture, the clearing of new farmland and other similar factors? In the
light of later developments, the first of these factors - the intluence of museums and
research - would seem less important, for as we have seen, the number of reported
finds has decreased in the twentieth century. On balance, it seems reasonable to
suppose that the expansion of settlement and agriculture, together with increased
public knowledge, were factors which in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
caused more hoards to be unearthed and reported than ever since. At present, the area
under cultivation is decreasing rather than increasing, 152 and the sites that have been
settled and cultivated for a long time may already have yielded most of their treasures. lt can also be presumed that the use of modern machinery in fields and on
building sites has made the detection of the remaining hoards more difficult.

The eastern coins
Ten Viking-Age hoards are now known from the Åland Islands, ali of them consisting
of dirhams and discovered in the years 1865-1975. Writing in 1900, Wilhelm Lagus
could still surmise that it was merely a matter of chance that the Islamic hoards of
Finland were concentrated in the Åland Islands whereas English and German coins
were only known from the mainland. 153 By Nordman's time, however, the materia!
was large enough to lead to the conclusion that the Finnish hoards from the late Iron
Age actually fall into two groups, the Islamic hoards which are mostly found in Åland
and date from the ninth and tenth centuries, and the 'mixed' hoards of the mainland
dating from the eleventh century and consisting mostly of European coins but usually
including at !east a few dirhams from the tenth century (maps 2 and 3, pp. 39 and 47). 154
The Islamic hoards can be further divided into ninth-century finds, which contain
mainly 'Abbäsid issues, and tenth-century finds dominated by Sämänid issues. There
was a hiatus in imports in the late ninth century, and the tenth-century hoards consist
almost wholly of coins struck after 892. It is natural, then, to discuss the Islamic finds
in two chronological groups coinciding with the ninth and tenth centuries. Western
coins only appear in Finnish hoards from c. 1000 onwards. With the exception of the
Säänjärvi hoard (no. 143), the dirham hoards are not known to contain non-numismatic silver.
The chronological composition of the dirham hoards is presented in tables giving
the tpq of each hoard and the distribution of the coins per decade. Such tables are
easy to construct for Islamic coins which are always dated, even though it must be
noted that the hoards contain many fragments which cannot be identified precisely.
The imitations are another problem (see p. 19): ali coins regarded as imitations are in
these tables included in the category ' undated ', regardless of their nominal dates,
which may or may not be accurate.
It should be stressed that the purpose of this chapter (as well as of Chapters 5 and
6) is not to interpret the finds but to describe their contents, in order to provide a basis
for the discussion in Chapters 7-9.
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The ninth century
There are four ninth-century hoards from Åland and two (Hanko and Hou sulanmäki)
from the mainland. The following table shows how many coins are known from them ;
the total is 1,153. As indicated by the plus signs, an unknown number of coins have
been lost from most of the finds.

Hammarudda (Jomala) , no . 107
Svedjelandet (Geta) , no. 104
Housulanmäki (Vähäkyrö), no. 145
Hammarudda (Jomala) , no. 106
Hanko, no. 125
Bertby (Saltvik), no. 108

Numbe r of coins

Terminus post quem

4

834/5
837/8
837/8
857/8
864/5
874/5

107+
2 1+
158
4

859+

Table 1. Ninth-century hoards knownfrom Finland

Some of the dates presented above differ slightly from those published by Granberg .1 55 The new figures are based on studies by Gert Rispling, which he has kindly
made available to me. 156 The differences are mainly caused by imitations, which now
can be identified more accurately than before.
Lagus thought that the four coins acquired from Hammarudda in 1881 might derive
from the earlier (1865) find from the same village, but the differences in the colouring of the coins (oxidation and traces of soi!) suggest that there were probably two
separate finds. The smaller of them has the earliest tpq (834/5), but two of the more
substantial finds, Svedjelandet and Housulanmäki, are almost as early.
The Svedjelandet hoard seems to have originally consisted of at least 114 coins, of
which 107 are listed by Granberg. The Housulanmäki hoard may have been larger,
for according to one account it contained no less than 'a couple of spadefuls' of coins.
Whether this really should be taken literally seems doubtful.
Found in Ostrobothnia, the Housulanmäki hoard would seem to be wholly isolated
from the other finds, but in fact it hasan interesting connection with the Svedjelandet
hoard: both are dated by die-identical specimens of a rare and unsual coin. Granberg,
following earlier literature, attributed it to an unidentified 'Abbasid mint Ard alKhayr and dated it to AH 228 (842/3). Nowadays the mint name is usually read as
7
Ard al-Khazar ('Land of the Khazars') and the date as 223 (837/8).'5
The connection between Svedjelandet and Housulanmäki can in fact be made into
a triangle, for a third coin from the same reverse die is known from the Kohtia find
which is the earliest of the Estonian dirham hoards . Kohtia is situated on the coast of
the Gulf of Finland, and in an earlier publication I suggested that because of the rarity
of these coins, we might perhaps be justified in supposing that the three die-linked
Khazarian dirhams originally belonged to a single parcel of coins which reached the
Gulf of Finland some time around 840. 158 In the same article I also noted that the
155 Granberg's 1966 cata logue does not discuss th e finds but they are presented in her artic le in
Kulturhisto risk leksikon (Gra nberg 1956). Here, however, some of the datings differ from those of th e later
publication.
156 G. Rispling, pers. comm.
157 Bykov 197 1, 26-36. 1 am grateful to G. Risp ling who has discussed these co ins with me.
158 Talvio l 992e, 60.
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compositions of the three hoards are not homogenous, 159 and thi s question obviously
needs further attention (see p. 89).
The largest hoards from Åland were di scovered in 1865 at Hammarudda in Jomala
and 1876 at Bertby in Saltvik. Both date from the second half of the ninth century.
The Hammarudda hoard was originally acquired by a well-known private collector,
Dr Oscar Rancken. A few years later hi s collection was stolen, but he retrieved it, and
in 1883 when he finally consented to sell the find (which of course he had no legal
right to keep for himself) to the University of Helsinki, it appears to have consisted of
174 coins (55 whole, 119 fragments). Unfortunately, according to Lagus, a clumsy
university porter later managed to get some of the coins mixed up with other dirhams
in the University Collection . 160 1n Granberg's catalogue the number of coins is given
as 158.
From the Bertby find the University Collection acquired 866 coins (650 whole, 216
fragments). A number of coins were, however, apparently di spersed. Some of them
later found their way to the Åland Museum, from where they were looted during the
Finnish Civil War of 1918. Granberg published 859 coins belonging to the find, but
there are over twenty other coins in the University Collection which she also assigned
to it.
In all, the University Collection purchased at least 705 whole coins and 335 fragments from the Hammarudda and Bertby finds. Of thi s total of 1,040 coins Granberg ' s catalogue includes 1,017. It is to be hoped that the problems concerning the
exact composition of these and other dirham hoards could be at least partly clarified
with the help of the various manu script notes left by Lagus, but thi s is unlikely to be
accomplished in the near future. For thi s reason the hoards are di scussed here on the
basis of Granberg's 1966 publication.
The origin of the coins is presented in Table 2, and their chronological distribution
in Table 3. The smaller of the Hammarudda finds, which consisted of only four coins,
is omitted from the tables .
Although small amounts of Sasanian, Arab-Sasanian and Umayyad coins are usually present in the earlier finds, ninth-century hoards consist predominantl y of 'Abbäsid
issues. Here the coins are presented according to geographic areas instead of dynasties. Individual mints are not mentioned: the 99 identified coins in the Svedjelandet
hoard, for example, come from no fewer than 31 mints, among which some are
prominent (Madinat al-Saläm, al-'Abbäsfyah , al-Mohammadiyya), but most are represented by only one or two coins.

North Africa
lraq
Jibal
Transoxiana
Other

Svedjelandet
837/8 (99)

Housulanrnäki
837/8 (19)

Harnrnarudda
857/8 ( 143)

Bertby
874/5 (571)

13. 1
50.5
15. 2
3.0
18.2

10.5
26.3
26.3
10.5
26.5

9.8
35.0
14.7
14.0
26.5

1.6
40. 1
17.2
19.6
21.5

Table 2. Th e arigin af rhe coins in nin.rh-cenrury haards in percenrages af idenrijied coins (figures in
brackets)

159

160

lbid ., 59.
Lagu s I 900, 128, n. 162.
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We can see how in ali four finds half or more of the coins come from the provinces
of Iraq (main mint Madrnat al-Saläm/Baghdad) and Jibal (main mint al-Muhammadryah by Tehran). The proportion of North African issues (main mint al-Abbasiyya in
Tunisia) declined during the ninth century, whereas coins from Transoxiana in Central Asia (main mints Samarqand and al-Shäsh/Tashkent) gained in importance. The
picture is well known from other northern finds of this time. 161
It would have been convenient to exclude the Housulanmäki find from the tables
because of its small size (each coin equals 5.3 %), but it is naturally interesting to
compare it with the Svedjelandet find. Their differences are accentuated in Table 3.

Pre-750
750s
760s
770s
780s
790s
800s
810s
820s
830s
840s
850s
860s
870s

Svedjelandet
837/8(106)

Housulanmäki
837/8 (19)

Hammarudda
857/8 ( 157)

Bertby
874/5 (627)

25.5
3.8
5.7
170
16.0
6.6
8.5
13.2
2.8
0.9

5.3
5.3
5.3
15 .8
5.3
5.3
10.5
26.3
5.3
15.8

16.6
2.5
6.4
11.5
12. l
11.5
19.7
8.3
2.5
5.1
2.5
1.3

0.8
2.9
1.9
7.2
4.0
6.1
12.1
7.8
2.4
1.3
2.7
8.4
34.3
8.1

Table 3. The chranalagical campasitian af ninth-century haards in percentages af dated cains (figures in
brackets)

In the chronological table, each of the four hoards shows two or three peaks. 1n the
Svedjelandet and Hammarudda finds the first peak isin the pre-750 group, consisting
of Sasanian and Umayyad coins together with a part of the Arab-Sasanian coins.
There are no fewer than fourteen Sasanian and nine early Arab-Sasanian drachms and
four Umayyad dirhams from Svedjelandet, whereas the Housulanmäki find contained
only one early coin (Sasanian). From Hammarudda there are one Sasanian and twentyfive Umayyad coins. 1n the case of the Bertby find the late date makes its only
natural that the early coins (one Arab-Sasanian, five Umayyad) are few in number.
The Arab-Sasanian coins, struck in Tabaristän and Tudgah, and the ldrisid coins,
also from Tudgah, date mostly from 770-800. Despite their small number (16?) the
coins of these types account for a second peak in the 770s and 780s in the Svedjelandet and Housulanmäki finds. The next peak is to be seen between 800 and 820.
Belonging to these decades are 20-37 per cent of the coins in all four finds. What
seems even more remarkable is that 23-75 per cent of the coins in the ninth-century
hoards are earlier than 800. This, however, is more or less normal in ninth-century
finds (see p. 90).
Regarding the latest coins, we may note that in Svedjelandet and Hammarudda the
last two decades account for less than 10 per cent of the whole find , whereas in
Housulanmäki the figure is 21 and in Bertby as high as 42.
161
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The tenth century
After Bertby (tpq 874/5), the next substantial hoards from Åland date from the 950s.
Ali coins in Finnish tenth-century hoards are Islamic, with the exception of one
Byzantine miliaresion in the Åsgårda find.
In the Åland Islands the hoards are now smaller than in the ninth century. Granberg
published the coins of five of them (including the only coin which is known to have
survived from the Godby find from Finström, no. 102), but it seems that the coins
from Emkarby, listed by her as two different finds, in fact come from a single hoard.
On the other hand there is evidence of a fifth hoard from Svartsmara (no. 103), also in
Finström. The surviving coin from Godby dates from 928/9, and the two that are
known from Svartsmara from 902-7 and 912/13. 162 The four coins from Germundö
were found in 1975.
The four hoards which are better documented are listed here in chronological order:
Number of coins

Terminus post quem

4

915/6
954/5
954/5
958/9

Germundö (Saltvik), no. 109
Västergård (Geta), no. 105
Emkarby (Finström), no. 101
Åsgårda (Saltvik), no. 110

28
92
83

Table 4. Tenth- century hoards from Åland

Three hoards are known from the Finnish mainland. None of them are substantial
and only one (Säänjärvi, no. 143) is well documented. The Kärsämäki find (no. 123)
probably consisted of at !east eight dirhams, most of them fragments, including one
imitation which can still be identified in the Helsinki University Collection. Only one
of the coins has been dated (915/16). The Tiikkinummi hoard (no. 118) also contained at least eight coins, the latest from 935/6. The 1911 find from Säänjärvi
included four coins but this time there were also ornaments, and the coins had also
been worn as ornaments. The latest of them dates from 976/7, but the ornaments may
belong to the eleventh century, and not necessarily its early years; the combination of
jewellery and coins used as jewellery is otherwise only known from the eleventh
century (see p. 58). Because of its numismatic component the Säänjärvi hoard is,
however, presented in Tables 5 and 6, which also include the four larger Åland
hoards and the Tiikkinummi find .
As most of the coins now come from three mints in Transoxiana (al-Shäsh, Samarqand and Bukhärä), they are named in the table. Of the other provinces only Khorazan
(main mint Andaraba), the western neighbour of Transoxiana, is presented individually.
Germundö
915/6 (4)

Västergård
954/5 (21 )

Åsgårda
958/9 (74)

50.0
25.0

23.8
38. l
4. 8
9.5
23. 8

37.8
29.7
5.4
16.2
10.8

Al-Sh ash
Samarqand
Bukhära
Khorazan
Other prov.

25.0

Ernkarby Tiikkinummi
954/5 (68)
935/6 (6)

Säänjärvi
976/7 (4)

52.9
35.3

33.3
33. 3

25.0
25.0

2.9
8.8

16.7
16.7

50.0

Table 5. The origin of the coins, in percentages of identified coins (fig ures in brackets)
162
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Coins from Transoxiana and Khorazan account for 76-100 per cent of the first five
hoards . This , of course, is connected with the fact that most (67-87 per cent) of
the coins are Sämänid issues. Such figures are very typical of tenth-century hoards
even elsewhere. 163 The chronological distribution of the coins is, however, of more
interest:
Germundö
915/6 (4)
Pre-890
890s
900s
910s
920s
930s
940s
950s
960s
970s

25.0
75.0

Västergård
954/5 (22)

9.1
18.2
9.1
36.4
27.3

Åsgårda
958/9 (66)
12.1
15 .2
39.4
3.0
9.1
9. 1
12. 1

Emkarby Tiikkinummi
935/6 (6)
954/5 (75)
4.0
4.0
4.0
6.7
14.7
30.7
17.3
18.7

Säänjärvi
976/7 (4)

16.7
16.7
16.7
50.0

25.0
25.0
50.0

Table 6. The chronological distribution of coins per decade, in percentages of dated coins (figures in
brackets)

The first thing to be noticed is that the number of coins earlier than 890 is small:
the percentages for Emkarby and Tiikkinummi stand for three coins and one coin
respectively. This paucity of pre-Sämänid issues was to be expected: in Russia they
are almost wholly missing from hoards at this time, and in Scandinavian finds their
proportion is no higher than a few per cent. 164
The second observation, of course, is that the three ' major' hoards from Åland date
from approximately the same time. The Åsgårda hoard has a tpq of 958/9, and
Granberg's catalogue gives the same date for the coins from Emkaby; but as the coin
dated [3]47 (958/9) in the latter find is an imitation, its date cannot be considered
reliable. Thi s means that the tpq of the hoard should in principle be given as 954/5,
which is the date of the latest genuine coin. There is, however, a clear difference
between the Åsgårda hoard, in which 55 per cent of the coins date from 900-20, and
the other ' major' hoards in which these two decades account for only 9-11 per cent of
the coins.

The western coins
Geographical distribution
In contrast to the hoards from the ninth and tenth centuries, which are mainly from
the Åland Islands, eleventh-century hoards are only known from the mainland (maps
2 and 3, pp. 39 and 47). They coincide broadly with the settlement of that time (map 8,
p. 129), with the exception that there is only one hoard from Satakunta, found at Jara
in Lempäälä (no. 126), near the border of Tavastia. The hoards thus fall into two main
groups, one in Finland Proper and the other in Tavastia. There are some fourteen
163
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Map 3. The coi n hoards of southwestern Finland. The dirham hoards are marked with triangles.

more or less well-documented finds from both provinces, as compared to only four
from elsewhere. For this reason the hoards will here be presented in three groups:
Finland Proper, Tavastia, and the rest of the mainland.
lt must be stressed that the 'historical provinces ' of Finland (map 3) are based on
medieval administrative borders, and although both Finland (Proper) and Tavasti a are
mentioned in several early sources, including Swedish runic inscriptions from the
eleventh century, their later borders cannot and should not be projected back into
prehistoric times. 165 As more modern provincial divisions have, however, not proved
permanent, the old division is still often used in antiquarian publications.
Finland Prop e r

Finland Proper appears to have been one of the main import areas of Viking-Age
silver, and it is hardly a coincidence that the earliest information of hoards found in
this province dates from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Unfortunately this
also means that much of the information is too fragmentary to be used statistically.
From the nineteenth century six hoards are known . The largest of them was found in
1895 at Nikkilä (no. 115), and it is the only Finnish hoard of thi s period which
consists of more than a thousand coins. The Anttila hoard (no. 112) consisted of
nearly a thousand coins, and some 600 were acquired by the University Collection in
165
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1835 from Tuomola (no. 121), although a part of the find appears to have been
dispersed. The hoards from Sievola (no. 116) and Mynämäki vicarage (no. 113) were
also partly lost, while the Joensuu find (no. 111) is presumed to have consisted of
only four coins.
Of some of the finds almost nothing is known. On Parainen, a large island in the
environs of Turku, at !east fifteen 'Arabic and Anglo-Saxon' coins were found some
time before 1834 (no. 117), and a few decades Jater another hoard was found in some
nearby coastal parish, containing silver ornaments and possibly also coins (no. 124a).
The latter hoard and two other very uncertain cases (nos. 121a, 124) have been left
out of the find table on p. 00.
The hoards are concentrated in the southern parts of the province. In northern
Finland Proper the situation is similar to that in adjacent Satakunta: there are many
coins from graves but no hoards.
Tavastia
In Tavastia (Häme), too, some of the finds were made at a time when there were no
local antiquarians to document them. The Pälkäne vicarage hoard of 1786 (no. 137)
attracted some notice at the time, partly because the vicar wanted to hand it personally to the king during a royal visit and partly because it was this find that induced the
Royal Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities to start planning a publication of
the Oriental coin finds of Sweden-Finland. Thanks to a manuscript catalogue by
Jacob von Engeström, we have a fairly good idea of the hoard which in fact seems to
have consisted almost uniquely of western coins.
The next hoard from Tavastia was found in 1832 at Paturi in Janakkala (no. 135).
This was also in its way a historical event, for the find was the first to be reported to
the authorities after Finland' s separation from Sweden in 1809. Unfortunately the
coins were later mixed up in the Helsinki University Collection with two other hoards
from the 1830s and 1840s.
The remaining ten hoards have been found since 1855. The Selkäsaari find (no.
140) from Sääksmäki is said to have consisted of no less than 600 coins, but only 42
were acquired by museums. The second largest hoard, from Pätiälä (no. 127), consisted of at !east 314 coins, but more than half of them were dispersed, and the same
fate befell the Ellilä hoard (no. 128).
Tavastia is divided into 'Kanta-Häme' (Tavastia Proper) and 'Päijät-Häme' (the
eastern part of the province around Lake Päijänne). The parishes of Asikkala, Hollola, Nastola and Sysmä, from which six hoards are known, belong to Päijät-Häme.
The rest of the mainland
From the rest of Finland there are only four eleventh-century hoards, one from
Satakunta, two from Savo and one from Ostrobothnia. The Jara hoard (no. 126) from
Upper Satakunta comes, however, from a border region which is connected with the
lake routes of Tavastia. Only six coins survive from this reportedly 'large' hoard
found in 1802. The more recent of the hoards from Savo, found in 1998-2000 at
Orijärvi near Mikkeli (no. 141), was fully documented by archaeologists, but the
earlier one, the Ritaniemi hoard from 1829 (no. 142), was wholly dispersed and it is
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not even quite certain that it belonged to this period. The Pyhälahti find (no. 144)
from Kuusamo in the north-eastern part of Ostrobothnia is the only eleventh-century
coin hoard from the northern parts of present-day Finland. There are also two other
silver hoards from Kuusamo, but they contained no coins.

Chronology
In Table 7 the hoards are presented in the order of their numismatic tpq:

Finland Proper
Hadvala (Piikkiö), no. 119
Joensuu (Halikko), no. 111
Sievola (Paimio), no . 116
Nikkilä (Nousiainen), no. 115
Mynämäki vicarage, no. 113
Tuomola (Raisio), no . 121
Siiri (Raisio), no. 120
Nousiainen, no. 114
Anttila (Lieto), no. 112
Saari (Salo), no. 122
Parainen , no . 1 17
Satakunta
Jara (Lempäälä), no. 126
Tavastia
Väärämaa (Sys mä), no. 139
Voipala (Sysmä, no . 138
Alanko (Hämeenkoski), no. 133
Pälkäne vicarage, no. 137
Pätiälä (Asikkala), no. 127
Immilä (Nastola), no. 136
Ellilä (Hattula), no. 128
Luurila (Hattula), no. 129
Selkäsaari (Valkeakoski) , no. 140
Mömmölä (Hollola), no . 132
Kapatuosia (Hollola), no. 131
Lehdesmäki (Hauho), no. 130
Linnaniemi (Hämeenlinna), no. 134
Paturi (Janakkala), no. 135
Savo
Orijärvi (Mikkeli), no. 141
Ritaniemi (Mäntyharju), no. 142
Ostrobothnia
Pyhälahti (Kuusamo), no. 144

Number of coins

Terminus post quem

54
4
200+ (27)
1530
52? (28)
C. 600?
151 ? (93)
12? (7)
900+
?
15+?

1000
1024
? (after 1030)
C. 1045
C. 1050
C. [050?
1051
? (after 105 1)
1060
? ( 1 1th century?)
? ( 1 1th century?)

? (6)
98
7
13
c. 200?
314 (137)
56
314 (175)
126
C. 600? (42)
161
? (336 fragments)
16
65
?
121
?
413+

C.

C.

? (after 1018)
1006
1009
C. 1009
1017?
C. 1020
1024
1024
1036
C. [040?
C. 1050
1068?
C. 1075
C. 1089
? ( 11 th century?)
C.

1014
? ( 1 1th century?)
1065

Table 7. The coin hoards of mainland Finland. Figures in brackets denote coins known from partly
dispersed hoards.

Non-monetary silver is now very common in the hoards: only few of them consist
wholly of coins. Hoards containing no coins at all are, on the other hand, also
relatively uncommon. However, it seems useful to introduce yet another category:
hoards consisting of ornaments and including coins worn as jewellery. To this category belong the Tavastian finds of Voipala, Alanko, Linnaniemi, Lehdesmäki and
Paturi.
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As this study is primarily concerned with the import and role of coins, the other
objects will not be discussed in detail. Fortunately, they have already been presented
by Christina Bäcksbacka in her Föremålsbeståndet i 1000-talets finska myntförande
skattfynd ( 1975). I am very much indebted to this work, even though some of my
conclusions differ from it (pp. 58-63).
As is shown in Table 7, the chronological distribution of the hoards is by no means
even:
-

-

The Hadvala (c. 1000) and Väärämaa (1006) hoards are clearly earlier than the
others. The Voipala hoard consists mainly of ornaments and is probably later than
is indicated by its numismatic component (1009). This find, as well as the Alanko
hoard which has the same tpq, belong to the hoards that consist mainly of jewellery.
The next group consists of seven (?) hoards with tpq dates from 1014-24.
There are three hoards from the 1030s and 1040s.
Four hoards are dated to c. 1050 and three to the 1060s.
The two hoards from the last quarter of the century consist mainly of persona!
ornaments.

Diagrams 1-8 will present the ongm of the coins and the age structure of the
hoards, with the exception of those finds which consist primarily of non-numismatic
silver. As regards their origin, the coins are divided into four groups:
1. Islamic and Byzantine
2. German and other continental European (Bohemian etc.)
3. English and Irish
4. Scandinavian

In the first three groups, the first-mentioned component (Islamic, English, German)
completely predominates, while in the fourth group the Anglo-Scandinavian imitations are far more numerous than the coins struck in the names of the local kings.
In the chronological tables, the Islamic coins were divided into ten-year periods.
For the German and other continental European coins such a division is not feasible,
for a large part of them can only be dated by reigns. One important exception are the
English coins, which can be dated by minting periods. According to the chronology
constructed by Michael Dolley, these periods usually lasted some six years from 973
166
to 1035, and thereafter three or two years each until the early twelfth century.
167
Nowadays the periods are regarded only as approximate.
As an alternative to ten-year periods, a division into quarter-centuries seems to be a
rough but convenient method of comparing the hoards from the eleventh century.
For the German and English coins, the following division is applied:
Before 1000: German royal' 68 issues up to Otto III (983-1002); English coins up to
and including the 'Long Cross' type of lEthelred II (c. 997-1003). 169
166
Dolley developed his chronology over the years in numerous articles. See his bibliography (Thompson 1986, with indexes) and Stewart 1990.
167
The dates are listed in every volume of the CNS.
168
The term ' royal ' here refers to coins issued in the name of a king or emperor. Imperial issues are not
specified.
169
Most of the 'Long Cross' coins may well have been brought to Finland after 1000, but here we are
dealing with the dating of the coins themselves. Because of the system of periodic recoinages, it seems
realistic to suppose that within each period type the minting was most active in the beginning of the issue.
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1000-25: German royal issues of Henry II (1002-24); English coins from the 'Helmet' type of .!Ethelred II to the 'Quatrefoil' of Cnut (c. 1003-23).
1025- 50: German royal issues of Conrad II (1024-39) and Henry III (1039-56);
English coins from the 'Pointed Helmet' type of Cnut to the 'Small Flan' type of
Edward the Confessor (c. 1023-50).
1050-75: English coins from the 'Expanding Cross' type of Edward the Confessor to
the first four types ofWilliam I (c. 1050-74).
1075-1100: English coins from the fifth type of William I to the death of William II
(c. 1074-1100).
The German royal coins ofHenry IV (1056-1105) present an obvious problem, but
as there are from the present area of Finland no more than two hoards which are later
than 1075, and these include only a single penny of Henry IV , the problem can be
avoided.
Most of the other German and non-German coins can be dated within the 25-year
periods, either precisely or approximately. Those that are problematic will not be
taken into account. The largest group in this category is formed by the Otto-Adelheid
pennies, which are now dated 983/991 - c. 1040 ('Nachprägun gen ' c. 1020-50). 170
Unfortunately this is also the largest single group among the German coins in Finland , accounting for some 17 per cent of the coins of the eleventh-century hoards.
The Anglo-Scandinavian imitations of the 'Long Cross ' type of .!Ethelred II are
included in the '1000-25 ' group, even though some of the imitations may have been
struck before 1000.
It must be emphasized again that the diagrams are here only used as a rough way of
indicating differences between the hoards. In the German series there is an obvious
margin of error which, however, should not seriously affect the general picture - even
though the omission of the Otto-Adelheid pennies means that 'early' coins are likely
to be under-represented. The information is summarized in Diagrams 10-11 (p. 107).

The twofirst de c ad e s of the e leventh centur y
The Hadvala hoard from Piikkiö is the earliest Finnish hoard with western coins,
dating from c. 1000. Its latest coins are two Anglo-Scandinavian imitations based on
the ' Long Cross' type of .!Ethelred II which in England is dated c. 997-1003. Only
one of the two coins has been available for study: it is a very crude imitation which is
included in the material of The Anglo-Scandinavian Coinage c. 995-1020 by Brita
Malmer. 17 1 As neither of the dies is known from any other coupling and there is only
one other specimen (in a private collection in Sweden), no precise date can suggested
for it, but it is likely to have been struck c. 1000.
The 54 coins known from this find are now divided between museums in Helsinki,
Turku and Malmö. There are 13 genuine English coins, ali belonging to the earlier
types (c. 979-97) of .!Ethelred II. Most of the 11 Islamic coins are common Sämänid
11
° For the chronology of the variou s types of Otto-Adelheid pennies see G. Hatz 1991 , 16- 17 (' Es
bl eibt abzuwarten , ob die fortschreitend e Erschlie Bung in sbesondere des schwedischen Fundmaterial s möglicherwei se ktinfti g etwas zu einer genauere n Datierung innerha lb der Gruppe n beitragen kann ' ). See al so
V. Hatz 1991 , 28-31.
171
B. Ma lmer 1997, 204, no. 427.9147.
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issues from the early tenth century, but they also include a coin of Mansur I from 970/
1 and an 'Uqaylid from 996-1000. The German element consists of 28 coins, of
which no less than 20 are Otto-Adelheid pennies. Although this type is now dated to
983/991- c. 1040, we may suppose that in this case most of the coins belong to the
beginning of the series. The latest of the other German coins is a penny of Speyer
struck for Otto 111 as emperor (996-1002). As we can see, the latest coins in ali the
different groups date from around 1000. The European component of the hoard is
remarkably compact, consisting apparently of newly imported coins. There are also
two pieces of hacksilver, which makes its first appearance here in Finnish coin
hoards.
The second-earliest find, from Väärämaa (tpq 1006), contained 98 coins, most of
them German, including 5 which can be definitely dated to the eleventh century.
There were only 6 dirhams .
In addition to these finds there are two 'ornament hoards ' with early eleventhcentury coins worn as pendants, both from Tavastia (Alanko, tpq 1006; Voipala, tpq
1009; fig s. 9-10). As the dating of the ornaments is problematic and the number of
coins is relatively small , the hoards are not presented here.
The 1686 Saari (Uskela) hoard, which is said to have contained Arabic dirhams
and Anglo-Saxon pennies of lEthelred II, may also have been from the beginning of
the eleventh century, but as nothing further is known about it (Dijkman's publication
from 1686 being apparently unreliable), it cannot be taken into account.
The only hoard which by its composition can be securely dated to the 1010s is the
Orijärvi find from Mikkeli, tpq 1014. The dating of the Pätiälä hoard has in some
earlier accounts also been given as 1014 but, as was noted by Salmo, the find included three Otto-Adelheid pennies of the late, imitative type (Nachprägungen) which is
now dated to c. 1020-40. 172
The 1786 Pälkäne vicarage hoard, on the other hand, is not known to have contained coins later than the 'Quatrefoil' type (c. 1017-23) of Cnut, and as this was the
only coin of Cnut among the 27 Anglo-Saxon coins in Jacob von Engeström 's listing
of the find, it may have belonged before rather than after 1020. Von Engeström's list
of the German coins is, however, incomplete, and as the hoard is otherwise poorly
documented, it must be included among the uncertain cases.
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G. Hatz 1991 , 17. The earliest Swedish hoard with these coi ns has the tpq 1017.
The figures for Orijärvi do not include the six coins found in 2000.

As can be seen from Diagram 1, there are more dirhams in the Hadvala hoard than
in the other hoards from this time. It also contains remarkably many early coins of
lEthelred II. Ali four hoards have a relatively high proportion of English coins, which
also is typical of the period. (The English element is, however, somewhat overrepresented in the graphs because the German Otto-Adelheid pennies have been left
out.) The Scandinavian component is small or non-existent, despite the fact that the
production of the very common lEthelred imitations had already begun in the 990s.
100 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
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Diagram 2. The chronological composition as percentages of dated coins (figures in brackets)

The chronological profiles show that the Orijärvi find 174 differs from the other
early hoards in having unusually many (33 per cent) coins of post-1000 date. Six of
them belong to the relatively uncommon second last type ('Helmet') of lEthelred II.
In ali other hoards at !east 88 per cent of the coins date from the tenth century.

From the 1020s to the 1040s
Close on the Pätiälä hoard follow the finds of Immilä and Ellilä, also from the
province of Tavastia, and both with the tpq l 024. The 'mini-hoard' of four coins from
Halikko in Finland Proper has the same dating, 175 but because of its small size it is
not included in the following diagrams.
Only one hoard, Luurila, definitely belongs to the 1030s. There are also three
uncertain cases, which must be omitted from the diagrams. The latest of the 41 coins
known from the Selkäsaari hoard was struck after 1034, but it is possible that these
coins represent less than ten per cent of the find. The earlier (1760s) of the two
Nousiainen finds and the Sievola hoard from 1841 may date from the 1030s, but they
are too scantily documented to be certain. The second hoard from Nousiainen, Nikkilä, was also formerly dated to the 1030s, but 'c. 1045' now seems realistic.

The 21 coins found in 2000 are not included in the tables.
Salmo attributed one of the coins coins to Metz and Bishop Hermann ( 1073- 90), but thanks to Peter
llisch (see p. 137 below) we now know that it was in fact struck for Bishop Berthold (995- 1018) in Toul.
The latest of the coins in this find is a 'Pointed Helmet' (c. 1024- 30) penny of Cnut.
174

175
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This time there is not much agreement between the profiles, although we may note
that the German and English components in Immilä and Ellilä are rather similar: both
finds contain unusually many English coins. In the latter find most of them belong to
the earlier ('Hand' - 'Long Cross ') types of JEthelred II, and they include a remark176
able parcel of 'Long Cross' coins which have survived in nearly mint-condition.
The Immilä hoard also includes a parcel of Anglo-Scandinavian imitations, and among
them is the only coin with the name of Olof Skötkonung from Finland. In the Luurila
hoard, on the other hand, there is an unusual number of dirhams , ali of which (except
one fragment) have been worn as ornaments. The Nikkilä hoard, despite its date, is
rather simi lar to the earlier hoards (Diagram 1), but here we should note the Scandinavian element, which includes remarkably many Sigtuna coins (see p. 27).
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Diagram 4. The chronological composition as percentages of dated coins (figures in brackets).

In Diagram 4, the Immilä find stands out as the earliest Finnish hoard in which
over 70 per cent of the coins are from the eleventh century. 177 In the Ellilä find , on
the other hand, 80 per cent of the coins are still from the tenth century. This is
explained mainly by the large English element, which includes many early coins.
1n the Luurila and Nikkilä hoards the pre-1000 element still accounts for nearly
half of the coins, but eleventh-century issues already are in the majority. Significantly, too, the proportion of recent, post-1025, issues is high.
Talvio 1985c, 187.
The tpq of thi s find is based on the coins of Conrad II (1024-7) which in Table 8 are included in the
group ' 1025-50'. The tpq 1024 does not, of course, prevent the find from containing coins which defacto
probably are later.
176

177
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Fig. 8. The Mömmölä hoard from Hollola (fi nd 132). Photo Coin Cabinet.

The second halfof the century

The next hoard concentration dates from around 1050. This group includes the finds
from Mömmölä in Tavastia and Mynämäki vicarage in Finland Proper, and probably
also the 1752 and 1835 finds from Raisio in the latter province. 178 Unfortunately, the
earlier Raisio hoard is not well enough recorded, and the later hoard was mixed up
with other finds in the University Collection, so that both must be excluded from the
statistics. The 1802 Jara hoard, which is said to have consisted of a 'large number' of
coins, may have belonged to this time or later: the latest of its five surviving coins
was struck in Dinant around 1050.
178
The Nikkilä hoard (c. 1045) could also be included in this group. !ts inclusion in Diagrams 3-4 is
based on an earlier dating to c. 1040, which was revised only at the very last stages of this work.
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From the 1060s date two hoards, the large Anttila find from Finland Proper and the
Pyhälahti find from northern Finland. The tpq of the Kapatuosia hoard is 1068, but as
it consists of 336 small fragments, of which 225 are two small or worn to be identified, it must be omitted.
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Islamic coins have now practically vanished, and German coins are wholly predominant in ali but the Mynämäki find. The three other finds are supposed to be well
documented, but the coins known from Mynämäki consist of a selection. It seems
very probable that English coins are over-represented in it. This can be explained by
the fact that English coins from this period are generally much better struck than the
German ones and for this reason were more likely to be singled out by collectors.
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Diag ram 6. The chronological composition as percentages of dated coins (figures in brackets).

There are no radical differences in the chronological composition of the finds . The
percentage of pre-1000 issues has now finally sunk, and half of the coins date from
the second quarter of the century.
The last two hoards from the eleventh century are from Hauho and Hämeenlinna,
two neighbouring parishes in Tavastia. The Lehdesmäki hoard from Hauho consisted
of a silver necklace with coins, and there is a similar necklace together with 49 loose
coins in the Linnaniemi hoard which was found near Hämeenlinna Castle.
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Both hoards are clearly atypical, being dominated by dirhams, most of them over
hundred years old when hidden. The Linnaniemi hoard even includes two Sasanian
drachms from the early seventh century. There are also a few coins from the early
eleventh century but only one that certainly belongs to 1050-75. 179
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The latest securely dated coins in the Linnaniemi hoard are a penny of Mainz from
1088-1109 and an Anglo-Norman penny from c. 1089-92. 1n the Lehdesmäki hoard
the latest coin is a Mimigardeford penny from Mtinster (fig. 3:4); there are two such
coins also in the Linnaniemi find. Peter Berghaus in 1968 dated these coins to the end
of the eleventh century on the basis of German and Scandinavian finds. 180 Nowadays
the beginning of their minting is dated to c. 1075, for it can be shown that the type
was copied in Koblenz already in the 1070s. 18 1 Arkadi Molvogin has also in his
catalogue of Estonian hoards published specimens from the finds of Kurtna-Kärsa
(tpq 1076) and Olustvere (tpq 1080). 182 The tpq of the Lehdesmäki hoard must, then,
be given as c. 1075, instead of the earlier 'c. 1090'. This makes the hoard some
fourteen years 'earlier' than the Linnaniemi hoard, but the date is, of course, only
theoretical. Mimigardeford pennies are known in Finland only from these two hoards
179
The Linnaniemi hoard , however, also includes a coin of Goslar from 1056- 1105 which is not shown
in the table.
180
Berghaus 1968, 47, n. 26, 51 - 3.
181
Ilisch 1994, 45, with reference to Weiller 1988, 358.
182
Molvögin 1994, finds 52 (no. 82) and 54 (no. 262).
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which were found found some 25 kilometres apart and which are chronologically
isolated from ali other hoards.

Non-monetary silver in hoards
The presence of non-monetary silver is one of the features distinguishing the mainland hoards from those of the Åland Islands. As Nordman pointed out, 183 the Åland
hoards contain only coins. However, four of the five dirham hoards known from the
mainland also seem to have consisted solely of coins - although it must be stressed
that they are not well documented - and the fifth (Säänjärvi), is not really a dirham
hoard in asmuch as it consists mainly of personal ornaments and only includes four
coins, ali of them also worn as ornaments. In other words, the decisive point is not
whether the hoard was found in the Åland Islands or the mainland: it seems to be
typical of the Finnish hoards of the ninth and tenth centuries that they do not include
non-monetary silver.
The ' mixed hoards ' of the eleventh century, which are only known from the
mainland, practically always contain both coins and whole and/or fragmentary ornaments. The above-mentioned work by Christina Bäcksbacka, Föremålsbeståndet i
1000-talets finska myntförande skattfynd (1975), on the non-monetary element in
these finds covers the whole materia! with the exception of the three most recent
hoards (Mömmölä 1962, Alanko 1996, Orijärvi 1999). 184

Relation between coins and non-monetary silver
We may begin here with the simple observation that when non-monetary silver objects are found together with coins, they can be either whole or fragmentary ('hacksilver'). Delicate ornaments are often damaged when a hoard is found in ploughing or
digging, but many of the fragments were clearly incomplete already when hidden. In
Kulturhistorisk lexikon för nordisk medeltid 'hacksilver' is defined as 'silver objects
which have been intentionally cut up', 185 but in reality it can hardly matter in what
way the fragmentation took place if the objects were already broken when hidden.
This is also the opinion of Lillemor Lundström, who in her Bitsilver och betalninsringar counted as hacksilver (bitsilver) 'ali objects which are not whole in the sense that
they are not complete' . 186 Coin fragments are usually also classified as hacksilver, but
Lundström limited her study to non-monetary hacksilver and Bäcksbacka followed
her example. 187 lt must also be noted that Bäcksbacka tends to use the word bitsilver
for smaller fragments and 'object' for ornaments, even when they are incomplete.
The main purpose of Lundström's study was to show that both the larger pieces of
hacksilver (mainly those weighing over 20 g 188 ) and certain types of silver rods and
Nordman 1942, 273.
Bäcksbacka's materia! is identical with that of my pro gradu thesis on the Finnish coin hoards of the
eleventh century (University of Helsinki, Dept of Archaeology, 1975; unpublished). The Mömmölä hoard
was not included because it was at the time being studied by others.
185
Stenberger 1961, 37.
186
Lundström 1973a, 13.
187
Bäcksbacka 1975 , 127-8.
188
Lundström 1973a, 81-3 , 90.
183
184
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rings in Swedish finds have weights which are related to the Viking-Age weight
system. 189 In Finnish hoards the most common non-monetary objects are penannular
brooches, round silver-sheet pendants, and various smaller objects which seem primarily to have had an ornamental character, without obvious connection with weight
systems. 190 The pieces of hacksilver usually only weigh a few grams. There is as yet
no comprehensive study of the weights of Finnish silver ornaments, and it will not be
attempted here.
Bäcksbacka weighed only part of the objects but she made a special study of the
group of brooches, rings and various other ornaments from the hoards of Tuomola,
Paturi and Aatservainen (Kuolajärvi) 19 1 which had become mixed in the University
collection in the 1840s. This was done in connection with her attempt to reconstruct
the three finds, an attempt which cannot be considered entirely successful. 192 She also
compared the weights of the objects which she had assigned to the Aatservainen
hoard with what is known of the prehistoric weight units used in Finland 193 and came
to the conclusion that there was 'generally a remarkably good ' correlation with an
örtug weight of c. 8.41 grams. 194 Her method is not, however, quite convincing.
Comparing the weights of the whole or fragmentary objects with a set of weights in
the same find , she came to the conclusion that the eight objects in question weighed
1, 1½ , 2½, 2½, 3, 3½, 6½ and 16½ örtugs, respectively. The maximum margin of
error is said to be between 1.25 and 2.65 grams, depending on whether some particular weights or the mean weight of 8.41 g is used. lt can be questioned whether ali
these figures really are credible, considering that the ornaments in question are likely
to have originated in several workshops. As noted above, a conclusive study of these
questions would require the investigation of a larger body of materia!.
After describing the non-monetary silver in the individual hoards , Bäcksbacka
presents a summary of the materia! in tabular form , with separate figures for whole
objects and hacksilver. 195 Unfortunately some of the figures do not quite agree with
her earlier description, and as there are also difficulties of interpretation, it seems
useful to present the finds individually once more:
Finland Proper
Anttila (no. 112): round silver-sheet pendant; 2 fragments of a necklace made of braided wire ;
2 fragments of a rod; 2 small pieces of silver sheet.
Nikkilä (no. 115): 4 penannular brooches, complete with the exception of one broken pin; arm
ring, complete but broken into pieces; 2 rings ; 2 fragments of a necklace made of braided
wire, with a Byzantine coin (c. 977-89) as a pendant; 3 ringlets, linked together; 8 fragments of ornaments or silver sheet; 12 small pieces of silver; 10 fragments of rod.
Sievola (no. 116): The hoard is said to have included 'silver wire [rods?] and other wrought
silver' which presumably was melted down.
Hadvala (no. 119): bracteate fragment; piece of a bar.
Tuomola (no. 121): ring (unidentified); hacksilver.
Lundström 1973a, 82- 3; Lundström 1973b.
See al so Lehtosalo-Hilander 1985 , 42.
19 1
See p. 210.
192
Talvio 1981 , 34.
193
Bäcksbacka here refers to an unpublished study by Pekka Sarvas (1964).
194
Bäcksbacka 1975, 123- 6.
195
Ibid., 3-26, 49- 59, 128.
189
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Tavastia
Ellilä (no. 128): heart-shaped pendant and round silver-sheet pendant, damaged.
Luurila (no. 129): 3 round silver-sheet pendants ; 10 fragments of a necklace made of braided
wire, with an Islamic coin (Volga-Bulgarian, 949/50) as a pendant; 29 fragments of silver
sheet, some of them from pendants; small drop-shaped silver-sheet pendant; plastically
shaped pendant in the form of a bird; 4 fragments of mounts; 21 whole and six fragmentary
beads. The inventory catalogue (NM 4889: 10) also mentions 7 fragments of silver sheet
which cannot now be located. Ali the non-monetary objects are more or less damaged. This
is at !east partly explained by the fact that the hoard was found in a field, where it had been
been scattered about in ploughing. lt is not possible to know how many of the objects may
originally have been complete.
Lehdesmäki (no. 130): necklace made of braided wire, with 16 coins and 2 other pendants.
Originally, there may have been at !east 5 more coins, judging from the remaining suspension loops. There were no other coins than those remaining in the necklace.
Mömmölä (no. 132; fig. 8): 7 fragmentary penannular booches, 2 pieces of hacksilver. The
hoard was found in ploughing, and it is possible that the brooches were whole when
deposited.
Alanko (no. 133; fig. 9): necklace made of braided wire, with 17 coins and 4 other pendants.
Originally there had apparently been at !east one more coin. There was also a penannular
brooch but no other coins. The necklace has been damaged by ploughing (?).
Linnaniemi (no. 134): necklace made of braided wire, with 9 coins and 4 other pendants. There
may have been at ]east 9 more coins originally. The hoard also included, in addition to 56
other coins, a penannular brooch, 2 filigree pearls and 2 small spade-shaped pendants
(probably from the necklace).
Paturi (no. 135): The hoard contained about one kilogram of silver, most of it apparently nonmonetary, including penannular brooches and various rings, of which only a few pieces can
be identified with some certainty.

Fig. 9. A necklace of braided silver wire with coins as pendants from the Alanko hoard (fi nd 133). Photo
Ritva Bäckman/ National Board of Antiquities.
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Pälkäne vicarage (no. 137): According to archive sources from the l 780s the hoard consisted
of coins and 'other ornaments [sic] of antiquity' . Of the latter, only an arm ring (undamaged) survives.
Voipala (no. 138; fig. 10): cross pendant; round brooch; 16 round silver-sheet pendants ; 2
rings; 2 filigree pearls. Some of the objects have chipped edges but they may have been
undamaged when hidden . The 7 coins had also been used as pendants.
Väärämaa (no. 139): large (cut) fragment of a penannular brooch; arm ring; a length of rod in
the form of a spiral.
Selkäsaari (no . 140): The hoard is said to have consisted of some 600 coins of which only 41
are known. A small (1 cm) ring, perhaps the suspension ring of a coin pendant, is also
mentioned. There may have been more objects among the coins which were melted down.

Savo
Säänjärvi (no. 143): 4 armrings; round silver-sheet pendant. The 4 coins had also been used as
pendants. The tpq of the hoard is 976/7, but the combination of ornaments and coins is
typical of eleventh-century hoards. For the dating of the ornaments see p. 00 below.

One of Bäcksbacka's main observations is that non-numismatic silver is more
common in the finds of Tavastia than in those of Finland Proper. 196 This is certainly
true, although it should also be mentioned that several of the hoards from Finland
Proper are so poorly documented that one cannot say anything about their original
composition. If we only look at well-documented hoards from the two provinces, we
may note that there are only two finds which seem to have contained no non-monetary silver at ali. One of them is the somewhat questionable 'mini-hoard' of four
coins from Joensuu in Finland Proper (no. 111), the other is the not very large Immilä
hoard from Tavastia (no. 136). In other words, non-monetary silver is found in most
of the hoards both in Finland Proper and in Tavastia during the eleventh century. But
as is shown by the list above, it plays a much bigger role in Tavastian hoards. There
are from this province five hoards which are wholly dominated by ornaments. The
most notable case is the Paturi hoard that weighed about one kilogram but seems to
have included only a smallish number of coins. 1n the Voipala hoard the ornaments
weighed 160 grams and the coins 17 grams. 1n the three other hoards which contained
necklaces (Lehdesmäki, Alanko, Linnaniemi), the coins and the necklaces cannot be
weighed separately. In the Mömmölä hoard half of the silver consisted of coins
( 157 g), the rest ( 159 g) of ornaments.
Such finds can perhaps best be characterized as hoards of jewellery mixed with
coins, and often with coins which had also been used as ornaments. It seems to be
typical of these hoards that the ornaments are mainly whole, a feature that connects
them with the hoards containing no coins, which also are more common in Tavastia
than in Finland Proper (see p. 65).
Unfortunately it is not possible here to present exact figures concerning the weight
of the coin hoards from Finland Proper, but it seems that the proportion of nonmonetary silver in the Nikkilä hoard was not higher than about ten per cent and in the
Anttila hoard it was even smaller. The 54 coins in the Hadvala hoard may have
weighed c. 70 grams, while the two pieces of hacksilver now in the Turku Museum
weigh c. 30 grams.

196

Bäcksbacka 1975, 134.
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The origins of non-monetary silver
Bäcksbacka' s detailed discussion of the various types of ornaments and their origins1 97 is probably the most important part of her publication, since the fact that most
of the ornaments can be identified as Scandinavian, Baltic or Russian is obviously
interesting from the point of view of the study of the import routes .
As it has often been suggested that in the eleventh century most of the silver was
imported to Finland from Gotland, we may start with Bäcksbacka's presentation of
the Gotlandic objects in the hoards : 198
Anttila: [6 objects, including] ' the fragment of a rod and the finely cut pieces of silver sheet
with close parallels in Gotland'.
Nikkilä: [40 objects, including] ' the penannular brooches partly [Finnish], partly Gotlandic (?) ,
temple (?) rings point to the East but have parallels also in Gotland, the armlet and some of
the hacksilver point to Gotland'.
Hadvala: 'two objects, both with close parallels in Gotland'. 199
Linnaniemi: [6 objects, including] ' penannular brooch Gotlandic '.
Pälkäne vicarage: 'at )east one object, a Permian ring, of Russian origin but with parallels
especially in Gotland ' .

The Tuomola and Paturi hoards also include a few objects which are said to have
parallels in Gotland, but as these hoards have been mixed with the Aatservainen
hoard and their reconstruction is not wholly reliable, they will not be discussed here.
The 'Gotlandic' objects listed above form in fact a relatively small part of the
hoards in question. However, more important than their number is the fact that if all
kinds of objects could be transported to Finland through Gotland, they could certainly
equally well be transported to other areas in the vicinity of Finland - which means
that the finds of such objects do not, after ali, shed much light on the import routes.
Another important fact is that many of the objects are probably local. In the hoards
of Luurila and Voipala objects of possibly Finnish origin - notably the round pendants discussed below - form a substantial element, while the origin of the necklaces
made of braided wire in the Lehdesmäki, Alanko (fig. 9) and Linnaniemi finds is
somewhat uncertain but very possibly also Finnish. 200 There are fragments of similar
necklaces from Luurila and the southwestern Finnish hoards of Anttila and Nikkilä.
The seven penannular brooches with rolled ends in the Mömmölä hoard have also
been considered Finnish. 201 There is one brooch of the same type from Väärämaa and
three from Nikkilä. 202 Another type of penannular brooch, with faceted end-knobs, is
203
supposed to have been imported from Gotland and possibly imitated in Finland.
There is one specimen from Alanko and another from Linnaniemi. Yet another type,
with flat end-knobs, is represented by three whole and two fragmentary specimens
which probably were acquired from the Paturi hoard . Even this type seems to have

Bäcksbacka 1975, 70- 123, 131 -7.
lbid. , 131-7.
199
According to Saima ( I 954, 27) who published the find , the piece of a silver ' medallion' belongs to a
type which was common in various parts of Europe; he mentions examples from Oldenburg and Gotland.
For the piece of a silver bar he cites parallels from Russia and Gotland.
200
A publication of the Alanko find is being prepared by Paula Purhonen and the present writer.
201
Lehtosalo-Hilander 1985, 40-1; Kivikoski 1951 , 50.
202
Bäcksbacka 1975, 70-3.
203
Nordman 1924, 127-8; Bäcksbacka I 975, 73-4.
197
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Fig. JO. The Yoipala hoard from Sysmä (find 138). Photo Ritva Bäckman/ National Board of Antiquities.

been produced in Finland, but it has been suggested that the specimens from Paturi
were possibly Estonian. 204
One ornament group which is common in Tavastian hoards consists of the round
silver-sheet pendants, of which there is only one from the hoards of Finland Proper
(Anttila) but six from Luurila and sixteen from Yoipala (fig. 10). There are also
single specimens attached to the necklaces from Lehdesmäki and Alanko. The basic
type, a thin roundel with embossed figures, seems to have originated in Scandinavia
but was apparently produced locally in several regions, including Estonia and Ingria.
There seems to be no reason why some of the pendants could not be of Finnish work,
considering that crude imitations of Islamic dirhams were also produced in Finland
(see p. 29). According to Nordman and Kivikoski, the earlier pendants have mainly
geometric motifs while those decorated with floral motifs (usually palmettes) belong
to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 205 In some cases the decoration is derived from
the Kufic script of Islamic coins, but this type is not represented in the coin hoards,
unless the very crude uniface imitations of lslamic coins in the Alanko necklace are
included in this category.

Lehtosalo-Hilander 1973, 112; Lehtosa lo-Hilander 1982b, 101 ; Bäcksbacka 1975, 75- 7.
Nordman 1924, 74, 76-8, 84-8; Kivikoski 1970, 93; Bäcksbacka 1975, 108- 11; Lehtosalo-Hilander
1982b, 143-5.
204
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Problems of dating
In some cases the datings of objects are in conflict with the numismatic tpq of the
find. The Voipala hoard from Sysmä (fig. 10) is a conspicuous example. Of the
sixteen round pendants in the hoard, fourteen have floral decoration . Salmo, who
published the find, dated it to the mid-eleventh century on the basis of the coins. The
wording of the German summary is explicit:
Demnach sind auch die Gegenstände des Schatzes von Yoipala spätestens Anfang des
11. Jahrhunderts hersgestellt und wahrscheinlich um die Mitte dieses Jahrhunderts vergraben worden. Somit hat die Anwendung von Pflanzenmustern in Karelien verhältnismässig friih im 11. Jahrhundert begonnen , wonach sie erst in den folgenden Jahrhunderten ihre Bliitezeit erlangt haben. 206

The coins from Voi pala date from the years 899/900 - c. 1009. We may note that
coins from the same period also dominate the Lehdesmäki and Linnaniemi hoards,
although both belong to the last quarter of the eleventh century. Considering that
most of the 22 ornaments belong to types which are normally dated not earlier than
the twelfth century, 207 it is very doubtful whether these seven coins, ali of which have
been also been worn as pendants, can have much value for dating the other objects.
In the title of his article, 'En karelsk silverskatt från Sysmä socken', Salmo identifies the origin of the hoard as Karelian . As regards the origin of the sixteen round
pendants which form the main part of the hoard, he notes, however, that the type is
found on both sides of the Gulf of Finland - 'und hier irgendwo ist auch sein
Herstellungsort zu suchen'.
The 'Permian' ring from the Pälkäne vicarage is also an interesting case. According to Stenberger, these spiral rings are common in Gotland where they are found in
hoards from the ninth and tenth centuries. 208 The Pälkäne hoard was dated by Salmo
to c. 1060, but this dating was based on coins which can be shown not to have
belonged to the find . Although the evidence is somewhat uncertain (the find was
made in 1786), the information which is available points to a tpq of c. 1017. This
narrows the difference between the datings of the ring and the coins considerably.
The Säänjärvi find from Savi taipale has already been mentioned as an example of a
hoard containing both Islamic coins and jewellery; as we have seen, the other hoards
of Islamic coins from Finland do not contain non-monetary silver. What we have here
is, as already noted, not really a coin hoard but a hoard of ornaments which includes
four coins also used as ornaments. The latest of the coins dates from 975/6, but at
!east some of the ornaments - a round silver-sheet pendant and four arm rings - seem
to be later. Kivikoski has in Die Eisenzeit Finnlands presented two of the arm rings
(which are of an uncommon type) and noted that there is one such arm ring from
209
Nikkilä, two from Tavajärvi in Kuusamo and another two from Aatservainen. The
Nikkilä hoard dates from c. 1045 but the Aatservainen hoard belongs to the l 110s and
the ornament hoard from Tavajärvi has also been dated to the end of the eleventh
century or later (see p. 66). In other words, the Säänjärvi hoard may well have been
Salmo 1953, 19.
Bäcksbacka ( 1975 , 117) also stresses the similarity of the cross pendant in the Voi pala hoard with
one of the encolpium crosses in the twelfth-century hoard from Halikko (NM 2580:3) but the comparison
appears strained.
208 Stenberger 1958, 123- 8; Bäcksbacka 1975 , 96.
209 Kivikoski 1973, 103, fig . 747. Cf. Lehtosalo-Hilander 1988, 181.
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deposited several decades after its numismatic tpq. In this connection we can also
mention the Tiuri (Räisälä) hoard from Karelia (see Appendix, p. 214). lt consisted of
silver ornaments and pieces of silver bars of Novgorodian type but there were also
two dirhams (904/5, 976/7) which had been worn as pendants. The hoard has been
dated to c. 1100.

Hoards without coins
Silver hoards consisting of only jewellery or non-monetary hacksilver are relatively
infrequent in Finland. From Åland there is only one small find from Geta, consisting
of seven pieces of rod and rings with a total weight of 56 grams. 21 ° From Finland
Proper such finds are not known at ali before the late twelfth century, 211 with the
possible exception of a find which is said to have been made in the 1870s in some
seaside parish near Turku (no. 124a). Only three pieces of silver (small penannular
brooch, the pin of a larger brooch of the same type, and a neck-ring) are known from
this find , but Alfred Hackman, who published them, had heard that there might also
have been coins. 212
From Tavastia three hoards of persona! ornaments of silver are known. One of
them, the necklet from Tapala in Iitti parish,21 3 is in actual fact a single find which
has been regarded as a hoard because of its metallic value. The Kiipula find from
Janakkala consisted of six larger and numerous smaller pieces of necklets, 2 14 and the
Ruuhijärvi find from Nastola included four silver-sheet pendants and three silver
filigree pearl s. 21 5 There is also a find from Akaa in Toij ala which included, in addition to three silver-sheet pendants and five finger rings, various bronze ornaments
and one of the pans of a balance.2 16
As noted above, some of the coin hoards from Tavastia should be regarded as
ornament hoards on the basis that ali or most of the relatively few coins in them have
been worn as pendants. Also belonging to this 'Tavastian' type of hoard is the
Säänjärvi find from Savo.
From Mikkeli in Savo there is a find of two ringed pins from Aittosaari. The type
is well known from Gotland. 21 7
Outside southern Finland the largest hoards of ornaments have been found in
Kuusamo in the northeast part of the country. The Lämsä hoard (1953 ) consisted of a
large axe-shaped pendant with a chain, together with nine other objects (necklets, arm
rings, brooches) .21 8 The Tavajärvi hoard (1936) included two simil ar axe-shaped
pendants and 21 other items of persona) ornament in addition to some fragments. 219
NM 11 33, fo und in 1870 at Västergeta. Illu strated in Ki vikosk i 1973 , no. 826.
To this period belongs the well -known Halikko hoard fou nd in 1887, which is supposed to be a
bishop 's treas ure, perhaps plundered from a church outside Finland (Edgren 1992, 256- 7; Purhonen 1998,
105-6). The find location was investigated with a metal detector in 1989, but no further finds were made.
2 12
Hackman 1900. See also p. 150 below.
213
NM 13265.
2 14
NM 2787.
2 15
NM 5408.
2 16
NM 3 13 1: 10- 19. Appelgren 1898.
217
Ki vikoski 1973, no. 723 ; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1988, 179-80.
2 18
NM 13350. Björkman 1957 ; A. Sarvas 1986, 123- 39, 186.
2 19
NM 10411 , 10593. Tavajärvi now belongs to Ru ssia. A. Sarvas 1986, 123- 39, 209.
210
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There is also a find consisting of a necklet and a brooch from Ylitornio in Lapland. 220
The Tavajärvi hoard has been interpreted as an offering, the Lämsä hoard as a trader' s
cache. 22 1 According to Tuomas Björkman the north Finnish silver hoards belong to
the period 1050-1150,222 but this dating seems to be mainly based on the dates of the
two northern coin hoards , Pyhälahti (tpq formerly given as 1054) and Aatservainen
( 1120). 223
There are also finds of single objects from northern Finland that have been regarded
as deposits: a silver necklet from Utajärvi and brooches from Niipijoki in Inari and
Oikarainen in Rovaniemi. 224
The general increase in the number of silver ornaments in mainland Finland in the
eleventh century has been connected with the import of coins and their use as raw
materia!. It is sometimes suggested that it might even be possible for metal analyses
to tel1 us whether the silver came from Islamic or western coins. 225 Such analyses
have not yet been carried out in Finland. On the basis of the existing literature it
seems questionable whether they would produce unequivocal results. 226
NM 11707.
Björkman 1957 , 31; A. Sarvas 1986, 138-9.
222
Björkman 1957, 29.
223
The Aatservainen hoard has a parallel in the Arkhangelsk (A rchange l) hoard, found in 1989. See
Nosov et al. 1992.
224
Lehtosalo 1973, 105-7; I. Zachrisson 1984, 102.
225
Arrhenius et al. 1973.
226
The silver used in certain coi n types, such as Samanid dirhams and Otto-Adelheid pennies, has been
found to contain characteristic elements (McKerrell and Stevenson 1972 ; Zwicker, Noel and Gale 1991 ).
W. A. Oddy and V. E. G. Meyer are nevertheless pessi mistic: ' lt has often been postulated, but never
proved, thai trace element patterns in artefacts are the key to the source of the metal, but this can only ever
be true if the objects are made from freshly mined and smelted metal (which has not been reused) and if ali
possible sources of the metal have been located and analysed . Even then , there is the problem thai the trace
element patterns will have been altered by the addition of alloying elements, and that the trace e lement
pattern itself is very much affected by the efficiency of the smelting process and the materials used as
fluxes during the smelting.' Oddy and Meyer 1986, 154.
220
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5. GRAVE FINDS
At the time of writing, thi s materia! consists of some 450 coins, including many
fragments. The Swedish finds are twice as rich, consisting of nearly 900 227 coins,
which is not a very high figure compared with the number of coins in Swedish
hoards. Only about a half of the Swedish grave finds have been publi shed .228 1n
Gotland, coins were known from only 37 graves in 1992. 229
No precise information has been available on coins in Estonian grave finds. Their
number has been estimated at 100, but according to Ivar Leimus this figure may be
too low. 230
Considering that most of the Finnish finds come from a relatively small area
(Finland Proper and Satakunta), the number of coins is remarkably high . It can be
partly explained by the numerous fragments in purses, and partly by the fact that
when coins were used as ornaments, several coins were often worn together. Also at
Birka, where the finds come to an end in the late tenth century, coin ornaments are
common in graves. Against this background it is surprising that there are very few
coins from graves in the Åland Islands .

Coins in graves as ornaments and money
When attached to a necklace, a coin lost its monetary function , though not necessarily
for good: it could always be returned to circulation. As long as it was worn as an
ornament, it was, however, just one silver pendant among others. If the idea was to
bury a person with his or her persona! ornaments, there is obviously no need to
explain the coin ornaments as being something special. Nor do a few pieces of silver
in a purse seem to require an explanation - after ali, the ornaments or weapons that
were put in graves could represent much higher economic value. 23 1 Sometimes, however, coins seem to have been 'given' to the dead, and in such cases the idea of
'Charon 's coins' is often mentioned . This , of course, refers to the ancient Greek
custom of putting a coin in the mouth of the deceased as a fee to the ferryman of
Hades.
The placing of coins in the mouth among the Greeks can be explained by the fact
that they often kept their small change in the mouth 232 (as also seems to have been
done in Russia in the period of wire money 233 ). From Greece the custom of placing
coins in the mouth of the dead spread to Rome and from there to the North of the

The exact figure given by K. Jonsson (pers. comm.) in August 2001 was 873 coins.
See E. Wisehn 1989, 22-30, 38- 9, 41 , 44, 58, 61 , 72-3, 87, 89-90, 102-3, 109- 11 , 114, 126-7, 129,
133-4, 150, 159, 186, 188, 190-1 , 197-9, 201-5, 208, 211 , 214, 216-17 , 237, 241,248, 250, 259-60. For
other grave find s on the Swedish mainland see (in addition to CNS) B. Malmer and 1. Wisehn 1982, 25, 54;
eidem 1983, 38, 40-2, 45 ; Golabiewski Lannby 1990, 19; 1. Wisehn 1990, 38-41, 49-50; E. Wisehn 1992,
19, 23, 25, 28, 30, 35; idem 1995 , 22; Koronen 1997, 10- 13 .
229
Jon sson 1992, 83-4.
230
I. Leimus, pers. comm. , May and July 2000.
231
Lehtosalo- Hil ander 1982c, 37-44.
232
Seltman 1955, 109.
233
P. Gaidukov , pers. comm.
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Alps and as far as Scandinavia. 234 It was known in Denmark, Sweden and Norway
during the Roman Iron Age, 235 but according to Anne-Sofie Gräslund's 1967 study of
Charon's coins in Scandinavia it seems subsequently to have been forgotten. She
236
knew of only one Viking-Age burial with a coin placed in the mouth in Sweden.
From Finland there is one such case from the Visulahti cemetery in Mikkeli, but it is
from the thirteenth century. 237
It does not, however, seem essential for 'Charon's coins' to be placed in the mouth.
Gräslund notes that in Scandinavia even rich graves often contain only few coins, and
according to her, this might mean that the coins were a kind of symbolic payment
comparable to the fee of Charon.238 If this was the case, one can only conclude that
the religious belief underlying the custom was neither common nor evenly spreed. In
Uppland, for example, there are more coins in graves than elsewhere in Sweden;
239
Gräslund explains this by influence from Russia and Byzantium.
The Russian finds have been studied by V. M. Potin. His attitude to their interpretation is more straightforward than Gräslund 's. 1n a paper published in 1971 he calls
ali the coins in graves, except those used as ornaments, 'obols of the dead'. By using
the Greek word obol he apparently refers to the origin of the custom, but he takes no
stand on the beliefs possibly connected with it. Unlike Gräslund, he sees the placing
of coins into graves as a Finnish (Fenno-Ugrian) rather than a Slavic or Byzantine
custom. 240 The Jocation of the coins in Russian graves varies: sometimes they are in
the mouth but more often they are found on the breast of the body or in a hand. In
cases where there is also a balance and/or weights in the grave, Potin attributes the
burial to a merchant. 241
A catalogue published by T. V. Ravdina in 1988 Iists no fewer than 603 burials
with coins from the tenth and eleventh centuries from the territory of Old Russia. The
most notable concentrations are in Ingria and in the area southeast of Lake Ladoga,
between the rivers Volkhov and Svir. Other concentrations are found between Gomel
242
and Mogilev, in the Smolensk area, and between Tver and Kostroma. According to
Ravdina, coins are not found in graves in Russia before the tenth century. Even if
some of the graves may actually be earlier, it is noteworthy that of the more than
1,300 coins, only some 40 date from the time before 900, and in several cases these
early coins were found together with later ones. 243 If we compare the number of coins
with the number of graves we can see that in graves with coins the average is about
two coins per burial. It is remarkable that the whole materia] from Russia, between
the Black Sea and Ladoga, is only three times larger than that of Finland.
An interesting comparison materia! is found in Walter Hävernick's paper 'Miinzen
als Grabbeigaben, 750-1815' (1982). According to him, the custom of placing one
Grinder-Hansen 1988.
Gräslund 1967 , 168-70. !n Finland the pre-Viking finds include only four coins (solidi) which have
been found in siru, and they are from cremation burials. See Hack man 1938, 32-41; Talvio 1982c, 50- 2.
236
Gräslund 1967; Hatz 1974, 72-3.
237
P. Sarvas 1972, 9.
238
Gräslund 1967, 178, 180-1.
239
Ibid., 190.
240
Potin 1971 , 53- 6, 195.
241
Ibid., 56-4, 195.
242
Ravdina 1988, 6-7.
243
Ibid., 134, 144-7.
244
Hävernick 1982, esp. 36-42.
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Map 4. The coins found in graves.

coin in the grave is known from Germany from the mid-eighth century onwards; it
was widespread in the eleventh-thirtee nth centuries, becoming rare after that. Hävernick regards the custom as western rather than eastern: according to him, distribution
maps show that its origin on the German-Polish territory can be connected with
Anglo-Frisian trade. 244 In Northern Europe, he notes , the custom was nowhere prevalent. At Birka, for example, only nine per cent of the graves contain coins, and this
proportion is unusually high rather than typical. For Hävernick this is a sufficient
reason for rejecting the theory of a common religious belief requiring that 'Charon's
coins' be put in graves. 245 There seems to be no reason not to accept this conclusion
also for Finland, for although some of the Finnish cemeteries contain proportionally
more coins than the graves of Birka, there are also cemeteries with very few or no
coins.
In Finland cremation continued to be the predominant form of burial until the eleventh century, although in lower Satakunta there are also inhumation cemeteries which
date back to pre-Viking times. The remains of funeral pyres were usually scattered
about before being scantily covered with stones. In such circumstances, individual
burials can seldom be identified. This is why Pekka Sarvas in his 1972 study of coins
in graves concentrated on the inhumation cemeteries of Finland Proper and Satakunta. From the rest of the country he included three individual cremation burials from
245

lbid ., 42 .
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the grave mounds of Åland and one inhum ation burial from a mound in Tavasti a.
In spite of this limitation, the 74 burials presented in his study give a many-sided
picture of the funereal use of coins in Finland, for coins are relatively rare in graves
on Åland and in Tavastia, and in general there are more of them from inhumation
than cremation graves.
After 1972 the materi a( has, however, grown substantially , mainly because of the
find s from Lui stari in Eura (no. 238). The burial grounds at Mahittula in Rai sio (no.
224), Vilusenharju in Tampere (no. 250), Kaarina (Kirkkom äki) in Turku (no. 228)
and Vainionm äki in Laitila (no. 212) have also yielded numerou s coins.
In discussing the function of coins in graves, Sarvas noted that most of them were
used as persona! ornaments. According to him , no fewer than 76 of the 86 coins in hi s
materia! can be classified as such. 247 He also drew attention to the fact that in addition
to the coins in necklaces and purses, graves seemed to contain 'loose' coins. He
248
thought that they might have been ' thrown in the graves', perhaps as offerings.
Although coins and other grave goods could, of course, be mi spl aced when the body
was lowered into the grave or the burial was di sturbed later, it seems cl ear that the
use of coins in burial customs needs to be studied further.
Another important work dealing with coins in graves is Pirkko-Liisa LehtosaloHilander' s 1982 publication of the Luistari cemetery in Eura. A total of 421 buri als
are presented, of which 182 contained grave-goods and 143 can probably be dated to
the period in question. There were coins in 28 graves, that is, in 20 per cent of the
graves containing grave goods. Some of the graves had been damaged by later buri als
or by agricultural work in modern times, which meant that the position of the coins in
graves could not alway s be ascertained. In 10 graves they formed part of a necklace
and in another 10 cases they had certainly or probably been in a purse; in one
(female) grave there were coins both in a necklace and a purse. In other cases the
neckl aces were in female and the purses in male graves (including the grave of a male
child). 249 1n ali, there were remains of leather purses in 11 graves. In Sarvas's materia(
the corresponding figure is lower: according to him , coins were in purses (either
certainly or probably) only in 7 graves out of 54. 250 Sarvas's descriptions of the find s
show, however, that the coins were at !east in 21 cases found in the middle part of the
grave,25 1 which may mean that some of the purses had si mply mouldered away. In hi s
1978 publication of the finds from Köyliö (cemetery C, no. 248), Nils Cleve also
252
refers to purses which presumably were used although they have not been preserved .
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lbid. , 7.
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lbid. , 8.
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Lehtosalo-Hil ander 1982a, 13, 42- 7, 305- 9; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982b, 67- 8, 143. See also Lehtosa lo- Hilander 2000, 305- 6.
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P. Sarvas 1972, 7- 8.
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lbid. , graves 1, 6, 8, 9, 14, 16, 26- 9, 3 1, 32, 37, 40, 60, 61 , 64, 67- 9, 7 1.
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Cleve 1978 , 185.
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Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982b, 68. The finds published in Lehtosalo- Hil ander 2000 have not been taken
into accou nt here.
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Fig. J1. A necklace of beads with coins as pendants from the Luistari cemetery (find 238, grave 56). Photo
Ritva Bäckman/ National Board of Antiquities.

lnhumation burials give a relatively clear picture of the use of coins as jewellery.
Most common are the Islamic coins : often there are several of them, exceptionally
more than ten ,254 attached to necklaces between the beads (fig. 11).
Coin pendants are found in both female and male graves, but the strings of beads
with several coins are typical women ' s ornaments. In addition to Islamic dirhams,
Byzantine miliaresia and especially their imitations are also found in several graves.
The popularity of these coin types as jewellery can probably be partly explained by
their relatively large diameter and in the case of Byzantine coins also by their religious and other images, but in general the fashion of using coins as pendants belongs
mainly to the tenth and early eleventh centuries, when western coins had not yet
become common on the Finnish mainland. 255
When coins were worn as pendants they usually had a riveted loop which could be
made of silver or bronze, but sometimes there was only a small hole at the rim . Coins
with traces left by loops are common in hoards, and it is evident that because silver
was used by weight, loops made of bronze were normally removed when coin pendants were returned to circulation. The loop, however, almost always left a spot of
verdigris or some other trace, and often, too, the rivet remained in the hole . It is by no
means rare that coins, especially dirhams, have several perforations bearing witness
to long or repeated use as ornaments.
'" Lehtosalo-Hil ander 1982a, 45; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982, 146- 7.
255
Tal vio 2000, 985 .
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Coins worn as ornaments are usually whole, although sometimes they are found
damaged and it is not always clear whether they were whole when buried. Pierced
coins, when not found near the neck of the body, may have been placed into graves as
money, but considering how rare whole coins are in purses, it can be suspected that
most of the pierced coins were buried as ornaments, even when this is not shown by
their location .256
Whole coins without holes or loops could not have been used as ornaments, and
they must therefore have been buried as ' money '; the same is true of coin fragments.
In the present work coins found in cemeteries are simply divided into 'ornaments '
and ' money ' . Ornaments are, as a rule, whole coin s with suspen sion loops or holes,
while other coins are money, regardless of whether they are in a purse or were put in
the grave as 'Charon 's coins' or for some reason not known to us.

The finds
Most of the grave finds are from Satakunta and Finland Proper; there are very few
find s from Tavastia and the rest of the country (map 4 ). In the Åland Islands the rarity
of coins in graves forms a contrast with the number of coins in hoards, whereas in
Satakunta the lack of hoards contrasts with the number of coins in graves.
Å l a nd
Some 380 cemeteries are known from Åland, cons1sting of no less than 12,000
indi vidual grave mounds dating from the sixth century to the Viking Age. Only three
cemeteries have been wholly excavated, accounting for an estimated four per cent of
the total number of graves. 257 It is evident, then, that much sti ll remains to be discovered. The fact that until now only six coi ns have been found in those 500 graves
shows, however, that the placing of coins in graves was much less common in the
Åland Islands than on the mainland. The coin s date from the late ninth to the earl y
tenth century. Only one of them is whole; it is also pierced.
Finland Pr oper
It is not possi bl e to esti mate the number of graves on the Finnish mainland , as most of
them are not marked by mounds. 1n Die Eisenzeit Finnlands (1973), Ella Kivikoski
presented a list of the ' most important' Iron-Age cemeteries which have been investigated. Although it is neither up-to-date nor meant to be comprehensive, we may note
that it includes some 50 cemeteri es from the period in question from Finland Proper.
Coins have been found in at least 27 of them, which means that according to a rough
estimate, on ly every second one of the larger cemeteries revealed coins.
The 27 cemeteries are situated in Halikko, Kal anti, Laitila, Lieto, Masku , Mynämäki, Nousiainen, Perniö, Piikkiö, Raisio, Turku and Yläne. An uncertain find from
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One of the Luistari graves co ntained a coin with a loop in a purse. Lehtosa lo- Hil ander 1982b, 68.
Edgren 1992, 227, 229.

Yalaskallio in Mietoinen has also been included in the material. At present, 113
whole coins and 53 fragments have been recorded.
The cremation burials account for 35 dirhams. There are 7 of them from Kalmumäki in Kalanti (no. 206), 11 from Siiri and Pappilanmäki in Raisio (nos. 226,
225). The 4 dirham fragments from Vainionmäki in Laitila (no. 212; fig. 13) are
especially interesting because of their early dates, c. 705-803/4. There are also 2
early coins also from the Tursunperä cemetery (no. 219) in the neighbouring parish of
Mynämäki (804/5, 807 /8), and the nearby Yalaskallio find (no. 218) from Mietoinen
with 2 fragments from 650-703 and 786-809 must also be mentioned in this connection , although the character of the find is uncertain. Among the later coins are 15
Sämänids (the lastest from 945/6) and 1 'Uqaylid (999/1000).
There are early coins also among the 18 dirhams from inhumation cemeteries. The
coins from Kirkkomäki in Turku (no. 228) include 2 'Abbäsid issues from the eighth
century, and from Anivehmaanmäki in Yläne (no. 232) there is an 'Abbäsid fragment
from 770 and a Spanish Umayyad coin from the 850s. Another dirham from the 850s
has been found at Taskula in Turku (no. 230). The remaining 13 coins date from the
tenth century. If we exclude the imitations, we may note that 7 coins are from 902-44
and 4 from 950-97. In other words, late dirhams are more common in inhumation
than in cremation cemeteries. This is something that might be expected, considering
the chronological difference between the two burial types.
The western coins from the cremation cemeteries of Finland Proper are 4 in number.
Two of them date from around 1000, but the two others, both English, are considerably later: the coin from Kalanti (no. 206) dates from c. 1080-3 and the one from
Raisio (no. 227) from c. 1135-41. In inhumation graves most of the 66 western coins
date from the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century, but no fewer
than 8 are from from the twelfth century. Half of these are from Kirkkomäki (no. 228)
and the rest from Rikala in Halikko (no. 205), Taskula (no. 230) and Yliskylä in
Perniö (no. 222).
The most notable cemeteries in Finland Proper, as regards the number of coins, are
the inhumation cemeteries of Kirkkomäki (25 coins) and Anivehmaanmäki (28 coins).
In the third place is Mahittula in Raisio (no. 224; 18 coins) with both cremation and
inhumation burials. One of the Anivehmaanmäki graves contained a necklace with
four lslamic, one Byzantine and two western coins as pendants. Necklaces with
severa l coins are especially com mon in graves at Eura and Köyliö in Satakunta, and
being situated on the southern shore of Lake Pyhäjärvi , the Anivehmaanmäki cemetery can best be compared with these rich burial grounds on the northern si de of the
lake.

Satakunta
The province is divided into Lower and Upper Satakunta. There are cemeteries with
coins from both and they forrn a belt extending from Lower Satakunta in the west to
Upper Satakunta in the east. The rich cemeteries are centred in the west. In Upper
Satakunta ali the cemeteries in question are situated in the southwestern corner of the
region, and there are only twenty-four coins from them (seventeen of them from
Tampere).
There are coins from 25 cemeteries, situated in Eura, Huittinen, Kangasala,
Kokemäki, Köyliö, Nokia, Tampere, Vammala, Vesilahti and Ylöjärvi . Kivikoski
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included 38 'important' cemeteries from Satakunta in her above-mentioned (p. 72)
list, and we may note that there are coins from about two-thirds of them.
The number of coins is relatively modest in cremation burials, with the exception
of Hiukkavainio in Huittinen (no. 241; 7 coins) and Vilusenharju in Tampere (no.
250; see below). In several cases, especially in Upper Satakunta, there is only one
coin per cemetery. There are only Islamic coins from the following cemeteries:
Osmanmäki in Eura (no. 239), Tiihala in Kangasala (no. 242), Tuhkanummi in Köyliö
(no. 247), Hiukkasaari, Koski and Rautajoki in Vammala (nos. 255, 252, 256) and
Astala, Kalvomäki and Leikkimäki in Kokemäki (nos. 243, 244, 245). They include
three early fragments from Tuhkanummi (754-75), Hiukkasaari (786-95) and Rautajoki (800-3) and a late 'Uqaylid coin (998?) from Kalvomäki, the rest being Sämänids
or Sämänid imitations dating from 896- 932.
As in Finland Proper, late dirhams are almost wholly lacking from cremation
graves , but the presence of western coins from the eleventh century testifies of the
continued use of the cemeteries. From Koirakallio in Vammala (no. 251) there is a
remarkably varied collection of unusual issues which include, among others, a socalled 'large dirham ' from the the late tenth century, a Norwegian penny from the late
eleventh century, and a beautiful, well-preserved miliaresion of Constantine IX (104255; fig. 6:2). This was one of the Byzantine coin types imitated in Finland in the mideleventh century; one such imitation has also been found in the Sillanpää cemetery in
Vammala (no. 254; fig . 24).
The best-known cemeteries of Satakunta are those of Luistari in Eura (no. 238) and
Vanhakartano in Köyliö (no. 248), both with inhumation graves dating back to preViking times. Lehtosalo-Hilander's 1982 monograph on the Luistari cemetery has
already been mentioned (p. 70). lt contains a presentation of 143 furnished graves
from the ninth-twelfth centuries, 28 of them with coins or coin fragments, 258 111 in
ali. The large number of coins is partly explained by the necklaces with several (in
one case more than ten) coins as pendants, and partly by the numerous fragments. 1n
nine of the graves there were only Islamic coins or their imitations, the others contained also, or only, western coins. Nineteen other graves with coins were excavated
at Luistari in 1984-90, with the result that 5 Islamic and 23 western coins (some of
the latter very fragmentary) must be added to the numbers mentioned above.
Although the earliest finds from the Luistari cemetery date from the seventh century, there is only one coin that is earlier than the ninth century (754/5?). The latest
coins are two German pennies from the early twelfth century, but most of the western
coins date from the late tenth and the first half of the eleventh century.
Of the other cemeteries in Eura that of Pappilan mäki (no. 240) has produced most
coins. The picture is , however, very different from Luistari: there is one whole
dirham from the tenth century and six fragments of German coins, ali from different
graves. The same scarcity of coins is typical of two other inhumation cemeteries in
Eura: from Lauhianmäki (no. 237) there is one early (833/4) dirham fragment and
from Osmanmäki (no. 239) three whole dirhams from two graves, dating from 928/9980/1. In recent years two dirham fragments (one of them an Umayyad) and a German and a Bohemian coin, both whole, have been found at Kaunismäki (no. 236).
From Vanhakartano in Köyliö there are coins from 16 graves, 20 of them Islamic
(ali whole) and 23 western (including 11 fragments) . To these must be added 3
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Not including the secondary find (a coin of 1565) from grave 161.

unidentified fragments and 'a large amount' of small bits (the latter ali from grave
XV). The earliest coin dates from 898/9, the latest from 1054-76. This means that the
coin finds come to an end several decades earlier than at Luistari. However, even at
Luistari coins later than the mid-eleventh century are very few.
The only 'rich' cemetery in Upper Satakunta has been excavated at Vilusenharju in
the town of Tampere (no. 250). Thirteen of the 17 coins were found by sieving, and
most seem to have belonged to cremation burials ; only one late (1106-25) German
coin comes certainly from an inhumation burial. Those found by sieving include
Islamic, German and English coins, and there is also a very primitive imitation of an
Islamic dirham. With the exception of two of the western coins ali are perforated or
have remains of loops adhering to them.259 The earliest securely dated coin is a
fragment of an 'Abbasid dirham (833-42), but there is also an imitation of such a
dirham , purporting to date from 813-33.
Tavastia
The number of coins found in graves in Tavastia is remarkably small: there are 3
dirhams from grave mounds in Hattula (no. 261) and Pertunmaa (no. 264) and 5
(including a primitive imitation) from cremation cemeteries in Jaala (no. 262) and
Sysmä (no. 265). The only western coin is an Otto-Adelheid penny from an inhumation grave at Kalvola (no. 263). The earliest of the genuine dirhams dates from 87684, the latest from 934-40.
Although the cemeteries of Tavastia have been studied less than those of Finland
Proper and Satakunta, this alone cannot explain the scarcity of the coins. 26° Kivikoski ' s above-mentioned list of notable cemeteries and grave finds contains over 40
locations in Tavastia, 26 1 and there are non-numismatic finds from most of them.
Many of them are, however, cremation cemeteries, which generally contain fewer
coins than inhumation cemeteries.
The rest of the mainland
The only finds from Uusimaa (Nyland) are from cremation burials at Karjaa in the
western end of the province. They consist of 4 fragments, one of which dates from
787 /8, one is later than 833 and two are too small to be identified but are presumably
also Islamic (nos. 233-5).
In Savo the late Iron-Age cemeteries are centred in the Mikkeli area, where there
are four major burial grounds dating from the tenth-thirteenth centuries. In recent
years, several coins have been acquired from this area as single finds . One of them,
an 'Abbasid from 940-4, may be connected with the Närepelto cremation cemetery

Nallimaa-Luoto 1977, 73- 78.
The basic problem in the case of Häme [Tavastia] is the sma ll number of
ex tensively excavated cemeteries. The availab le find s are mainly stray finds from destroyed cemetery sites
and other contexts. The situation , however, has been somewhat exaggerated by scholars, and extensive
excavations are rare in other areas as well.'
261
Kivikoski 1973 , 10- 15; see also Kivikoski 1955, 189-95 (a li sting of ali cemeteries known at that
date).
259

°Cf. Taavitsainen 1990, 99:
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but it has been published as a single find 262 and is here listed as such (no. 332). The
only coin from a grave, a Swedish thirteenth-century bracteate from Visulahti, 263
belongs to a later period.

The coins
Most of the coins in graves date from the tenth and eleventh centuries, but as we have
seen, there are also a few earlier and later coins. In the following survey the coins are
divided into five groups coinciding with the eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth
centuries. As noted below (p. 85), most of the eighth-century coins are likely to have
been imported after 800, whereas ninth-century coins must have mainly been imported before 900 (see pp. 46, 90). The burials in question need not, of course, date from
the same century as the coins, as is shown by the graves containing several coins.
The finds here comprise ali coins which are associated with burials, even those
catalogued as stray finds from cemeteries.

Eighth century
The earliest group consists of Umayyad and 'Abbäsid dirhams (including one 'Abbäsid
imitation), and the fragment of an Arab-Sasanian drachm from 650-703 - the earliest
coin in this material - has also been included in Table 8, even though it is likely to
have been struck before 700. One 'Abbäsid fragment that cannot be dated closer than
750-815 (i.e. the first century AH) has also been included in this group. The query in
the table refers to one of the whole coins with a broken rim; I have assumed that the
damage was caused by the coin's having been worn as an ornament.
Cremation burials
A
Åland
Finland Proper
Uusimaa
Satakunta
Total

B

Inhumation burials
C

2?

5

2?

8

2

A

B

C

2
1

2

1
3

Table 8. Eighth-century coinsfrom burials. A = whole coin worn as ornament; B = whole coin not worn as
omament; C = fragment .

As can be seen, there are 15 coins, of which 11 are fragments. Ali whole coins
have been worn as ornaments. Ten coins come from cremation burials. Those from
inhumation burials are from cemeteries where most of the coins belong to the tenth
and eleventh centuries, with the exception of the coin from Mietoinen which was
found together with another early (803/4 ?) coin. As already noted, the character of
this find is uncertain , and it has been listed here mainly because of its inclusion in
Pekka Sarvas's 1972 publication of grave finds.
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Poutiainen 1992, 101.
P. Sarvas 1972, 9.

Ninth century
This group includes ali ninth-century coins with legible dates, with the exception of
Sämänid issues (5 coins dating from 895-8). Since there was apparently a hiatus in
the eastem imports in the late ninth century, it seems reasonable to regard the Sämänid
import, which began around 900, as a separate entity. The material also includes an
imitation, purporting to be from 833-42 ; it has been excluded from the table because
of its damaged condition.
A
Åland
Finland Proper
Uusimaa
Satakunta
Tavastia
Total

Cremation burial s
B

C

A

Inhumation burial s
B

2

2

2
2

C

2
2

3

5

Table 9. Ninth-century coins from burials. A = whole coin worn as ornament; B = whole co in not worn as
ornament; C = fragment.

The decrease in imports towards the end of the ninth century is clearly reflected in
the fact that 8 of the 13 coins date from the first half of the century. The coins from
the first decade of the century come mainly from Finland Proper (see p. 86).

Tenth century
Most of the tenth-century coins are Sämänid dirhams or their imitations. As there is
reason to suppose that the imitations also belong to the tenth century, they have here
been counted together with the genuine coins, with the exception of the 'primitive'
imitations (usually bracteates) which have not yet been studied in detail.
This group also includes ali the genuine Byzantine coins from the reign of Basil II, for
they belong to a subtype dated to c. 977-989. The imitations of these coins in Finnish
finds are, however, based on another subtype (see p. 105), and they have been left out
from the table because of the difficulty of dating them.
Among the English coins the latest type to be included here is the ' Long Cross'
(c. 997-1003). 264 Their Anglo-Scandinavian imitations, on the other hand, have been
assigned to the next group, the eleventh-century issues.
A

Åland
Finland Proper
Uusimaa
Satakunta
Tavastia
Savo
Total

1

8

Cre mation burial s

B

C

A

3

3
16

1

3

Table 10. Tenth-century co insfrom burials. A
ornament; C = Jragment.
264

B

C

30

2

1
7

3
2

59

5

14

24

89

7

22

20
4
34

Inhumation burials

= whole coin worn as ornament; B = whole co in not worn as

On the dating of these coin s see note 169 above.
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Eleventh century
There is only one dirham (an 'Uqaylid from 1003/4) in this group, which consists
mainly of German , English and Anglo-Scandinavian coins, with very few Byzantine
(1), Bohemian (1), Irish (2?) and Danish (3) additions. The main problem is that a
large number265 of fragments must be excluded as unidentified . Many of them are
clearly German and probably from the eleventh century - but in cases when there is
no reliable dating, the only solution has been to leave them out.
A
Å land
Finland Proper
Uusimaa
Satakunta
Tavastia
Tota l

Cremation buri als

B

C

lnhumati on buri als

B

C

19

10

5

A

5

2

4

3

3

34

8

12

9

5

3

54

18

17

Table 11. Eleventh-century coins from burials. A = whole coin worn as ornament; B = whole coin not
wo rn as ornament; C = fragment.

Twelfth century
These late coins in the graves include 8 from Germany , 4 from England and 4 from
Sweden. The German coins belong either to the beginning or the end of the century: 5
of them are from Gosl ar (c. 1100-25) and the remaining 3 are from Merseburg
(1097-1112), Mtinster (1173-1203) and Salzwedel (1184-92). The English coins are
3 'Watford' pennies (c. 1135-41) of Stephen and a 'Tealby' penny (1158-80) of
Henry II. Of the Swedish coins 3 are bracteates issued by Knut Eriksson (1167-96)
and one is Gotlandic (c. 1140- 1225).
A
Åland
Finland Proper
Uusimaa
Satakunta
Tavastia
Total

Cremation burial s
B
2

C

A

lnhumation burials
B

3

7

C

3
2

6

8

Table 12. Twelfth-century coins from burials. A = whole coin worn as ornament; B = whole coin not worn
as ornament; C = fragment.
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See pp. 125-6 below.

Summary
The purpose of the di vision of the coins into three categories was to study the use of
coins as ornaments (A) and money (B and C). The figures presented above are
summarized in Table 13, in which the relatively few coins from the eighth and ninth
centuries are presented together. The provinces are not taken into account here; as we
have seen, coins are commonly found in graves only in Finland Proper and Satakunta.
A
8- 9th cs.
10th c.
11th C.
12th C.
Total

4
34
9
47

Cremation burials
B
C
2
3
5
2
12

11

24
3
38

A

lnhumation buri als
B
C

3
89
54
6
145

Table 13. A summary of the coins in burials. A
as ornament; C = fragment.

7
18
8
40

8
22
17
47

A
25.0
68.7
59.4
37.5

Ali burials (%)
B
C
7.1
5.6
21.7
62.5

67.9
25.7
18.9

= whole coin worn as ornament; B = whole coin not worn

lt should at first be stressed that because of the many unattributed fragments the
figures in group C are too low , especially in the case of the tenth and eleventh
centuries. We may nevertheless clearly see how the use of coins as ornaments (A)
becomes increasingly common with the appearance of tenth-century coins and remains so until the end of the period. Whole coins not worn as ornaments (B) become
common in the eleventh century, and in the twelfth century they form the largest
group in the materia! which by then , however, was very much reduced. The number
of fragments (C) is the highest in the early finds; in the twelfth century they are no
longer found in graves.
In absolute figures, the two largest groups are the coin ornaments (A) from the
tenth and eleventh centuries, the first group consisting mainly of dirhams and the
second wholly of western coins. The number of whole coins buried as money (B) is
much smaller even in eleventh-century graves.
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6. SINGLE AND CUMULATIVE FINDS
The earliest Viking-Age single finds from Finland were reported in the 1840s. This
was the time when B. E. Hildebrand and C. J. Tornberg published their well-known
catalogues of Anglo-Saxon and Islamic coins in Swedish finds, and publications of
Viking-Age coi ns were also being prepared in the other Scandinavian countries and
in Russia and Finland. In Helsinki Gabriel Geitlin read his paper on Islamic coins to
the Society of Sciences in 1848. With Geitlin 's help, A. F. Borenius, keeper of the
numi smatic collection of the Borgå Lyceum, had already in 1841 and 1843 published
articles on coin finds in the newspaper Borgå Tidning. 266
However, the concept of the 'si ngle find' had not yet been formulated. As will be
noted below, the acquisitions of single coins registered as 'finds' in early museum
catalogues need not have been single finds . The information that a coin had been
found in a certain place usually seems to have been considered sufficient. This
situation has in fact changed only during the last two or three decades, when the use
of metal detectors has become widespread: if a coin is found with a detector, the
finder is likely to investigate the find location carefully in the hope of further discoveries.
There is , then, an unavoidable dichotomy : on the one hand we have the earlier
finds, most of them accidentally made and poorly documented, on the other, the
recent finds which often are the result of systematic searches in ' promi sing ' locations.
1n practice, this means that when unsatisfactorily documented finds are excluded, the
remaining materia! is too small to be of much statistical value.
In Landskapsinventeringen a single find is defined as a coin which ' most probably
has landed in the ground without any purpose and without direct connection with
another find ' .267 It does not seem necessary, however, for the coin to have been lost
'without any purpose' , since thi s obviously is something that cannot be verified.
Some of the coins may , for example, have been offerings.
According to the same publication, cumulative finds contain 'two or more coins,
mainly from archaeological investigations from a relatively large limited area, such
as dwelling sites, churches, monasteries, castles, and town quarters, where the chronological and spatial distribution clearly indicates that they have landed in the ground
at different times'. Relatively few such sites are known from Viking-Age Finland.
The best-known are Kyrksundet in Hiittinen, Vanhalinna in Lieto and Koroinen in
Turku, and there are several finds also from the house sites on Åland.

Single finds
There is, of course, no point in calling a single coin a single find only because it is
said to have been found somewhere. As will be shown by the catalogue (nos. 30136), these finds are often reported from parishes where hoards have also been found
(maps 2, 3 and 5). If we suppose that single finds reflect monetary circulation, it
266 Borgå Tidning 1841 , nos. 81 and 88, 1843, nos. 69 and 78. For the periodin general see Talvio
1994a, 38-9.
267
See p. 10 above.
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Map 5. Single and cumulative finds.

would naturally be interesting to demonstrate that they have the same distribution as
hoards. But the whole idea collapses if there is reason to suspect that more than a few
of the so-called single finds in fact come from hoards. lt is well known that finders of
hoards often keep a few coins to themselves. If such a coin later comes to a museum,
it may be recorded as a 'fi nd' and be eventually interpreted as a 'single find'.
Some forty coins have been either published as single finds or added to this group
recently. Unfortunately many of the cases are very uncertain. Naturally there must be
genuine si ngle finds among the materia!, but in checking the inventory catalogues, we
can see that in the case of finds made before the last fifty years there is hardly ever
any detailed information about the find circumstances. Granberg's catalogue even
includes a find which she had herself previously published as secondary .268
From Åland Granberg has listed eight coins 269 labelled as stray finds, and to these
can be added one further find made in 1985 and three which are only known from
earlier literature. lt is possible that when she worked with the Åland finds in the
1960s, Granberg may have had some locally obtained information which has remained unpublished, but in the sources which are now available only one of those
eleven finds is described in so much detail that we can be fairly certain that it may
indeed have been a single find. (lncidentally, this 1846 find from Finström vicarage is
the earliest certain dirham find from the Åland Islands that is known today.)
268
269

Ali these 'fi nds' are, however, included in the catalogue below.
Including one (no. 315) which is only mentioned in a manuscript note.
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From Tavastia there are twelve alleged single finds , nine of them dirhams. This
predominance of Islamic coins among single finds is not unique. Frands Herschend
has pointed out that dirhams are unexpectedly numerous as single finds also in
Gotland: when he published his article in 1979, they accounted for nearly 84 per cent
of these finds, as compared to their 40 per-cent share in the hoards. Herschend
explained the discrepancy by supposing that the eastern trade was organized 'democratically', causing the dirhams to be distributed among a larger part of the population than the western coins, the import of which, according to his hypothesis , was
controlled by a smaller group of entrepreneurs. 270 In more recent finds from the
harbour sites of Gotland the proportion of German coins has , however, been larger
than in the earlier single finds .271
The Finnish single finds are too few to permit any far-reaching conclusions concerning the role of the dirhams. Although more casual single finds have been reported
from Tavastia than from any other province in mainland Finland, only seven of the
nine dirhams are available for study, and four of them have been worn as ornaments.
Such coins were presumably lost more easily than coins in purses and, as is shown by
grave finds , dirhams were more commonly worn in necklaces than western coins. It is
still remarkable that almost all the coins are dirhams, for the hoards from Tavastia ali
date from the eleventh century. However, these hoards include remarkably many
dirhams which have been used as pendants (see p. 99).
The alleged single finds from the other parts of Finland include one dirham and
one English penny from Finland Proper, one English penny from Uusimaa, one or
two dirhams from Satakunta and one dirham and one English penny from Savo. A
find of four (two?) small and very worn dirham fragments found together on a cliff on
the coast of Uusimaa has also been listed as a single find.
ln sum, the coins reported or published as single finds form a heterogeneous group
of materia! which must be used with caution. The coin of Otto III found by schoolchildren at Orijärvi in 1998 can be mentioned as an illustrative example. It was duly
registered as a single find, but when the find location was investigated with a metal
detector, a whole hoard (no. 141), apparently scattered in ploughing, was found.
Addition

Early in 2001 , the Coin Cabinet acquired through the Lahti Museum six Viking-Age
coins, two from Ihananiemi in Sysmä272 and four from the Sysmä vicarage. 273 There
were also coins from the sixteenth and seventeenth century from both sites. Some of
them had been found by a private person using a metal detector, the rest had been
unearthed by archaeologists. The coins from the vicarage can possibly be connected
with the earlier single find (no. 328) from the same estate. They could well derive
from a dispersed hoard. (There are two other hoards from thi s parish, nos . 138 and
139.) At the moment the question is still open. The new finds certainly underline the
importance of a proper investigation of the find spot. As already mentioned, such
Herschend 1979; cf. B. Malmer 1982, 61 , and Kilger 1995, 31-2, 37- 9.
Kilger 1995 , 38.
272
CC 2001003: Germany, Otto-Adelheid type, c. 983/991 - c. 1040; Mainz, 1002- 24; both whole.
273 CC 2001004: Caliphate, 'Abbäsid, 902-8, pierced; Samanid, 913- 32, pierced; Byzantium, 9761025 , pierced; Mainz, 975-1011, whole. See also Poutiainen 2001.
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Fig. 12. A Sämänid dirham from 906/7, struck in al-S hash (Tashkent), found in 184 1 at Sysmä (fi nd 326).

Photo Coin Cabinet.

investigations were seldom carried out in earlier times, and consequently one must
always di stingui sh between documented and putative single find s.

Cumulative finds
Until the 1970s, the category of cumulative finds was almost unknown in Finnish
Viking-Age materia) , with the exception of the dirhams from the house sites of Åland
(nos. 403- 5) . Since then considerable finds have been made in the excavations of the
Vanhalinna hillfort in Lieto (no. 407) and the Kyrksundet harbour place at Hiittinen
(no. 406). There are also three coins from the tenth-twelfth centuries among the
medieval finds from the Koroinen area which was excavated in Turku in 1900 (no.
409). In ali three cases, the material also included later medieval coins.
Eleven of the twelve coins from the house sites of Åland are fragments (including
the only West-European coin known from Åland, a penny of Athel stan) , while the
single whole coin is perforated and thu s probably was used as an ornament.
Although it can be difficult in individual cases to distingui sh between casual single
finds and finds possibly associated with dwelling sites, there is a statistical difference: the former are usually whole coins, the latter mostly fragments. Here we must
naturally take into account that small pieces of coins are more likely to turn up in
archaeological excavations than by chance. The presence of coin fragments at house
sites points to their having been used as a currency in smaller transactions. Most of
the coins from the Vanhalinna hillfort and Kyrksundet harbour are, on the other hand,
whole.
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7. COIN IMPORTS
'Coin imports' are often equated with 'silver imports', for it is evident that as long as
the coins used in the North came from many different countries and had different
weights, they must have changed hands by weight rather than tale. When speaking of
imports we tend, however, to suppose that coins were in themselves a principal
import product, although they may in fact often have been used merely as a medium
of exchange to facilitate the import of the ' rea! ' goods, whatever these were. But
'coin imports' is nevertheless a convenient expression for describing the flow of
minted silver into and within the Baltic world.
Considering how hoards dominate the find materia!, their relation to the imports is
obviously one of the central questions. The interpretation of hoards is dicussed in the
next chapter, but already here we may pay attention to a graph (here Diagram 9)
published by Kenneth Jonsson, comparing coin imports and the chronological distribution of hoards in Sweden. The line indicating the tpq dates of the hoards shows
major peaks around 950, 1040 and 1070-80. At least the two earlier peaks clearly
coincide with times when new coins were becoming scarce. In other words, hoarding
appears to have intensified when the availability of coins decreased and their price,
presumably, went up.274 This could not of course have been the only reason for the
hoards, but it would seem to offer a good explanation for several finds in the Finnish
materia!. It also highlights the fact that although the contents of the hoards show us
what was imported, the chronology of the imports cannot be simply read from the tpq
dates.
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Diagram 9. Time of deposit (based on tpq) and estimated time of import Jor coins Jound in Sweden. After
Jansson 1992, 79.

274
However, it must also be taken into account that the 'peaks' in hoarding may be in part illusory, for
in times of dimini shing imports hoards with the same tpq need not have been concealed in close sequence.
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The eastern coins
The beginning of the Viking Age as a historical phenomenon is usually dated to
c. 800, partly on the basis of the raids to westem Europe and partly because of the
import of Islamic coins, which is generally thought to have begun about the same
time. In 1974, Ulla Linder Welin tried to change this picture by claiming that some of
the Oriental coins in Swedish finds were in fact buried nearly a hundred years earlier.
It would hardly have been surprising if she had claimed that the ninth-century hoards
were preceded by a few smaller finds from the previous decades , but she was not
content with this: 'c. 700 rather than c. 800 should be accepted as the provisional date
for the inception of the Viking Age in Sweden - and for that matter in Scandinavia
generally .' 275
The new dating was rejected by Johan Callmer in a paper published in 1977.
Welin 's argumentation had been primarily based on 30 coins which were earlier than
750, all from graves or single finds. A good half of them (17) were from Birka, none
from Gotland, but there was one from Åland, a single find listed by Welin as coming
from a grave.276 Callmer claimed that not one of the finds could be securely dated to
the eighth century and few were even from as early as the ninth century. According to
him, coins struck in the eighth century or earlier did not reach the North before 800,
despite being common in ninth-century hoards.277
Welin made a half-hearted attempt to defend her conclusions,278 but her idea of
coin imports beginning already around 700 seems to have found no active advocates.
According to Noonan, substantial imports would not even have been possible before
the ending of the long war between the Khazars and the Arabs in the late eighth
century.279 On the other hand it is also clear that the year 800 is only an approximation. Kenneth Jonsson has pointed out that there is a grave find from Tuna in Uppland
with no fewer than nine coins from the years 708/9-784/5 ,280 and although the Staraya
Ladoga find (tpq 786) is still the only eighth-century hoard from northem Russia,
A. N. Kirpichnikov, too, has suggested that the import of coins already began during
' this period', i.e. the late eighth century.28 1

The earliest finds from Finland
The four dirham fragments from the Vainionmäki cemetery in Laitila (no. 212; fig .
13) have already been presented as the most notable find of early coins from Finland.
Three of them date from the years 705-65 and the fourth from 803/4. The results of
the excavations were published in 1996 in a monograph whose subtitle 'A Merovingian Period Cemetery' indicates a pre-800 dating. 282 The chronology of the cemetery is

Linder Welin 1974, 28.
Linder Welin 1974, 27, no. 27 is the same co in as Granberg 1966, no. 1345. See find no. 303 below.
277
Callmer 1977, 180- 1.
278
Linder Welin 1977; Noonan 1994, 2 16-2 1, 226.
279
Noonan 1980; Sawyer 1982, 34.
280
Jonsson 1994, 456-8; T. Zachrisson 1998, 360.
281
Kirpi chnikov 1990, 65-6. According to K. , 'The conditions for such trade, including political ones,
were created in the third quarter of the 7th century.' The author obvi ously means the 8th century .
282
Purhonen et al. 1996.
275
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Fig. I 3. The four dirham fragments from Vainionmäki , dating from c. 705 to 804 (find 2 12). Photo Coin

Cabi net.

not discussed in detail in the publication, but according to one of the articles the finds
do not include a single Viking-Age weapon ,283 and most of the persona) ornaments
are said to be 'clearly from the late Merovingian Period' .284 Some of the ornaments
belong to types that were still in use during the Viking Age, but typical Viking-Age
(i.e. post-800) forms are lacking. The coin fragment from 803/4 appears to be the
latest ohjeet from the cemetery which can be dated precisely.
Elsewhere in the same publication Marianne Schauman-Lönnqvist argues that the
Vakka- Suomi area where Laitil a is situated ' might be defined as the leading community in Finland during the Merovingian Period ' .285 Perhaps the inhabitants of that
region were also pioneers of coin import: there are early coins also from the nearby
parishes of Mietoinen and Mynämäki (nos. 218-19).
As is shown in Table 14, coins from the eighth century are also known from other
cemeteries, but from most of them there are later coins as well. Considering how
common eighth-century coins are in ninth-century hoards (see p. 44, Table 3), one
would naturally expect to come across a few of them in graves. The domination of
these coins among the early find s is, however, so marked that it deserves to be studied
in more detail. The following li st contains the coins from graves and single and
excavation finds from the mainland.
Finland Pr ope r
Halikko, Munismäki
Laitila, Vainionmäki

Mietoinen, Valaskallio
Mynämäki, Tursunperä

283
284
285
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Schauman-Lönnqvist 1996, 62.
Ranta 1996, 50.
Schauman-Lönnqvist 1996, 133.

795-802
705- 15
737-39
758-65
803-04
650-703
803/4?
804/5
807/8

Nousiainen, Alakylä
Raisio, Siiri
Turku, Kaarina
Turku, Saramäki
Turku, Taskula
Turku, Virusmäki
Yläne, Anivehmaanmäki

790/1
750- 8 15
784/5
786-96
749/50
850s
779/80
770

Uusimaa
Karjaa, Storåkerskullen

787/8

Satakunta
Eura, Kaunismäki
Eura, Luistari
Köyliö , Tuhkanummi
Tampere, neighbourhood

pre-750
883/4
754/5?
754- 75
790/1

Tampere, Vilusenharju
Vammala, Hiukkasaari
Vammala, Rautajoki
Vesilahti, Valkkinen

833-42
865- 69
786-95
800- 2
804- 6?

Tavastia
Hattula, Tenhola
Kalvola, Rauhalahti

876- 84
862- 69

Table 14. Early (pre-890) dirhams from graves and single and cumulative finds from mainland Finland
(imitations excluded)

The list contains 30 coins in ali. Seventeen (57 per cent) of them are either probably or definitely from the eighth century and seven (23 per cent) belong to the years
800-8. Compared with the age structures of the earliest hoards, which date from the
830s (Table 3 on p. 44), these are not dramatic figures, but it is remarkable that the
finds listed here only include one coin (dated to 833-42) from the four decades 81050. This would fit well with the 'silver crisis' of 820-40 (see below, p. 89), but it
should also be noted that 6 of the 19 datable coins in the Housulanmäki hoard (tpq
837/8) from Ostrobothnia date from the 810s and 820s.
The above-mentioned lack of coins from the years 809-32 is difficult to explain if
we suppose that the import of coins to mainland Finland only began in the 830s - one
would rather think that there were earlier imports which decreased after 810 or so.
The number of eighth-century coins, on the other hand, is not very significant in
itself: in the Svedjelandet hoard (tpq 837), 75 per cent of the coins consist of pre-800
issues.
We may further note that 2 of the 5 coins that are later than 808 are from Satakunta
and 2 from Tavastia. Only one of the 17 pre-890 coins from Finland Proper is later
than 808.
A similar table presenting the 8 single and excavation finds from Åland would be
somewhat different: 2 coins from the eighth century, 1 from 800/1, 2 from the 810s
and 3 from the mid-ninth century. There is, in other words, no concentration on the
first decade of the ninth century, and there are proportionally more finds from the
middle of the century.
Although the materia) presented above is small, it seems to show that there was an
import of coins into Finland Proper early in the ninth century. The four small fragments from Laitila, found in a pre-Viking context, indicate that coins may well have
been brought there already before 800.
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Ninth-century hoards
Despite the common occurrence of eighth-century coins in the finds, it is generally
thought that the import of coins only became substantial in the early ninth century
286
In Finland the
when hoards began to appear in a large area in northern Europe.
three earliest hoards date from the 830s, and there are three more from the second
half of the century. The table shown here is the same as on p. 42:
Number af coins
4

Hammarudda (Jomala), no. 107
Svedjelandet (Geta) , no. 104
Hou sulanmäki (Vähäkyrö), no. 145
Hammarudd a (Jomala), no. 106
Hanko, no. 125
Bertby (Saltvik), no. 108

107+
2 1+
158+
4

859+

Terminus post quem
834/5
837/8
837/8
857/8
864/5
874/5

Table 15. The ninth-century hoards knownfrom Finland

A similar listing of Swedish ninth-century hoards would, according to the infor-

mation provided by Kenneth Jonsson, 287 contain some 59 hoards. Instead of the whole
list only the chronological distribution is shown here. The figures for Gotland are in
brackets.
Pre-830
830s
840s
850s

9
6
4
6

(9)
(4)
(4)
(3)

860s
870s
880s
890s

17 (10)
7 (7)
5 (4)
9 (4)

The 11 earliest hoards from Sweden are presented in more detail in Table 16:
Number af coins
Hammars (Fårö, Gotland) , 1862
Ockes (Öja, Gotland) , 183 1
Yisby area (Gotland), 1703
Norrgårda (Björke, Gotland) , 1896
Norrgårda (Björke, Gotland), 1904
Hejde vicarage (Gotland) , 1856
Yisborg (Yisby, Gotland) , 1676
Angelbos (Lärbro, Gotland) , 1793
Yäsby (Hammarby, Uppland) , 1827
Valsnäs (Löt, Öland), 1828
Sandgårda (Sanda, Gotland) , 1908
Norrkvie (Grötlingbo, Gotland) , 1827
Unknown find, Gotland , 1897
Stora Tollby (Fo le, Gotland), 1988

8
11
2 1+?
27
62
67
C. 10
50+
468+
C. 300
12
30
44
114

Terminus post quem
802/3
812/13
816/17
8 18/19
822/3
824/5
C . 825
C. 825
830s? 288
833/4
834/5
835
835
835?

Tabl. /6. The ea rliest (pre-840) Swedish hoards. Source: K. Jansson (see note 287).
E.g. Noonan 1980, 401-3.
Pers. comm., July 1999 and November 2000. Two further ninth-century hoards were found in
Gotland during the summer of 1999, but more detailed information on them has not yet been available.
288
T. Zachrisson 1998, 284, gives the date of this hoard as 864/5 but it seems that the earlier datings to
the 820s or 830s are more reliable, considering the large (64) Sasanian element in the find.
286

287
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As can be seen, the Swedish find materia! is much larger, even though most of the
early ninth-century hoards contain less than a hundred coins. The pre-830 materia!
consists wholly of finds from Gotland. In the 830s the two largest hoards come from
Uppland and Öland, but most of the finds are still Gotlandic.
While the above-mentioned grave find from Tuna may be seen as evidence of
earlier imports, the earliest hoards in Jonsson's list are dated 802/3, 812/13 and 816/
17, respectively. The two hoards dated 818/19 and 822/3 come from the same farm,
and it is not quite certain that they are separate deposits. 289 Even so, it is clear that
there are at !east four hoards from the 820s. This means that the import of coins to
Sweden and particularly to Gotland was already well established before the 830s, the
time of the earliest Finnish hoards. In general the imports to Sweden in the ninth
century seem to have been more or less continuous, culminating in the 860s, diminishing in the 870s and 880s, and growing again with the influx of the Samanid coins
in the 890s. (Eight of the nine hoards from the 890s are later than 892/3, the earliest
date on Sämänid coins.)
In Finland there are only three hoards from the second half of the century, dating
from the 850s, 860s and 870s respectively. There is no new beginning in the 890s. In
Estonia the Kohtia hoard is the only one before the 860s. 290 As already noted (p. 42),
it has the same tpq as the Svedjelandet and Housulanmäki finds .
A mention was made in the previous chapter of a silver crisis that may have
affected the import of dirhams to Finland in the early ninth century. According to
Noonan, this ' initial' crisis in the flow of dirhams to Russia and the Baltic took place
c. 820- c. 840, because few new dirhams were struck within the Islamic world at this
time. 29 1 Table 17 presents the compositions of the two larger Finnish hoards and of
the Kohtia and Ocksarve (1886) hoards. This Gotland hoard with the tpq 840/1
appears to be the only well-documented Swedish hoard from the early ninth century
that has been described in detail thus far. 292

Pre-750
750s
760s
770s
780s
790s
800s
8 /0s
820s
830s
840s

Svedjelandet

Housu/onMäki

25 .5
3.8
5.7
17.0
16.0
6.6
8.5
13.2
2.8
0.9

5.3
5.3
5.3
15 .8
5.3
5.3
10.5
26.3
5.3
15 .8

Kohtia

Ocksarve

3

25.6
3.4
7.8
11.7
13.6
9.2
13.2
9. 2
2.9
3.4
0.5

13
29
12
25
13

3

Table 17. The chronological composition of the Svedj elandet, Housulanmäki, Kohtia (Estonia) and
Ocksa rve (Gotland) hoards as percentages of identifiable coins.

CNS 1.2.8- 10.
Noonan 1977, 255 ; Noonan 1982, 229, 244; Seli rand 1978, 245- 50.
29
' Noonan 1985 , 4 1-2.
292
Hoven 198 2, 206. The find s From Norrgårda have also been publi shed (CNS 1.2.8- 10) but here the
coins were fo und on several occas ions and the relati ons between the various find s are not quite clear.
289

290
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As was noted above (p. 44), there are clear differences between the Svedjelandet
and Housulanmäki finds: the former has a higher percentage of Sasanian and other
pre-750 issues but only few coins from the 820s and 830s, while the latter has few
early but several new coins. Although the small number of the Housulanmäki coins
(19 identifiable) makes the figures somewhat uncertain, it can be noted that there is a
similar difference in the number of early issues between Kohtia and Ocksarve: the
Estonian find resembles Housulanmäki, and the Gotland find Svedjelandet. As regards the later coins, the situation is different: their proportion is low in ali the finds
except Housulanmäki . A common feature for ali four finds is that more than half of
the coins are from the years 770-820.
It would thus seem that the main difference is in the early (pre-750) part of the
finds . Except in the case of the 19 coins from Housulanmäki, it appears to be normal
in the hoards of this time that the proportion of later (post-820) issues is low. Noonan ' s listing of ninth-century hoards from northwestern Russia and the southwestern
Baltic shows that some of the earliest hoards (Staraya Ladoga, 786/7; Vylegi, 807/8;
Zalewo, 811/2; Rugard, 815/6; Braniewo, 816/7) did not contain any pre-750 coins at
ali. It is certainly noteworthy that the 31 coins in the Staraya Ladoga hoard, the
earliest from Russia, were ali ' Abbasid (i.e. post-750) issues. In two other early finds,
Knyashchino (808/9) and Prerow-Darss (803), the pre-750 element accounts, however, for 30 and 43 per cent respectively, and in a later hoard from Pinnow (862/3)
the figure is even as high as 45 per cent. 293
The finds mentioned above offer parallels for both of the Finnish hoards, Svedjelandet and Housulanmäki, and considering the small size of the latter it is questionable whether their differences need to be analysed further. If the import of new coins
in the first half of the century was sporadic, one should not expect the finds to be
homogenous , even when they happen to have the same terminus post quem.
We may nevertheless ask: why do the earliest hoards from Finland and Estonia
date from the 830s? If hoarding was intensified when imports were diminishing (see
p. 85), the above-mentioned silver crisis, dated by Noonan to between 820 and 840,
could be a good explanation. This would mean that the hoards from the 830s do not
indicate the intensification of imports of coins, as could have been thought. If we
assume that the first cluster of hoards in fact marks the first 'crisis' (the rising price
of silver), it is easier to understand the chronological difference between the first
grave finds and the earliest hoards. However, this is a question which would need
separate study and a larger body of materia! than is available in Finland.
The Hamrnarudda and Bertby hoards from Åland belong both to the third quarter of
the ninth century, and the same is true of the 'mini-hoard' from Hanko, which is
commented on below. In his paper on the 'second silver crisis', which took place
towards the end of the century, Noonan discussed the hoards of that periodin much
detail. Both of the Åland hoards can be analysed against the background of his
diagrams. Although, according to Noonan, the contemporary finds from the Middle
East show that there was no break in minting within the Caliphate, the finds from
Russia and Scandinavia evince a clear decline in imports between 875 and 900. 294
The Bertby hoard dates from the beginning of this period.
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Noonan 1982, 229, 232.
Noonan 1985.

The ninth-century hoards have also been discussed by V. M. Potin in an article
dealing with the relations between Russia and Scandinavia. He does not, however,
take into account the finds from Russia, and as the decline in imports seems to have
been less manifest in Sweden than in Russia, 295 the crisis is not clearly indicated by
his find statistics. Instead he underlines the plentiful imports of the 850s and 860s,
which according to him can be explained by the strengthening of political and economical ties known to historians of earlier generations as the 'calling of the Varangians' .296
The tables published by Noonan do, however, show a very marked decrease in
imports in the 870s and 880s. Such a decrease is also indicated by the composition of
the Bertby hoard in which no less than 34 per cent of the coins are from the 860s and
only 8 per cent from the 870s although the latest coin dates from 874/5 (Table 3 on
p. 44). A similar trend can be seen in several Russian and Swedish hoards. 297
As regards the hoards from the 850s, Noonan has published charts of five Russian
and Baltic hoards from that decade, including Hammarudda, and one of them (Svenskens) is almost identical with that of Hammarudda. The proportion of post-820
dirhams is low in these hoards. 'In short' , Noonan says, 'due to the initial and lesser
silver crisis of c. 820s - c. 840s, Russian and Baltic silver hoards of the 850s had very
few new coins. These hoards were overwhelmingly composed of dirhams struck over
three decades or more earlier. ' 298 There was, however, a drastic increase in imports in
the 860s. lt is very well documented in the Bertby find, and at )east two Near-Eastern
hoards presented by Noonan witness to an increased coin production at the same
time.299 In this connection we can also mention the Hanko find. lt consists of no more
than four coins but it is remarkable för being so compact: ali the coins date from 859/
60-864/5. The Hanko point was a stopping and resting place on the way to the East,
and the four coins may well have been left behind by somebody involved in the coin
imports of the 860s.

Tenth-century Åland
There are seven well-documented hoards from this century, four from the Åland
Islands and three from the mainland. The mainland hoards are small. No more than 16
coins in ali are known from the Tiikkinummi and Kärsämäki finds (nos. 118, 123).
The former belongs to the 930s, the dating of the latter is open (post-915 300 ). The tpq
of the Säänjärvi hoard (no. 143) is 976/7. This find consists mainly of persona)
ornaments, and the 4 coins were also worn as pendants. In Finland such a composition is typical of eleventh-century deposits, but the coins are nevertheless likely to
have been imported before or around 1000.
While the finds from the Åland Islands still consist of only Oriental coins, 30 1
Ibid. , 45.
Potin 1970, 68-9.
297
Noonan 1985 , 45- 7. (The dating of the Bertby hoard to 890/1 is based on earlier literature.)
298
lbid., 42-43.
299
lbid., 47.
Joo The find includes a Samanid imitation, probably of Volga-Bulgarian origin, which according to Gert
Rispling first appears in Swedish finds in the 940s.
Jo , The only exceptions are one Byzantine miliaresion (find 110) and a small fragment of an AngloSaxon penny (find 405).
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westem coins begin to appear in the mainland finds towards the end of the century a time when the import of coins to Åland apparently had ceased completely. This is
an interesting situation, and for the sake of clarity it seems best to discuss the tenthcentury find s from Åland and the mainland separately.
There is only one small hoard in the Åland lslands that can be definitely dated to the
first half of the century: ali the other well-documented hoards are from the 950s (see
p. 45, Table 4). Even more remarkable is the fact there are no coin finds at ali
between this decade and the middle of the twelfth century.
As regards the first half of the tenth century, it can be seen from the Swedish
Corpus that there are more hoards from Gotland from the 950s than from any other
decade of the century, but finds from the first half of the century are not rare either. 1n
Uppland, however, the situation seems to be somewhat similar to that on Åland: in
addition to three ninth-century hoards and six dating from 954-77 there are two
hoards from the early tenth century, but both of them are small (one from 917/18, the
other without a precise tpq). 302
The chronological composition of the hoards is of interest because of the marked
difference between the tenth-century hoards from Ru ss ia and Scandinavia: in Scandinavia coins from the two first decades of the century are best represented and the
proportion of later coins is small. In Russia and elsewhere in Eastem Europe newlyminted coins predominate in the finds until the 970s, when the proportion of early
issues begins to grow in the same way as in Scandinavia. 303 In the Swedish hoards, on
the other hand, the proportion of new coins drops sharply after the 950s. It is especially interesting to compare the Åland finds with Noonan's diagrams of the finds
from Sweden, where coins from the 950s in the hoards from that decade account for
about 7 per cent. 304 The three Åland hoards from the 950s show considerably higher
figures for the coins from their final decade, ranging from 12 to 27 per cent.
The Åland hoards from the tenth century thus seem to represent a 'Russian' rather
than a 'Scandinavian' type. One explanation would seem to be that no great amounts
of si lver reached the island during the early tenth century. 1n the Saltvik-Åsgårda
hoard coins from the 910s in fact account for no less than 39 per cent, but in the
Emkarby and Västergård finds the proportion of early tenth-century issues is notably
low (p. 46, Table 6). The hoards from the 950s are in such a situation likely to have
been strongly influenced by new imports. On the other hand, their concentration in
this decade also seems to call for an explanation, and here again we can point to an
apparent connection between hoarding and diminishing imports. The flow of Islamic
silver to Scandinavia was drying up at this time; according to Noonan it had begun to
decrease already in the 940s. 305 This of course is also the explanation for the total
cessation of coin finds from Åland from around 960, but it is an explanation that
raises further questions.
What were the reasons for the coin imports to the Åland Islands? According to
Beatrice Granberg's article in Kulturhistorisk lexikonför nordisk medeltid (1956), the
earliest Arabic coins were probably brought to Åland by local people who had partici302
303
304
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pated in the 'commercial and Viking expeditions' to Russia and had contacts with
the Volga area. 306 As a specialist in Islamic numismatics, Granberg knew the finds
better than anyone else in Finland, but her picture of the coin imports seems to reflect
the views presented by C. A. Nordman in his articles from 1933 and 1942. A resume
of Nordman's ideas has already been presented (p. 31); its main points are repeated
and commented on here.
Owing to the concentration of the dirham finds in the Åland Islands, Nordman
thought that the inhabitants of the islands had participated in expeditions to Russia.
He did not believe in indirect imports through Gotland or mainland Sweden because
of the lack of early western coins in Åland, but he claimed that there are a few such
coins in the grave finds of the Finnish mainland. As further evidence of the eastern
contacts he mentioned the Oriental bronze vessel in the Bertby hoard and the socalled 'clay paws' , which are found in graves on Åland and in Central Russia but are
almost unknown in Sweden.
Nordman ' s argument concerning the early (pre-950) western coins can hardly be
considered conclusive. Such coins are so few even elsewhere in Scandinavia307 that
the Jack of them from Åland cannot in itself exclude the possibility of importation via
Gotland. The four volumes of Gotlandic finds which have so far been published in the
Swedish Corpus 308 include some fifty hoards from the ninth and tenth centuries, and
the eight of them that contain Western coins all date from the 990s. 309 There are,
however, several such coins in the grave finds from Birka, and as will be noted
below, the penny of Athelstan (924-39) 3 10 may well have come to Åland from Birka.
Nordman seems to have thought that coins were brought to mainland Finland along
another route already during the period (830s-950s) when coins were imported to
Åland from the East. In the light of the relations between southwestern Finland and
Birka3 11 this could, of course, have been possible, but in fact only one of the western
coins in Finnish graves can be definitely dated to earlier than 965. 3 12 There is, in
other words, no evidence of importation of western coins to mainland Finland during
the period when Islamic coins were being buried on Åland.
The bronze vessel in which the Bertby hoard was hidden is certainly a remarkable
find. Its nearest counterpart comes from Aska Frälsegård in Östergötland. Found in
1920, the Aska vessel is assumed to have been made in Samarqand or Bukhara. 3 13
There are containers of similar narrow-necked type also from Fölhagen in Gotland,
Klinta in Öland and Tuna in Uppland. 3 14 The contents of the Bertby vessel are,
Granberg 1956, 192.
Only 38 Carolingian coins from the ninth century are known from Swedish hoards , and 30 of them
belong to the same find from Häljarp in Scania. In Gotland hoards the earliest Carolingian coins date from
896-923 (Coupland 1991 , 25-28). The number of English coins earlier than 973 in Swedish finds is c. 20
(Jonsson 1976, 26).
308
CNS I: 1-4.
309
One hoard from the late 950s (CNS I:2, 29) also included one Byzantine coin, as did also the
Åsgårda hoard (no. 109) from the same decade.
310
The coin was not known to Nordman.
3 11
See Kivikoski 1937.
312
P. 187, find 248. A coin of Metz, also from Köyliö, has been attributed to Bishop Adalbero I, 929-64
(Salmo 1948, no. 4:2) but it is nowadays regarded as a coin of AdaJbero II, 984-1005 (CNG 9.13). Another
coin from Metz, the Hiukkavainio cemetery in Huittinen (Salmo 1948, no. 4: 1) is, however, now dated to
C. 911-973/96 (CNG 9:8).
3 13
Arne 1932, 101-5.
314
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however, more interesting than its exact place of origin, for among its more than 866
coi ns are at !east 106 imitations, including groups of 49, 42 and 15 die-duplicates. It
would certainly have been impossible to put together so many die-identical imitations
elsewhere than in the area where they were produced, and this suggests that the vessel
and its contents were brought more or less intact from that area. The imitations are
still problematic, but according to Gert Rispling they probably come from Khazaria. 3 15 This means that although the vessel may have been made in Transox iana, it
must have been brought to the North via the Caucasus. This is not surprising, considering that the silver was at thi s time mainly transmitted by the Khazars. 3 16 But if we
want to show that the coins found in the Åland Islands were brought 'directly from
the East' and not, for example, through Gotland, the fact that similar containers are
also known from Gotland and other parts of Sweden means that the Bertby vessel
loses some of its importance.
The case of the clay paws seems to have stood the test of time better. These
enigmatic objects, which resemble bear or beaver paws, are found in graves in the
Åland Islands and in the Jaroslavl-Vladimir area. They are unknown in the East
Baltic regions , and there is only one find from Sweden. 1n her 1934 article 'Eisenzeitliche Tontatzen' Ella Kivikoski dated the Åland finds to the seventh-ninth centuries and connected them with cultural influences from Central Russia, 3 17 but later she
thought that they in fact spread from Åland to Russia.3 18 The Russian archaeologist I.
V. Dubov has , however, suggested that the two find groups need not be directly
connected. 3 19 Johan Callmer disagrees. According to him, the Ålandic 'clay paw
group became involved in hunting expeditions further and further east and in the
ninth century some of the members established themselves in three or four settlements on the middle Volga. ' 320 Ingmar Jansson, too, sees their origin in Åland 'and
perhaps also central Sweden' , and underlines the role of Åland in the emigration of
Scandinavians to Russia. 32 1
In this connection we may also mention the lack of non-monetary silver in the
Åland hoards. The small hacksilver find from Geta, which included no coins, is the
only exception. 322 In Gotland and Uppland half or more of the hoards contain omaments or other objects in addition to the coins. 323
As a whole, the traditiona! idea of Åland's contacts with Russia seems to be wellfounded. This does not, however, need to mean that ali the coins were acquired
through direct contacts with the Middle Volga - Islamic silver was, after ali, also
available in northwestem Russia and elsewhere in the Baltic area. It has also been
suggested that in the ninth and tenth centuries Gotland received most of its silver
from nearby areas. 324 However, the hoards of Åland contain only coins, and it has not
been possible to pinpoint their area(s) of origin. Specialist studies may in future shed
more light on this question. At present we can only note that as the imports to Åland
315
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Fig. 14. The fragment of a penny of Athel stan (924- 36) from Saltvik (find 405). Photo Coin Cabinet.

lasted for more than a hundred years, with an apparent hiatus in the decades around
900, there is no need to suppose that ali the coins came from the same source.
There is also the question of Åland' s relations with its nearest neighbours, Central
Sweden and mainland Finland. In archaeological literature the late Iron-Age culture
of the islands has been characterized as Swedish; it has even been said that Åland in
this time simply was a part of Central Sweden. 325 From Uppland, however, only one
hoard is known from the early ninth century, the not very well documented Hammarby-Väsby find which may have been concealed in the 830s. 326 The next hoard
dates from 858/9, 327 one year later than the Hammarudda find (no. 106) from Åland.
As we have seen (p. 88), most of the early ninth-century hoards from Sweden come
from Gotland.
The early western coins found in Birka have already been commented on. According to the Uppland volume of Landskapsinventeringen, the finds from Björkö include
some 40 'Hedeby' coins from the ninth century, 6 Carolingian coins from 768-877
and 6 identifiable Anglo-Saxon coins from the ninth and early tenth centuries. There
are also 10 Byzantine coins, 8 of them identifiable, from the ninth and tenth centuries
(including 5 copper coins which are unusual in Scandinavian finds) .328 As regards
Åland the general lack of western coins from the ninth century can perhaps be
explained by the region' s orientation to the east. The single coin of Athelstan (fig. 14;
a fragment which was not identified as English until the 1950s) could, on the other
hand, very well have come from Birka, for although no coins of this king are known
from there, 4 of the Anglo-Saxon coins mentioned above date from approximately the
same time.
The problems concerning Viking-Age Åland are highlighted by the cessation of
dirham imports soon after the middle of the tenth century. The fact that there are no
finds from Åland containing coins from the period between the 950s and c. 1140 is
undoubtedly significant. There can be no question of insufficient documentation here:
among the 58 coin finds listed in L. W. Fagerlund's 1937 publication, 'Anteckninga r
om anmärkningsvärda fynd av mynt i åländsk jord' , none date from the period in
question , and no such finds have been recorded since then.
Salmo saw the ceasing of the finds as evidence of a depopulation of the islands in
the late Viking Age, 329 and the Swedish linguist Lars Hellberg has supported this
theory on the basis of place-names, which according to him indicate that the present
Kivikos ki 1967, 132- 3. See al so Kivikoski 1980, 48; Huurre 1979, 164-6; Edgren 1992, 227.
K. Jonsson, pers. comm., July 1999. Cf. note 228 above.
327
T. Zachrisson 1998 , 262.
328 Wisehn
1989, 21-43 ; Hammarberg et al. 1989, 61 - 2.
329
Salmo 1948, 421-4.
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330
The
population of Åland has settled there not earlier than the twelfth century.
33 1
question is still controversial.
The present study is only concerned with numismatic evidence. What seems to be
beyond doubt is that the Islamic imports, which came to an end in or soon after the
950s, were not replaced by any substantial imports of European coins before the
twelfth century. The total Jack of not only hoards but also grave and single finds
simply cannot be interpreted otherwise, considering how common eleventh-century
coins are in mainland Finland, Sweden and Estonia. The plentiful import of coins to
Åland in the ninth and tenth centuries must have involved considerable trade or other
lucrative activity, and it is difficult to see how such an activity could have ended
332
without some change in the social structure. The fact (pointed out by Salmo ) that
Birka, too, lost its position in the late tenth century, can hardly have been a pure
coincidence. If Åland was an intermediary in the trade between Birka and mainland
333
Finland (as has been suggested by Unto Salo ), or otherwise connected with Birka,
the fate of this town would naturally have affected its commercial position. Considering that Birka was the more important emporium, an explanation for Åland's fate
should probably be sought from that quarter, rather than vice versa. Birka's disap334
pearance is not, however, usually attributed to the ending of the eastern silver,
whereas it is difficult not to see this as an important factor in the case of Åland.
The import of Islamic coins to Sweden, including Gotland, ceased almost totally in
the 960s. The flow of dirhams began again at the end of the century but only on a
336
and elsewhere in
small scale. 335 The latest hoard from Björkö has the tpq 963/4,
337
Uppland the latest dates are 958/9 (the same as on Åland) and 969/70. The Vikingonly two are
but
Age hoards continue in Uppland until the late eleventh century,
338
known from the years between 970 and the l0l0s.
Why did the import of coins to Sweden end in the 960s? 1n Russia newly minted
339
One attempt to answer the
dirhems were still available around the year 1000.
import was not primarily
the
that
thinks
who
Sawyer
Peter
by
made
been
question has
based on traditiona! commerce but violence: the coins were gained 'as plunder or
tribute' . This led the Russians to improve their defences , and Staraya Ladoga was
fortified in the late tenth century. Sawyer' s conclusion is: 'Improved defences offer
the best explanation for the interruption in the flow of oriental silver to Scandinavia
34 1
after 965.' 340 He does not claim, however, (as he did earlier ) that this was the reason
why Birka disappeared.
Sawyer's theory is hardly less controversial than the idea of Åland's depopulation.
Noonan, in 'The impact of the silver crisis in Islam upon Novgorod's trade with the
Baltic' (1988) does not take stand on the question. According to him, there were
'developments affecting Russian silver exports to the Baltic ... which were quite
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independent of dirham imports into European Russia from the Islamic world. Long
before the export of dirhams from the Islamic world began to decline, the re-export of
dirhams from European Russia to Sweden and perhaps other parts of the Baltic had
decreased markedly.' 342 However, he also points out that the silver content of the
dirham s declined in the second half of the tenth century, 343 and this may well have
been the main reason why their import to Scandinavia declined. 344
One feature that should be taken into account in this connection is the strong
increase in the importation of dirhams to Estonia (and Latvia) during the first half of
the tenth century. 345 Here, too, the 950s were the decade that saw the final culmination of imports, but there is also, as in Uppland,346 a hoard with the tpq 969/70. 347
This did not, however, mean the end of imports, for new dirhams are still common in
the ' mixed ' hoards of Estonia around 1000 (see p. 101 ).
Did northern Estonia in fact supersede Åland as an intermediary of Russian trade
in the Gulf of Finland? From the ninth century only two hoards are known from
Estonia with a total of perhaps 600 coins, 348 but in the tenth century the number of
dirhams in Estonian finds reaches 3,000 (see p. 101), while it sinks to 200 on Åland.
The way in which western coins make their appearance in Estonia in the second half
of the tenth century also seems to indicate that contacts were being rapidly established between this area and Gotland.349
To sum up, the traditiona! view maintains that the people of Åland participated in
Viking expeditions to Russia and brought the silver home as profits or booty. The
clay paws have been seen as evidence of old and well-establi shed relations with the
Russian heartlands, and the ninth-century dirham hoards have usually been regarded
as further proof of such relations. However, as regards the silver, it was not necessary
to travel that far, for dirhams were also available in such centres as Staraya Ladoga.
Although the dirham hoards of Åland are commonly explained by 'Viking ' activity ,
they do not in themselves give us any information as to the precise character of that
activity. lt seems clear, however, that being situated along the sailing route between
Central Sweden and Ingria, Åland could benefit from the trade with Russia. Apparently it lost its commercial advantages when the flow of eastern silver dried up. The
increase in dirham imports to Estonia at the same time when the hoards on Åland
diminished seems to indicate a shift in the trade relations - possibly for the benefit of
Gotl and .
There remains the question of Åland's role between Central Sweden and the Finnish mainland. lf the island transmitted Birka's trade with Finland, that could explain
much of its wealth. The numismatic evidence for such a trade is, however, slim, for as
we have seen, Scandinavian, West European and Byzantine coins are relatively common in the graves of Birka whereas on Åland coins are rare in graves and only one
western coin is known from the island .
Noonan 1988 , 430. See also Noonan 1990, 255, and Noonan 1994, 230-4.
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The tenth century on the mainland: the last phase of Islamic imports
Only 20 coins are known from the hoards of Tiikkinummi, Kärsämäki and Säänjärvi
(nos. 118, 123, 143). The two first finds are not well known, and the third is a special
case which will be discussed at the end of the chapter. The largest and most interesting group of materia! is formed by the coins in graves. They consist mainly of
dirhams but there are also Byzantine and western coins, most of them from the end of
the century. Undoubtedly, not ali of them were buried during the tenth century: many
have been found together with Iater coins. It is not even likely that ali were imported
during the tenth century, but the tenth-century imports cannot be studied without this
materia!.
Table 18 shows the chronological distribution of Islamic coins from the tenth
century in grave finds. Imitations and coins that cannot be dated to within a decade
are omitted. As there is an almost complete350 hiatus in the Finnish find materia!
between 874/5 (the latest coin in the Bertby hoard) and 892/3 , the table begins with
the 890s. For the sake of completeness the only eleventh-century dirham in the grave
finds has also been included.

890s
900s
910s
920s
930s
940s
950s
960s
970s
980s
990s
1000s
Total

Åland

Finland Proper

Satakunta

Tavastia

2

1

4
7

2

6
1
5

6
5

2

4
3
4
6
3
2

25

58

4
4

4

13

3

Table 18. Post-890 lslamic coins in grave finds.

The materia! from Åland and Tavastia is so small that it will not be commented on
further, even though it is interesting to note that the finds from Åland are ali early.
As regards the finds from Finland Proper and Satakunta, their chronological distribution is rather dissimilar, but with only a few coins per decade such differences can
be expected. The main thing to be noted is that there is a clear continuity from the
890s to the 990s. This is especially marked in Satakunta, where 28 per cent of the
coins are later than 960. In Finland Proper the corresponding figure is 16 per cent.
The date 960 is here chosen not only because it marks the ceasing of the finds on
351
are
Åland but also because Islamic coins from the next two or three decades
generally very rare in Scandinavian finds.
The finds from the earlier tenth century are also interesting, considering that the
period 930-60 is strongly represented in the three Åland hoards. In Finland Proper
and Satakunta these decades account respectively for 38 and 29 per cent of the pre960 materia!; in the three Åland hoards the corresponding figures are 73, 30 and 67.
"
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The Voipala (Sysmä) hoard includes a coin from 884/5 (Granberg 1966, no. 1568).
Linder Welin (1956, 189) specifies this period as 965- 983 .

This means that the proportion of the earlier (pre-930) coins of the pre-960 materia) is
62 per cent in Finland Proper and 71 in Satakunta. In other words, coins from the
early tenth century are generally much better represented in the grave finds of the
mainland than in the Åland hoards . The hoards are not, however, uniform : the Saltvik-Åsgårda find is more akin to the grave material than the other hoards from Åland.
The only mainland hoard from the early part of the century (Tiikkinummi) hqs six
datable coins, three of which are from the 930s and the other three are earlier.
The relevance of the figures presented above should not be over-emphasize d.
There is , after ali, information concerning two lost hoards from Åland, both of them
apparently from the tenth century. The continuity of the grave find s on the mainland
is, on the other hand, certainly significant: the fact that imports to Åland appear to
have ceased soon after the middle of the century is not reflected in them. In Satakunta
there are actually more coins from the 960s and 970s than from the two preceding
decades. These late coins cannot have been imported through Åland and, considering
the differences between the early tenth-century find s from Åland and the mainland , it
seems possible that thi s was not a recent development. The chronology of the import
is, however, far from clear.
There is yet another group of dirhams from (mainly) the tenth century available for
study : the Islamic coins in eleventh-century hoards. Some of these dirhams may have
been brought to Finland together with western coins after the year 1000, but there is
one fact that seems to indicate that most of them have circulated in Finland before
ending up in the hoards: over 90 percent of them were worn as ornaments. Coins were
used in this way even elsewhere, but the custom was especially common in Finland. 352
Thi s materia! consists of 102 coins (omitting, again, imitations and coins that
cannot be dated within a decade) .353 This time there are no finds from Satakunta but
Tavastia is very well represented because several hoards there contain coins used as
pendants (see above pp. 60-1 ).

Pre-890s
890s
900s
910s
920s
930s
940s
950s
960s
970s
980s
990s
1000s
Total

Finland
Proper

Tavasti a

1
6
4
2

8
8
21
14
3
7
5
5
2
3

1

18

6
2

84

Table /9. lslamic coins in eleventh-century hoards (Source: Granberg 1966).
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There are two tenth-century dirhams (both fragments) also in the Pyhälahti hoard (no. 144).
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The table shows a distinct peak between 900 and 920, rather in the same way as the
grave finds in Table 18. There is also the same continuity from the 890s to the end of
354
the century, and even here the latest coins happen to date from 1006/7.
The continuity of the numismatic materia) creates an illusion of continuing imports, but one must ask whether the coins from 900-30 were really common in
southwestern Finland because of lively importation in those years - or is it because
355
coins from these decades (and especially from 910-30 ) dominate the tenth-century
finds everywhere in the North? In other words, is it possible to think that the import
of Sämänid dirhams to the mainland only gained momentum later in the tenth century? The small number of hoards and the relatively high proportion of late tenthcentury coins in the mainland finds are the main reasons why such a question needs to
be asked.
Although the hoards are few and small, there is one group of finds, which partly
compensates for the Jack of them: grave finds with necklaces containing several
coins. This group includes sixteen bands with at )east two coins. As can be seen from
the following list, most of them are from the cemeteries in Eura and Köyliö:
Eura, Luistari

Grave 56: 9 lslamic (920/1 ?, 934/5, 935/6, 953/4, 966/7 , 976/7 (2), 984/5, 1003/4 ), l l slamic
imitation ('913/4'), l English (c. 1017-23), l German (1000-6).
Grave 58: l English (c. 1017-23), 2 German (c. 1000).
Grave 139: 2 Islamic (916/17, 920/1).
Grave 344: 4 Islamic (911/2, 913/4, 914/5, 914/5).
Grave 377: 1 Islamic (940/1), l German (985-95).
Grave 383: l lslamic imitation, l German (1039-56?), 1 unidentified (German?).

Eura, Osmanmäki

Grave 4: 2 lslamic (928/9, 950s).

Köyliö, cemetery C

Grave I: 2 German (929-64, 965-91).
Grave B: 51s!amic (909/10, 914/5, 927/8, 968/9, 971-7).
Grave E: 1 Islamic (911/12), l lslamic imitation ('920/1'), 2 German (early 11th century, 9991044).
Grave L: 1 Islamic (964/5), l German (1014-24).
Grave 28: 5 Islamic (934/5 , 934-40, 943/4, 955/6, 976/7).
Grave 39: 3 Islamic (898/9, 971/2, 980/1), 2 Islamic imitations ('9 13-32', '957/8 ' ), 1 primitive
imitation of lslamic type.

Mynämäki, Franttilannummi

Grave I: 3 English (c. 991-7, 1017-23, 1023-29)
Turku, Taskula
Grave b: 1 lslamic (850s), 2 English (c.1003-9, 1009-16), 1 imitation of English type.

Yläne, Anivehmaanmäki

Grave 16b: 4 Islamic (902/3, 951/2, 952/3 , 968/9), 1 English (c. 991-7), l German (1002- 24).

354
Jn addition to the two coins from thi s year in the Sievola and Luurila hoards there is a third one from
an unknown find. The Mustilanmäki hoard from Rautu in former Finnish Kare li a contains a coin from
1008/9. See Granberg 1966, nos. 1364, 1450, 1596 and 1637.
355
Linder Welin 1956, 186.
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There are three neck.laces with 4 coins, two with 5, one with 6 and one with 12 coins.
In one of the Luistari graves (344) there are 4 early (911/12-914/15) coins in the
same band, but in ali other bands which consist of at )east 3 coins and have dirhams
among them, the chronological span is more than 40 years. Thirteen of the bands
contain coins later than 965, and although dirhams are in the majority, there are also
Western coins. In other words, even though the necklaces belong mainly to the end of
the tenth century or later, most of them include Sämänid dirhams from the early tenth
century.
The Luistari graves no. 139 and 344 are the only ones among those listed above
which on purely numismatic grounds could be dated to the first half of the tenth
century. Unfortunately, neither of them seems to contain objects that could corroborate the dating. The necklaces with coins thus seem in most cases to belong to the
second half of the tenth or the early eleventh century. A study of the other coin-dated
graves containing early Sämänid dirhams would undoubtedly be useful , but it is not
feasible in thi s connection. In any case it is apparent that these very common coins
remained in circulation for so long that their value for dating other objects is very
limited.
Before continuing this discussion it may be useful to pay attention to the finds from
Estonia and Northwest Russ ia.
In 'The impact of the silver crisis in Islam upon Novgorod's trade with the Baltic' ,
Noonan has shown that while the decline in exports of new dirhams from Russia to
Sweden 'and possibly other parts of the Baltic' had began already before 950, a
similar decline in the import of dirhams to European Russia 'dates to the 980s or even
to 990s' - eventually leading to the emergence of Novgorod as a major trade centre,
when Russia had to turn to the Baltic in search of an alternative source for silver. 356
Despite the diminishing imports, there are several Russian hoards in which the
proportion of late dirhams is remarkably high : one of Noonan's tables, showing the
chronological distribution of the dirhams in 13 substantial hoards deposited in European Russia between 940 and 1000, presents 5 hoards in which the proportion of
coins later than 960 is between 48.8 and 62.5 percent. 357 The dynasties are not
mentioned, but another table containing information about the dirhams in three eleventh-century hoards shows that the proportions of post-960 Sämänid coins in them
were 72.2, 28.1 and 46.5 per cent respectively. 358
In a study of the pre-970 dirham hoards from Latvia and Estonia, Noonan has
listed 18 Estonian hoards which contain some 4,000 dirhams in all. 359 Two of the
finds are from the ninth century and two cannot be dated. Of the 14 hoards belonging
to the tenth century at )east 13 date from 934-969. The imports did not end with the
960s: that was the time when West European coins began to appear in Estonian finds
together with the dirhams. These 'mixed' hoards are presented in Arkadi Molvögin's
Die Funde westeuropäischer Munzen des JO. bis 12. Jahrhunderts in Estland (1994)
which includes 21 hoards dating from the period 965-1025. They contain some 1,200
dirhams, the latest of them from the year 1013/4. After 1015 the number of Islamic
coins in Estonian finds declined sharply.
356
357

358
359

Noonan
Noonan
Noonan
Noonan

1989, 446; cf. Landgren 1998, 17- 23.
1989, 415 , Table 2.
1989, 416, Table 3.
1977, 246-57, nos. 15- 33. The find no. 24 (Yesneri) is om itted from the analy sis.
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The information published by Noonan and Molvögin on the Estonian find s can be
summarized as follows: there are about 3,000 dirhams in hoards from the tenth
century and a little over 1,000 in those from the eleventh and early twelfth centuries.
The number of post-960 dirham s is c. 200, which is 5 per cent of the dirhams in
hoards deposited after 900.
No comprehensive statistics have been publi shed for the Swedish mate ri al,360 but
Welin 's statement that coins from the period 965-983 are 'extremely rare' in Northem finds 361 is well borne out by the fact that among the 14,000 Islamic coins from
find s deposited after 900 which are publi shed in the first eight volumes of the CNS
there are only about 100 post-960 dirhams.
The very low percentage of post-960 dirhams (0.7% of the materia! in question) in
Sweden can of course be mainly explained by the abundant imports of the earlier
te nth century; if we were to take into account only the post-960 find s, the figure
would be higher. 362 But the difference between the Estonian and Swedi sh finds is
nevertheless very obvious.
The distribution of the tenth-century dirhams in the grave finds and hoards of
mainland Finl and (Tables 18, 19) shows that even though the early Sämänid issues
dominate the materi a), no less than some 20 per cent of the coins are later than 960.
Compared with the Estonian and Swedish find s this is a high fi gure which indicates
that a substanti al part of the dirhams found on the Finnish mainland mu st belong to
the late phase of imports. It also indicates that the late coins did not come from
Sweden.
The fact that late tenth-century coins and especially Sämänids are rare in Sweden
but relatively common in Ru ss ian and Baltic finds, was already noted by R. Vasmer,
who also called attention to their occurrence in Finland. He di scussed the Islamic
find s from Finland in his 1927 publication of the eastern element of the 1906 Luurila
hoard from Hattula.363 This paper - methodically by far the most advanced contribution to Finnish numi smatics to that date - was based on detailed die studies in which
he compared the Finnish find s with those from North Russia and the Baltic lands. In
thi s connection he also commented on the Säänjärvi hoard from Savitaipale. Hi s
conclusions concerning the import routes are presented in the following passage:
Vollkommen e ntsprec hen dem Funde von Savitaipale ihrem Bes tande nach d ie Einzelfunde des Gdowschen Kreises, sowie di e kufischen Bestandteile der iibri ge n oben genannten Funde des nord-w estlichen Ru ssland . Dass im Funde von Savitaipale alle 3
Sämäniden-Dirhems unter Mansur geprägt si nd, kann in Anbetracht di eser Analogien
schwerli ch auf blossen Zufall zuriickzufiihren sein . Der Fund muss daher vo n den westlicheren Funden geso ndert betrachtet werden und mir sc he int, dass diese Miinzen aus
Ingermanland oder Karelien e ingewandert sein miisse n. Da aber die Funde von Tavastland sc he inbar alle einen and eren Bestand aufwei se n, scheint mir Hackmans ... Annahme,364 dass ein Hande lsweg iiber Kare lien und Savolaks nac h Tavastland fiihrte,
durch die Miinzfunde ni cht bewiesen zu sein. Der Bestand der Miinzfunde berechtigt m.
M . nac h eher zur Annahme, dass die in Finn land gefu ndenen Dirhems vo n je nseits des
Finnischen Meerbusens hi erher versprengt worde n sind: die Miinzen der west lichen

See, however, Noonan 1994, 232-4.
361 Linder Welin 1956, 189. See a lso note 342 above.
362
Noonan 1994, 232- 3.

360

363
As there was no Orientali st in the Coin Cabin et at thi s time, tin - foi l impressions of the co in s were
so metimes sent to Yas mer in the Hermi tage. He is not known to have visi ted He lsinki personall y.
364 Hackman 19 14, 166.
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Landschaften sind von Estland, die Mtinzen von Savolaks - aus Ingermanland , vielleicht
liber Karelien, hertibergekommen. Ein Handelsweg von Karelien ist sehr wahrscheinlich, weiter nach Westen hin bieten die kufischen Mtinzfunde aber ftirs erste keine
Belege. 365
Vasmer drew hi s conclusions on the basis of his detailed studies of the still largely
unpublished Russian find s. His idea that the coins of the Säänjärvi find came from
Northwestern Russia is based on the observation that the find consi sts wholly of coins
which are rare both in Finland and Estonia but relati vely common ' to the east of Lake
Peipus' .366 The idea of an import route through Kareli a is, however, problematic, for
there are only few find s of Islamic coins from the Isthmus and other parts of former
Finnish Kareli a. 367 Three coins from the eighth and ninth centuries are known from
an otherwi se unrecorded find from Käk:i salmi , and there are a few tenth-century coins
from graves, single find s, and eleventh-century hoards. 368 The only finds containing
late tenth-century dirhams are the two small hoards from Rautu and Räi sälä, both
mentioned by Vasmer,369 whereas the substantial hoards from the area belong to the
second half of the eleventh century. 370 The possibility of dirham imports to Finland
through Karelia in the tenth century cannot be di scarded, but there is no direct
evidence in favour of it. Even if the coins found at Säänjärvi came from Ingria, they
may have reached Finland across the Gulf of Finland.
In the case of the West Finnish hoards, Vasmer considered importation from Estonia the most likely alternative, partly because of die-identical dirham imitations which
were found both at Luurila and in Estonia, and partly because of the differences in the
composition of the Säänjärvi hoard and the other Finnish finds known to him. Here
we must, however, note that the observation concerning the imitations is not quite
relevant. lf the imitations were of Estonian origin, their occurrence in Finnish finds
would naturally be significant; but inasmuch as they apparently were imported to the
North through Russia together with the genuine dirhams, their distribution in northern
finds can hardly give us reliable information on contacts between the various region s
in which they are found . The same is true of the coin s of the Säänjärvi hoard. We may
also note that although they are rare, Buyid and Sämänid coins from the same time
and same mints have also been found elsewhere in Finland as well as in Estonia. 371
The main evidence for the theory that the late tenth-century dirhams came to Finland
from the other side of the Gulf of Finland lies in the above-mentioned fact that the
proportion of late dirhams is higher in the finds of northwestern Russia and Estonia
than in Sweden. In general the assumption of importation from that direction seems to
fit well with the archaeological evidence. Since the publication of Kivikoski's ' StudVasme r 1927 , 30.
lbid., 26, 29.
367
The hoard from 'Viborg's Iän ' publi shed by Granberg ( 1966, 2 15- 16) is certainl y apocrypha l,
consistin g of a mixed parcel deriving from various sources, and A. Markov 's mention of a find from the
' neighbourhood of Viborg ' most probably refers to the 1846 Oranienbaum (Borovskaya) hoard from the
other side of the Gu lf of Finland (Ta lvio 1980a, 11 - 12 ; Vasmer 1927, 29).
368
Talvio 1980a, 2 14- 17; below, pp. 2 11 - 15.
369
Vasmer 1927, 30.
370
Talvio 1980a, 12- 16; see also Appendi x, pp. 209- 14.
371
The min t/date combin ations of three of the fo ur co in s from Sav itaipale (Granberg 1966, nos. 1583-4
and 15 86) are known from Köyliö (Gra nberg 1966, no. 1444) and three Esto nian hoards (Molvög in 1994,
nos. 2:365 , 377, 14: 145 , 156, 15:57).
365

366
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ien zu Birkas Handel im östlichen Ostseegebiet' (1937) the period between 800 and
the late tenth century has in Finnish archaeology often been called the 'Birka period ' .372
According to Kivikoski, the contacts with Estonia during that period were weaker
than they had been earlier, but the contacts 'evidently became closer agai n about
AD 1000. ' 373
Because of the ending of imports to Åland around 960, it is clear that the later
tenth-century coins in the mainland find s cannot have come from that direction.
Considering that Islamic coins from this time are rare in Swedish finds but relatively
common in Estonia and northwestern Russia, it is certainly reali stic to see the latter
areas as the likely source. lt is very unlikely, however, that imports at that time would
have consisted of only late tenth-century coins: a substantial amount of earlier dirhams
mu st have come together with them . Thi s means that even though Islami c coin s very
probably reached southwestern Finland already in the early tenth century, many of
the coins of that time may well have been imported several decades later.

The Byzantine coins
The Byzantine coins in northern finds are mainly from the tenth century , those from
the long reign of Basil II (976-1025) being the most common. 374 They can be compared with the other minor groups of eastern coin s, such as the 'Uqaylids and the
375
In
Marwänids , which also appear in finds towards the end of the tenth century.
Finland the Byzantine coins are especially interesting because they were imitated
here.
The earliest Byzantine mili ares ia in Finnish finds are struck in the names of Constantine VIII and Romanus II (945-9). One of the two such coins belon gs to the
Åsgårda hoard from Åland (tpq 958); there are Byzantine coins from the same time
also in Swedish and Estonian dirham hoards. 376 Ali other mili aresion finds from
Finland come from the mainland. There are in all 7 of them from graves and at !east
15 from hoards. 377
Of these 22 coins six (27 per cent) are earl ier than the reign of Basil II, fifteen (68
per cent) are from that reign and one (5 per cent) is later ( 1042-55). The Swedish
materia! is considerably bi gger: according to the catalogue published in 1989 there
were at that time 582 sil ver coins, 378 of which 189 (33 per cent) were earlier than
Bas il II, 270 (46 per cent) were from his reign and 123 (21 per cent) were from the
years 1028-71. Exact figures are not available for Estonia, but Molvögin 's catalogue
of the finds later than 965 contain 158 identifiable coins, and one more can be found
in Noonan's publication of the pre-970 dirh am hoards .379 The three above-mentioned
groups in the Estonian materia! consist of 27 (14.5 per cent), 158 (85 per cent) and
Sa lo 1982, 18; Masonen 1989, 1 1 1, 1 14.
Ki vikosk i 1967 , 11 4. See also Ki vikoski 194 1 and Hirviluoto 1999.
374
Hammarberg et af. 1989.
375
For a presentation of th e late lslami c coins see Johansson 1997.
376
For the Swedish finds see Malmer 1996, 250. An Estonian find (Lihul a) is menti oned by Noonan
1977 , 255.
377
See P. Sarvas 1973 and the finds from A lanko (no . 133) and Kirkkomäki (no . 227) . The Coin
Cabinet also has three unpro venanced co in s which may have been found in Fin land.
378 The Swedish materia) also includes a few copper coins, but not from hoards.
379
Molvögin 1994, 598; Noonan 1977, 255.
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one (0.5 per cent) coin , respectively. There are thus considerable differences between
the finds from Finland, Sweden and Estonia - but the differences are mainly caused
by two atypical finds . The Estonian materia) is dominated by the more than a hundred
coins of Basil II from the Völla hoard ,380 and in Sweden the Ocksarve hoard from
1920 included a similar number of coins from the years 1028-55. 381
There is one more interesting detail: according to Philip Grierson the coins of Basil
II can be divided into two chronological groups, dated by him to c. 977-89 and
c. 989-1025. 382 Only one coin (0.5 per cent) in the Estonian material can certainly be
assigned to the later group. 1n Sweden 6 (2.6 per cent) of the 231 datable coins belong
to it. 383 1n Finland this group is not represented at ali, but the imitations which were
produced in Finland are nevertheless based on it,384 which means that such coins must
have been available at the time .
It must also be mentioned that, according to Brita Malmer, miliaresia were more
often used in Sweden as pendants than other contemporary coin types. During the
eleventh century the frequency of holes in them increased to as much as 30 per cent
of the coins. 385 Of the 22 coins from Finland, 17 (77 per cent) are pierced.386 This fits
well in with the idea that the use of Byzantine coins as personal ornaments was
very common in Finland (see p. 71). On the other hand it seems that Byzantine coins
were very commonly used as ornaments or amulets even outside the Northern lands:
5 of the 14 miliaresia of Basil II which were in the French national collection in 1970
were pierced.387 The 27 miliaresia from the same reign in the Dumbarton Oaks and
the Whittemore collections in Washington were publi shed a few years later, and thi s
material contain s 7 pi erced coins. We may also note that of the 16 mili ares ia and twothird s miliaresia of Constantine IX in the Washington collections, 6 were pierced .388
The percentages in question can be compared with Malmer's figure for the Swedish
eleventh-century finds (c. 30 per cent). Some of the coins in these collections (Pari s
and Washington) very possibly come from northe rn finds , but they also include
pi erced specimens of late e leventh-century coins which are only exceptionally found
in Scandinavia. Apparently the reli gious im agery of the Byzantine coi nage had a
stron g appeal in the medieval world.
As was noted in Chapter 2 (p. 28), Byzantine coi ns were also imitated in Finland.
Thi s materia l now consists of 26 389 coins, of which one has been found in Sweden,
one in Denmark, three in Estonia, and the remain ing 2 1 e ither have a Finnish find
provenance or can be supposed to have been found in Finland. Because they are not
imported coins, the imitations need not be discussed here, but it is worth noting that
on ly two of the imitation s are known to come from a Finni sh hoard, and this hoard
(Paturi , no . 135) consisted mostly of jewell ery.

Mo lvögi n 1994, 6 1- 74.
Hammarberg et al. 1989, 73-4.
382
G ri erson 1973 , 609- 12.
383
Hammarberg et al. 1989, 34-40.
384
See p. 22 ; Talvio 1979, 27- 8.
385 B. Ma
lmer 1996, 251.
386
The exception s are four coins in the Nikkil ä and Ellil ä hoards and one in a child 's grave in
Kirkkomäki (find s 1 15 , 128, 227).
387
Morri sson 1970, 609- 1 1. Two of the co in s are imitations.
388 Grierson
1973 , 627- 32, 745- 7.
389
See p. 28 and note 80 above.
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The fact that the imitations are not found mixed with imported coins in 'normal'
390
but probably it is
hoards has been seen as further evidence of their local origin,
also connected with their ornamental, semi-monetary character. Only one of the 25
whole specimens had not been worn as a pendant. 391
Although their ornamental role may have been the primary one, nothing prevented
the imitations from also circulating as money, if needed. The main interest of the five
specimens found outside Finland is that they show that coins were not only imported
to Finland but also used in transactions with overseas merchants.

The western coins
After having been rare in Scandinavian finds in the ninth and early tenth centuries,
West European coins begin to appear in hoards in the late tenth century. Soon thereafter, in the 990s, the imports become very substantial. 392 In Finland this early phase
is presented by the Hadvala hoard in which the latest coins date from c. 1000.
In Sweden, both in Gotland and on the mainland, one third of ali the coins are
Islamic, whereas in Finland (as well as Estonia) their proportion is only about 25 per
cent. 393 Compared with Sweden, imports to Finland must have proportionally increased after the dirham period. There is, however, very little evidence for imports of
western coins to Finland before the late tenth century. As already mentioned, the
earliest coin is a fragment of a penny of Athelstan (924-39; fig. 14) from one of the
house sites of Saltvik in the Åland Islands. All other English coins in Finnish finds
are later than 975.

The tenth and eleventh centuries
German coins from the tenth century are mostly found in eleventh-century hoards. If
we look at grave finds it seems that not many of them could have been imported
before the late tenth century. In the Köyliö graves there is a Strasbourg penny from
965-91 (and also a Bohemian one from 967-99), and from Eura-Pappilanmäki there
is a coin of Regensburg from 982-5 . The coin of Metz from Huittinen-Hiukkavai nio
is, however, now dated to c. 911-973/96. 394 Ali other German and continental European coins in the graves date from the reign of Otto III (983-1002) or later.
No English coins in grave finds are earlier than the 'Crux' (c. 991 -97) type of
LEthelred II, and the same is true of single and cumulative finds , with the exception of
the penny of Athelstan from Åland.
Diagram 10 shows the chronological distribution of the coins in hoards per decade,
according to their tpq. The hoards are here the same which have been presented
individually in Diagrams 1-8. As we have seen (p. 49) , there are several finds which

P. Sarvas 1973, 185.
Despite what is claimed in Talvio 1995d, 179, the coin from Piila apparently is not pierced. See nole
80 above.
392 Jonsson 1992, 81 -2 .
393
See p. 9 above.
394
CNG 9:8 (Sa lmo 1948, 110. 4:1). Another coi n of Metz from Köyli ö (Sa lmo 1948, 110 . 4:2) was
formerly dated to 929- 64, now to 984- 1005 (CNG 9.13 ).
390
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are insufficiently known, and as one or two of them probably dated from the 1030s, it
is probable that this decade is underrepresented in the diagram. The same may be true
of the 1050s. The diagram nevertheless shows that the great majority of the coins in
the hoards were hidden between 1020 and 1070.

1000s 1010s 1020s 1030s 1040s 1050s 1060s

1070s 1080s

Diagram JO. The chronological distribution of 4,352 coins from 15 hoards according to the tpq of the
hoards.

Looking at Diagram 11, we see that the largest group in the hoards are in fact the
coins struck before 1000. The second largest group dates from 1025-50, and after that
·there is a definite drop.
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Diagram J /. Th e chronological distribwion of 2,620 datable coins .from 15 hoards according to rhe dates
of rhe coins.

Somewhat similar is the information given by the diagram published by Kenneth
Jonsson (see p. 84, Diagram 9), which shows that although the import of coins to
Sweden culminated between 990 and 1030, the highest peak as regards the tpq of the
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finds is around 1040. 395 As it happens, the largest Finnish find of the period (Nikkilä)
also dates from the 1040s, but figures for the individual finds are different (Diagrams
1-8): tenth-century coins dominate in Finland in ali hoards except Immilä (1024)
until the 1020s, and in Luurila (1036) and Nikkilä (c. 1045) they still account for
nearly half of the coins. In the Pätiälä (c. 1020), Ellilä (1024) and Luurila (1036)
hoards the number of coins struck after the year 1000 is still under 20 per cent, in
Nikkilä it has risen to 35. The finds from the 1050s and 1060s, on the other hand,
consist mainly of relatively recent imports: in ali four of them coins from 1025-50
account for 46-56 per cent while the coins from the previous 25 years account for
23-35 per cent.
It would seem, then , that the eleventh-century imports of coins can be divided into
two main phases. The fact that pre-1000 issues outnumber by far the more recent
coins in almost ali hoards until around 1025 would seem to witness to an importation
around and perhaps even before 1000, but here we must take into account the possibility that the composition of the finds only reflects the coin stock of the export area
in the early eleventh century. The fact that the size and number of hoards increase in
the 1020s can, however, be seen as evidence of fresh imports. After 1050 the importation must have been drastically reduced. lt is true that in the Pyhälahti find (1065)
17 per cent of the coins are later than 1050, but this may reflect the eastern connections of that northeastern region, and the same is probably true of the small fragments
in the Kapatuosia (1068) find (see p. 56).
Here we may once again refer to the hypothesis that hoarding was intensified when
the availability of silver was declining (see p. 84). If we look at Table 7 (p. 49), we
may note that it includes 24 hoards which can be dated with some confidence, and the
tpq dates of a third of them fall between 1050 and 1070, when imports were strongly
diminishing before they finally dwindled away. The same trend is illustrated by
Diagrams 10-11.
A detailed chronology of the imports can hardly be constructed, as there is reason
to believe that the coins derive from the Scandinavian/Baltic coin stock which already
was mixed and to some extent aged before the coins reached Finland. If there was a
strong import of western coins to Sweden and Estonia in the 990s, this can explain
the high proportion of pre-1000 issues also in Finnish hoards.
The much more numerous Estonian hoards present interesting comparative materia!.
The earliest hoard with western coins, found at Metsaki.ila near Tallinn, contained 28
Islamic and 29 western coins (including 22 ' Hedeby ' half bracteates) and was deposited after 965. It has no parallels in Finland, and the same is true of the second earliest
hoard, from Kehra (tpq 979), which had 412 Islamic coins together with 5 Byzantine
and only 4 western ones. From the late 990s, however, there are four finds which can
be compared with the Hadvala hoard (no. 119). The interesting feature is that most of
the fifteen Estoni an hoards from the period 1000-25 include a sizeable Islamic and
early western element. Only two hoards, however, date from between 1018 and the
late 1030s, and after this hiatus the proportion of the Islamic and other early (pre1000) coins remai ns low. Molvögin does not comment on the age structure of the
finds beyond drawing attention to the 'rapid falling-off' in the number of Islamic
coins after 1015, but he sees the ' sudden decrease' of finds around 1020 as the result
of diminishing imports: 'Erst ab der Mitte der 1050er Jahre setzte eine neue Belebung
395
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im Miinzstrom ein.' 396 Although there are from Finland four hoards from the 1020s
and from Estonia only one, the increase in the proportion of new coins after that
decade and the apparent intensification of imports towards the middle of the century
form a somewhat similar pattern.
Diagram 9, originally published by Jonsson, shows the highest peaks för hoarding
in Sweden around 1040 and 1070-80. The diagram is based on the whole materia!,
but there is a significant difference between Gotland and the rest of Sweden: in
Gotland the hoards continue until the early twelfth century (ending with the BurgeLummelunda hoard from 1143) but on the mainland there are very few of them after
the 1060s (there is one from Uppland from the 1070s and another from Småland from
the 1100s). 397 Estonia, on the other hand, can be compared with Gotland: after 12
hoards from the years 1025-50 there are 18 from 1050-75, 25 from 1075-1100, 2
from 1100-25 and 5 from the years 1125-60. Four of them are in fact later than the
Burge find.
Seen against the background of these figures, the decrease in the import of coins to
Finland after the middle of the eleventh century parallels the situation in mainland
Sweden. The two late finds, Lehdesmäki and Linnaniemi, both of them atypical, can
be compared with the finds from Gotland and Estonia, but their high proportion of
tenth-century dirhams set them apart from ali other finds of the period.

The twelfth century
In the absence of hoards, the import of coins to Finland after the end of the eleventh
century can only be studied in the light of the materia! from graves and single and
cumulative finds . Although there are (especially from Luistari) several coins which
are later than 1050, only four coins in grave finds certainly belong to the last quarter
of that century:
Kalanti, Kalmumäki: English, c. 1080-3
Eura, Pappilanmäki: Danish , 1080-6
Köyliö-C : English, c. 1077-80
Vesilahti, Kirmunkarmu : Danish, 1080-6

There are considerably more twelfth-century coins from graves:
Halikko, Rikala: English, 1158-80; Swedish, 1167-96
Nousiainen, Moi sio: Swedish, Svealand, 1167-96 (2 ex.); Gotland, c. 1140- 1210/20
Perniö, Yliskylä: German, 1106-25
Turku, Kaarina: English, 1135-41; German, 1184- 92
Turku, Taskula: English, 1135- 54
Eura, Luistari: German, 1106- 11 and 1106-25
Tampere, Vilusenharju: German, 1106-25
Vesilahti , Rukoushuone: German, 1173- 1209

The single finds do not include any coins from the late eleventh or twelfth centuries,
but there are several of them from cumulative finds. They, too, include more coins
from the twelfth century than the late eleventh century:
Hiittinen, Kyrksundet: German, 1076-99
Finström church: Sweden, Svealand, 1167-96; Gotland, c. 1140- 1225 (3 ex.)
396
397

Molvögi n 1994, 581 - 2.
Jonsson 1992, 83-4.
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Jomala church: Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140-1225
Lieto, Vanhalinna: Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140- 1225 ; German , 1199- 1249
Turku, Koroinen: German, 1181- 90

The coins from the twelfth century can be divided into five groups:

- 4 German coins from the reign of Henry V ( 1106-25)
- 4 English coins from the reigns of Stephen (1135-54) and Henry II (1154-89)
-

-

6 Gotlandic coins , representing the earliest minting on the island which began

1140
4 Swedish coins from the reign of Knut Eriksson ( 1167-96), representing the
C.

earliest medieva l minting on the Swedish mainland
4 German coins dating from 1173-1209, 1181-90, 1184-92 and 1199-1249

The German coins of Henry V and the English coins of Stephen and Henry II apparently represent the last wave of the import of coins that had began in the Viking Age.
While the German coins of that time can be found in several hoards in Gotland,
Estonia and Northwestern Russia (including Aatservainen), the English coins from
the mid-twelfth century show a remarkable concentration in Estonia. There are 79
coins of Stephen (] 135-54) and 10 of Henry II (1154-89) from Estonia, while the
corresponding figures for Finland are three and one and for Sweden one and one. 398
The Gotlandic and Swedish coins , on the other hand, obviously herald the beginning of the Swedish period in the monetary history of Finland, a period which is
outside the scope of this work. It is interesting to note, however, that four of the nine
coins come from burials. As Pekka Sarvas has observed , the continued use of prehistoric burial customs until the twelfth century provides one explanation for the presence of more coins in the finds of this period than could otherwise be expected. 399
The German coins from the end of the twelfth and the thirteenth century can be
seen against the background of the medieval (and later) coin circulation which in
Finland, as elsewhere in the North, sometimes included German and other foreign
coins. In Sweden, German coins from the period around 1200 are mainly found in
Västergötland.400 In Estonia coins from this time are especially common.40 1 For
example, the Tamse hoard from the island of Muhu (tpq 1193) included no fewer than
49 Miinster coins of the type which is also known from the Rukoushuone cemetery in
Vesilahti.402

lmport routes
If late tenth-century dirhams were brought to Finland from Ingria and/or Estonia, it is
natural to ask whether imports from those areas continued even after the dirham
period. In the case of Ingria an import of western coins in the early eleventh century
does not seem likely , for western coins did not become common there until later
during the same century.403 The relations between Estonia and Finland may, on the
other hand, well have involved an import of coins.
Talvio 1992d, 91.
P. Sarvas 1969, 87.
400
Jonsson 1984, 130--1.
40 1
Molvögin 1985.
402
Molvögin 1970.
4 3
o See Potin 1967, finds 144- 92.
398
399
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Nordman did not doubt that most of the western coins in Finnish finds came from
Gotland, although he also stressed the role of Karelia in the later eleventh century.
Central Sweden must, however, also be regarded as a probable source for some of the
coins.
Before considering these various poss ibilities we have to take into account the
suggestion of direct imports from outside the Baltic world. As we have seen, Salmo
believed that Finland had contacts with Germany, and more recently it has been
suggested that coins may also have been brought to Finland directly from England.
The coin import from England to Scandinavia has usually been explained by the
tribute paid by the Anglo-Saxon state to Viking invaders and, from 1012 to 1051 and
occasionally even later, to Scandinavian mercenaries.404 The imports from Germany,
on the other hand, are presumed to have been mainly based on trade .405 However,
Kenneth Jansson has recently argued that most of the English coins were also imported
through Germany, for they hardly ever appear in Scandinavian hoards alone, as could
be expected to happen, if they had been brought directly from England. 406
In Finland, too, English and German coins are normally found mixed with each
other, and it has been assumed that they were imported together. A different interpretation was in 1981 presented by the British numismatist Ian Stewart (now Lord
Stewartby). He drew attention to the fact that there are remarkably many die-links
among the 'Long Cross' pennies (c. 997-1003) of !Ethelred II in Finnish finds .
According to him, the 'only natural explanation' for these linkages is that 'much of
the material came directly (or if indirectly, intact) from England and was drawn from
a source in which coins from the London and other mints had not yet become
absorbed into the rest of the currency' .407 This conclusion was commented on already
in the same publication by its editors, Mark Blackburn and Michael Metcalf, who
thought that while most of the coins probably in fact had arrived in 'typical mixed
parcels from Scandinavia', it was nonetheless 'tempting to suggest that the Finnish
Long Cross currency may have been supplemented by one or more direct shipments
from south-east England ' .408 As the author of the 1978 Sylloge publication of the
material in question , I contributed to the discussion in 1985 with a brief paper in
which I stressed that there is no archaeological evidence for direct contacts between
England and Finland in the Viking Age. Perhaps more to the point, I noted that coins
could sometimes travel over long distances in unmixed parcels. A good example is
the dirham hoard from Bertby which included a really remarkable number of dieidentical imitations (see above, p. 93-4 ). There can be no doubt that this hoard, or at
]east most of it, had been brought to Åland in the same Oriental vessel in which it was
buried, for it would have been quite impossible to get together so many duplicates
outside the area (Khazaria?) where such imitations were produced. I ended by suggesting that some of the 'Long Cross' coins had come to Finland in a similar way: not
directly but more or less intact, i.e. in closed parcels. 409
The question concerning German merchants sailing in Finnish waters is somewhat
different. As already mentioned, there is a hoard from Heinjoki in former Finnish
Jonsson 1976, 26-7; on the tribute see Nielsen 1957.
G. Hatz 1974, 163-86.
406
Jon sson 1993b, 230. Metcalf 1994b, 207- 12, is critical of thi s hypothesi s.
407
Stewart 1981 , 492.
408
Blackburn and Metcalf 1981, 519. See also Metcalf 1994.
409
Talvio I 985c, 183-8. See also Talvio (forthcoming).
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Fig. 15. Frisian co in s from the Aatservainen hoard (Groningen, Henry IV - Bishop Wilhelm de Ponte,
1056-76, cf. fig. 3: 1), as illustrated in a manuscript cata logue from the 1840s in the University Coll ection
(see p. 166).

Karelia cons1stmg of 68 coins, ali of them German and mainly (55) Frisian (see
Appendix). Nordman and Salmo accepted the find as ev idence of Frisian contacts
with Karelia, and since then the role of the Frisians has often been mentioned in
Finnish literature. 410 On numismatic grounds it must be pointed out that if there really
were direct contacts between Frisia and the Gulf of Finland, they must have belonged
mai nly to the third quarter of the eleventh century, when Frisian coins were remarkably common in Karelia and northern Russia. 411
In a recent article V. M. Potin has put the problem in a different light. Having
established that Frisian coins of the late eleventh century were made of inferior silver,
he notes:
Seit um 1050, als sich der ProzeB der Miinzverschlechterung und der Verminderung
ihres Gewichts im Westen bedeutend beschleunigt hatte, wurden vor allem leichte,
minderwertige Miinzen nach Osteuropa eingefii hrt. Es waren dies vor allem friesisc he
Miinzen, geprägt in den Miinzhofen der friesischen Grafen, in Utrecht, Groningen und
in Ostfriesland, in Emden und Jever. 41 2

The idea of direct importation of coins from Frisia is partly based on the observation
that Frisian coins of the later eleventh century are considerably less common m
E.g. Kivikoski 1967, 142.
Talvio 1985b, 198- 200.
412
Potin 1990, 271.

410
411
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Scandinavia than in Russia and Karelia. 4 13 Although Potin does not say so directly, it
follows from his argumentation that the abundance of poor-quality Frisian coins in
the northeastern territories was related to their having become less acceptable in
Scandinavia.
Ivar Leimus and Arkadi Molvögin, in their publication of the Arkna hoard from
Estonia, see the solution elsewhere. According to them, Gotland for most of the
eleventh century had a 'key position' in Baltic trade, but in the third quarter of the
century its monopoly was weakened by contacts between Frisia and Russia. 414 They
also mention the well-known runic inscription in Sigtuna which records the existence
of a Frisian guild in the town; the inscription has been dated to this very period. 41 5
The whole question does not have much direct bearing on the situation in Finland,
for finds of post-1050 Frisian coins from the present Finnish territory are very few.
Earlier in the eleventh century coins from Tiel, Deventer and some other Frisian
towns had not been rare, but in that period Frisia does not yet seem to have had a
special role in Baltic trade. In the second half of the century the proportion of Frisian
coins rises markedly in Karelia but not in southern or southwestern Finland. The only
notable exception is the find from the Kapatuosia hillfort in Hollola, which among its
94 identifiable fragments included 53 from Frisia. Among the latter, 22 can be attributed to Counts Bruno III (1038-57) and Egbert II (1068-90), whose coins are typical
of the Karelian and Russian hoards. The coin fragments from Kapatuosia can therefore be seen as evidence of relations between Karelia and Tavastia. 416
The Pyhälahti hoard from Kuusamo in northeastern Ostrobothnia probably also
reflects Karelian imports: 27 per cent of its coins come from Frisia. It is, however,
slightly earlier (1065) than the 'typical' Frisian finds. 417
Elsewhere in Finland, Frisian coins of the later eleventh century have been found
seldom and mostly from cemeteries. There is one from Kaarina in Turku (Deventer,
1076-99), three from Luistari in Eura (Egbert II, 1068-90; Groningen, 1054-76;
Jever, 1059-86), and one from cemetery C in Köyliö (Utrecht, 1054-76) and Koirakallio in Vammala (Bruno III, 1038-57). The excavations at Hiittinen have produced a
coin of Egbert II and another from Deventer (1076-99). It should be noted, however,
that the Deventer coins of Bishop Conrad (1076-99) are much more common in
Sweden than Ru ssia; they are not known from Karelia. 418
In sum, there is no tangible evidence of direct imports of English or Frisian coins
to the present area of Finland. But as we have seen (p. 35), Salmo had a different
opinion:
Durch Vergleich der Anzahlen der ... Miinzen aus verschiedenen Gegenden Deutschlands is festzustellen, dass im allgemeinen die Miinzen der Provinzen, in denen die
Miinzprägung umfassend gewesen ist und von denen aus die bequemsten Verbindungen
nach Finnland bestanden haben, am reichlichsten vertreten gewesen sind. Die Haupt-

Talvio 1985b.
Leimus and Molvögin 2000, 52-5.
m G. Hatz 1974, 153.
41 6
Talvio 1982b, 36-7. This conclusion was welcomed by the linguist Terho Itkonen, who had studied
Karelian influence on the dialect spoken in southeastern Tavastia (T. Itkonen 1992, 109, 119, and pers.
comm., 1991).
417
Talvio 1985b, 34.
41 8
Ibid.
413
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rolle in dieser Hinsicht spielt Friesland. [ ... ] Und eine lebhafte Beziehung zwischen
9
Finnland und Friesland ist schon vor 1040 zu erkennen. 41

The conclusion that there were ' lively relations ' between Finland and Frisia already before 1040 is in fact only based on 52 Frisian issues from variou s mints
420
among the more than 1,100 German coins in the Nikkilä hoard. This is hardly
convincing, and the same is true of Salmo's somewhat tendentious pl aying down of
the importance of Gotland: he expounds on the supposed relations between Finland
421
and Germany on several pages, but mentions Gotland only in passing. lt should be
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more reali stic to think that Finns acquired their coins mainly from areas within the
Scandinavian/B altic world. The question is whether there was one principal source or
whether the coins flowed to Finland from several directions ?
Nordman opted for Gotland as the principal source because of its well-known
423
history as a commercial power in and after the Viking Age (pp. 31-2 above). He did
not, however, see Gotland as the only source. It may be practical to begin thi s survey
with the other poss ibilities.
As already noted, the earlier Viking Age has in Finnish archaeology often been
known as the 'Birka Period ' . According to Unto Salo, Satakunta had close contacts
with Central Sweden still in the eleventh century (see p. 120), but there is no numismatic evidence for them . On the other hand it is well known that Sigtuna coins
from the reign of Anund Jacob are unexpectedly numerous in the hoards of Finland
Proper.424
The Karelian connections do not seem to have involved a substantial import of
coin s before the second half of the eleventh century. There are no well-documente d
Islamic hoards from former Finnish Karelia (see pp. 202-10). Three coin hoards are
known from the eleventh century ,425 one with the tpq of c. 1050 and the other two
concealed after 1068. The Kapatuosia hoard is still the only one from the present area
of Finland that clearly belongs to the 'Karelian ' type. As noted above, the Pyhälahti
hoard probably also reflects connections with Karelia. As, however, most of the
Finnish hoards are earlier than 1050, and ali well-documente d Kareli an hoards are
later, the points of contact are few.
The poss ibility of coin imports from Estonia in the eleventh century seems never to
have been mentioned in Finnish archaeological literature. If, as was pointed out by
Vasmer, Islamic coins were in the late tenth century brought to Finland from Estonia
(see pp. 102-3), one would have expected the imports to have continued at least for some
time after 1000. There is, however, no clear evidence of this, and it is notable that
419
Saima 1948, 428. On the compari son between the hoards from Lieto, Kuusamo and Rautu see Talvio
1993, 274.
420
Saima I948 , 428.
421
lbid., 428- 32. Salmo' s comment on Gotland (p. 431 ) is quoted on p. 00 above.
422
P. 9, Table 1. On the commercial relations between Germany and Scandinavia see G. Hatz 1974,
163-74.
423
See ai sa the articles on 'Gotlandshandel' in KLNM 5, 39 1-402.
424
Talvio 2000a; Jansson 1983, 32.
425
The earlier of the two Rautu hoards is not taken into account here, for it only includes coins used as
persona! ornaments.
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only two Estonian hoards are known from the period between 1018 and the late
1030s. 426 According to Molvögin this was caused by an interruption in the imports. 427
In Finland, on the other hand, there are several hoards from thi s time, and it has been
seen as a time of active imports. 428 Presumably, then , the source of the coins was not
Estonia. At the end of the eleventh and in the twelfth century, on the other hand, at
!east some of the English and German coins were most probably brought from Estonia, where coins from this time are more common there than elsewhere in the Baltic
area (see p. 110).
Interestingly, there also seems to be some evidence of coins travelling from Finland to Estonia: three Byzantine imitations of Finnish type are known from Estonian
finds (see p. 28). 1n another connection I have tried to show that the well-known
Paunkiila hoard of 1956/9 (tpq 1009)429 might also reflect imports from Finland
because it contained two fragments of necklaces made of braided silver, of a type
which is otherwise only known from Finland. In addition, ali the 105 dirhams in this
hoard had been worn as jewellery, and such discarded dirham pendants are very
common in Finnish find s. 430
It seems likely , then, that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries coins were at various
times brought to Finland from Central Sweden, Karelia and Estonia. In the light of
the archaeological materi a) it is also evident that there was an importation of silver
from Gotland , but from a numi smatic point of view the question is less easy to deal
with. lt is often said that the Finnish coin hoards from the eleventh century ' resemble'
those from Gotland, but the same is true of many hoards from mainland Sweden and
Estonia.
In his review of the 1978 Sylloge publication of the Engli sh coins from Finland,
Jon sson writes:
The relation between the English coins of various types in the individual finds shows a
striking evenness for the common types of !Ethelred II and Cnut, with only one find
(Ellilä) hav ing a marked dominance of the Crux and Long Cross types of !Ethelred II,
which is characteristic of the Gotlandic finds. As a whole the Finnish materi a! could be
interpreted as not indicating any permanent route of importation, but rather suggesting
that various routes dominated at various times . The first major wave of imports may
have come via the Swedish mainland, something that is perhaps indicated by the fact
that an (otherwi se) abnormall y large amount of Anund Jacob's coins has been found in
Finland. What can be thought remarkable is that the compositi on of the hoards does not
indicate any deeper contacts with Gotland which, after ali, otherwise has a predominant
positi on among the Nordic hoards.43 1

A few Iines quoted from an old review may not do justice to a writer's ideas, but from
a Finnish point of view the comments on the import routes naturally arouse interest,
especially as Jonsson seems to underline the role of mainland Sweden rather than
Gotland.

Molvögin 1994, 137-44.
Ibid. , 581.
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The problem is that import routes can seldom be identified on the basis of coins
alone, for even if certain coin types and their combinations can be seen to be typical
of Gotland, we cannot be certain that they were brought to Finland directly from
Gotland and not, for example, through Estonia. If Gotlandic merchants paid for
Finnish furs or other goods mainly with minted silver, such trade is difficult to prove.
The idea that the Finnish hoards in the eleventh century reflect primarily imports
from Gotland is largely based on Gotland ' s reputation as holding a commercial
hegemony at that time, but there is also archaeological evidence of trade in weapons
and jewellery. 432 Unfortunately, according to Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander, much
of that evidence appears to be circumstantial. 433 It certainly cannot be ignored, but
further studies are needed before the questions concerning Gotland's trade with Finland can be settled.
Here we must also remember that hoards practically cease in Finland after 1060, as
they also do in Central Sweden. Does this attest to relations with mainland Sweden,
or does it mean that Gotland's commercial relations with the northern areas declined
at this time? Leimus and Molvögin's study of the Frisian finds 434 would seem to
speak for the latter alternative. However, coin finds from the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries as well as other sources show that contacts between Gotland and Finland
continued well into the Middle Ages. 435

The end of western imports
Although the Viking-Age imports of German and English coins to the Northern lands
continued until the twelfth century, they were already strongly reduced in the second
half of the eleventh century.
One reason appears to have been the introduction of local monetary systems in
Scandinavia, 436 even though their development was not uniform. In Denmark there
was a continuous national coinage from the reign of Cnut (1018-35) onwards, but
Swedish coinage, despite the plentiful minting in Sigtuna between c. 995 and c. 1030,
was not firmly established before the mid-twelfth century. In Estonia minting began
in the early thirteenth century. 437
Another explanation has been sought in the circumstances within Germany, which
in the later eleventh century was the most important export area. According to one
theory, the so-called Fernhandelsdenar was in the twelfth century replaced with a
439
system of regional coinages. 438 This interpretation is, however, controversial. The
abolition
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decline of coin imports from England has usually
of the heregeld in 1051. 440
In Finland the Jack of substantial hoards after the 1060s parallels the situation in
mainland Sweden. The relatively frequent appearance of twelfth-century coins in
graves can probably be attributed to relations with Estonia and Gotland.
Especially Nordman 1942, 284-7.
Lehtosalo-Hilander 1983, 293-5.
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8. INTERPRETATION OF THE HOARDS
Recent studies
Since Nordman's 'Schatzfunde und Handelsverbindungen' (1942) and Salmo's Deutsche Munzen (1948), very little has been written on the coin hoards in Finland. 1n the
other Nordic countries, and especially in Sweden, the situation has been quite different.
By and large, 'Bolin's theory ' (see p. 33) continued to be generally accepted, albeit
sometimes with reservations, 441 until the l 970s. The first serious criticism came in
1973 with Mats P. Malmer's paper 'En korologisk aspekt på tolkningen av den
gotländska järnålderns myntfynd ' (A chorological aspect of the interpretation of the
coin finds of Iron-Age Gotland) . It is interesting to note that in the same way as Bolin
in his time had used Wilhelm Lagus 's observations on Finnish hoards from the
eighteenth century as evidence for his theory, Malmer referred to Pekka Sarvas's
study which showed that only a part of those hoards can be connected with wars. 442
Malmer began his paper by stating that there are from Gotland from the period
800-1000 about three times as many coin hoards as from England and Ireland together,
although the area of those islands is a hundred times larger. It would naturally be
unreasonable to think that Gotland must therefore have suffered from war 300 times
more than the British Isles. Or, to consider the matter another way, Gotland can
hardly have been 300 times richer. 443 A more realistic explanation is that the northem
hoards reflect a disproportion between the idea and the function of coinage. This, in
Malmer's opinion, is the relevant interpretation when Viking-Age Gotland and the
British Isles are compared; he considers Bolin's explanation the )east pertinent one, at
least in a prehistoric context, since the practice of hiding hoards seems to have been
so common that a possible increase during times of war was percentually insignificant.444
To support his argument, Malmer presented a survey of the distribution of hoards
in Gotland, showing that there are fewer of them from the northern parts of the island.
Considering the size of Gotland, this cannot be due to wars, but it could have been
caused by differences related to the rural economy and general prosperity. The distribution maps further show that inland Gotland had previously been twice as rich as the
coast in relation to its area, but that during the Viking Age the situation was gradually
reversed. This transition cannot be explained by wars or changes in agriculture: it was
most probably connected with the ascent of a specialized merchant class residing on
the coast. 445
The same type of reasoning was used by Brita Malmer in her comparison of the
finds from Gotland and Östergötland. She pointed out that although the rich and
important province of Östergötland is three times as large as Gotland, there were at
the time of writing only 26 find s from Östergötland with a total of less than 2,500
coins, while from Gotland there were 500 finds and 140,000 coins. The explanation
441
442
443
444
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lbid., 132- 3.
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can only be that either the amount of silver in Östergötland was de facto much
smaller, or that it was employed in a different way .446 A notable difference between
the two Swedish provinces is that the finds of Islamic coins from Östergötland include many more fragments than those of Gotland. The abundance of fragments in
hoards is usually seen as evidence of circulation, 447 and this leads Malmer to the
conclusion that the 'lack of hoards in rich Östergötland might suggest that the silver
circulated above ground' whereas 'the quantity of finds in Gotland might suggest that
the silver had no function in daily life with the silver usually being dormant.' She
does admit, however, that the capital represented by the Gotland hoards could be
useful for international payments, and she notes that small pieces of Islamic dirhams
have also been found in Gotland, especially in the Pav iken harbour area. 448
When Gert Hatz in 1974 published his great work Handel und Verkehr zwischen
dem Deutschen Reich und Schweden in der später Wiking erzeit, he apparently did not
yet know of Mats P. Malmer's article. After discussing the various historical sources
and theories concerning the hoards, 449 and stressing the distinction between Schatzbildung and Schatzvergrabung, he came to the conclusion that wars and the fear of
war (Kriegsangst) contributed to the hiding of hoards. 450 Basically, however, they
were connected with trade, and it was normal practice to conceal them. 45 1
Hatz also commented on the role of religious beliefs. 452 In Finland the so-called
Law of Odin, mentioned by Snorri Sturluson,453 is even now sometimes put forward
in popular literature as an explanation for Viking-Age hoards. According to this
' law ', the owners of hidden treasures could enjoy their wealth in the afterlife. Although such an explanation may in certain cases be applicable, 454 in agreement with
most modern writers, Hatz does not consider it generally relevant.
One of the most important recent studies on the Gotlandic find materia! is Majvor
Östergren's Mellan stensgrund och stenhus: Gotlands vikingatida silverskatter som
boplatsindikation (Between stone ground and stone houses: the Viking-Age silver
hoards of Gotland as an indication of dwelling sites, 1989) in which she aims to
demonstrate that the hoards were not necessarily buried in the ground but were more
often hidden within dwellings .455 She does not think that their economic and social
value was as great as has often been assumed, for most of the finds are relatively
small: 85 per cent of them consist of less than 1,000 coins. She further notes that
those hoards which are known today date from a period of about 340 years, and they
are divided between 1,100-1 ,350 farms . During this period, corresponding to some
eleven generations, only one or two hoards per farm have remained hidden. 456 But it
nevertheless seems clear that more silver was brought to Gotland than to other parts
of Sweden, and it had an important role in trade. 457 Like M. P. Malmer, Östergren
B. Malmer 1985, 185- 6.
E.g. Suchodolski 1971, 20.
448
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finds evidence for the development of a merchant class in the second half of the
eleventh century, 458 and she also rejects Bolin's theory: 'If hidden treasures were a
relatively normal phenomenon in the society, this may signify that periods with a
large number of silver hoards in the first place reflect an increased import of silver. ,459
Another recent study is Cecilia Persson's essay on the finds of Anglo-Saxon coins,
in which she argues that in Gotland, unlike Sweden in general , hoards often were
'family fortunes' which were collected over long periods, sometimes during several
generations.460 These ' active' hoards, which were used and replenished before they
became forgotten , have their chronological centre of gravity in the later part of the
period. 'Passive ' hoards may also have been replenished from time to time but their
centre of gravity remains in the earlier part. 46 1 Not all the finds can, of course, be
easily classified, but the basic idea - that some of the hoards were used continuously
instead of being hidden once and for all - is certainly important. lt helps explain why
hoards with the same tpq can sometimes be of very different composition.
In the publications presented above the hoards have been viewed from different
angles, with emphasis on various features . The interpretations also have much in
common, especially regarding the attitudes regarding Bolin. As a general reflection
on what has been said concerning Gotland it would seem natural to conclude that the
islanders must have had a specialized economy which was based on silver to a larger
extent than elsewhere in the North, presumably because of the character of their
business and insular circumstances.462 This, of course, is not a new idea: the accumulation of silver in Gotland has often been explained by transit trade. 463 The fact that
hoards are more common in certain areas is, however, very interesting also from the
point of view of Finland.

The Finnish hoards and the 'Satakunta problem'
If the Finnish finds are compared with those from Sweden, the position of the Åland
Islands in the ninth and tenth centuries appears to have been somewhat similar to that
of Gotland: most of the Finnish hoards of that time are from Åland. The islands
cannot have produced much to sell, but their location probably favoured a transit
trade which led to an accumulation of silver. When in the eleventh century silver
hoards became common on the mainland, they were concentrated on the southwestern
coast of Finland Proper and in the lake district of Tavastia. As a working hypothesis it
seems reasonable to suppose that traders operating on the coast of Finland Proper
played a central role in the imports , and the hoards of that area belonged to them. But
what about the situation in the inner parts of the country?
In the case of Tavastia the answer can possibly be found in the organization of the
fur trade. Most of the evidence concerning this trade dates from post-Viking times, 464

Ibid., 236- 7, 244.
Ibid., 237.
460
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For the nature of this trade see G. Hatz 1974, pp. 181 , 183- 5.
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but it is interesting to note that the origins of the 'Oxen Road' (Hämeen härkätie),
which connected Finland Proper with the Vanaja lake district in Tavastia, are now
dated to the late Iron Age. 465 In addition to Jaakko Masonen's monograph from 1989
one can here mention the studies of J.-P. Taavitsainen, who has described this road as
an 'indication of wilderness utilization and trade' .466
The problem concerning Satakunta can be summarized as follows. There are rich
cemeteries from this province, and they contain not only some 300 coins and coin
467
fragments but more balances than are known from the rest of Finland put together.
There is, however, only one (eleventh-century) hoard from the province, and coming
from Lempäälä it is in fact related to the Tavastian group of hoards. In addition to
Satakunta, the area lacking in hoards also comprises the upper part of Finland Proper
(maps 1-3).
As we have seen (pp. 34-5), Salmo believed that there was in this area a powerful
community which enemies did not dare to threaten: consequently its people felt so
safe that they did not need to bury their coins in the ground. More recently Unto Salo
has explained this alleged peacefulness through Satakunta's close relations with Central Sweden. 468
However, we have also seen (pp. 117-18) that Brita Malmer interpreted the somewhat similar situation in one of the Swedish provinces in a very different way: in
Östergötland 'the silver circulated above ground' (in contrast to Gotland where it was
accumulated as hoards) because of a different economic culture. Could this explanation also be applied to Satakunta?
As regards Salo's theory, we may first of ali note that there are more hoards from
Uppland and Gästrikland than from the whole of Finland. 469 This may not necessarily
be relevant from the point of view of Satakunta, but it is nevertheless rather questionable how good relations with that part of Sweden could have led to a total Jack of
hoards in some part of Finland.
If relations with Central Sweden guaranteed safe circumstances in Satakunta, we
should also assume that the allegedly less peaceful conditions in Finland Proper were
connected with a lack of such relations. How does this tally with the fact mentioned
previously (pp. 27, 115) that Sigtuna coins from the 1020s are unusually common in
the hoards of Finland Proper?
The Sigtuna coins are, however, only an interesting detail in this connection. What
is more important is that if the (now generally abandoned) theory of wars as the
explanation for Viking-Age hoards is to be presented as an answer to the problems of
the Finnish finds, there should be some evidence of its special relevance to this
materia]. 1s it possible, för example, to demonstrate that the circumstances in Finland
Proper and Tavastia were less peaceful than in Satakunta at the very time when the
hoards were hidden? The distribution of the hillforts is not enough, for most of them
cannot be dated precisely, and their existence is obviously related to topographic

Mason en I 989, 192- 5, I 97-20 I, and passim.
Taavitsainen 1990, 11 3; see also Edgren 1992, 263.
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while he still holds to hi s theory of Satakunta's ' peacefulness' as an explanation for the lack of coin
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Map 6. Jaakko Masonen's map of the trade routes and economic centres in Finland in the ' Birka Period' ,
c. 800- 975 (Masonen 1989, 130). While the mainland hoards from that period are few and mostly small, it
is interesting to note that in the eleventh century the hoards were concentrated in areas 3- 7.)

conditions. 470 What is needed is something that can be connected with the tpq dates
of the hoards. Salmo attempted to find an answer by studying the dates of the various
Viking raids on Finland which are mentioned in the Icelandic sagas and on Swedish
rune stones. As we have seen (pp . 34-5), the information concerning the raids is too
sporadic to be of much use.
If we look at Finland Proper, we can see that most of the substantial hoards date
from 1030-60. In Tavastia the chronological spread of the hoards is wider. Does this
merely mean that in the eleventh century Tavastia was unsafe for most of the time but
Finland Proper only för some of the time?
There is certainly more to be said concerning the hoards. We may begin by noting
once again that the largest Finnish hoard (Nikkilä) dates from the 1040s, a time when
470

Taavitsainen 1990, 156.
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hoarding reached a peak in Sweden. There had been an earlier peak in Sweden in the
950s, and ali three major hoards from tenth-century Finland belong to the same
decade. As has been argued above (pp. 84, 90), the peaks in hoarding may actually
reflect times of diminishing imports. In any case, it is natural to see the hoards as a
phenomenon that was not only related to local circumstances but also to overseas
trading: the chronological similarities mentioned above can best be explained by the
ups and downs in the flow of silver between the various parts of the Northern world.
The often-mentioned monetary wealth of Satakunta is mainly inferred from the
coins from the rich graves in Eura and Köyliö. If we look at the finds from the five
cemeteries in Eura (Kaunismäki, Lauhianmäki, Luistari , Osmanmäki, Pappilanmäki)
and the two in Köyliö (Tuhkanummi , Vanhakartano), we have a total group of 133
datable coins. Two of them are later than 1100 and ten are later than 1050, but 88 (66
per cent) are earlier than 1000 and 106 (80 per cent) are earlier than I 025 . Although
there is a continuity from the earlier stages of the coin imports until the twelfth
century, the importation of coins to this area after 1025 does not seem to have been
very substantial. It is certainly relevant to note that the datable materia] forms just
over half (56 per cent) of the 237 coins from the seven cemeteries. This figure is so
low largely because many of the coins are fragments. However, the very fact that a
major part of the finds consists of fragments which are too small or worn to be
identified is also interesting. The fragments can perhaps be seen as evidence of coin
circulation, but they do not in themselves imply the use of larger sums of money.
Neither is the number of silver ornaments in the graves especially remarkable.47 1
According to Lehtosalo-Hilander, the concentration of coins in Eura 'could possibly be explained by the fact that Kauttua [the village in which Luistari is situated]
was a transit throughfare (the name Kauttua means just that472 ), for both the way to
Kalanti-Laitila and the shortcut to Köyliö go from there. Besides, a winter road over
Lake Pyhäjärvi connected Kauttua to Yläne ... ' 473
Overall, the theory of Satakunta's exceptional safety seems very difficult to sustain , for it raises more questions that it answers. The contrast between the hoards in
some areas (Lower Finland Proper, Tavastia) and the Jack of them in others (Upper
Finland Proper, Satakunta) is, however, so marked that one must ask whether the
hoards in fact were connected with a certain kind of trade.
If we look at Finland Proper, we can see how the hoards are concentrated on the
coast (Map 3, p. 47). Ali the evidence points to the conclusion that this was the area
where most coins entered the country (see pp. 128). Consequently this is where the
'wholesale trade' is likely to have taken place, and the most natural explanation for
the hoards of Finland Proper is that they belonged to merchants who handled large
sums of silver.
A similar explanation for the almost total absence of Viking-Age hoards from
Satakunta would be that the trading there was based more on barter (goods exchanged
for goods) than a 'silver economy' .474 According to this interpretation, the silver that
was available was converted into other goods rather than hoarded.
Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982c, 41-3.
Salo 1999, 25, has, however, a different explanation för the name .
473
Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982c, 74.
474
It is interesting to note thai in his 'Epochen der deutschen Geldgeschichte' W. Hävernick has a
similar explanation för the ending of the silver exports from Germany to the North around 1100: ' nun
endlich kann der Händler Ware gegen Ware handeln' (Hävernick 1956, 9). His interpretation has , however,
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There may thus have been in Finland in the later Viking Age two systems of
trading. Both employed money (silver), but in differing degrees. The 'wholesale
dealers', who sold furs and other goods 475 to overseas merchants, acquired considerable sums of money and used it to obtain their merchandise from inland areas. Local
dealers also used money , but much of their trading was based on bartering, for silver
was , after ali, just another expensive import product. Moreover, its value was likely
to fl uctuate.
1n this division , eleventh-century Tavastia would seem to side with Finland Proper.
lt should be noted, however, that it is typical of the Tavastian hoards that they contain
more jewellery (see p. 61) than the hoards from Finland Proper, which are dominated
by coins and hacksilver.
The question concerning the importance of bartering in relation to the use of
coined money will be discussed in the next chapter, which offers a summary of the
monetary history of Finland from late prehistoric times to the threshold of the Middle
Ages.
been contested (see Kilger 2000, 33-5), and the circumstances in l lth-century Finland can hardly be
compared with those prevailing in Germany.
475
For a discussion of these goods, see Masonen 1989, 127-3 2.
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9. COINS AND MONEY IN LATE PREHISTORIC
FINLAND
1n 'Coins and commerce' (1990), Peter Sawyer stresses a fact which is sometimes
forgotten by numismatists , viz. commerce was only one of the ways in which treasure
changed hands in early medieval Europe. 476 He is , however, also critical of some of
477
the fashionable theories based on the concept of a 'gift economy' . One example
(not specifically mentioned by Sawyer) of the latter kind of thinking can be found in a
posthumously published paper by Karl Polanyi, in which the author, referring to K.
Lambrecht's ideas about the economy of the eleventh century, makes the claim that at
that time, '[n]othing was bought except in case of emergency ... It was deemed more
appropriate to accept things as gifts and to make gifts or, if that did not work, to rob !'.
Polanyi also writes, however, that the Viking Age was characterized by 'alternating
trade and war, piracy and peaceful barter, which is not foreign to Tuaregs, the Massai
or the Mandschu tribes' .478
Sawyer, too, has written about the less peaceful aspects of the Viking Age, but his
approach is different: 'Anthropologica l observations have undoubtedly contributed
much to a better understanding of some aspects of early medieval Europe, but interpretations should in the first place be based on direct and contemporary evidence;
argument by analogy is not enough ... ' 479
The various 'social-mentalit y' interpretations presented in recent archaeological
works in Sweden have recently been commented on by Christoph Kilger in his
Pfenningmärkte und Währungslandsc haften (2000):
Eine Kritik, die man gegen di ese alternativen Deutungansätze richten kann, ist gerade
die Vernachlässung des monetären Aspektes der Funde. Viele Ansätze sind grundsätzlich anwendbar, wenn auch die Gefahr besteht, dass hier Gegensätze zwischen monetär-wirtschaftlichen und sozialen, resp. mentalen , Bedeutungen geschaffen werden, die
eigentlich als solche nicht existiert haben. Ausländisch-mon etär und inländisch-soziale r
Kontext sind miteinander verworben und können nicht klar voneinander getrennt wer480
den. Monetäres Gedankengut gibt es auch in ni chtmonetarisierten Gesellschaften .

There are in fact numerous written sources concerning early medieval trade, and
some of the early authorities on Scandinavian hi story, such as Rimbert and Adam of
48 1
Most of the
Bremen, are important in this connection, as pointed out by Sawyer.
direct and contemporary evidence is, however, based on coin finds.
Although hidden treasures for understandable reasons form the most visible part of
the materia] , there is plenty of evidence of less dramatic ways of employing coins and
precious metals. According to Heiko Steuer, the wide distribution of balances and
sets of norm weights shows that by the late ninth century, and perhaps even earlier,
482
silver had in Scandinavia attained the status of 'all-purpose money' . 1n mainland

Sawyer 1990, 283.
lbid., 284.
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Finland this may have happened somewhat later - the earliest finds of balances and
weights seem to belong to the tenth century 483 - but the general development is likely
to have been similar.
When the eastern imports began, the Finnish people had no previous experience of
coins as currency. The import of Roman and Byzantine coins in the earlier centuries
had apparently been small, 484 and it had been followed by a coinless period of some
two hundred years.
The coin finds from Vainionmäki , which seem to represent the earliest numismatic
find horizon in Finland, consist of fragments. The dirham fragments from Karjaa in
Uusimaa probably also date from an early phase of the imports. Some of these
fragments are so small that they may not even have been identified as parts of coins
by their owners. Whether they had been imported as such or the coins had been cut up
in Finland cannot be known, but it seems obvious that even small pieces of silver
(weighing less than half a gram) were recognized as valuable.
The use of coin fragments as money has been commented on by several writers .485
According to Stanislaw Suchodolski, their number and size are both significant: 'Je
mehr Bruchsti.icke und je kleiner ihr Gewicht ist, um so schneller war die Umlauf,
und was darauf folgt, auch die Hortung geringer. ' 486 This theory is based on the very
large Polish find materia!. There is no comparable wealth of monetary hacksilver in
Finland - perhaps this simply means that the circulation was in fact slow. Åland
would seem to be an exception: here the amount of fragments in the dirham hoards
varies between 21 and 68 per cent. In the ninth-century hoards it is 25-68 per cent
and in the tenth-century hoards 21-51 per cent; no clear chronological pattern is
apparent. It is , however, very likely that many of the coins were fragmentary already
when imported.
It is more difficult to present exact figures concerning the fragments in the eleventh-century hoards from the mainland, for few of the substantial hoards are well
documented and some of the finds consist mainly of coins worn as ornaments. In the
case of the Anttila hoard it seems probable that a proportion of the fragments were
melted down afterwards, and the same can have happened also in other cases. However, it may have happened on Åland as well. It is apparent that the mainland hoards
generally contain fewer fragments than those from Åland. Their proportion in the
Orijärvi (1014), Nikkilä (c. 1045) and Mömmölä (c. 1050) finds are 10, 13 and 17 per
cent respectively. It is possible to observe a gradua] increase here, but all the figures
are lower than those mentioned above . In the Väärämaa and (1006) and Immilä
(1024) hoards almost all the coins are whole, and the few fragments found are mostly
large ones. The Kapatuosia hoard (1068) which, when found, seems to have consisted
entirely of fragments, is very much an exception.
Hoards may not give a good picture of the fragmentation , for people might have
preferred to hoard whole coins instead of fragments. The coins in graves give another
possibility to study the use of fragments .
It has already been pointed out that the percentages of fragments in Tables 8-13
(pp. 76-9) are not quite representative, because many fragments cannot be dated
Lehtosalo-Hilander l 982b, 66- 72.
Talvio 1999.
48
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precisely. There are some 95 such fragments from the cemeteries of Luistari and
Köyliö alone, which is more than the total number of dated fragments (83) from the
grave finds of the whole country. It can nevertheless be noted that the number of
dated fragments in relation to whole coins in eleventh-century graves is much smaller
than in graves of the ninth and tenth centuries. A detailed analysis of the character of
the fragmentation could probably clarify the picture to some extent, but for the
present it is perhaps best to note that fragments are not remarkably numerous in
graves and there is no great difference between Finland Proper and Satakunta (from
the tenth and eleventh centuries there are 28 dated fragments from the former and 32
from the latter province).
Although the number of whole coins not worn as ornaments rises in the eleventh
century, their total number in the grave finds from the period 800-1200 is only 52, as
opposed to 192 which have been worn in necklaces. The use of coins as ornaments
seems to reflect a ' primitive' attitude towards money. 1n some parts of Russ ia such
ornaments still belong to the national dress, 487 but it would seem natural to think that
what is now a mere tradition must originally have developed spontaneously among a
population which was unfamiliar with coins and their primary purpose. Yet this idea
may be too simple, considering that the custom lasted in Finland until the twelfth
century. Although the grave finds include early dirhams which have been used as
ornaments, coins were apparently rare on the mainland before the tenth century. lt is
interesting to note that according to the materia) published by Ravdina, the use of
coin ornaments in Russia did not become common before c. 900,488 when dirham
imports had already lasted for a hundred years. 1n other words, such ornaments were
not necessarily used because they were something new but rather because they were a
way of displaying wealth. The round silver-sheet pendants, which look like oversized
coins, seem to represent a further stage in the same development.
One would nevertheless expect coin ornaments to become less fashionable as the
use of coins as money spread. If we compare the finds of coin ornaments from
Satakunta and Finland Proper (Tables 10-11) we find that there are 84 whole coins
from the tenth century from the cemeteries of Satakunta and 43 from Finland Proper.
In the former province 94 per cent of the coins have been worn as ornaments and in
the latter 88. The corresponding figures for eleventh-century coins are 49 and 36; in
this period we find that in Satakunta 78 per cent of them were worn as ornaments and
in Finland Proper 67. ln other words, eleventh-century coins were used as ornaments
les s than tenth-century ones, and the downward trend is somewhat more marked in
Finland Proper than in Satakunta. This may well be connected with the position of
Finland Proper as an import area. After the mid-eleventh century coins became rare
again, and thi s coulc explain the coin ornaments in twelfth-century graves.
It was suggested in previous chapter that coins may have been used in different ways
in different parts of the country. We cannot expect to find any clear-cut borders, but
there is reason to look closer at the circumstances in Finland Proper, Tavastia and
Satakunta. Some fourteen hoards are now known from both Finland Proper and Tavastia. Unfortunately several of the hoards from Finland Proper are poorly documented,
having been found over a period of more than 300 years, but they must have included
487
488
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Map 7. Unto Salo's map showing the relative sizes of the eleventh-century coin hoards in the southern

parts of Finland (Salo 1982, 81 ). lt should be noted, however, that some of the finds are very poorly
documented and non-monetary silver, which in Tavastia is substantially more common than on the coast, is
not taken into account.

at ]east 3,500 coins. From the Tavastian hoards some 1,100 coins have been acquired
by museums (not counting the 336 small fragments from Kapatuosia), but the original
amount is likely to have been around 2,000. It seems clear that the many ornaments in
Tavastian hoards (e.g. Paturi) compensate for the difference as regards the amount of
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silver, but apparently coins were nevertheless more common in Finland Proper
(map 7).
If we would want to characterize the find areas in a few words, we might say that
hoards and grave finds are typical of Finland Proper, the hoards of Tavastia, and the
grave finds of Satakunta. The picture seems less enigmatic if we take into account
that a large proportion of the coins in graves date from the tenth century, whereas the
hoards belong mainly to the eleventh century. In the tenth century hoards had been
very rare in the whole of Finland, and the fact that a simi lar situation prevailed in
Satakunta in the eleventh century can best be attributed to the continuation of earlier
forms of trading. To judge from the numerous finds of weights and balances, silver
was by no means unknown, but apparently it did not play the same role as in Finland
Proper and Tavastia during the heyday of the eleventh-century imports.
lt can hardly be doubted that Finland Proper was the area through which most of the
silver entered the country. The Viking-Age trading ports on the Finnish coast have
been commented on in several studies, most recently by Unto Salo, Mauno Jokipii
and Jaakko Masonen. 489 According to Salo, the ports were probably situated on
uninhabited islands, for foreign merchants were supposedly not allowed within settlements.490 There is , however, no factual evidence of such a practice from this period in
Finland, and it is also problematic that the possible trading places have, as a rule,
been identified by their names rather than archaeological finds. The recent finds from
Kyrksundet in Hiittinen form a remarkable exception. It is interesting, though, that
even in this case the name is significant, for Hiittinen is derived from hiisi, which
means a holy grove or offering place. According to Gunvor Kerkkonen ' s article
' Hiisibygderna såsom pälsvarostaplar för handeln vid Finska vikets skeppsled ' ,491
such names can in Tavastia often be connected with centres of the fur trade. The
Paturi hoard was in fact found near a place called Hiisi.
As is shown by a map published by Salo (map 8), most of the alleged ports of entry
are situated in Finland Proper. Only two are in Satakunta: Koivi sto within the present
city of Pori, and another Koivisto off Uusikaupunki. In both cases the idea of a
trading port is based on the name Koivisto, for although it can be translated simply as
'Birch island' (Sw. Björkö), it is believed that it can sometimes be connected with
492
Birka and the system of trading associated with that Swedish emporium. Nevertheless, no finds from the Viking Age are known from these islands.
The role of Uusimaa on the coast of the Gulf of Finland should also be noted in
this connection. With the exception of a ' mini-hoard ' of four dirhams and a somewhat doubtful single find of an Anglo-Saxon penny from the western end of the
province, the only coin finds from this area consist of a few dirham fragments .493 lt
has sometimes been supposed that the Viking route to the East made the coast too
dangerous to live in ,494 but Nordman pointed out that, according to the thirteenthcentury Danish itinerarium, the ancient sailing route seems to have crossed the gulf
from Porkkala in Finland to Tallinn and continued along the Estonian coast. 495 This
Salo 1982; Jokipii 1985, 37--44; Masonen 1989, 133--43.
Salo 1982, 52.
49 1
Kerkkonen 1953, 10-20.
492
For the etymology see Salo 1982, 19- 22; Jokipii 1985, 45-6; Masonen 1989, 116.
493
See pp. 151 , 178-9 and 198 below.
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Map 8. Unto Salo's map showing all eged harbour sites on Fi nl and's south western coast. The area of

permanent settlement in the late Jron Age is marked with horizontal hatching (Salo 1982, 48).

would mean that the Vikings did not necessarily have much to do with central or
eastern Uusimaa. Perhaps this was in fact ane reason for the lack of hoards, considering how numerous they are on the Estoni an side. 496 Lehtosalo-Hilander has suggested
496

See map in Mo lvögin 1994.
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that there may nevertheless have been on the coast of Uusimaa an as yet unidentified
trading port which served the inhabitants of Tavastia. 497 Masonen, on the other hand,
has stressed the lack of navigable river connections between Uusimaa and the interior.498
The concentration of coin finds on the coast of Finland Proper has also been
underlined by Salo: 'To judge from both grave finds and hoards, the eleventh century
was in the Aurajoki area a period of strong economic growth. ' 499
In ali, the coin imports discussed in this study lasted for some 400 years . Before the
tenth century coins were scarce in mainland Finland, and in the late eleventh century
they became scarce again . During the so-called Birka period most of the trade on the
mainland must have been based on bartering, and although there is evidence of some
modest degree of monetarization in the eleventh century, it is probable that bartering
remained the main form of commerce in most of the country . During this time there
appears , however, to have developed in Finland Proper a merchant class which specialized in trading with silver. Some of the silver found its way to Tavastia, presumably along the 'Oxen Road'. Later in the eleventh century silver was also brought to
Tavastia and northem Finland from Karelia. The coin hoards can, as a rule, be seen as
evidence of relatively short periods of monetary affluence connected with overseas
trade.
497
498
499
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Lehtosalo-Hilander 1988, 179- 80.
Masonen 1989, 82-4.
Salo 1982, 82.

PART II
CATALOGUES
The finds are in ali four catalogues listed by province, parish and find spot, as
detailed in the Introduction (pp. 14-15). The name of the find place is followed by the
date and the inventory number of a museum, where relevant. The number of coins is
mentioned next, with whole coins and fragments specified in brackets.
The numbering of the hoards begins with 101, grave finds with 201, single finds
with 301 and cumulative finds with 401.
The following abbreviations are used for museums and other public collections:
CC
HU
NM
TYA
ÅM

Coin Cabinet, National Museum of Finland, Hel sinki
Helsinki University Collection, housed in the Coin Cabinet
Archaeological Department, National Board of Antiquities (formerly
Archaeological Commission), Helsinki
Institute of Archaeology , Turku University
Åland Museum , Mariehamn

Hoards
Åland
Finström
101. Emkarby (Östanåker), 1933, 1944, 1947
ÅM 82 (CC has plaster casts 500 ), 167, 174
At !east 92 (45+47) coins, ali Islamic, the latest 954/5.
Other objects: none?
Weight: c. 223 g 501
Container: see below
Date of deposit: after 954
The first coins were found by a worker named Albert Vesterlund at the depth of abo ut half a
metre while taking sand from a hillock belonging to the Södergård estate. The rest of the 84
coins acquired in 1933 (ÅM 82) were found by the archaeo logist Ella Kivikoski who investigated the find location. She thought that the coins had been in some kind of pouch which had
decomposed.
One more coin was acquired in 1947 from Erik Karlsson, a local farmer. lt had been found
on a nearby road, and according to the museum 's catalogue (ÅM 167) it had 'obviously' been
brought there with sand taken from the same pit where the hoard was found. It is a half
fragment, dated by U. S. Linder Welin to c. 915. 502
500
There is also a set of good photos in the Department
Rautakausi, Maarianhamina').
501
One fragment (ÅM 167) not included .
502
Tinfoil impressions of the coins in the 1933 acquisition
by R. Yasmer. As he did not, however, provide identifications
Walter Anderson in Tartu. Later ali the co in s have been also
exception of the fragment acquired in 1947.

of Archaeology (folder 'M aaseutumuseot:
were sent to the Hermitage to be identifi ed
for ali of them, they were sent to Professor
studi ed by B. Granberg, with the apparent
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One year later shipmaster Harald Erlandsson gave the museum one whole coin and seven
fragments which had been found in the same sand pit (ÅM 174). According to him, the coins
were found in 1944 ' further to the left' (längre åt vänster) from the earlier find spot. The
mu seum director, Matts Dreijer, was doubtful : 'The Provincial Antiquarian is convinced that
the coins form a part of the 1933 hoard. The master of the Södergård estate, Captain Erlandsson' s father, has previously intimated that there were more coins.'
Granberg has published the 1933 and 1948 acquisitions as two separate hoards, but I have
preferred to follow Dreijer's opinion. The find place was, after ali , a sand pit where the soi! can
have been dislocated. lt is, of course, possible that there really were two separate deposits, but
as long as the evidence is uncertain, it seems better to begin with the assumption that there was
only one hoard. Granberg' s tpq for the 1933 find is 954/5 and for the later parcel 942/3; the
latter date is, however, based on a fragment which cannot be dated closer than 942- 54.
Literature: Fagerlund 1937, no. 57; Granberg 1966, nos. 1234-1324.

102. Godby , 1905
CC, acquired in 1909
An unknown number of coins, one preserved, Islamic, 928/9
Other objects: none?
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 928
The coins were found by a worker named Otto Kolehmainen when digging for a cellar on a
farm owned by Juha Syrjänen, a baker. The hoard does not seem to have been large: according
to one witness, the coins did not quite fill a cigarette box and most of them were fragments.
Syrjänen is said to have sold them to a jeweller's shop in Turku, and they were apparently
melted down, with the exception of the above-mentioned coin, which he gave to D. A. Fälden,
a watchmaker. The find became known when Fälden sold the coin to a representative of the
National Museum.
Literature: Suomen Museo - Finskt Museum 1909, 137; Fagerlund 1937, no. 46; Granberg
1966, no. 1233 ; Talvio 1995c, 192-4.

103. Svartsmara, 1902
ÅM without no. (1902) and 85
An unknown number of coins, two preserved, Islamic, 902-7 and 912/13
Other objects: none ?
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 912
The first coin known from this hoard was found by Mrs Vendla Bergmanin Svartsmara vi llage.
lt was in a wheel track on a road leadin g to the local dairy. Dr L. W. Fagerlund bought it for the
Åland Museum, From where it was stolen during the Civil War of 19 18. In his letter to the
Archaeological Commi ssion on 23 June 1906, Fagerlund tells that according to the finder, her
brothers had repeated ly found coins and coin fragments in the same place and probably sold
them to itinerant buyers (kringvandrande uppköpare). The finding of several coins on the same
spot can in these circumstances on ly mean a hoard.
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In 1937, a farmer named Otto Andersson gave the museum a dirham fragment that had been
found by the road ' behind the cow-house of the Daniels farm '. According to the catalogue (ÅM
85) the coin came from the above-mentioned find ('hoard'). Andersson had got three coins
from it, of which one was whole, but he only had the one fragment left.
Literature: Hjelt 1907, 57- 8 (no. 10); Fagerlund 1937, no. 29; Talvio 1995c, 194-5 .

Geta
104. Svedjelandet, 1915

HU 921, 930; ÅM 42, 43
At least 114 coins, of which 107 are published
- Sasanian : 14 (6+8) , the latest 624
- Islamic: 93 (54+39), the latest 837/8.
Other objects: a clay bead (which may not have belonged to the hoard)
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 837
The coins were found at the depth of 5-6 cm when digging a ditch in the woods of an estate
belonging to Fridolf Bergman. According to Hjelt (1916) they were 'loose' in the earth. The
Helsinki University Collection first acquired 58 whole coins and 49 fragments (HU 921) and 5
additional fragments (HU 930) the next year. When the find place was investigated, a clay bead
was found but nothing more. As late as l 935 the Åland Museum got two further coins from the
find (nos. 18 and 57 in Granberg's catalogue). It seems that some of the fragments (including
the 5 of HU 930) were mislaid in the University Collection, for only 107 coins are listed by
Granberg.
Granberg's catalogue contains 27 Sasanian and Arab-Sasanian coins, of which one (no. 18)
belongs to the Åland Museum . As Hjeltin his 1916 publication only mentions 25 coins of
Sasanian type, it seems probable that one of the coins published in 1966 in fact belongs to
another find (see hoard no. 108).
The latest coin of the hoard, a dirham of 'Ard al-Hair' now attributed to Ard al-Khazar, was
dated by Granberg to 842/3, but according to Gert Risplin g (pers. comm.) it should be dated to
837/8. The second-latest coin (a fragment) dates from 835/6. According to Hjelt (1916) the
latest coin was from 825/6, but apparently he had only studied the better-preserved whole coins
of the find. The Ard al-Khazar coin is not included in Hjelt' s lists .
Literature: Hjelt 1916 (republished in Fagerlund 1937); Fagerlund 1937, nos. 55 and 58;
Granberg 1966, nos . l- 107 .

105. Västergård, 1917

ÅM

28 (20+8) coins , ali Islamic, the latest 954/5
Other objects: none?
Weight: 75 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 954
The coins were found by the farmer E. A. Mattsson when digging the foundations of a
building . They were at the depth of half aneli (30 cm) beside a large stone.
Literature: Fagerlund 1937, no. 56; Granberg 1966, nos. 1124- 51.
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Jomala
106. Hamrnarudda, 1865

HU 429
At leas t 180 (49+131 ) coin s
- Sasa nian : 1
- Is larnic: 179, th e latest known 857 /8
Othe r objects: none?
Weight: the 180 coins weighed 24 lods or 3 19 g
Conta iner : see below
Date of depos it: after 857
Wilhem Lag us' s account on th e hoard is based o n his correspond ence with Dr Oskar Ranc ke n,
a we ll-known educator and historian in Vaasa. The followin g ex tract is from Rancken ' s letter
dated 11 July 1876:
' The find er, a man from the Kimo foundry area [in Orava inen, Ostrobothnia], had ... bee n
doin g hoein g work at Hamm arudda, where he had started on a piece of pre viously uncultivated
soi! between a couple of fi e lds near the seashore. Immediately below the surface of the ea rth
(på obetyd ligt djup) he had found the coins, of which some where broken by the hoe, while
others already were fra gme ntary. Traces of a container, a pouch or so methin g similar, could
not be ascertain ed (lära varit nog problemati ska); instead the coins were lying very close to
each other, and although the finder very carefully examined the so i! around them, he found
nothin g else. I could not get any furth er information from him, for he seemed to be afraid of
being called to account for the find or compelled to share it. Of the name of the person I got an
inkling onl y in a roundabout way. He had been working alo ne. The goldsmith had not paid him
what he wanted, and only here and there had some people out of curiosity bought from him a
few coins. According to my belief, everything, or almost everythin g, has come to my possession since my having partly purchased, partly got as gifts, a great deal belonging to thi s
collec tion from two merchants in Vaasa, some foundry proprietors (bruksherrar) in Oravainen
and a brewer in Alavus. ' (Original in Swedish)
ln 1869 Rancken 's coin col lecti on was stolen , but after publishing advertisements in ne wspapers he managed to get it back. ln formation concerning th e hoard had, however, been lost:
' As th e notes on the coins, their find pl aces etc. , had bee n kept together with the collection,
they were des troyed and di spersed through the theft, so that I can no longer say with full
certainty wh eth er ali of the Hammarudda find was recovered; howev er, most (det allra mesta)
of it J got back, in ali 56 whole coins weighing 11 ½ lods [ 153 g] and 123 coin fragments (some
of th em furth er broken) weighing 12½ lods [166 g]. ' ln a later letter (4 April 1883 ) he
expressed hi s be lief th at hardly anything was mi ss ing from the hoard (y tterst obetydli gt, om
något alls, saknas deri).
Rancken also arran ged for the coins to be photographed and in 1879 he gave the Finnish
Antiquarian Soc iety six plates (now in the Coin Cabinet) showin g both sides of the coins.
There are 49 whole coin s and 131 frag ments, but the total , 180, agrees reasonabl y well with the
fi g ures given by Ranck en (56+ 123= 179, with so me of the fragments 'further broken ' ). Lagus
does not seem to have known th at the photographs, which Rancken had promi sed him , had
been sent to the Antiquarian Society.
After long negotiations Rancken in 1883 consented to sell the coins to Helsinki Uni versity fo r
350 marks (abo ut 1,280 €). The cost caused by recovering the stole n collection presumably
increased the pri ce; norm all y find ers on ly got the va lue of the si lve r suppl e mented by an
eig hth , which in this case would have mea nt less than 100 marks. (The idea that Rancken
himse lf had acted illegall y does not seem to have taken into acco unt. ) He also asked for fo ur
whole coins and four fragments to be given to Vasa Lyceum, of which he was the principal.
Lag us consented to the request but onl y one of the whole coins was from Hamm arudda, the rest
were taken from the ' mi scellaneous coins' (d iverse förråd) in the Uni versity Collection .
lf we ded uct th e coins given to Vasa Lyceum from th ose shown in the photographs, 48
whole coins and 127 fragments remain. Some of them were apparen tl y mi slaid afterwards.
According to Lagus thi s was caused by the blunder of a n uni vers ity porter (e n vaktm ästares
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fubb el vid städning) . ' Luckil y the coins had already been li sted' , he adds; but it seems th at th e
mi x- up was not in fa ct cleared. Gra nberg's catalog ue contains 5 1 who le coins and 107 fragme nts. Here, as elsewhere, the difference in the number of wh ole coins is not, however,
necessarily crucial, for the c lassifica ti on of coin s with clipped margins has not always bee n
consistent.
Li terature: Lagus 1879; Lag us 1900, no. 162; Fagerlund 1937 , no 15; Granberg 1966, nos .
108- 264.

107. Hammarudda, 1881
HU 379
4 (3+ 1) coins, ali Islamic, the latest from 834/5
Other objects: none?
Weight: 19 g
Container: unknown
Date of depos it: after 834
The coins were found by the farm er V. Helenius on hi s estate (no. 2). Lagus and after him
Fagerlund suspected th at the coins mi ght in fac t derive from the 1865 find from the same
pari sh, but the fact that the patinati on of the coins differs fro m those of the earlier find does not
support thi s assumption .
Literature: Lag us 1900, no. 322 ; Fage rlund 193 7, no. 33 ; Granberg 1966, nos. 13 25- 8.

Saltvik
108. Bertby, 1876
HU (without inv. number)
More than 866 (650+216) coins, of which 859 (643+216) have been publi shed , ali
l slamic, the latest now dated to 874/5
Other objects: none ?
Weight: see below
Container: an Oriental bronze vessel
Date of deposit: after 874
Lagus's acco unt of the find is based on a report by State Archi vist K. A. Bomansson, who had
been born in Saltvik and was stay ing there at th e time when th e find was made. Here is
Bo mansson ' s own account from hi s letter of 30 December 1876 :
'The find was made when Karl M attsson, the son of a far mer, and his elder brother Oskar
Mattsson had been sent by their father on M ond ay 12th Jun e to a meadow to fe tch materi als fo r
a fe nce .. . From Bertby a traffi cable vill age road with fen ces on both sides run s to the village of
A ntbö le on its so uthern side. Quite near Bertby, according to what I was told, onl y about 100
famna r [ 1 famn = 178 c m] from th e homestead of the boys and no more th an so me 3 qu arters
of an eli [45 cm] to th e ri ght of the wheel track (when one is comin g from Antböle!) the tenycar o ld Karl Mattsso n noti ced o n the ir way back the upper edge ['crow n' ] of a copper fl ask,
and he went home to fe tch a hoe with whic h th e fl as k was unearthed , but as it was bro ken (o r
was pe rh aps da maged in di gging?) coins were the n searched fo r in th e sa nd on the find spot,
where nothin g e lse was fo und th an the coins and th e fl as k (of whi ch eve rythin g was gathered
up); ne ither had anythin g been fo un d in thi s pl ace befo re. It was pec uli ar th at the fi nd was
made so close to a road where people have trave ll ed bac k and fo rth on foo t and o n vehi cles a li
the time during the summ er months. Where th e find was made, the earth was almos t who ll y
smooth .' (Ori ginal in Swedi sh)
Bomansso n believed that the hoard may have bee n kept fo r centuries on so me fa rm and o nl y
bee n hi dde n in the earth during the Great Northern War in the earl y eig htee nth ce ntury (!) .
The local authoriti es sent the fin d to Hel sin ki Uni ve rsity. It we ighed 42 lods or 558 g. The
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papers of the University Collection mention 648 whole coins and 216 fragments , and thi s total
of 864 is certainly more credible than the 818 mentioned in Lagus's published work. Two more
coins were acquired through Bomansso n in 1877 . Granberg's publication con tains 859 coins,
but there are in the collection also 25 (16+9) additional coins which she has labe lled as
be longing to thi s find.
According to Lagus the find also included a frag ment of a Sasanian or Arab-Sasanian coin
(skärfva af ett pehlevimynt). As we have seen, there is in fact an extra coin of thi s type in the
collection (hoard no. 104).
lt was also noted by Lagus that the find was not recovered in its entirety, and in 1907 Arthur
Hjelt published ten coins belonging to public collec tions in Åland which according to him
either certainly or probably derived from it. One further coin was given to the Åland Museum
in 1910. In ali, this museum acquired seven coins from the find , but only one was left after the
destruction of 1918. It also seems possible that the eight coins acquired by the State Historical
Mu seum in 1910 (see Talvio 1994b) came from this find , although their find place was given
as the neighbouring parish, Sund (see find 110a below). These coins date from AH 152-26 1
(769/70-874/5).
Literature : Lagus 1900, no. 260; Hjelt 1907, 51- 8; Fagerlund 1937, nos . 19-22, 24- 28, 30, 50;
Granberg 1966, nos. 265- 1123 ; Talvio 1994b.

109. Germundö, 1975
ÅM489
4 coins, ali Islamic, the latest from 915/16503
Other objects: none?
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 915
The coins were found by Mrs E. Karen when gardening. When the find location was investigated, traces of a dwelling site were observed but there were no further coins.
lnformation of the find provided by Marita Karlsson.

110. Åsgårda, 1869
HU 141 , 150; Royal Coin Cabinet (Stockholm) 4100
At !east 87 coins, including at !east 19 fragments
- Islamic: 86, the latest genuine coin from 954/5 but there is an imitation dated 958/9
- Byzantine: 1, 945-59
Other objects : none?
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 958
The find was made by a tenant far mer named A. M attsson when di gging on a field near Sjövik
in the village of Åsgårda. Through the provincial governor, 43 whole coins and 17 fragments
(weighing 10 lods or c. 133 g) were sent to the University Collection (HU 141 ), and when
visiting the find place K. A. Bomansso n man aged to acquire 20 more coins (HU 150, no
mention of fragments). The total should thus be 80, but, apparently as a result of the somewhat
di sordered state of the University Collection (see hoard no. 108), Granberg's catalogue contains 83 (64+19) coins purporting to be from thi s find .
503
The coins are li sted in the museum ' s catalogue as Sämänid dirhams stru ck in Samarqand (9 15/16),
Ba lkh (9 11/12) and al -Shäsh (901/2, 915/16).
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The governor's letter to Helsinki Un ivers ity is dated 29 May 1869. Already on 11 May 'a
Finnish farmer or sailor' had sold (for 2½ riksdalers) five whole dirhams and two fragments to
the Stockho lm Coin Cabinet. Four of them were Sämänid iss ues from AH 294- 303 (AD 906/79 15/ 16) from Andaräbah and Samarqand , the fifth was a worn-out coin of Ahmad II (907- 14).
Ulla Welin has later added the words 'Saltvik vid Åsgårda ' to the catalog ue entry , and there
seems to be no reason to doubt thi s co nc lusion.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 183; Fagerlund 1937 , no. 17; Granberg 1966, nos. 1152-232.

Sund
110a. Uncertain find , before 1893 ?
CC 46028
An alleged find of Islamic co ins from the 9th century, see find 108, last paragraph.
Literature: Talvio 1994b.

Finland Prop e r
Halikko
111. Joen suu (Åminne) manor, 1869
HU 167
4 (3+ 1) coins
- German: 3, the latest from 1002-24
- English: 1, c. 1024-30.
Other objects: none ?
Weight: 5 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1024
The four coins were found when digging for foundations of a creamery building. The man age r
of the estate, E. Börtzell, se nt them to th e Un iversi ty Collection in October 1870.
Alcenius and after him Saima attributed one of th e coins to Bishop Hermann ( 1073-90) of
Metz, but it has now been reattributed by Peter Ili sc h to Toul and Bi shop Berthold (995- 101 8)
(pers. comm. , 1997). There is another simil ar coin in the Nikkilä hoard (no. 115 ; Saima 1948,
no. 2:2).
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 185 ; Saima 1948 , 5; Talvio 1978 b, xxvi i.

Lieto
112. Anttila, 1897
NM 3630, 3574:341-4
At !east 900 (869+31 ) coins, but some of the fragments were probably melted down
- lslam ic: 4 (not identified)
Byzantine: 2, c. 977-89
German: 773, the latest 1060-84
Hungarian : 2, 1046-61
Engli sh: 51, the latest c. 1046-8
lri sh: 2, c. 1000
Scandinavian: 12, the latest from the 1020s?
Danish: 18, the latest from 1047-76
Norwegian: 2?, 1015-30
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- Unidentified: 11 (incl. one published by Alcenius as Bohemian)
Other objects: round pendant, 2 fragments of a necklace of braided wire, 2 fragments
of a rod, 2 small pieces of silver sheet
Weight: see below
Container: a clay vessel
Date of deposit: after 1060
The find was made in a hollow between rocks, 400 m northwest from Aurajoki River, opposite
Yanhalinna hillfort on the other side of the river. Peat was take n from herein 1896, and the
next spring a girl named Alexandra Stolt found the hoard in the sa me place when cutting
juniper twigs. The owner of the estate, named Nordling, sold the silver to a well-known
goldsmith (Pettersson) in Turku , but it was confiscated by the Archaeological Commission in
consequence of a newspaper report. The goldsmith had paid 60 marks for the coins, and as the
price was 7 pennies per gra m the hoard, as found, seems to have weighed about 857 g.
When acquired by the State Historical Museum the hoard consisted of 860 whole coins.
According to Alcenius's reasonab le suggestion, the total lack of fragments shows that they had
already been melted down by the goldsmith. Later five more coins were acquired, and when the
find place was investigated, the above-mentioned silver objects were found, together with four
whole coins, five halves and 25 smaller fragments, raising the total to 869 whole coins and 31
fragments. There were also pieces of an earthenware vessel and birchbark.
The coins listed above are 877 in number, and there are also 27 unidentified fragments , most
of them small. This gives a total of 904, although it should be only 900. It must also be noted
that the four Islamic coins are not included in Granberg 's catalogue, but we know from
Nordman's description that they had been worn as pendants. Salmo's mention of seven lslamic
coins is probably a slip, and there are also some other inconsi stencies in his enumeration of the
coins.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 584; Alcenius 1901 , 15- 20; Nordman 1921, 10-11 ; Salmo 1948,
3-4; P. Sarvas 1973, nos. 7- 8; Bäcksbacka 1975, 3; Talvio 1975, 13; Talvio 1978b, xxix.

Maaria see Turku
Mynämäki
113. Yicarage, c. 1870
NM 2674a (fig. 16), 28008
At least 52 coins, of which 28 are known
- Islamic: 1, 808/9
- German: 16, the latest c. 1050
- English: 11 , the latest c. 1024-30.
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1050
The coins were found in a field belonging to the Mynämäki vicarage in the late 1860s or early
1870s. The vicar of the parish , Gustaf Lönnmark, is sa id to have had 52 of them in his
possession. At first he refused to part with them, but in 1882 he presented five coins to the
Finnish Antiquarian Society through Juho Sjöros; these were said to have been the on ly
duplicates in the collection. Two further coins were acqu ired from Lönnmark's estate in 1889
and 21 From Eino Tamelander in 1928. Tamelander's coins were said to have been found in the
field of the vicarage 'over 50 years ago', and so we may suppose that they, too, came from
Lönnmark's heirs. This means that a little more than a half of the supposed original number of
the coins are known today.
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3
Fig. 16. Juho Sjöros's illustration from 1887 of two English (k:thelred II, ' Long Cros s', York, and Cnut
the Great, 'Pointed Helmet', Thetford) and a German (Otto 111, Dortmund) coin from the Mynämäki
Yicarage hoard (find 113) .

Literature: Lagus 1900, no 186; Suomen Muinaismuistoyhdistyksen pöytäkirjat - Finska Fornminnesföreningens protokoll II, 280; Sjöros 1887, 100- 2.

Nousiainen
114. Vicinity of the church, early 1760s
A lost hoard consisting of at least 12 coins, 7 of them published
- English: 4, the latest c. 1029-5
- German : 2, 991-1023 and 1039-57
- Hungarian: 1, 1038-46
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1039
In his Strödda anteckningar om Fynd i Svensk Jord (1830), J. G. Liljegren cites a letter from
Professor C. A. Clewberg (d. 1765) to the numismatist C. R. Berch: 'In 1762 and time after
another, several considerable parcels of coins have been found in Nousiainen, of which, however, only 4 Anglo-Saxon pennies were sent [to the authorities], since most of them already
had fallen into the ungentle hands of goldsmiths .'
The relation between this account and the 1769 publication of Johan Bilmark, De nummis
quibusdam antiquis in Finlandia haut ita pridem repertis, is not quite clear, but it seems
natural to suppose that Bilmark's description of twelve coins found on the bank of the (Hirvijoki) river is based on some of the finds mentioned by Berch. Apparently coins had been
repeatedly found on the same spot, and this may well explain the words ' tid efter annan'.
Bilmark had acquired his coins from 'a friend '; their later fate is unknown . He described only
seven of them, and believing that a Frisian coin of Count Bruno III ( 1038- 57) , struck in the
name of Emperor Henry III (1039-56), was English and from the reign of Henry 1 (1100-35),
he dated the hoard to the twelfth century and connected it with the ministry of Finland's first
bishop , the reputedly English-born Henry , who after his martyrdom (1156?) was buried at
Nousiainen.
Literature: Bilmark 1769, 7- 8; Liljegren 1830, no. 186; Lagus 1900, no. 25; Nordman 1921, 56; Salmo 1948, 1- 2; Talvio 1978b, xiii-x iv.

115. Nikkilä, 1895
NM 3132, 3579
At least 1696 (1476+221) coins, of which 1639 are available
lslamic: 4, the latest 952/3
Byzantine: 3, the latest c. 977-989
- Burgundian: 1, 993-1032
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French : 1 (2?) 504
German: 1157, the latest from c. 1045-50
Italian: 4, latest 1024-26
Bohemian: 1, 967-99
England: 272, the latest c. 1036-7
Irish : 6, the latest c.1017-23
Scandinavian: 66 (incl. 8 unpublished fragments), the latest c.1030
Danish: 15, the latest 1035-42
Swedish: 10, the latest c. 1030
unidentified, mostly German, worn-out: 96 (59+37)
unminted flans : 3
Other objects: 4 brooches, arm ring (broken in pieces), 2 rings , 2 fragments of a
necklace of braided wire, 3 ringlets linked together, 30 fragments of various types
(see p. 59)
Weight: 2,186 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. l 045
When digging the foundations of a new threshing house, surplus earth had been transferred
from the building site to a nearby field, where the hoard was discovered in the spring of 1895.
After the find had been reported in Hufvudstadsbladet on I June, State Archaeologist J. R.
Aspelin hurried personally to the place in order to sequestrate the find (NM 3132). Most of the
coins and other objects had been found by a servant girl named Miina Paveen, but there were
also fourteen other persons who had acquired them. As late as 1898 one whole coin, eight
fragments and two pieces of hacksilver were sent to the museum (NM 3579) as the result of a
police investigation .
The figures given above are mainly based on the literature, but they also include 104
(59+45) coins (mainly German) which have not been included in the publications because of
their worn-out or fragmentary state. When the hoard was redeemed, the number of coins was
counted as 1696 (1476+221). The fact that the total is now 57 less can apparently be partly
explained by fragments which have been joined together. (Alcenius seems to have used a great
deal of glue for this purpose.) As this does not explain the fact that whole coins are missing we
must suppose that some of them have afterwards been mixed up with other finds.
The tpq of the find was formerly given as 1037. This dating was based on a coin of Count
Albert III from Dinant (Salmo 1948, no. 19: 19). After the reattribution of these coins to Albert
II ( 1018-64) the tpq was given as c. 1036 on the bas is of a ' Jewel Cross ' penny of Haro ld I.
More recently it has been shown (Leimus 1993, 122) that a common type of Worms coins from
the reign of Henry II ( 1002-24) was continued as a type immobilise during Conrad 11 ( 102439) and probably still struck during Henry III ( l 039- 56). There are at !east 38 'l ate' coins of
this type in the Nikkilä find, and this points to a date of deposit after 1039. Even this date now
seems to be too early, for the introduction of the above-mentioned coin type of Dinant (Dbg
176) has been redated to c. 1045 (Pettersson 1997, 4, 14), and there is also a Stade coin (Salmo
1948, no. 59: 18) which is now dated by Christoph Kilger to c. 1045- 50 (pers. comm.).
Literature: Lagus 1900; Alcenius I 901 ; Nordman 1921; Salmo 1934; Salmo I 948, 2- 3;
Bäcksbacka 1975 ; Talvio 1978b, xxx.

Paimio
116. Sievola, 1841
HU 184
'At )east 200 coins', of which 27 are known
504
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See p. 24 above.

Islamic 3, the latest 1006/7?
German 15, the latest 1024-39505
English 6, the latest c. 1029-35
Irish 1, c. 1000
Scandinavian: 1, c. 1000
Swedish: 1, c. 1030.
Other objects: silver wire and other 'wrought silver' (all lost)
W eight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1030
The hoard was found by Karl Fingerros, a farmer's son, and sold by him to a goldsmith in
Turku. A part of it was subsequently acquired by a well-known collector, Lieutenant Colonel
C. G. Tamelander. ln 1842, nine of the coins were sent to the university collection in Helsinki,
but they were lost in the post. This, however, was not found out before 1854, and at that time it
was too late to clear up what had happened. ln 1871, 27 coins formerly owned by Tamelander
were given to the Finnish Antiquarian Society by Adolf Juselius, mayor of Loviisa. These are
the only coins which are supposed to belong to this hoard for certain.
One of the three Islamic coins given by Juselius cannot now be located. According to Lagus,
it was an 'Abbäsid coin struck at al-Basrah in 936/7. No such coin is mentioned in Granberg's
catalogue.
The National Museum later acquired two further parcels of coins which are also said to
include coins from this find. Another well-known collector, Assessor Gustaf Ignatius had in
1869 bought 22 coins from a pedlar ('Jew'), and there had been among the coins a piece of
paper mentioning them to be from the finds of Paimio and Raisio (no. 121 ?) The pedlar had
had no less than 22 lods (290 g) of coins, and according to him they had formerly belonged to a
Justice of the Peace called Boisman. This juridical title was used in Russia but not in Finland;
according to genealogical works, no member of the Boisman family seems to have held it. It
may be relevant, however, that one member of the family, Major Otto Boisman, had recently
served as assistant postmaster of Helsinki, and in that capacity he must have known Tamelander, who ended his career as assistant to the postmaster general of Finland.
A . J. Mela, a schoolmaster, bought twelve coins from the same pedlar. Otto Alcenius later
exchanged ten of them for himself and gave them to the State Historical Museum . They are ali
German, the latest from 1027-39. 506
The Ignatius collection was also later donated to the museum (NM 30033, 71006). It
included 14 German, 1 Bohemian, 4 'English' (3 of them imitations), 2 Danish and 2 Swedish
Viking-Age coins, of which one coin (a 'Long Cross' penny of ~thelred II) according to his
notes had been bought from Sweden. The remaining 22 coins can probably be equated with the
coins bought from the pedlar in 1869. One of the Danish coins dates from 1047- 76, the latest
of the others from 1027-54. This seems to mean that either the Sievola or the Raisio find must
date from the late 1040s at the earliest - ass uming that no other coins had been mixed up with
the parcel.
In cases like this the patination of the coins can often shed light on the problem. If we look
for the coins which certainly come from Sievola (the Juselius donation) we may note that they
have a dark, partly black and partly brown colour, and there are patches of verdigris on some of
them. Ali the coins acquired from Mela match this description . The coins in the Un iversity
Collection which can be supposed to come from Raisio (Tuomola) are lighter and have brownish or bluish lustre. Unfortunately some of the coins owned by Ignati us seem to have been
cleaned, but this is not true of the Danish coin of Sven Estridsen (1047- 74) , which is of special
interest to us, being later than the others. It has a light brown colour which has more in
Salrno 1948, no . 93: 103 rnay in fact be frorn Norrnandy (see above, p. 24, note 62).
The coins are included in Salrno's cata logue (1948) except for ane Otto-Adelheid penny (rnentioned
in the acquisition catalogue, NM 4230) which presurnably had been lost in the col lection.
505
506
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common with the (supposed) coins of Tuomola than those of Sievola. Although the dating of
the Sievola hoard must remain uncertain, it seems probable on the basis of what has been said
above that none of the coins which can be associated with it are later than c. 1030-35.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 76; Suomen Muinaismuistoyhdistyksen pöytäkirjat - Finska Fornminnesföreningens protokoll l, 92- 3; Nordman 1921 , 11 - 12; Saima 1948, 4- 5; Talvio 1978b,
XXX.

Parainen
117. Unknown find location, 1830s or before

A lost hoard, including at !east 15 ' Arabic and Anglo-Saxon' coins
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: late 10th century or later
According to the minutes of the April meeting of the Finnish Antiquarian Society in 1897, the
coin collection of Yicar Gabriel Wallenius (1794- 1862) had included ' 15 Arabic and AngloSaxon coins' from a hoard found in Parainen. Mrs. Wallenius's brother, the naturalist Karl
Lundahl (1818- 55), had acquired them some time between 1834 and 1840 in exchange for
other coins from a friend in the Turku area.
The coins owned by Wallenius were in 1869 sold to the merchant Karl Michelson in St.
Petersburg, whose collection was donated by his widow to Helsinki University in 1880. The
manuscript catalogue following the gift is very summary, and there is no mention of YikingAge coins, except for a single find from the vicinity of Tampere (no. 317). It is possible, then,
that the coins from Parainen were at that date no longer in the collection. If they were, there is
no way to identify them .
The words 'Arabic' (or 'Kufic ' ) and 'Anglo-Saxon ' were in the nineteenth century sometimes used rather indiscriminately to describe coin finds from the Viking-Age, but is seems
reasonable to believe that Karl Lundahl, a well-known academic, could distinguish between
lslamic and western coin types. Whether this find possibly was the same as the hoard found 'in
1820' somewhere near Turku is uncertain (see no. 124).
Literature: Suomen Muinaismuistoyhdistyksen pöytäkirjat II, 155-156; Lagus 1900, no . 49;
Talvio 1994a, 53 ; Talvio 1995b.

Perniö
118. Tiikkinummi , 1925

NM 8582, 9191
At !east 8 coins, all Islamic (including 2 imitations), the latest 935/6
Other objects: none
Weight: 27 g
Container: an earthenware vessel?
Date of deposit: after 935
1n 1930 Lauri Leikkunen, a student, sold to the National Museum seven coins which were said

to have been found in 1925 when the garden paths of the Tiikkinummi house were renovated.
The coins had been at the depth of 15- 20 cm, and pieces of earthenware were found with them.
Already in 1925 the museum had acquired one coin which was reported to have been found
among the gravel brought to a public road from a gravel pit situated on the grounds of
Tiikkinummi. Although the two accounts are not quite consistent, it has been supposed that ali
the eight coins originally belonged to the same find - perhaps the gravel in the garden path
came from the same gravel pit?
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1348- 55.
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Piikkiö
119. Hadvala, 1949
CC 58020; Turku Provincial Museum 14662; Malmö Museum 50799
At least 54 coins
Islamic: 11, the latest 996-1000
German: 28, the latest 996-1002?
English: 13, the latest c. 991-7
Scandinavian: 2, one unrecorded , the other after c. 997 .
Other objects: fragment of a bracteate, piece of a silver bar (TMM 14662:31 , 32)
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 997
The hoard was found at the depth of 60-70 cm when digging for infill at a hillside close to the
old main building of Ylhäinen manor. According to Salmo there were originally 42 coins, of
which 38 were acquired by Turku Museum. ln 1958, however, twelve further coins were sold
to the National Museum, and according to information from Kenneth Jonsson, Malmö Museum
had in 1953 acquired four coins from the same find.
The coins in Malmö are two German (Cologne, Otto III ; Otto-Adelheid type), one English
(!Ethelred II, 'Crux ', Hildebrand 1884, no. 2916) and one Scandinavian ('Long Cross ' imitation) . The coins were given to the museum by Emil Månsson, an auditor living in Malmö. Only
the Otto-Adelheid penny could be found in 1974. (Letter from K. Jonsson to T.T., 10 Jan.
1975.)
Literature : Salmo 1954; Granberg 1966, nos. 1365-75; Dolley and Talvio 1973 ; Bäcksbacka
1975, 8; Talvio 1978b, xxx-xxxi .

Raisio
120. Siiri, 1752
Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm
At least 151 coins, of which 93 have been Iisted
German : 80, the latest 1051-9
- English: 9, the latest c. 1048-51
- Danish and/or Anglo-Scandinavian: 4, the latest 1035-42
Other objects: none?
Weight: unknown
Container: birch-bark basket
Date of depos it: after 1051
The hoard was found by a farmer named Matts Andersson at a depth of three quarters of aneli
(45 cm) when shovelling earth from a hillside to his field. According to one witness, Andersson had said that there were 200 coins or a little more, including some that had broken into
pieces and been left in the ground . Later, when the matter was taken into court, he claimed that
this was only a guess and there had been no more than 151 coins, of which he had sold 148 to
Colonel (later Field Marshal) B. 0 . Stackelberg. Of the remaining three coins one, a penny of
!Ethelred II, is described in the minutes of the court. (There is a transcript of the minutes in the
Coin Cabinet.)
Stackelberg's reason for buying coin finds was his desire to do a service to Queen Lovisa
Ulrica who had a large private collection of coins and medal s. In 1762 the collection was
bought by the state, but it was kept in the Drottningholm Castle until the last years of the
century, when it was transferred to the Roy al Cabinet in Stockholm. 507
507

Lagerqvi st 1988, 336-41 .
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Fig. 17. Jacob von Engeström's drawings ofGerman coins in the Siiri hoard of 1752. Photo Royal Library,
Stockho lm.

ln the 1780s, Jacob von Engeström described several coin finds in a manuscript (Anteckningar i Numismatiken) which now belongs to the Royal Library in Stockholm (fig. 17). Among
them is a 'Finnish find in the Drottningholm Cabinet' , and there is no reason not to identify it
with the Raisio find from 1752. The list (published in Salmo 1948 ; see also Talvio 1986)
includes 93 coins which are divided into 57 types and varieties . Nine of the coins are English
(nos. 46- 53), two or three are Danish (nos. 54-5 , 56?), one can be identified as AngloScandinavian (no. 57); the rest are German. The above-mentioned tpq, 1051, is based on an
Erfurt penny of Archbishop Lupold. The latest English coin belongs to the 'Short Cross' type
of Edward the Confessor. This type (otherwise unrecorded from Finland) has been dated to
c. 1048- 51.
The coins acq uired by Queen Lovisa Ulrica are now, presumably , in the Roy al Coin Cabinet, although they must have long since been mixed up with other finds. In 1752 her collection
was still a private one, and she had no legal ri ght to meddle in ancient finds . The result of
Co lonel Stackelberg's illicit dea ling with the Rai sio coins was the proclamation of 1755, in
which the provincial governors of Finland were reminded to make it known that ali such finds
must be surrendered to the authorities - for it had turned out th at 'not only common people but
even others ' were ignorant of these regulations .
One of the ' ignorant' people referred to was, of course, Baron Stackelberg. In thi s connection we may also mention the future archbishop of Uppsala, Professo r C. F. Mennander. He
was in 1754 visited in Turku by the Danish historian Jakob Langebek, who was travelling
through Finland with his Swedi sh co lleague N. R. Broocman. Their published diaries mention
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a parcel of some 20 German, English and Oriental coins, which are said to have been found in
Ostrobothnia or Tavastia (see no. 145a). Another possibility is that the coins were from the
1752 Raisio find which, perhaps, had not been sent to the Queen in its entirety. As it is very
likely that the professor was not in fact ignorant about the law concerning ancient remains, he
may have preferred not to know the exact origin of the coins.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 19; Salmo 1948, 6-14; Talvio 1978b, xi-x111 , xvi- xvii; Talvio
1986, 200-2.

121. Tuomola, 1835
HU, acquired in 1835
Probably more than 618 coins
Other objects: see below
Weight: at !east 69 lods or 916 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1050?
The hoard was acquired by the University Collection after being confiscated from the goldsmith G. Holmberg and a farmer named Anders Kummala, to whom the finders , Johan Paulin
and Johan Mattsson, had sold it. According to the official correspondence the find consisted of
588 coins, a ring and a few other pieces of silver weighing together 69 lods. ln the very
summary accession catalogue of the University Collection the number of coins is given as 618.
The difference may have been caused by a different method of counting fragments .
During the first half of the nineteenth century the hoards acquired by the University Collection were not yet kept separate, and the result was that the Raisio hoard was with time mixed
up with other Viking-Age coins, most of which came from the hoards of Paturi (no. 135) and
Aatservainen (Kuolajärvi, see Appendix). When Otto Alcenius at the turn of the century started
cataloguing the eleventh-century hoards, he supposed that the mass of unprovenanced coins in
the University Collection was more or less identical with the hoards of Tuomola and Aatservainen. Noting that the latter find was clearly later, dating from the l 110s, and its coins had a
dark patina, he could reconstruct it almost to a coin by comparing the materia! with an old
manuscript catalogue (fig. 15). What he does not seem to have wholly realized was that the
Paturi hoard also included coins (albeit probably only a small number) and there were still
further acquisitions containing coins from finds - not very many but enough to make any
reliable reconstruction of the Tuomola hoard a useless attempt.
Salmo's summary of the find lists no less than 644 coins: 324 German, 310 English, 5 Irish,
2 Swedish, 1 Danish, 1 Bohemian and 1 Italian. The number of English and Irish coins is the
same as in Nordman's catalogue, but Salmo has forgotten the 28 imitations of English type
which are included by Nordman, and he does not mention the three supposedly Norwegian
coins either. 508 This means that there should have been at !east 675 coins in the hoard, although
the earliest documents do not mention more than 588 or 618.
Nordman's presentation of the find is not entirely convincing either, for he first gives the
number of the coins as 618 and on the next page as 628. Having counted the English, Irish and
Scandinavian coins (349) he notes that there should be 279 coins left (349+279=628) . An
interesting comment follows: 'Out of these pieces 195 German coins have been examined [by
Alcenius]. The remaining eighty-four are no longer to be identified. Some of them possibly
might be among the Anglo-Saxon specimens mentioned below, catalogued as coming from
unknown finds, but for the most part they certainly have been merged into the large bulk of
German coins, belonging to the Cabinet of Medals, which have been found at unknown places.'
Of the 324 German coins in Salmo's catalogue at !east 10 can be shown to belong to other
finds , but the number of such cases may be higher, for it is no longer possible to check the
508
Only one of them is now considered Norwegian; the two others are Anglo-Scandinavian imitations
included in Schive's catalogue of Norwegian coins (1865).
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provenances of the hundreds of coins which Salmo transferred from Alcenius's small cardboard boxes to individual envelopes. The difference between the figures given by Nordman
(195) and Salmo (324) is, however, too big to be explained by individual coins being misl aid.
We may also note that Saima only mentions 45 German coins from unknown finds , as against
Nordman's ' large bulk'. Saima (1948 , p. 3) himself admitted that he had made an error in hi s
1934 publication of Danish coins because he had misunderstood Alcenius's system of arranging the collection ; apparently this error also affected the figures for the Raisio hoard.
It is also quite possible that the find may have contained a few lsl amic coins which have lost
their provenances.
Regardless of how the differences should be explained, one must underline that Alcenius's
original reconstruction of the hoard cannot be considered reliable. Thi s is also shown by the
English coins. On the hasis of Hildebrand's 1846 description of a parcel of coins from a find
made in Raisio (see no. 121a), Alcenius seems to have believed that the hoard was buried
around 1030. There are in the collection, however, seven coins from the reigns of Harold I
(1035-40) and Edward the Confessor (1042- 66), and none of these can with certainty be
assigned to the Aatservainen hoard . Alcenius accordingly labelled them as being from unknown finds , but it can be noted that some of them have the same appearance as coins which
presumably come from Tuomola : they are flattened. This was probably done to bent coins in
connection with a cataloguing project in the 1840s.
Although it seems better to describe the contents of the find only in general terms, we may
nevertheless try to date it. As already mentioned, Alcenius (and after him Nordman) believed
that the coins were buried in the 1030s. Saima, however, says that this dating is at !east a
quarter century too early, for the coins published by him include a Frisian penny of Bishop
Wilhelm de Ponte (1054-76). This coin (Saima 1948, no. 27:47), which probably comes from
Aatservainen, is, however, one of those which have been wrongly catalogued. It seems clear
that the Raisio hoard consisted mainly of coins from the early eleventh century, but what was
said above of the English coins later than Cnut (the latest of them from c. 1050-3) makes
Alcenius's dating uncertain. It has also been mentioned (in the description of the Sievola
hoard, no. 116) that the coins acquired by the private collector Gustaf Ignatius in 1869 contained coins from 'the Raisio and Paimio hoards', and these included a Danish coin of Sven
Estridsen (1047-74; an early type) which may possibly have been from Tuomola.
The find is also commented on in Gabriel Geitlin's paper on the Oriental coin finds (1848).
Geitlin did not at that time know that the find had been acquired by the University Collection ,
and the main interest of hi s account is folkloristic rather than numismatic. His parents lived in
Raisio, and he had visited the find place and interviewed witnesses:
'That this rich find made in Raisio parish in J 834 or 35 has been kept so secret, and has only
little by little been disposed of, and thus dispersed, can be explained by what I recently learned
from some of the local people about its finding circumstances: when the hoard was found by
the shepherd Paulin, an old man, and a small boy named Ström (and this, according to Paulin 's
own words, as a result of several visions and apparitions gra nted to him by Haltia, the guardian
spirit of treasures), they had only taken a small amount of the silver coins before setting off to
the farm-yard to get a horse and a cart for fetching the rest. As soon as the people there had
learned what had happened, they hastened to congratulate the suddenly enrichened treasure
diggers with such an amount of strong drink that these, forgetting their original task, fell
asleep. When they finally woke up, they promptly got the horse and made their way to the
treasure which - had disappeared.' (Original in Swedish)
It hardly needs to be pointed out how unlikely it is that the hoard could not have been picked
up without a horse and a cart, even if the finders were an old man and a small boy. Quite
clearly the professor had been 'had ' by the crafty shepherd, who in the official correspondence
(see above) is mentioned as the finder of the hoard together with another man (not Ström).
According to Geitlin some Oriental coins from the find had probably been acquired by
Lieutenant Colonel C. G. Tamelander, who sold his collection in the 1850s (see no. 116). He
also says that the find included a sword hilt of solid [?] silver. This unusual detail is not
mentioned in other accounts.
In 1850 a German coin was given to the collection by a farmer named Mathias Kalkkila from
Raisio. Lagus supposed it was from the 1835 find, but this seems to have been only a guess.
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Literature: Bäcksbacka 1975, 27-69; Hildebrand 1846, LXXII-LXXIII; Geitlin 1848, 317- 18;
Tigerstedt 1872?, 291; Lagus 1900, no. 58 ; Nordman 1921 , 8-9 ; Salmo 1934; Salmo 1948, 1516; Talvio 1978b, xxxi; Talvio 1981.

121a. Raisio parish, uncertain find, early 1840s?
An unknown number of coins
Date of deposit: after lO 17?
The problems concerning the 1835 hoard from Raisio are not limited to its composition. Some
of the accounts of its finding point to the possibility that another hoard may have been
unearthed in the same parish about ten years later. The archives of the University Collection
include the following notice:
' Information from Pastor A. Lindman in Turku, 1868: Travelling through Raisio 20 years
ago Dr Pinello had noticed that people had gathered on the roadside to see something. He
stopped his carriage and found out that they had just discovered a heap of Kufic coins. He
bought them rather dearly and offered them to the University, but Professor Linsen did not
consider them worth redeeming. The coins were now sent to Stockholm, where 7 or 8 of them
were found to be "new" . The rest were returned and given to Åbo Gymnasium [the later
Lyceum].' (Original in Swedish)
This account is complemented by B. E. Hildebrand 's statementin his Anglosachsiska mynt
( 1846):
'Through the goodness of Foundry Proprietor, Ph.D. Nils Pinello, I have been given the
opportunity to see 45 coins from this find, among which were 17 Anglo-Saxon, 10 of JEthelred,
7 of Cnut, and 28 German, most of them Ottonian. With kind permission, 13 Anglo-Saxon and
10 German coins were selected for the Royal Coin Cabinet.'
The fate of the remaining coins is also documented: according to Robert Tigerstedt's hi story
of Åbo Gymnasium, Pinello in 1852 gave 20 Viking-Age coins to the school's collection. Only
a part of this collection has survived to the present day (in Turku Provincial Museum), and
none of the coins in question can be identified.
The story of Pinello' s arrival at the find spot at the very moment when the hoard is being
unearthed would seem rather too stereotyped to be quite credible, but the same account is given
by H. A. Reinholm (1819-83), who like Adolf Lindman (1821-74) was a clergyman interested
in archaeology. To judge from the heading 'Pinello om Reso-fyndet' , he had, however, heard
the story from Pinello himself and not from Lindman:
'When he was driving one summer day in ? along the public highway through Raisio, he
saw a man crouched down and eagerly searching for something. He stopped and asked about it.
The man had found an amount of small silver coins. P[inello] purchased them for 75 roubles
(?) and offered them to the University with the usual request for duplicates and information
about the age of the coins. The then keeper of the Coin Cabinet answered that they were not
needed at ali. P[inello] then offered them to the big coin cabinet in Stockholm and got the reply
that 14 of the coins which had been found were not [represented in the collection] and that ... of
them were Anglo-Saxon and ... German from the time of Otto. ' (Original in Swedish)
The price me ntioned by Reinholm, 75 (?) roubles, is remarkably high ; Lindman also says
that Pinello bought the coins 'rather dearly ' . Even if it was paid in pre-1840 assignat roubles,
which in the early 1840s had not yet been entirely demonetized, it would have been worth 26
si lver roubles, a sum corresponding to nearly half a kilo of pure silver. lt seems strange that
Pinello would have paid such a sum for only 45 small silver pennies in a time when the finder
cannot have expected to get much more than the bullion value of the coins. Perhaps the find
was a large one, or Reinholm's figure is incorrect.
Dr Nils Pinello (1802- 79) was a minor industrialist and sometime secretary of the Finnish
Economic Society. He is remembered as a feuilletonist ('Captain von Puff') and playwright,
but his involvement in the preservation of the antiquities of Turku Cathedral shows that he was
also seriously interested in history. There is no reason why his story of the find should be
substantially untrue. His name is not recorded in connection with the 1835 hoard , and if he had
acquired the coins (at a high price, without being himself a coin collector) already at that time,
why should he have waited some ten years before offering them to the Stockholm Cabinet?
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Considering that Raisio is a parish unusually rich in Viking-Age coin finds there is no reason
why one more hoard could not have been found there. The only concrete detail connecting the
1835 find with the one acquired by Pinello is that Geitlin says that the earlier hoard was also
found by the roadside; but the parish (now a town) is, after ali, situated at a crossroads.
Literature: Hildebrand 1846, LXXII-LXXIII; Tigerstedt 1872, 291 ; Dolley and Lindberger
1973.509

Salo (formerly Uskela)
122. Saari, 1686
A lost hoard including Islamic and English (lEthelred II) coins
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: 11 th century? (after 978)
This find, usually known as the Uskela hoard, is the ealiest recorded Viking-Age hoard from
Finland . The Finnish-born antiquarian and numismatist Elias Brenner writes in his Thesaurus
nummorum sveo-gothicorum (1691) about three hoards, found at Kalmarin Sweden, Järise in
Estonia and Uskela in Finland. The third find is described very shortly:
'Den Tridie Skatten fans Åhr J 686 i Junij Månad .. . wed Abo i Uskila Sokn/ uthi Salo By
och Saris Hemman/ dock wore dhe som der funnes icke så monga til antalet som dhe förre/ af
whilka migh dhe förnämste såsom en Arabisk och någre A:thelredi af en där å Orten boende
Adelsman blefwe tilstelte.' (The third hoard was found in June 1686 ... near Turku in Uskela
parish/ Salo village and Saari estate/ however the coins found there were not as many as those
[in the Järise find]/ the most important of them such as an Arabic one and some of A:thelred
were given to me by a local nobleman.)
However, Brenner was not the first to write about the find : it is also described, and in much
more detail, by Petter Dijkman in his Observationer, som kunna gifwa någon anledning til dhe
forna Swenskars och Göthers Penninge Rächningz beskaffenheet (1686). According to this
description the find seems to have belonged to the mid-eleventh century, but Dijkman apparently only knew about the coins which belonged to Brenner, and there is reason to believe that
some of the coins mentioned by him belonged to the Järise find from 1685 (Talvio 1982d).
Brenner himself only mentioned one lslamic dirham and Anglo-Saxon pennies of A:thlered II.
Considering that very few coins of A:thelred in Finnish finds are earlier than c. 991 , and the
earliest hoard with western coins (no . 119 above) dates from c. l000, the Uskela hoard is more
likely to have been deposited in the eleventh than the tenth century .
Wilhelm Lagus believed that the coins given to Turku University by C. A. Clewberg in 1749
came from Uskela, but this is an obvious misunderstanding (Talvio 1982d). Consequently the
two coins published by Granberg as coming from ' Uskela, Saari 1686?' cannot belong to the
find.
Literature: Brenner 1691 , § 10; Dijkman 1686 (1687), I:iiii ; Lagus 1900, no. 9; Granberg 1966,
nos. 1356-7 ; Talvio 1982d; Talvio 1992a.

Turku
123. Kärsämäki (formerly in Maaria parish) 1802 (1801 ?)
HU (only one coin can be identified, fig. 18)
At least 5, probably 8 coins, mostly fragments, all Islamic, including at !east one
imitation
509 In this paper an attempt is made to identify some of the coins acquired by the Stockholm collection
from Pinello. According to K. Jonsson (pers. comm., November 2000) two of the coins in question (A 1
and 2) must, however, belong to the Lännäs hoard from Ångermanland.
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Fig. 18. Fragment of an l slamic (Volga-Bulgarian) imitation from the Kärsämäki hoard (find 123), illustrated in Hallenberg 1822.

Other objects: none?
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 915
Lagus's account of the find is based on H. G. Porthan's letter to the Swedish State Antiquarian
Jonas Hallenberg on 27 April 1802: 'When a regimental clerk recently had the foundations dug
for a new building, half a [Swedish] mile from the town [Turku], his workers found some
Arabic coins which he gave to me, to be kept in the collection of the Academy [University].
Several of these coins were presumably already damaged , and some were broken by the
workers who did the digging; so that only two are more or less whole. As I cannot read the
inscriptions, and know that the Royal Secretary [Hallenberg] has worked with these things, I
take the liberty to send both the above-mentioned coins (to which, for fun, I add some of the
fragments, which cannot be fitted together), in order to get a description of them and, if
possible, a transcript of the Arabic text ... ' (Original in Swedish)
On 19 July 1802 Porthan thanks Hallenberg for the reply, which he says he will keep with
the University Collection ('to serve its future keepers, most of whom will in this field of
literature probably be similar idiots as !'). Hallenberg's description of the coins was (presumably) lost in the great fire of 1827, but fortunately he also mentioned them in his Numismata
orientalia I ( 1822):
' Communicavi t mecum hisce diebus Professor Aboensis Porthan duo s nummos Samanidarum, nuper in Finlandia e terra esfosso s, simul tribus ejusdem generis nummorum fragmentis . In altero horum nummorum monetalis locus exstat Samarcanda, et annus fuisse videtur
trecentesimus tertius 5 ' 0 (A.C. 915); in altero autem insc riptiones ad marginem et nomina in
area ex attritu ita deformata sunt, ut nihil certi extricari passit. Fragmentorum in uno residuum
est annus - - et trecentesimus 5 11 ; in altero nomen loci , ubi nummus procusus fuit, videtur
fuisse Samarcanda; in tertio autem nec aera, nec monetalis locus umquam exsistit.'
One of the ' whole' coins (in fact a large fragment, fi g. 18) is illustrated by Hallenberg, and
thanks to this publication it can still be identifi ed in the collection. As noted by Geitlin, it is a
Sämänid imitation .512 According to Gert Ri spling it is of Volga-Bulgarian origin and known
from several Swedish hoards (tpq 944/5). 5 13
In hi s first letter Porthan said that he was sendin g only so me (några) of the fragments, which
apparently means that there were more of the m than the three mentioned by Hallenberg.
According to Lagus the Uni versi ty Collection in 1823 had 20 l slamic coins (i ncludin g six
fragments), while before 1802 there had on ly been 12 (whole) coi ns. As there is no information
of other acq ui si tions between these years, it see ms probab le th at the difference - two (more or
510

511
512
513

Lagu s e rroneously gives the date as 363.
The fourth century AH began in 912.
Gei tlin 1862, 64, no. 83.
G. Rispling, pers. com m. , 6 Nov. 1995 .
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less) whole coins and six fragments - was due to this find. Perhaps three of the fragments were
so small that Porthan did not think it worth while to bother Hallenberg with them.
Porthan does not mention the exact find place, but according to A. M. Tallgren the mention
of a regimental clerk' s residence near Turku can only mean Isotalo at Kärsämäki.
Literature: Breffrån Henrik Gabriel Porthan tili samtida I, 267, 271-2; Hallenberg 1822, 199201; Lagus 1900, no. 37; Tallgren 1931b, 1, n. 1; Kivikoski 1939, 14; Talvio 1998.

124. Turku, vicinity, c. 1820 (?)
A lost hoard which included coins of lEthelred II?
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: 11 th century?
In his description of the antiquities of the Kokemäki region Johan Adolf Lindström discusses
Finland's ancient trade relations, and he mentions two coin hoards, the Kuolajärvi (Aatservainen) find from I 839 and an otherwise unknown hoard found near Turku in 1820. According to
him, the hoard contained 30 Anglo-Saxon coins and some of them were dated 800 and struck in
the name of Alfred Rex.
There are, of course, no dates on European coins from this time, and no coins of Alfred
(87 l- 99) are known from Finland . It is apparent that Lindman knew the hoard only by hearsay,
and we can be practically certain that the coins of ' Alfred' were in fact pennies of 11::thelred II.
We can also take it for granted that the word ' Anglo-Saxon' here meant Viking-Age coins in
general.
No other account seems to have survived of this find, but it must be taken into account that
the date 1820 is probably only approximative (Lindström was born in 1819). This may, then,
have been the lost hoard from Parainen (no. 117 above) or even the Tuomola hoard from 1835
(no. 121).
Literature: Lindström 1860, 188- 9; Talvio 1995b, 152-4.

124a. Turku, vicinity, the 1870s
NM 4464 (no coins)
An otherwise unknown find which may have included coins
Other objects: see below
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: unknown
Three Viking-Age silver ornaments were in 1904 bought from this find för the National
Museum. The objects (a small horseshoe brooch, the pin of a larger brooch of similar type and
a necklet) had belonged to the artist Thorsten Waenerberg, who in addition to being a museum
curator was a well-known private collector and numismatist. They were said to come from an
island parish near Turku, and they had been acquired from a goldsmith who had already melted
down most of the find. According to the surmise of another goldsmith the hoard had also
included coins. This may well have been the case, considering that most of the eleventhcentury hoards from Finland Proper have included both coins and non-monetary silver.
Literature: Hackman 1900; Talvio 1995b, 154.

Uskela see Salo
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Uusimaa
Hanko
125. Sports ground, 1932
NM 9623
4 coins, ali Islamic, dated 859/60, 863/4 and 864/5 (2 ex.)
Other objects: none
Weight: 16 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 864
The 'mini-hoard' was found by Aarne Flinck at the depth of 20 cm when working on the new
sports ground of Hanko.
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1420- 3.

Satakunt a
Lempäälä
126. Jara, 1802
HU 115,353
Unknown number of coins, of which 6 coins are known
- German: 5, the latest c.1050 5 14
- Scandinavian : 1, after c. 1017
Other objects: not recorded
W eight: unknown
Container: a wooden keg
Date of deposit: after c. 1050
The find was reported to the Finnish Antiquarian Society in 1879 by A. 0. Heikel, who had
heard about it from Major A. F. Segercrantz (1799-1880). The coins had been in a wooden keg
found when ploughing in the village of Kuokkala. Some of them were sold to a goldsmith,
some - weighing several lods (lod = 13.28 g) were bought by Segercrantz, who is said to have
had two tea spoons made of coins which were so worn-out that their designs could not be
distinguished. Some ot the other coins he sold to an amateur numismatist, Dr Johan Calonius
(1821-63), and two he gave to Ernst Bergius, an estate owner in Vesilahti. Heikel had acquired
three coins from Segercrantz and one from Bergius, and they were given to the University
Collection. Already in 1868 two coins from the find had come to the University with the
collection of the Finnish Literature Society.
Major Segercranzt's portion of the find is likely to have included several dozens of coins,
for West European pennies of the eleventh century seldom weighed much more than one gram.
As these coins formed only a part of the hoard, it seems to have been a substantial one, as is
also indicated by the fact that it was found in a wooden container ('kagge').
Salmo' s dating of the find ('frtihestens um 1050') is based on coin of Count Albert III from
Namur. Nowadays the coin is attributed to Albert II (1018-64), but the type in question is
dated to c. 1050. 5 15 As the largest part of the find was dispersed, we cannot suggest any definite
date for its concealment.
Literature: Heikel 1882, 18-19; Lagus 1900, no. 40a; Salmo 1948, 18; Talvio 1978b, xxix.
514
5 15

Lagu s's attribution of one of the coins to Frederick I Barbarossa (1147- 90) is incorrect.
J. Persson I 997, 11.
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Fig. 19. English pennies from the Pätiälä hoard (find 127). The lowest is an Anglo-Scandina vian imitation.
Photo Coin Cabinet.

Tavastia
Asikkala
127. Pätiälä, 1934
CC 36033
At !east 314 coins, of which 137 acquired:
Islamic: 4
Byzantine: 1,969-76
German: 112, the latest c. 1020
Engli sh: 19, the latest c. 1003-9 (fig. 19)
Scandinavian : 1, after c. 1003
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1020
The find was made in a gravel pit in March 1934. It seems to have consisted of at least 3 14
coins, which were divided between several workmen. A local coin collector bought 311 of
them, and when the authorities were investigating the case, he handed over 283 coins which
according to him belonged to the find . This, however, was an attempt to cheat, for only 134 of
the coins were from the Yiking-Age and the rest were miscellaneous pieces from more modern
times. Legal prodeecings followed, but no more coins cou ld be obtained.
The dating of the find is based on imitations (Nachprägung en) of the Otto-Adelheid type.
Literature: Salmo 1948, 31-2; Granberg 1966, nos. 1571-4; P. Sarvas 1973 , no. 4; Talvio
1978b, xxvii.
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Hattula
128. Ellilä, 1950
NM 12766, 12780, 12855, 12879, 12995, 13006, 13113, 13930
An unknown amount of coins, of which 175 acquired
- Islamic: 15
- Byzantine: 3, c. 977-89
- Italian: 1, 1024-39
- Bohemian : 1, 1003-12/1033-4
- German : 66, the latest 1024-39
- English: 85, the latest c. 1024-30
- Irish: 3, after c. 997
- Scandinavian: 1, after c. 997
Other objects: heart-shaped pendant, round silver-sheet pendant
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown (see below)
Date of deposit: after 1024
The find was made by a farm worker, Unto Valtonen, while ploughing a field belonging to
Ellilä manor in October 1950. According to him, the coins were in 'a neat pile' which was c. 5
cm high and had the diameter of a drinking glass. This may mean that they had been in some
kind of a pouch, but the finder noticed no remains of it. He believed to have retrieved the
whole hoard.
The find was acquired by the National Museum in seven parcels in 1951 ; two more coins
came to the museum five years later. A number of the coins were illicitly bought by a coin
collector named 0. Väisänen then living in Hämeenlinna, and he is said to have still had some
of them (lslamic dirhams) in his possession shortly before hi s death in 1982 (pers. comm . from
Sirkka Mäki).
About half of the 175 coins which are known are Engli sh (85) and Irish (3) , which is
unusual in a find belonging to the 1030s. Its is also noteworthy that 84 of the English coins
belong to .-Ethelred II and only one to Cnut. Apparently most of the hoard had been put
together early in the eleventh century, and it had been replenished later.
Literature: Saima 1954, 14- 23; Granberg 1966, nos.1547-6 1; P. Sarvas 1973, nos. 9, 11, 16;
Bäcksbacka 1975, 14; Talvio 1978b, xxvii; Malmer 1989, no. 263 .649.

129. Luurila, 1906
NM 4889, 4995, 5130
126 coins:
- Islamic: 31
- Byzantine: 3, 945-9 and c. 977-89 (2 ex.)
- Bohemian: 2, 967-99 and 1034-55
- German : 71, the latest 1036-9
- English: 16, the latest c. 1024-30
- Irish: 1, after c. 997
- Scandinavian: 1, after c. 997
- Danish : 1, late 970s
Other objects: 3 round silver-sheet pendants, 10 fragments of necklace made of
braided wire (with an Islamic coin as a pendant), 29 fragments of silver sheet, small
drop-shaped silver-sheet pendant; plastically formed pendant in the form of a bird;
4 fragments of mounts , 21 whole and 6 fragmentary beads. The inventory catalogue
(NM 4889: 10) also mentions 7 fragments of silver sheet which cannot now be
located.
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Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1036
The first coins were found by the bailiff of the Luurila house, Richard Tammi, when he was
digging a ditch on a field by Lake Rengonjärvi, some 150 m southeast of the main building, in
June 1906. The rest of the hoard was unearthed in excavations conducted by Alfred Hackman
and Otto Alcenius in 1907- 8.
Literature: Nordman 1921, 13- 14; Vasmer 1927; Saima 1948, 28-9; Granberg 1966, nos.
1516-46; Talvio 1976; Talvio 1978b, xxvii-xxviii .

Hauho
130. Lehdesmäki, 1855
HU, acquired in 1863

Necklace with 16 coins as pendants
- Islamic : 11 (incl. 3 imitations), 901/2 - 972/3
- German: 1, c. 1075- (fig. 3:4)
- English: 3, c. 991-9, c . 1017-23 and 1029-35
- Swedish: 1, 1020s
Other objects: 2 ornamental pendants, also attached to the necklace
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1075
The necklace with 16 coins as pendants was found when tilling the field of the Lehdesmäki
farm in 1855, but it was not until 1863 that it was acquired by the University Collection
through the vicar of the parish, Adolf Siren. Geitlin published an account of the find already in
the same year, and it has aisa been discussed in several other publications mentioned below.
Literature: Geitlin 1863 ; Hackman and Hjelt 1894; Lagus 1900, no. 121; Nordman 1921, 1516; Saima 1948, 30; Granberg 1966, nos. 1471- 81; Bäcksbacka 1975, 15; Talvio 1978b,
xxviii; Talvio 1992c.

Hollola
131. Kapatuosia, 1962

CC 62075; NM 31027
336 coin fragments, of which the following have been identified
- Islamic: 13 (including 3 imitations)
- German: 76, the latest 1068-90
- English: 13, the latest c. 1038-40
- Scandinavian: 4 , the latest after c. 1017
- Danish: 4, the latest 1047-76
- unidentified, mostly German: 225
Other objects: 2 pieces of silver wire, piece of silver sheet
Weight: (the coins) 34 g
Container: none
Date of deposit: after 1068
The coin fragments (originally 335) and other objects were found in excavations conducted on
the Kapatuosia hillfort by Jouko Voionmaa, the then keeper of the Coin Cabinet. There are no
excavation reports, and the finds were kept in the Coin Cabinet without an inventory number
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until the mid-1970s. The results of the excavations were published in 1982 by J.-P. Taavitsainen, and the coins were listed by the present writer in an appendix to that article.
The more than 300 fragments were scattered over an area of several square metres on the top
of the hillfort. Having interviewed some of the participants in the excavations, Taavitsainen
concluded that the find place coincided with the supposed location of the fortress gate. As it is
difficult to see the find as an accumulation of casual losses, I have preferred to interpret it as a
hoard which may or may not originally have also included whole coins. There are no other
finds of similar type from Finland.
One further fragment (West European, unidentified; 31027:22) was found in excavations in 1998.516
Literature: Taavitsainen 1982; Talvio 1982b; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1985, 47-48; Arkeologia
Suomessa 1997- 1998, 129.

132. Mömmölä, 1962
NM 16284 (fig. 8)
159 (132+27) coins
German: 143, the latest c. 1050
Bohemian : 2, 1035-55 and c. 1050
Hungarian : 1, 1000-38
English: 9, the latest c. 1044-6
Danish : 2, 1035-42 and early 1040s?
unminted flans: 2
Other objects: 7 penannular brooches, 2 pieces of hacksilver
Weight: 316 g (coins 157 g, other objects 159 g)
Container: birchbark basket
Date of deposit: after c. 1050
The hoard was found by farmer Valde Nilanko when ploughing newly cleared land in May
1962. He immediately reported the find to the Archaeological Commission, and Jouko Voionmaa (see hoard no. 131) arrived to investigate the find place on the following day. Remains of
birchbark wrapping were found together with the coins and other objects.
Literature: Talvio 1978a; Talvio 1978b, xxviii; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1985, 40-50.

Hämeen koski
133. Alanko, 1996
NM 29474 (fig. 9)
Necklace with 13 coins as pendants
Islamic: 8, including 3 imitations, dating from 909/10 to 996-8
Byzantine: 2, 969-76 and c. 977-89
English: 3, from c. 997-1003 to c. 1009-16
also attached to the necklace: 4 very primitive bracteate imitations of Islamic
dirhams, 4 ornamental pendants
Other objects: penannular brooch
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1009
The necklace, which had been broken into pieces, was found by farmer Risto Salli in connection with the spring sowing of a place to which soi! had been transported from elsewhere on the
5 16 The coin, not seen by the present writer, and the other finds from the 1989 excavation are deposited
in Lahti Museum.
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same farm. After he had reported the find the place was investigated by archaeologi sts, who
found the brooch and further pieces of the necklace.
Literature : Purhonen and Talvio (forthcoming)

Hämeenlinna
134. Linnaniemi (Varikkoniemi), 1894
NM 3090
65 coins, 9 of them attached to a necklace
Sasanian: 2, 616 and 625
Islamic: 32 (incl. 2 imitations), the latest 997-9
German: 15, the latest 1088-1109
English: 14, the latest c. 1089-92
Scandinavian: 1, after c. 1023 ?
Danish: 1, 1047-76
Other objects: 6 ornamental pendants (4 in the neckl ace, 2 loose), 2 filigree pearl s,
penannular brooch
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1089
The find was made in ditch digging at the depth of 40 cm near the local sawmill , in an area
which in recent years has been identified as a site of a settlement preceding the later town of
Hämeenlinn a. The coins were sent to the Antiquarian Society by the manager of the sawmill,
K. F. Söderholm.
Literature: Lag us 1900, no. 512 ; Alcenius 1901, 6-7; Nordman 1921 , 14- 15 ; Salmo 1948, 2930; Granberg 1966, nos. 1482-15 15 ; Bäcksbacka 1975, 16- 17 ; Talvio 1978b, xxv iii ; Schulz
and Schulz 1993, 65- 6.

Janakkala
135. Paturi , 1832
HU, acquired in 1833
An unknown (smalli sh?) amount of coi ns, of whi ch two primitive imitations of
Byzantine miliaresia can be identifi ed (fig. 20: 1)
Other objects: see below
Weight: 82 lods or 1089 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: 11 th century
This was the first coin hoard which was properly reported to the authorities and delivered to the
Uni versity Collection during the period of Autonomy whi ch began in 1809 . It seems, however,
to have consisted mostly of non-monetary silver, and on ly two coins can now be assigned toit.
Bäcksbacka has published the official correspondence concerning the find , and it contains the
following account:
'When [Gustaf Wilhelmsso n Paturi] and the farm-hands of hi s mother, farmer' s widow Lena
Paturi , Henric Gustafsson and Henric Carlsson, one day last October were digging close to an
old stable at the Paturi farm , they found near the earth's surface a piece of metal in the form of
a horseshoe and soon thereafter, at the depth of nearly an eli [60 cm] and on an area of simi lar
width, the other objects and coins, the last-mentioned lying on each other, as if forming a ro ll ,
but when the objects were taken up, they broke into smal l pieces, although originall y everything appears to have been whole ... ' (Original in Swedish)
In the Un ivers ity Collection the find was later mixed up with the Tuomola (no. 121) and
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Fig. 20. A bracteate imitation of a miliaresion of Basil II from the Paturi hoard (find 135) and a similar
imitation from the collection of C. G. Tamelander, published by C. J. Thomsen in 1855/1857.

Aatservainen (see Appendix) hoards, which also contained non-monetary silver. Bäcksbacka's
attempt to identify the objects belonging to each of the finds has already been mentioned
(p. 59). It seems probable that the number of coins in the Paturi find was relatively small; it is
not possible, as Bäcksbacka thought, that the coins acquired by the University Collection could
have weighed half a kilo. The mention of the coins having been found as a 'roll' also seems to
indicate that there were no more than a couple of dozens of them at the most.
The then governor of Tavastia, J. F. Stichaeus, was a coin collector, and he is known to have
owned an lslamic dirham (reportedly from 777) found in Janakkala. 517 lt may have belonged to
the same find . However, it seems clear that the hoard was buried during the eleventh century.
Literature : Lagus 1900, nos. 53-4; Bäcksbacka 1975, 27-69; Talvio 1981 ; Talvio 1995a.

Nastola
136. Immilä, 1865

HU 65

56 (55+ 1) coins:
German: 20?, the latest 1024-7
English : 24, the latest c. 1024-30
Scandinavian: 10, the latest after c. 1024
Danish: 1, after c. 1015
- Swedish: 1, after c. 997
Other objects: none?
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown (see below)
Date of deposit: after 1024
The 56 coins were given to the University Collection in 1865 by V. L. af Forselles, a local land
owner. According to him they had been found on the site of an old building, and they had been
neatly piled together (täti vid varandra radade), which probably means that they had been in
some kind of a wrapping.
Salmo ( 1948), like Nordman, gives the number of the German coins as 17, but there are 18
of them in his catalogue. Four coins accidentally listed under Nousiainen are missing from
these, but on the other hand he assigns to Nastola one coin which belongs to Nousiainen
(1895). The total , 21, apparently still includes one coin from some other find .
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 163 ; Nordman 1921, 16; Salmo 1933, 25; Salmo 1948, 30-1;
Talvio 1975, 12; Talvio 1978b, xxix ; Malmer 1989, 117.
517
The envelope of the coin, in scri bed in Stichaeus' s hand , is in the topographical arcives of the Coin
Cabinet.
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Pälkäne
137. Vicarage, 1786
Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm, acquired in 1787
At !east c. 180 coins, including
Islamic: 7 (all fragments, not identified)
German: c. 130, the latest 1009-14?
English: 27, the latest c. 1017-23
lrish: 1, c. 1000
Anglo-Scandinavian imitations: 13
Other objects: necklet of 'Permian' type, fragments of silver sheet
Weight: 48 lods (637 g), incl. the necklet weighing 14½ lods (193 g)
Container: not identified (see below)
Date of deposit: after c. 1017
The Pälkäne find, like the Raisio find of l 752 (no . 120), is documented better than most of the
hoards found before the nineteenth century. Although the coins themselves have long ago been
mixed with other simi lar coins in the Swedish Royal Coin Cabinet, we have a contemporary
account of the find , and the coins were listed by Jacob von Engeström, who was probably the
best authority on Viking-Age coins in eighteenth-century Sweden.
The coins are reported to have been found at the depth of 3/4 ells (45 cm) on the site of an
old building (efter fordne Biskops Stugans flyttning) . According to a manuscript note in the
parish registers (transcript in CC) it consisted of ' round and square-shaped coins as well as
other ornaments of antiquity '. The information acquired by von Engeström was more detailed ;
he knew, for instance, that no remains of a container could be observed ('intet teko fans tili
något käril hwaruti de kunnat wara förwarade') . During the royal visit of 1787 the vicar of the
parish, G. Idman , took the opportunity of delivering the hoard personally to King Gustavus III.
In Stockholm the silver was found to be badly corroded, and 9 lods (120 g), presumably
including worn-out coins and hacksilver, was returned to the finder through the university in
Turku.
As in the case of the Raisio hoard, there was an aftermath: a committee was founded to
prepare a publication of the Oriental coin finds of Sweden-Finl and. Its activity, however, soon
tapered off (Schiick 1943).
At the very time when the find was made, von Engeström was writing his above-mentioned
' Numismatic notes' (Anteckningar i Numismatiken , now in the Royal Library in Stockholm,
see hoard no. 120). lt is no wonder, then, that the Pälkäne hoard, too, is described in them.
Unfortunately the many references to his earlier li sting of the 1783 Värpinge hoard from
Scania make the description difficult to interpret, but as will be seen below, Kenneth Jonsson 's
reconstruction of this lost hoard (Jansson 1987) has solved so me of the problems.
Of the coins listed by von Engeström, the pennies of Anglo-Saxon type are the eas ies t to
identify, owing to the regul arity and legibility of their inscriptions. There were at )east 41 such
coins in the list (published by Salmo), one ofthem Iri sh (G 1) and the rest English (A 1-4, B 13, C l-6 & 9, D 1- 8, E 2- 5, F 1) or Anglo-Scandinavian (C 7- 8 & 10, E 1, G 2- 10). Among
the latter, one (G5) is desc ribed as being struck on a square flan . The German coins are divided
into 20 types, and their number seems to have been about 130. The Jslamic fragments are not
mentioned by von Engeström, but they figure in another listing mentioned by Schiick ( 1943).
This listing, which also includes 65 Anglo-Saxon and 25 (!) Iri sh but only 14 German coins,
can hardly be considered reliable.
If we substract the weight of the necklet and the 9 lods returned to the finder from the
original weight of 48 lods ( 1½ skålpunds), which is mentioned in ali the sources, 24½ lods or
325 g remain . Thi s is a relatively high weight for c. 180 Wes t-European coins of the period,
and we may suppose that it either included hacksilver, orvon Engeström had omitted a number
of 'difficult' coins.
In the 1804 inventory catalogue of the Royal Coin Cabinet the number of coins belonging to
the find is given as 120. G. E . Klemming's 1859 listing of the German coins (pub li shed by
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Salmo), on the other hand, contains 71 coins (divided into 35 types) but ends with the statement '64 stycken 1859' . If the figure 64 stands for coins not included in the list (notably the
Otto-Adelheid pennies), the sum of 71 + 64 might mean the total number of the German coins.
Unfortunately, however, the coins in question probably included material from other finds, as
can be read from Bengt Thordeman's letter to Salmo, dated 7 May 1941 (CC). This information did not prevent Salmo from dating the find to 'etwa 1060', despite the fact that there is
nothing in von Engeström's original list to justify a dating later than c. 1020. The explanation
is that Salmo believed thai he could identify a group of 11 Frisian pennies of Bishop Wilhelm
de Ponte (1054-76) in Klemming' s list (nos. 15- 19) with nos. H 12 and 12½ in von Engeström's
description, simply because the latter also happened to be 11 in number. Von Engeström,
however, refers here to 'H 33 ' in the Värpinge find, and as we now know that this hoard
probably belonged to the years around 1000, Salmo's identification cannot possibly hold good.
According to Jonsson, the coins of group 'H' in Värpinge were in fact from Goslar, Magdeburg
and Mainz.
As it is clear that we cannot rely on Klemming's list, we must base the dating of the find
primarily on von Engeström ' s description. The latest of the English coins is a 'Quatrefoil' (c.
1017-23) penny of Cnut. Ali the identified German coins seem to be earlier than this. The
largest single group among them (H 2, 'af desse fans största myckenhet tili emellan 70 a 80 stn
de fläste inscriptionerne utnötte ei. knapt inpräglade') seems to have been formed of OttoAdelheid pennies.
Literature: Hallenberg 1804, 12; Schlick 1943, 289-92, 376-95; Salmo 1948, 18-27; Talvio
1978b, xiv-xvi; Talvio 1986, 203--4; Jonsson 1986, 123-5.

Sysmä 5 18
138. Voipala, 1949
NM 12400 (fig. 10)
7 coins, ali worn as ornaments
Islamic: 4, 2 genuine, 884/5 and 899, and 2 imitations
- German: 1, 985-95
- English: 2, c. 997-1003 and c. 1009-16
Other objects: crucifix, small round brooch, 16 round pendants, 2 rings, 2 filigree
pearls
Weight: coins c. 17 g, other objects 160 g5 19
Container: unknown (see below)
Date of deposit: after 1009
The hoard was found by the owner of the Lipanmäki farm , Onni Jortikka, on the site of 'a
modest pile of stones gathered around a large central stone'. After demolishing the pile, he
struck his hoe into the ground, and it uncovered the ornaments and coins, which were ali in one
heap. No remains of a wrapping could be observed.
One of the Islamic imitations is a primitive bracteate. It is not included in Granberg ' s
catalogue (l 966). There is reason to suppose that the non-numismatic objects are later than the
coins (see p. 64 ).
Literature: Salmo 1953 ; Granberg 1966, nos. 1568- 70; Bäcksbacka 1975; Talvio 1978b, xxxii .

139. Väärämaa, 1870
HU 166

At !east 98 (95+ 3) coins

Islamic: 6 (incl. 1 imitation), 1 from 797-806/7, the rest from 896/7- 917 /18

518

519

See also p. 82.
Salmo (1953 , 14) erroneously gives the total weight as 125 g (instead of 177 g).
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- German: 76, the latest 1006-29
- English: 15, the latest c. 997-1003
Other objects: large fragment of a penannular brooch, arm ring, a length of rod
Weight: coins 9 7/8 lods (131.1 g), other objects 6 lods (79.7 g) (total 210.8 g)
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1006
Lagus's account of the hoard is partly based on a letter from Pastor E. J. Blom in November
1870 (in CC). Here are Blom ' s own words: 'I have a ten ant farm named Joutsa by an inlet of
Lake Ylim[m]äinen . The farmer, Henrik Johansson , who made the find while ploughing burnbeaten land on a nerby islet, is to blame for the matter not being directly reported to me.
Believing in his simplicity that the find would be the property of the master, he hurried at once
to Heinola, where he sold it to somebody, I don ' t know whom .' (Original in Swedi sh)
The find had been made in October 1870, and already at the end of the sa me month it was
offered to the University Collection through A. Domander, a pharmacist, for 36.10 mk. Because the find had not been reported to the authorities, Heinola administrative court took th e
matter under consideration, but this only resulted in the price being raised to 46 .86 mk, which
was the redemption value presc ribed by law (i.e. the bullion value supplemented by an eighth).
Lagus attributed one of the English coins to Cnut. It would have been several years later
than the other coins in the hoard . Alcenius's manusc ript notes show, however, that the coin in
question is a German imitation of an Anglo-Saxon type, struck in Stade (Salmo 1948, no.
59:3). As it is based on the ' Crux ' pennies (c. 991 - 97) of /Ethelred II, it does not affect the
dating of the find.
Only 97 out of the 98 coins have been published. The missing one is an unidentified, wornout German (?) coin.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 192; Alcenius 1901 , 4 ; Nordm an 1921 , 16- 17 ; Salmo 1948, 32;
Granberg 1966, nos. 1562- 7; Bäcksbacka 1975, 19 ; Talvio 1978b, xxxii.

Sääksmäki see Valkeakoski
Valkeakoski
140. Selkäsaari (formerly in Sääksmäki parish), 1929-30?
CC 29026, 32014, 39027, 44001 ; Turku Provincial Museum 14380
600? coins of which 42 are known:
German: 32, the latest 1024-39
- Bohemian: 1, 1034-55
- English: 9, the latest c. 1038-40
Other objects: small ring of silver wire, perhaps a suspension Joop (lost)
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after c. 1038
In 1929 six German Yiking-Age coins found in Sääksmäki were given to the Coin Cabinet
(29026) by A. Grönlund, a distri ct registrar in Hämeenlinna. The result of the ensuing investigation is mentioned briefly in the Archaeological Commission's annual report for 1932 (pubi.
in Analecta). The hoard, which was believed to have consisted of no less than 600 coins, had
been sold by an unknown finder to the goldsmith Hja lmar Salo in Hämeenlinna. When questioned in December 193 1 he said thai an ' unknown peasant woman ' had two or three years
earlier visited his shop, and his wife had bought from her a parcel of silver coins ' wrapped in
paper, with lumps of earth among them ' . The goldsmith had g iven three or four coins to a local
teacher and a similar number to Hämeenlinna Museum, and a few specimens had been given to
K. F . Björkbom, a merch ant, and so me friends. He had himself retained two coins.
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The Archeaological Commission blamed Salo for doing away with the find , but it was not
found worth while to bring the matter to court. The two coins kept by him were confiscated,
and five further coins were acquired from K. F. Björkbom. The coins in Hämeenlinna Museum,
eleven in ali, were also sent to the National Museum, raising the total to 24.
More information was acquired when A. G. Sjögren in 1949 gave five German coins to
Turku Museum. The coins were said to have been found on an island near Hämeenlinna by K.
L. Björkbom, the son of the above-mentioned K. F. Björkbom. One further German coin was
given by K. L. Björkbom to a private collector. 52° Considering how seldom Viking-Age hoards
are found in Finland it is very difficult to believe that these coins did not come from the same
hoard as those which had been given to K. F. Björkbom. The find place (an island) was now
mentioned for the first time.
In 1939 ten coins were acquired by Hämeenlinna Museum from a find made at Sääksmäki.
They were given by Aaro Heinonen, whose wife had found them on the Selkäsaari lslands.
Originally there had been perhaps fifteen coins, some of which had a hole on the rim, and there
had also been a ring made of silver wire, approximately one centimetre in diameter. When the
coins given to Hämeenlinna Museum subsequently were requisitioned by the National Museum, six of them were somehow lost on the way, reportedly owing to war-time conditions.
Two further coins were acquired by the National Museum through Hämeenlinna Museum in
1942. These were given by Olli Wirzenius, a secondary school student, whose late father had
got them from a goldsmith. It was said that they had been found in Sääksmäki.
As soon as the Selkäsaari lslands had been mentioned as the find place by Aaro Heinonen,
the islands were visited by the archaeologist Esko Sarasmo, accompanied by Heinonen. (Presumably, then, he had been present when his wife found the coins.) The following is a quotation from Sarasmo's report to the Archaeological Commission in September 1939:
'The Selkäsaari lslands are situated in the middle of Vanajanselkä [the open part of Lake
Vanajavesi] ... There are two of them, narrow west-east moraine ridges eaten by the water and
connected, during low water, by a neck of land .. . The silver coins were found by Mrs Lempi
Heinonen while picnicking on western Selkäsaari in the summer of 1930.'
'The size of the western island is c. 200 x 50 m, and at the time of my visit it was
surrounded by low rocky ground. The middle part of the island is formed of a rocky ridge,
nearly 10 m high and 20 m broad, with 45° slopes which easily give in . The find was made on
the southern slope of the island. On the southern edge of the ridge, 30 m from the eastem end,
there is a 2 x 2 m block of stone. On the slope, 2½ m to southeast from the block and 1½ m
from the upper edge, there was a flat rock, 50 cm in diameter, and the coins were at the foot
and below of this rock ... '
'When found they had been scattered on a fan-shaped area which extended one metre
downwards from the rock, and the finders believed at first that they were pieces of plate.'
'As I arrived on the find spot in the company of Mr Heinonen, he said that the slope had
given in since his last visit. When the coins were found there had been a footpath on the slope
below the rock, but now nothing remained of it ... ' (Original in Finnish)
Sarasmo investigated the find spot and its surroundings, without finding 'anything special'.
The results were negative also in October 1977 when the present writer visited the site together
with Intendent Pekka Sarvas, the late Professor Michael Dolley, and an engineer officer equipped
with a metal detector.
At the end of Sarasmo's report another hand has added a notice of a coin acquired by the
Coin Cabinet in 1948 from Tampere, but it is not mentioned in the catalogues. 521 1n 1944,
however, the Coin Cabinet was given eight coins by J. V. Kannas, a mechanic. He is mentioned
520
This was a penny of Wlirzburg with the name of St Kilian. According to Jouko Voionmaa's
notebook in the Coin Cabinet, Dr He ikki Teräsvuori, a well-known collector, showed the coin to him in
January 1948. He had got it from Björkbom in March 1941. lt was said to have been found some 12- 14
years earlier on a small island in Vanajavesi (Teräsvuori thought thi s was Pyterinsaari). Accrding to the
same notebook, Teräsvuori gave the coin to the Coin Cabinet in December 1948. The acquisition was not,
however, catalogued and the coin cannot be located.
521
See previous note .
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as the second finder of the coins from Selkäsaari, although he is not named at ali in Heinonen ' s
account.
The striking feature in the coins acquired from Heinonen is that they are ali very beautiful
specimens, which shows that they must have been picked out from a larger parcel of coins. The
coins given by Kannas are ali worn-out.
In his 1948 publication of the German coins found in Finland, Salmo believed that there had
been two hoards found in Sääksmäki, one from Selkäsaari and the other from somewhere else.
He did not, however, know the coins in the Turku Museum which apparently derived from the
'other' find but which also were said to come from an island. 1n sum it seems very probable
that there was only one hoard, which may have been found on more than one occasion in 1929
and/or 1930.
Literature: Analecta archteologica IX, 97; Salmo 1948, 27- 28; Talvio 1978b, xxxii .

Savo

Mikkeli rural commune
141. Orijärvi (Kihlinpelto), 1998-2000
NM 31608; CC 98062
136 (121+ 15) coins
Islamic : 1, 997/8 ?522

German: 107, the latest 1014-24
English : 26, the latest c. 1009-16
Anglo-Scandinavian: 2, after c. 997
Other objects: see below
Weight: coins 173.69 g, hacksilver 3.30 g.
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1014

!n October 1998, a local school teacher, Jukka Salminen, led his class to a field near Lake
Orijärvi to look for archaeological surface finds . This resulted in the finding of an Ottonian
penny from Cologne by one of the pupils, Elmeri Backman. It was registered as a single find
(CC 98062) . The next summer the find place was investigated by a team of archaeologists led
by Esa Mikkola, and the hoard, which apparently had been scattered around in ploughing, was
found. There was also a piece of hacksilver, which may have belonged to the hoard, and
various bronze and other objects which indicate that the place was a dwelling site. When the
excavations were continued in 2000, twenty-one further coins were found.
Interestingly, there is a story that a local resident, now deceased, had some years earlier had
a dream about a treasure being found in this field (E. Mikkola, pers. comm.). Perhaps the
dream had been inspired by coins found in ploughing?
Literature: Mikkola and Talvio 2000.

522
G. Rispling identified the coin frorn a photograph as an 'Uqaylid frorn Barqa' id and it was dated by
Lutz Ilisch in TUbingen. The dating (AH 387) is based on die-identical specirnens in the British Museurn
and in other collections (see Lowick and Cribb 1979, no. 232, figs. 12:26- 7). According to Tlisch (pers.
cornrn.) and the 1979 publication, Ibrahim ibn al-Rajiri , who issued the coin, should be styled Arnir of
Barqa' id rather Ihanan 'Uqaylid.
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Mäntyharju
142. Ritaniemi, 1829
An unknown number of coins, all lost
Other objects: beads
Weight: unknown
Container: a cauldron
Date of deposit: possibly 11 th century
The only account of the hoard is included among H. A. Reinholm's collection of manuscript
notes (voi. I, p. 30). 523 Reinholm had got the information from a fellow-clergyman , A. E.
Berner, in 1861:
'In [Nurmajärvi lake] is Ritaniemi point, which for a short time offers nourishment for
wandering cattle. Somewhere on that spit a shepherd found in 1829 "a cauldron's handle made
of two twisted copper rods" . He continued digging, and finally found the cauldron, which
contained " many small silver coins and glass beads" . The then assistant vicar, D. K. Stenius,
was told of the find , but he did nothing to save it. The beads were given to children to play
with, and those of them who were still alive as adults in 186lsaid that by and by they had ali
been broken or lost. The coins, too, had by then been lost. They had been small , thin and round,
mostly furnished with a soldered copper loop to be hung and worn. When the place was
grubbed in 1829, coal, ashes and human bones had also been found , and it was thought that the
point should still be investigated.' (Original in Swedish)
The fact that the coins were small and thin and had copper loops gives reason to suppose
that the find belonged to the eleventh century. The loops were at that time normally riveted and
not soldered, but such a detail can easily be misremembered. Soldered loops are mainly found
on later coins which usually are bigger and less thin.
Late lron-Age cauldrons in Finnish finds normally have simple handles, and it has been
suggested by Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander that the twisted handle mentioned above could
in fact have been a head ring made of bronze. 524 This can no longer be verified, but it seems
clear that the find was not a typical coin hoard.
Literature: Suomen Museo 1894, 10-11 (a summary of Reinholm's account); Lagus 1900, no.
48a; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1988, 181.

Savitaipale
143. Säänjärvi , 1911
NM 6010
4 coins, ali Islamic, dated 948/9, 968/9, 969/70 and 976/7
Other objects: 4 armlets, round pendant
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 976
Adam Hujanen, son of the farm owner, found the coins and other objects when digging a ditch
in a meadow called Luhapohja. The find place, situated on the shore of Lake Säänjärvi, was on
marshy land, probably on former lake bottom.
The hoard may have been deposited after rather than before 1000 (see p. 64) .
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1583-6; Lehtosalo-Hilander 1988, 18 l.

523
Reinholm' s manuscripts are kept in the archives of the Finnish Antiquarian Society. There are copies
of his notes on coin finds in the Topographic Archives of the Coin Cabinet.
524
There is such a ring from a find from Lempäälä; see Kivikoski 1973, no. 733.
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Ostrobothnia
Kuusamo
144. Pyhälahti, 1896
NM 3307, Häme Museum 47:203
At !east 413 coins, not including many small fragments
Islamic: 2525
German: 401 , the latest 1065-90
English: 3, the latest c. 1024-30
Scandinavian: 2, early 11 th c.
Danish: 5, the latest c. 1065-74
Other objects: none?
Weight: 288 g
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1065
The find was made by Herman Nikko, the son of a cottager, while cutting hay in a meadow
which had been cleared on the shore of Lake Kuusamonjärvi, at the head of Pyhälahti bay. The
coins were said to have been in a 'moss-grown tussock'. The local police chief, who sent the
hoard to Helsinki through the official channels, gives the number of the coins as 320; a
printer's error has in Lagus 's account changed this figure into 720. Nordman has the figure as
'about 330', but he also mentions that there were 'numerous broken pieces' . Salmo was able to
identify 406 whole coins and fragments, and there were also 'viele unbestimte Splitter'. To this
figure must be added four German coins which were misattributed in Salmo's catalogue, two
Scandinavian coins not mentioned by him, and the German coin in Häme Museum.
The latest German coin in Salmo' s catalogue is a Frisian penny from 1054-76, but there is
also a coin from Bouillon which bears the name of Duke Gottfried II of Lower Lotharingia.
Salmo does not seem to have known his exact regnal years, 1065-69. There is also a Danish
penny of Sven Estridsen with a runic inscription. The introduction of runic coins in Denmark
has been dated to c. 1065.526
According to Salmo the Kuusamo coins are 'durchweg abgegriffen und haben in dem
moorigen Boden eine von den Mi.inzen anderer finnischer Funde abweichende Farbe angenommen '. It is true that the coins in this find have a characteristic metallic lustre, but they seem to
be corroded rather than worn-out. 527 This also explains the brittleness of the numerous small
fragments.
The coin in Häme Museum in Tampere is a Cologne penny probably from 1036 (cf. Salmo
35:489). This coin, which has not featured in earlier publications, was bought in 1905 by
Samuli Paulaharju from a teacher named A. Kuronen at Saarijärvi, and it was said to have been
found in Kuusamo 'c. 1895 '.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 523; Alcenius 1901 , 15 ; Nordman 1921 , 18; Salmo 1934, nos. 18,
19, 37, 48 , 60; Salmo 1948, 36-7; Talvio 1978b, xxix; P. Sarvas 1986, 227-38; A. Sarvas
1986, 138-9.

525 The two Sämanid fragments were located in the collection too late to be included in Granberg ' s 1966
catalogue. One of them , dated 36[-] , was truck between 970 and 980, and the other, dated [--]8, has been
assigned by Granberg to ei ther AH 348 (959/60) or 358 (969/70).
526 Moltke 1950, 3.
527 This is illustrated by a letter from P. llisch (MU nster) to the present writer, asking to check the
weights of the Frisian coins in the Kuusamo find because in Salmo's catalogue their weights seemed to be
unusually low. However, the weights were correct.
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Vähäkyrö
145. Housulanm äki, 1931 or 1932, 1949
NM 12403, 12547, 15499

An unknown amount of coins, of which 21 ( 1O+ 11) have been published, 1 Sasanian
(570-98) and 20 Islamic , the latest now dated to 837/8
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 837
According to C. F. Meinander' s article, the find was originally made in 1931 or 1932 when
Kalle Nyppeli, a tinsmith, was tidying up his plot on Housulanmäki hill. The coins were in a
cleft of the rock, and according to one witness there were 'a couple of shovelfuls ' of them.
Nyppeli , however, seems to have thought that they were some sort of scrap metal or possibly
lead-seals with Russian (!) script, and no attention was paid to them until a later occupant of
the plot, Juho Haanpää, in 1950 gave seven coins to the National Museum (12403). He also
mentioned that one coin had been found in 1949 (and later lost) by Lauri Parkkari. Meinander' s
account is somewhat different and does not mention Haanpää. Twelve further coins were found
in excavations conducted by Meinanderi n 1950 (12547). Two coins, which had been kept by
Haanpää, were acquired by the museum in 1962 ( 15499).
In her preliminary publication of the find in 1952 Granberg listed 18 coins but there are 20
of them in the 1966 catalogue. In both cases, one fragment has been left out, but not the same
one: no. 1619 in Granberg 1966 was missing in 1952, and no. 13 in Granberg 1952 in 1966.
Literature: Meinander 1952; Granberg 1952; Granberg 1966, nos. 1604-23.

Unknow nfind locatio n
145a. Finland, 1754?
At !east some 20 coins, including German, English and Islamic, ali lost
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1017
As was mentioned above in connection of the Raisio hoard of 1752 (no. 120), Professor C. F.
Mennander was in 1754 visited in Turku by the historians Jakob Langebek and N. R. Broocman . In their published diaries we find information about 'a heap of German and English
pennies from the tenth and eleventh centuries which not long ago were found in Ostrobothnia
or Tavastia, about 20 pieces. Large Colonia Ottonis [Ottonian pennies from Cologne] and
Canuti Etelredi etc. were among them, as well as a few Oriental coins, for the most part well
preserved' (original in Swedish). Langebek states definitely that they came from Ostrobothnia,
but as he seems to have copied most of his diary from Broocman's notes, the information may
not be entirely reli able. It must also be noted that there are no eleventh-century coins from
Ostrobothni a, with the exception of the Kuusamo hoard from the northernmost part of the
province. A smallish hoard from the first decades of the century, including a few lslamic
dirhams, would on the other hand be quite typical of Tavastia. There is, however, also the
possibility that the coins might have come from the above-mentioned Raisio find, which had
been found near Turku two years before. Their fate is unknown.
Literature: Leinberg 1888, 52; Clausen 1892, 64; Talvio 1978b, xvi-xvii .
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To be excluded from the find list
'Finland 1834 ?'
An alleged find mentioned by Lag us ( 1900)
Acco rdin g to Lagus, certain manuscript catalogues in the University Collection may be based
o n a hoard found in Finland some time around 1834 . It is, however, quite certain that the coi ns
described in these catalogues (w hi c h seem to have bee n compiled by a Ru ssian e ngineer
officer, the later Ge nera l B. von Schweder) did not belong to a single hoard. Most of them
came from Tuomola (no . 12 1 above) and Aatservainen (see Appendix).
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 58a ; Talvio 1995 .
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Catalogue of grave finds
Coins in graves are often badly preserved, and sometimes they are fragmentary even
when presumably buried as whole. Fragments that can be fitted together are not
counted separately - a whole coin broken into pieces is still one coin, not a number of
fragments . Often, however, the interpretation is problematic, and the division into
whole coins and fragments may not always be as accurate as could be wished.
When a coin is an imitation, the dates in brackets refer to the original type. The
letters F and M are used to indicate the sex of the deceased, if it can be determined.

Åland

Finström
201. Svartsmara , 1935
ÅM45
Two coins (0+2) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 904/5, fragment (45 :1 )
Sämänid, 920/1, fragment (45 :2)

Literature: Fagerlund 1937, no. 59; Granberg 1966, nos. 1329-30.

Jomala
202. Karrböle, 1967
ÅM405
One coin (0+ 1) from an inhumation burial (M)
Mound 6
- Sämänid imitation (910/11), fragment (405 :19)
Literature: M. Dreijer 1970a, 9.

Sund
203.Långä ngsbacken , 1962-67
ÅM 386
Two coins ( 1+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
Mound 78
- Sämänid imitation (896-902), fragment (386:143)
Mound 81
- Sämänid, 898/9, pierced (367: 188)
Literature: Kivikoski 1980, 33 ; P. Sarvas 1972, 120- 1.

204. Virasteby , Östergårds , 1968
ÅM416
One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
Mound 28
- 'Abbäsid, 866/7? (416:56)
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Finland Proper

Halikko
205. Rikala, 1950-3

NM 12549, 12690, 12841 , 13298
Seven (7+0) coins from an inhumation cemetery
Grave 2/1950 (M), from the infill
- Sämänid, 951/2 , pierced, with trace of loop (12549:8)
Grave E (M)
- Hamdänid, 942/3 , pierced (12690:134 )
- English, c. 997-1003, remains of Joop (12690:133 )
Grave V (M)
- Anglo-Sca ndinavian imitation (c. 997-1003) , with broken rim (12690:309 )
Grave V, top layer
- Swedish, Svealand, 1167-96 (12690:294 )
Grave Ea (F)
- English, 1158-80, pierced (12841:7)
Grave 1/1953 (F)
- Sämänid, 943/4, pierced (13298:8)
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1405 (only 13298:8); P. Sarvas 1969, 81-2; P. Sarvas 1972, 667; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv .

Kaarina see Turku
Kalanti
206. Kalmumäk i , 1923-32

NM 8242, 8339, 8780, 8912, 9365 , 9502
Nine (5+4) coins from a cremation cemetery
- 'Abbäsid imitation (768/9), fragment (9502:94)
- Sämänid, 906/7, pierced (9365 : 110)
- Sämänid, 911/2, with Joop (8912:447)
- Sämänid, 928/9, pierced (8242:228)
- Sämänid, 929/30, fragment (8780: 165)
- Sämänid, 929/30?, fragment (8780: 143)
- Sämänid imitation (913-32) , fragment (8912:334)
528
(8339:52)
- German , Magdeburg , c. 1024-46
- English, c. 1080-3 , with remains of loop (8242:95)
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1392- 8; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv .

528
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Not in Salmo 1948. Type Dbg 648; for the dating see Kluge 1991 , 266, no. 428.

207. Pietilä, 1896
NM 3336
One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 907/8, fragment (3336:168)

Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1391.

208. Varhela, 1930
NM 9245
One coin (0+ l) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 907-13, fragment (9245:10)

Laitila
209. Heinikkala, 1961
NM 15140
One coin ( 1+0) from a destroyed inhumation burial
-

German, Worms, 973-1002, whole coin broken into two (15140: 11)

Literature: Itkonen 1964; P. Sarvas 1972, 93.

210. Kansakoulunmäki, 1886
NM 2496
Two coins (0+2) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 906/7, fragment (2496:136)
Sämänid, unidentified fragment (2496: 182)

Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1376-7.

211. Soukainen, Hällynen, 1988
NM 24282
One coin (1 +0) from a cremation (?) cemetery
-

Sämänid, 906/7 (24282:3)

212. Vainionmäki , 1988-92
NM 24834, 25636, 27161
Four coins (0+4) from a cremation cemetery
-

Umayyad, c. 705-15, fragment (24834:64; fig . 13 :1)
Umayyad, c. 737-9, fragment (27161 :492; fig. 13 :2)
'Abbäsid, 758-65, fragment (25636:70; fig . 13:3)
'Abbäsid, 803-4, fragment (27161:499; fig. 13:4)

The later 'Abbäsid, coin was found with a metal detector outside the excavated area in a part
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of the cemetery which was destroyed in 1985. I am grateful to Gert Rispling for his help in
identifying the coins . The first coin was also seen and commented on by Beatrice Granberg.
Literature: Talvio 1996a. 529

Lieto
213. Haimionmäki, 1953, 1955, 1956
NM 13204, 13705, 13932
Three coins (3+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 896/7, pierced ( 13204:46)
Islamic, unidentified, worn as an ornament (13932: 164)
English, c. 997-1003 , pierced, broken rim ( 13705: 123)

Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1400; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv.

214. Hulkkunanmäki, 1933
NM 9695
One coin (l +0) from an inhumation burial (M)
-

Germany, unidentified, broken into two, with a rivet (9695:5)

Literature: Kivikoski 1934b; Kivikoski 1939, 22-3; P. Sarvas 1972, 94.

215. Merola, 1930
NM 9222
One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid?, fragment (9222:39)

Literature: Kivikoski 1939, 24- 5; Granberg 1966, no. 1399.

216. Vanhalinn a, Aittamäki 1993
TYA 597
One coin (] +0) from a cremation cemetery
Sämänid imitation of Volga-Bulgarian origin , c. 920-9, bent double, pierced
(597:651)
The coin was identified and dated by Gert Risplin g.
Literature: Arkeologia Suomessa 1993-1994, 72.

Masku
217. Humikkala, 1925
NM 8656
Ten coins (10+0) from an inhumation cemetery

529
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ln this publication so me of the illu stration s have changed places .

Grave 1 (F)
- Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025), with loop (8656: 1:2)
Grave 7 (M)
- Marwänid , 991-7, with remain s of loop (8656:7 :5)
Grave 9 (F)
- Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025), pierced (8656:9:3)
Grave 11 (F)
- Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025), with Joop (8656: 11 :4a)
Grave 14 (F)
- Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025), with Joop (8656: 14:5)
Grave 21 (M)
- Sämänid, 920/1 , pierced (8656:21 :3)
Grave 31 (F)
- ' Uqaylid (imitation?), 997-999, with silver mounting and Joop (8656:31 :4; fig.
1:6)
Grave 41 (F)
- Hamdänid, 942/3, pierced (8656:41:3)
Grave 47 (M)
- Byzantine, c. 977-89, with loop. (8656:47:3)
Stray find
- Anglo-Scandinavian imitation (c. 997- 1003), with remains of loop (8656:6)
Literature: Pälsi 1928 [gives no information about the coins]; Granberg 1966, nos. 1387- 90; P.
Sarvas 1972, 103- 111 ; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv.

Mietoinen
218. Valaskallio, 1909
NM 5391
Two coins (0+2) from an inhumation burial (M) or possibly an offering
- Arab-Sasanian , 650- 703, fragment (NM 5391:4)
- 'Abbäsid, 803/4?, fragment (NM 5391 :4)
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1385-6; P. Sarvas 1972, 1 12.

Mynämäki
219. Tursunperä, 1907
NM 4968, 5021
Two coins (2+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

'A bbäsid 804/5 (5021 :4)
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-

'Abbäsid 807/8 (4968:4)

Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1383-4.

220. Franttilannummi, 1930, 1933
NM 9211, 9750
Four coins (4+0) from an inhumation cemetery
Grave I (F)
- English, c. 991-7, pierced (9750:2a)
- English, c. 1018-24, pierced (9750:2b)
- English, c. 1024-30, with remains of Joop (9750:2c)
Stray find
- German, Magdeburg, c. 1024-46,530 with Joop (9211: 1)
Literature: Salmo 1948, no. 64:26, P. Sarvas 1972, 113; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv 531

•

Nousiainen
221. Moisio, 1934, 1935
NM 9832, 10146
Four coins (4+0) from a cemetery containing inhumation and cremation burials
Grave 6 (F)
- Sämänid imitation (909/10), pierced, with silver mounting (10146:116)
Grave 7 (F)
- Swedish, Svealand, 1167-96 (10146:163)
From cremation burials
- Swedish, Svealand, 1167-96, damaged (9832:202)
- Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140-1210/20, damaged (9832:206)
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1406; P. Sarvas 1971, 58; P. Sarvas 1972, 115-16; Salo 1998,
38-48.

Perniö
222. Yliskylä, 1893
NM 2912
Two coins (2+0) from an inhumation cemetery
Grave III (F)
- German , Goslar 1106-25, pierced (2912:66)

53

° For the datin g, see note 36 above.

The heavily corroded coi n 9750:2a (not illustrated) is in this publication mistaken ly attributed to
Cnut although it is a ' Crux ' penny of /Ethe lred II.
531
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Grave VII (F)
- primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic dirham , with loop (2912: 108)
Literature: Appelgren-Kivalo 1907, 38 (t. IX:!); Salmo 1948, 5; P. Sarvas 1972, 117-18.

Piikkiö
223. Huttalanmäki, 1986
TYA 334
Four coins (4+0) from an inhumation cemetery

Grave A (from the filling)
- English, c. 1017-23 (334:209)
Grave B
- Islamic, unidentified, with Joop (334:235)
- English, c. 1029-35 (334:232) 532
Grave T
- Byzantine imitation (1042-55), very worn, with remains of Joop (388: 172) 533
Information about the individual coins (not seen by the author) provided by Dr Jukka Luoto
(pers. comm., autumn 1998).
Literature: Arkeologia Suomessa 1986-1987, 119; Luoto 1989, 48 , 50-1.

Raisio
224. Mahittula, 1973, 1975
NM 19000
17 (8+9) coins from a cemetery with inhumation and cremation burials.
Grave l (F)
- German, Quedlingburg, 999-1044, pierced (19000: 15)
Grave 4 (M)
- German, Lower Saxony, c. 1025-48, two fragments of one coin (19000:58)
Grave 16 (M)
- German , Namur, 1018-64 (19000:3061)
German , Otto-Adelheid type, 'Nachprägung ', c. 1020-50 (19000:3063)
German , Corvey, 1051-5 (19000:3062)
German, Worms, 1053-6, fragment (19000:3056)
German, unidentified fragment (19000:3054)
German , unidentified fragment (19000:3055)
German, unidentified fragment (19000:3057)
German , unidentified fragment (19000:3058)
German, unidentified episcopal type (Dbg 1222), fragment (19000:3059)
Found below the jaw of the body.
Reportedly die-identical with P. Sarvas 1973 , 180, no. 30 (= Ta lvio 1994c, 148, no. 7, pl. XVlll:3)
and thus the seco nd specimen from this obverse die.
532

533
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English, c. 997-I003, with loop (19000:3053)
English, c. 1042-4, fragment (19000:3060)

-

Grave 24 (M)
- Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025), pierced (19000:3289)
Finds from cremation buri als
- German , Cologne, 996-1002, whole but broken (19000:2420)
- Anglo-Scandina vi an imitation of undefined type, pierced (19000:9842)
- unidentified fragment ( 19000: 10911 )
Literature: Talvio 1978b, xxxiv.

225. Pappil anmäki , 1939
NM 11157
Five (1 +4) coins from a cremation cemetery
Sämänid, 945/6, fragment, broken (11157 :7)
Sämänid, unidentified , badly damaged by fire (11157 :363)
Sämänid, unidentified fragment (l 1157:362)
Sämänid, unidentified fragment (11157 :349)
Islamic, unidentified fragment, badly damaged by fire (11157 :602)

-

Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1401 -4; Bru sil a 1992, 33.

226. Siiri, 1987-91
TYA 413 , 454, 544
Six (2+4) coins from a cremation cemetery
-

'Abbäsid, 750-815 , badly corroded fragment (454:3)
Sämänid, 908-32 (413:2)
Sämänid, 908-32, possibly 922-31, fragment (544: 1)
Sämänid, 913-32 (413: 1)
Isl amic, after 833, fragment (413:4)
primitive imitation of an Islamic coin, fragment (454: 1763)

Literature: Arkeologia Suomessa 1986-1987, 162.

227. Vanha kansakoulu (Old elementary school) , 1959, 1962
NM 14676, 15357
Two coins (2+0), stray find s from an inhumation cemetery
-

English , 1135-54, pierced (14676:312)
Anglo-Scandina vian imitation of undefined type, pierced (15357:80)

Literature: Talvio 1978b, xxxiv ; P. Sarvas 1969, 81 ; Brusila 1992, 31.

Turku
228. Kirkkomäki (formerly in Kaarina), 1950, 1973, 1984, 1991 , 1994
NM 12687, 19272, 22631, 27025, 27196
25 coins (24+ 1) from an inhumation cemetery (NM)
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Fig. 21. An imi1a1ion combining Byzanline and l slamic types from the Kirkkomäki cemelery
(find 228).
There are two die-identical spec imens from di ffe renl graves. C f. fi gs. 6:4 and 24. Pholo Co in Cabinet.

Grave 2/1950 (F)
- bracteate imitation of Engli sh type (c. 997-1003 ), damaged, with loop (12687:7)
Grave D 534 (M)
- German, Deventer, 1076-99 (22631 :54)
- German , Goslar, c. 1100 (22631 :53)
Grave E (M)
- German , Merseburg , 1097-1112 (22631:137)
Grave F (F & M) 535
- ' Abbäsid, c. 786-96, pierced (22631 : 195)
- English, c. 11 35-41 (22631: 196)
Grave 16 (M) (27025 )
- German , Regensbur g 985-95 , pierced
- Byzantine imitation (1042-55 ) with ' Kufic' reverse, with trace of loop (fig . 21)
Grave 19 (M) (27025)
- German , unidentified fragment
- Anglo-Sca ndinavian imitation (c. 997-1003) , stuck to a weight
Grave 23 (27025 )
- ' Abbäsid , 784/5 , with loop
Grave 27 (F) (27025)
- English , c. 997-1003 , pierced
- Bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin, with loop
- Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025 ), with remains of loop
- Byzantine imitation (1042-55) with ' Kufic' reverse, with remains of Joop
- Anglo-Sca ndinavian imitation (c. 997- 1003), pi erced

534
Sma ll fragmenls of a lh ird coi n have also been ca1alogued as belongin g 10 thi s grave (2263 1:SS)
bul
they could not be identified whe n I was working with the find s.
535
Grave F contained bolh a fe male and a ma le buri al; lhe dirham be longed 10 the fo rmer, lhe Engli
sh
penny to the latter. Katiskoski 1992, 77, 79.
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Grave 35 (F, small child) (27196)
- Byzantine, c. 977-989, pierced
Grave 38 (F) (27196)
- German, Andemach, 1027-36
- German, Trier, 1028-39
- German?, unidentified, with remains of Joop
Grave 40 (F) (27196)
- German , Lilneburg, 973-1011, with remains of Joop
- German , Erfurt 1051-9, with trace of Joop
- German , unidentified, fragment
- English, c. 1018-24, with remains of loop
- Primitive bracteate imitation of undefined type, with remains of loop
Stray find (1973)
- German, Salzwedel , 1184-92 (19272:262)
Literature: Talvio 1978b, no. 1128; Riikonen 1990; Kati skoski 1992; Talvio 1992d; Riikonen
1999.

229. Saramäki (formerly in Maaria), 1905, 1917, 1921, 1961
NM 4566, 7275 , 7874, 15189
Five coins (5+0) from a cemetery with cremation and inhumation burials
From cremation burials:
- 'Abbäsid, 749/50, with broken rim (4566:59)
- English, c. 1023-29, with remains of Joop (7874:49)
- Danish, 1047-76, pierced and broken (7275:23)
From an inhumation grave (M):
- Sämänid, 971/2, with remains of loop (15189 : 143)
- Byzantine imitation (1042-54), with remains ofloop (NM 15189:121; fig . 6:4)
Literature: Kivikoski 1939, 14-17; Salmo 1934, no. 51; Granberg 1966, nos. 1378- 9; P. Sarvas
1972, 95; P. Sarvas 1973, no. 30; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv.

230. Taskula (formerly in Maaria), 1938, 1941
NM 10833, 10842, 11275; TMM 13150
Thirteen coins (8+5) from an inhumation cemetery
Grave B (F)
- 'Abbäsid, 851/2 or 853/4, with Joop (10842: 8)
- English, c. 1003-9, pierced (10842:9)
- Anglo-Scand inavian imitation (c. 997-1003), large broken fragment (10842:11)
- Anglo-Scand inavian imitation (c. 1009-16), pierced (10842:10)
Grave 5 (M)
- German, Dortmund, 1056-84, pierced (13150:37)
- English, 1135-54, broken (13150:36)
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Grave 10 (M)
- German, Cologne, 1036-9, fragment (11275 :27)
Grave 14 (M)
- German, Mainz, 1039- 56 (13150:161 )
- German, unidentified ( 13150: 162)
- German?, unidentified fragment (13150:141)
Found by sieving (1938)
- English, c. 997-1003 , with silver mounting and remains of loop (10833 :7)
'Find group c'
- German ?, unidentified fragment (10842:30)
- German ?, unidentified fragment (10842:31)
Literature: Kivikoski 1939, 9- 11 ; Granberg 1966, no. 1381; P. Sarvas 1969, 80; P. Sarvas
1972, 96-102 ; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv.

231. Virusmäki (formerly in Maaria), 1913, 1914
NM 6367, 6645
Seven coins (7+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

' Abbäsid 779/80, with border and Joop of silver (6645 :3)
Byzantine, c. 977-989, pierced (6645:4)
Byzantine imitation (c. 989-1025), pierced (6367:99; fig . 2:2)
English, c. 991-7, pierced (6367 :84)
English, c. 997-1003, broken, with loop (6367 :37) 536
English, c. 1044-6 (6645:5)
Anglo-Scandinavian imitation (c. 997-1003), pierced (6367 :83)

Literature: Ki vikoski 1939, 8- 9; Granberg 1966, no. 1380; P. Sarvas 1973, nos. 17, 23 ; Talvio
1978b, xxxiv.

Yläne
232. Anivehmaanmäki, 1955-57
NM 13839, 13962, 14196
27 (13+14) coins from an inhumation cemetery
Grave X (M)
- West European, unidentified fragment (13839:174)
Grave XII (M)
- Sämänid imitation (913-932), fragment (13839:315)
German, unidentified fragment ( l 3839:318c)
German, unidentified fragment (l 3839:355b)
German, unidentified fragment (13939:356)
English, c. 991-7, fragment (13839:318a)
English, c. 997-1003 , fragment (13839:317)
536

According to the catalogue the coin, when found , was stuck to a molten glass bead.
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- English, c. 997-1003, fragment (13839:317)
- English, c. 997-1003, fragment (l 3839:355a)
- English, c. 978-1018, fragment (13839:318b)
Grave XIV (M)
- Spanish Umayyad 854-9, fragment (13839:372)
Grave XVIb (F)
- Sämänid 902/3, pierced (13839:59)
Sämänid 951/2, pierced (13839:56)
Sämänid 952/3, pierced (13839:46)
Buyid 968/9, pierced (13839:61)
Byzantine, c. 977-89, pierced (13839:58)
German, Regensburg, 1002-4, pierced (13839:63)
English, c. 991-7, pierced (13839:55)
English, c. 997-1003, pierced (13839:54)
Grave XXII (F)
- English, c. 997-1003, with loop (13962:178)
Grave XXIV (F)
- 'Abbäsid, 770, fragment (13962:188)
Grave XXVI (F)
- Sämänid, 913-32, damaged, with remains of Joop (13962:227)
- Sämänid, 913-32?, fragment (two sherds) (13962:228)
Grave XLI (F)
- Sämänid 959/60, pierced (13962:477)
Grave XL VIII (M)
- Sämänid imitation (913-32) , fragment (14196:226)
Stray finds
- Sämänid 905/6, pierced (13839:385)
- Sämänid imitation (913-42), pierced (13839:382)
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1407-18; P. Sarvas 1972, 125-136; Talvio 1978b, xxxv.

Uusimaa
Karjaa
233. Domargård, 1996
NM 29731
Two coins (0+2) from a cremation cemetery

-

Islamic, after 833, fragment (29731:275)
Islamic?, small fragment (29731:263)
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234. Etterkilen, 1920

NM 7751

One coin (0+1) from a cremation cemetery

-

Islamic, unidentified fragment (7751 :37)

235. Storåkerskullen, 1977

NM 20060

One coin (0+1) from a cremation cemetery

- 'Abbäsid, 787/8, fragment (20060:91)
Literature: Hampf 1977, 52, no. 15.

Satakun ta
Eura
236. Kaunismäki, 1992
NM 26694, 27176
Four (2+2) coins from an inhumation cemetery

Grave l (M and F)
- German, Strasbourg , 1024-39, pierced (27176:7)
- Bohemia, 1048-50?, pierced (27176: 11)
Grave 29 (M)
- Umayyad, fragment (26694:4)
Grave 31 (M)
- Sämänid, fragment (27176:66)
Literature: Arkeologia Suomessa 1990-1992, 116-17.

237. Lauhianmäki, 1890

NM 2698

One coin (O+ 1) from an inhumation cemetery
- 'Abbäsid, 833/4, fragment (2698:32)
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1428; P. Sarvas 1972, 55.

238. Luistari, 1969-72, 1977, 1979, 1984-1990

NM 18000, 22346, 23183, 23607, 24740, 25480

143 (75+68) 537 coins from an inhumation cemetery

A. The finds from 1969-79 (54+54, 5 uncertain)
537
As noted above (p. 167), the distinction between whole co in s and large fragments is in some cases
arbitrary.
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2

(find 238,
Fig. 22. Fragments of crude bracteate imitations of Islamic and Byzantine type from Luistari
grave 25 and stray find). Cf. p. 175, fig . 21 ). Photo Coin Cabinet.

Grave 13 (F)
- primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin, fragment ( 18000: 1114)
Grave 15 (M)
- English, c. 991-7, with remains of Joop (18000:1158)
Grave 25 (F)
- primitive bracteate imitation of Islamic coin, with remains of Joop (18000:1332;
fig . 7:1 )
- primitive bracteate imitation of Islamic coin, fragment, with remains of Joop
(18000:1357; fig. 22:2)
- German, Cologne type, 996-1002, pierced (18000: 1326)
Grave 25?
- Anglo-Scandinavian imitation from Sigtuna (c. 997-1003) , pierced (18000:1145)
Grave 36 (F)
- primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin, similar in style to those in grave
25, with remains of Joop (18000:991)
- English, c. 1009-16, fragment ( 18000: 1451)
Grave 36?
- Byzantine, c. 977-89, with remains of Joop (18000:987)
- German, Emden, c. 1020-51 , broken, with Joop ( 18000: 1306)
- German, Jever, 1059-86, broken, with loop (18000: 1305)
Grave 56 (F)
- Sämänid, 920/1 ?, with remains of Joop (18000: 1632)
Sämänid, 935/6, pierced, with trace of Joop (18000:1627)
Sämänid, 976/7, with remains ofloop (18000:1628)
Sämänid, 984/5 , with remains of Joop (18000: 1626)
Sämänid imitation (913/4), pierced (18000:1633)
Buyid 934/5, pierced, with trace of Joop (18000: 1635)
Buyid 966/7, with remains ofloop (18000:1624)
Hamdänid, 953/4, pierced (18000: 1634)
Volga-Bulgarian, 976/7, with remains ofloop (18000:1631 )
Qarakhanid, 1003/4, with remains of Joop (18000: 1625)
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- German, Augsburg, 1000-6, pierced ( 18000: 1636)
- English, c. 1018-24, pierced (18000:1637)
Grave 58 (F)
- German, Otto-Adelheid type, 983/991- c. 1040, pierced (18000: 1827a)
- German, Liineburg, 1011-59, pierced (18000:1827b)
- English, c. 1018-24, pierced (18000: 1821)
Grave 58?
- Sämänid, 900/1, pierced (18000:1837)
- German, Upper Lotharingia, 984-1026, pierced (18000:1842)
- German, unidentified (same as above?), damaged (18000: 1853)
Grave 75 (M)
- Sämänid, 913-42, fragment (18000:1957)
Grave 76 (M)
- Sämänid, 951-77, fragment (18000:1993)
Grave 90 (M)
- Sämänid, 934/5, fragment (18000:2031)
Grave 100 (M)
- Sämänid, 915/16, fragment (18000:2174)
Grave 120 (M)?
- unidentified fragment (18000:2375)
Grave 139 (F)
- Sämänid 916/17, damaged (located in neck-band) (18000:2430)
- Sämänid 920/1, damaged (location as above) (18000:2438)
[Grave 161: Revalffallinn, 1565, obviously secondary]
Grave 208 (M)
- Sämänid, 961-77, fragment (18000:2857f)
German, Cologne type, 983-1002 (18000:2857d)
German, Cologne, 1039-56 (18000:2857e)
English, c. 991-7, fragment (1800:2857a)
English, c. 997-1003 , fragment ( l 800:2857b)
English, c. 997-1003, fragm ent (1800:2857c)
19 small unidentifi ed fragments ( 18000:2857) 538
Grave 323 (M)
- 'Abbäsid 883/4, fragment (18000: 3639)

538

The total weig ht of the 23 fragments in thi s grave is 3.24 g.
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Grave 344 (F)
- Samanid, 911/2,
- Samanid, 913/4,
- Samanid, 914/5,
- Samanid, 914/5,

with remains of loop (18000:3826)
with remains of a loop (18000:38 15)
pierced, with trace of Joop (18000:38 19)
with remains of Joop (18000:3823)

Grave 348 (M)
- Samanid, 897/8 (18000:3912)
- Samanid, 902/3, fragment (18000:3913)
- Samanid, 903/4 (18000:3914)
- Sämänid, 904/5 (18000:3915)
- Sämänid, 926/7, fragment (18000:3916)
Grave 358 (M)
- German, Goslar, 1056-1105, with remain s ofloop (18000:4076)
- Danish, 1035-1042?, with remains of Joop (18000:4081)
Grave 358?
- German , Goslar, 1106-1125 (18000:4211)
- Anglo-Iri sh imitation (c. 997- 1003), pierced, damaged (18000:4212)
- Ang1o-lri sh? imitation (c. 997-1003), fragment with Joop (18000:4203)
Grave 359 (F)
- German, Speyer, 1046-56, with remains ofloop (18000:4128a)
German , Groningen, 1054-1076, whole but broken (18000:4124a)
German, unidentified, broken but undamaged when found (18000:4128c)
German, unidentified fragment (18000:4124c)
German?, completely worn, pierced (18000:4128b)
German ?, fragment (18000:4124e)
Danish, 1054-76? (18000:4124b)
Danish, unidentified fragment (18000:4124d)
Grave 363 (M)
- German, Cologne, 1039-1056? (18000:4142a)
- German, four unidentified fragments (18000:4124b)
- German, unidentified fragment (18000:4148)
Grave 366 (F)
- German, two unidentified fragments (18000:4158)
Grave 367 (M)
- German, eight fragments (total weight 0.64 g) (18000:4164)
Grave 377 (F)
- Sämänid 940/1, with remains of Joop (18000:4267)
- German, Augsburg , 985-95, pierced (18000:4268)
Grave 381 (M)
- German, Frisia, 1068-1090, large fragment (18000:4320)
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Grave 383 (F)
- Sämänid imitation ('mid-lOth-century'), with loop (18000:4340)
- German, Speyer, 1024-39?; with loop (18000:4353)
- unidentified fragment, with loop (18000:4349)
Grave 383?
- German, Regensburg, 1026-40, pierced (18000:4337)
Grave 403 (M)
- German, unidentified fragment (18000:4521)
Grave 404 (F)
- German, Goslar, 1106- 11 , with remains of Joop (18000:4541)
Grave 407 (M)
- German, Stade, 1039-1056 , damaged (18000:4627)
Grave 412 (M)
- German , Duisburg, 1056-1105 , pierced (18000:4654)
Grave 412?
- German?, unidentified fragment (18000:64)
Stray find
- Byzantine imitation, bracteate (1042-55), large fragment (18000:3814; fig. 22:1)
Literature: Lehtosalo-H ilander 1982, 42-47, 305-309; P. Sarvas 1973, nos . 15, 34; Talvio
1978b, xxxiii.

B. The find s from 1984-90 (18+12)
Grave 472 (F)
- English, c. 997-1003, pierced, with trace of loop (22346:300 )
Grave 473 (child?)
- English, c. 997-1003, pierced (22346:307)
Grave 480 (M)
- Sämänid, 976-97, fragment (22346 :374e)
Grave 500 (M)
- West European, unidentified fragment, broken (22346:478a)
- West European, unidentified fragment, broken (22346:482)
- West European, two thin shards of a coin (?) (22346:487)
Grave 516 (remains of three burials )539
- German, Strasbourg , 1001-29?, pierced, with trace of loop (22346:647)
539

The three coins are assumed to have belonged to a woman' s buri al.
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-

German, Regensburg, 1027-39, with remains of Joop (22346:636)
English, c. 997-1003, with remains of Joop (22346:644)

Grave 518 (F?), from the infill
- German, Regensburg, 1002-9, pierced, with trace of loop (22346:664)
Grave 519 (child?), from the infill
- German, Wi.irzburg, 540 pierced (22346:684)
Grave 520 (M) , from the infill
- German, Duisburg, 1046-56, pierced, with trace of Joop (22346:695)
Grave 529 (F)
- English, c. 997-1003, pierced (23183:8)
54 1
Grave 538 (from the infill above grave 640)
(23183:93)
Joop
of
remains
with
,
wom
- Islamic, wholly
542
Grave 573 (from the infill above grave 668)
- fragment of silver, possibly from a (West European ?) coin (23183:269)

Grave 600 (F)
- German, unidentified, embrittled and fragmentary , with remains ofloop (23183:371)
543
Grave 654 (from the infill above grave 655)
- Islamic? wholly corroded fragment (23183:534)

Grave 668 (F; from a mixed layer above the grave)
- German, Strasbourg , 991-9, pierced (23183:620)
Grave 670 (M)
- German, unidentified fragment (23 183:659)
Grave 674 (F or child; found near the surface)
- English, c. 997-1003, broken, with remain s of loop (23 183 :710)
Grave 740 (M ; found near the surface)
- Islamic , unidentified, two fragments of one coin (23607 :475)
Grave 855 (Child, F)
- 'Abbas id, 754/5 ?, with remains of loop (24740:428)
- German, Otto-Adelh eid type, 983/991- c. 1040, pierced (24740:43 1)
Th is type, Dbg 859, is known frorn several Finnish hoards buried between c. 1020 and the 1060s, see
Salrno 1948, 309- 10.
541
Grave 538 unfurni shed , 640 probably rnale.
542
Grave 573 unfurni shed, 668 ferna le.
543
Grave 654 unfurni shed, 655 rnale.
540
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-

German, Strasbourg, 1014-24, with remains of loop (24740:430)
English, c. 1003-9, with remains of Joop (24740:429)

Grave 1005 (M, also F?)
- German, Cologne type, early 11th c., with remains of loop (25480: 173)
- German, Mainz, 1002-24 ?, large fragment and small shards (25480: 178)
- English, c. 1009-1017, large fragment and 3 small shards (25480:175)
Literature: Lehtosalo-Hilander 2000, 305-6.

239. Osmanmäki, 1890, 1894, 1905
NM 2700, 2995, 4633
Six coins (5+ 1) from a partly destroyed inhumation cemetery
Grave 3b (M)
- Sämänid, 980/1, with Joop (2700:52).
Grave 4 (F)
- Sämänid, 928/9, with Joop (2700:66)
- Hamdänid, 951-61, with Joop (2700:56)
Stray finds
- Sämänid, 927/8, with remains of loop (2700: 1)
- Sämänid, 901/2 (2995:23)
- English, c. 1003-6, large fragment (4633 : 181)
Granberg published the Hamdänid coin as a Buyid but reattributed it later. The coin
from grave 3b is missing from her catalogue.
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1429-32; P. Sarvas 1972, 56-57; Talvio 1978a, no. 437 .

240. Pappilanmäki, 1927, 1934, 1939
HU, acquired in 1826; NM 8811, 9855, 11063
Twelve (4+8) coins from an inhumation cemetery
Grave III (M)
- German, Otto-Adelheid type, 983/991 - c. 1040, fragment (9855:16)
Grave V (F)
- German, unidentifi ed fragment with silver loop (11063:305)
Grave XIV (F) (found outside the remains of the coffin)
- German, unidentified fragment (11063:479)
Grave XVI (F)
- German, unidentified fragment ( 11063 :6 14)
Grave XVII (F)
- German ?, unidentified fragment (11063:683)
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Grave XIX (F)
- German, unidentified fragment (11063:742)
Probably from a destroyed grave (F)
- Sämänid imitation (913-32) , pierced (8811 : 11)
Stray finds
- Sämänid 917/8, pierced (HU, found in 1826)
- German, Regensburg, 982-5, with loop (11063 :160)
- German, Strasbourg, 1024-39, with Joop (11063 :25)
- Danish, 1080-6, fragment (11063 :201)
- unidentified fragment (11063: 186)
Literature: Geitlin 1848, 321 ; Lagus 1900, 65- 66 ; Salmo 1948, 16; Granberg 1966, no. 14267; P. Sarvas 1972, 58-64.

Huittinen
241. Hiukkavainio, 1895, 1898
NM 3140, 3149, 3574
Seven coins (6+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 912/3, pierced (3574: 183)
Sämänid, 948/9?, pierced (357 4: 184)
German, CaroJingian imitation from Metz, 544 10th c., with loop (3140:11)
German, Worms, 983-1002, pierced (3574:186).
German, unidentified coin of South-German type, 545 with Joop (3574: 187)
English, c. 991-7, with remains of loop (3574: 185)
EngJish, c. 1018-24, Jarge fragment, broken (3149:93)

Literature: Nordman 1921, 13; Salmo 1948, 17- 18; Granberg 1966, nos. 1461-2; Talvio 1978b,
xxxiv.

Kangasala
242. Tiihala, 1911
NM 5897
One coin ( 1+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid imitation (913-32), pierced (5897:50)

Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1467.

Kokemäki
243. Astala, 1924
NM 8338
One coin ( 1+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 919/20, with remains of Joop (8338 :88)

Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1437.
544
545
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This coin (S almo 1948, no. 4: 1) is now dated to c. 911 - 973/96 (CNG 9.8).
Salmo 1948, no. 93:168.

244. Kalvomäki, 1876 and later?

NM 1763, 4486

Two coins (2+0), one from a destroyed inhumation cemetery and one apparently
found in the late nineteenth century at the same location. There is from Kalvomäki
also a single find which may come from a burial (see p. 199).
- 'Uqaylid, 998?, with remain s of loop (1763:36)
- primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin, pierced (4486:6, acquired in 1904;
fig. 7:2)
Literature: Aspelin 1877, 111-22; Granberg 1966, nos. 1433-4.

245. Leikkimäki , 1879
NM 2001
Two coins (2+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 907/8, pierced (2001:74)
Sämänid imitation (913-32), pierced (2001 :74)

Literature: Granberg 1966, nos . 1435-6.

246. Perävainionmäki, 1969
Satakunta Museum 17824
One coin (1 +0) from a grave mound with cremation burials from the pre-Viking
period
-

Dani sh, 1047-76, whole but broken

Information given by Tiina Jäkärä. Because of the uncertain find circumstances thi s find is not
included in the statistics presented in Chapter 5.

Köyliö
247. Tuhkanummi, 1890, 1905
NM 3574, 4572
Three coins (0+3) from a cremation cemetery
- 'Abbäsid, 754-75, fragment (4572:23)
- Sämänid, 911/12, fragment (3574:489)
- Sämänid imitation, fragment (4572:63)
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1438-40.

248. Vanhakartano, cemetery C, 1925-6.

NM 8602, 8723

64 coins (37+27) and numerous small pieces of coins from an inhumation cemetery

Grave 1 (F)
- German , Metz, 984-1005, 546 pierced (8602A:51)
546

CNG 9.13. Formerly dated to 929-64 (Sa lmo 1948, 46).
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-

German, Strasbourg, 965-91, pierced ((602A:52)

Grave 4 (F),
- Islamic, wholly corroded (8723:9)
- Islamic, wholly corroded (8723: 10)
Grave 15 (M)
- German, unidentified (8723: 152)
- Danish, 1047-76 (8723:151)
- numerous small pieces of silver coins (8723: 153)
Grave 24 (M)
- German?, fragment (8723:255)
- Anglo-Scandinavian imitation, unidentified fragment (8723:254)
Grave 25 (M)
- German?, 4 fragments (8723:267)
Grave 26 (M)
- German, Cologne, 983-1002, fragment (8723:277)
Grave 28 (F)
- 'Abbasid, 934/5, with remains of Joop (8723:294a)
- Samanid, 934-40, with Joop (8723:294b)
- Hamdanid, 943/4, with Joop (8723:294d)
- Samanid, 955/6, with remains of Joop (8723:294c)
- Volga-Bulgarian, 976/7, with remains of Joop (8723:294e)
Grave 29 (F)
- Bohemian, 967-99, broken (8723:353)
Grave 38 (F)
- German , Regensburg, 1026-40 (8723:395)
- 3 unidentified fragments (8723:396)
Grave 39 (F)
- Samanid, 898/9, pierced (8723:419a)
Samanid, 971/2, pierced (8723:419b)
Samanid, 980/1, pierced (8723:419c)
Samanid imitation (913-32), with Joop (8723:419d)
Samanid imitation (957/8), with remains of Joop (8723 :419e)
primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin (8723:4 l 9f)
Grave 43 (according to Cleve a stray find)
- German, Emden, c. 1020-51, pierced (8723 :470)
Grave A (M)
- West European, 2 fragments of an unidentified coin (8602:57)
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Grave B (F)
- Sämänid,
- Sämänid,
- Sämänid,
- Sämänid,
- Sämänid,

909/10, pierced (8602:66c)
914/5, pierced (8602:66d)
927/8, with loop (8602:66e)
968/9, pierced (8602:66a)
971-4, with remains of Joop (8602:66b)

Grave E (F)
- Sämänid, 911/2, pierced (8602: 106)
- Sämänid imitation (920/1), pierced (8602: 107)
- German, BrusseJs, early 11th century, pierced (8602: 109)
- German, Quedlingburg, 999-1044, pierced (8602:108)
Grave I (M)
- 2 unidentified fragments (8602:299)
Grave K (M)
- 3 unidentified fragments (8602: 154)
Grave L (F)
- Sämänid, 964/5, with Joop (8602: 164)
- German, Strasbourg 1014--24 (6202:165)
- unidentified fragment (8602: 177)
Grave N (F)
- German, Mainz, 1024-39, with Joop (8602:5)
- German, Utrecht, 1054-76, broken rim (8602:6).
Stray finds
- German, Augsburg, 987-96, pierced, damaged (8602:37)
German, Utrecht, 1027-54, pierced (8723: 1052)
unidentified fragment, found together with the previous coin (8723: 1052)
English, c. 991-7, fragment (8723: 1008)
English, imitation or forgery (c. 1077-80), pierced (8723: 1055)
West European, 7 unidentified fragments (8723:699, 721 , 811, 814, 1016, 1089,
1141)
imitation of an Islamic dirham, with loop (8723:929)
Literature: Cleve 1978, 65, 181-5 ; Salmo 1948, 16- 17; Granberg 1952; Granberg 1966, nos.
1441-60; P. Sarvas 1972, 74-92 ; Talvio 1978b, xxxiv.

Nokia
249. Hakamäki, 1921
NM 7912
One coin (l+0) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 896/7, pierced (7912:5)

Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1466.
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Fig. 23. Engli sh, Frisian and Norwegi an coin fragm e nts from the Koirakallio cremation cemetery (find

251 ). Photo Coin Cabinet.

Tampere
250. Vilusenharju, 1962, 1971
NM 17208: 281, 298, 345, 346; 18556: 716, 822-833
Seventeen ( 15+2) coins from a cemetery containing both cremation and inhumation
burials. Only the German coin in grave 42 belonged certainly to an inhumation burial ;
the three other coins in graves 41 and 42 probably came from earlier cremation
burials. Several of the coins are badly damaged by fire . Most of them have been worn
as ornaments: only one of the German coins is unpierced.
Grave 41 (from the infill)
- Sämänid, 895/6, with Joop (17208:298)
- Sämänid imitation (913-42), pierced (17208 :281)
Grave 42 (M)
- German , Goslar, 1106-25, pierced (from a purse) (17208:346)
- English, c. 1017-23 (from the infill)
Coins from cremation burials, found sieving
- ' Abbäsid , 833-42, with Joop (18556:823)
'Abbäsid, 865-9, with remains of loop (18556:824)
'Abbäsid imitation (813-33), damaged (18556:822)
Sämänid, 934-40, damaged (18556:827)
Sämänid imitation? (917/18), with Joop (18556:826)
Sämänid imitation (907-13), pierced (18556:825)
Sämänid imitation, primitive work, fragment (18556:828)
Buyid, 949/50, pierced (18556:829)
Buyid, 962-78, with loop (18556:830)
primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin, fragment (18556:716)
German, Otto-Adelheid type, 'Nachprägung', c. 1020-50 (18556:831)
German, Strasbourg, 1024-39, with Joop (18556:832)
English, c. 997-1003, with loop (18556:833)
Literature: Nallimaa-Luoto 1977, 73- 78 ; Talvio 1978b, xxxv 547 •

Vammala
251. Koirakallio (formerly in Karkku) , 1901
NM 3995
Six coins (2+4) from a cremation cemetery
547
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The English coin from grave 42 is not included in this publication.

Fig. 24. An imitation of Byzantine type from the Sillanpää cemetery (find 254). Photo Coin Cabinet.

-

Sämänid 'outsize dirham' , late 10th c., broken and repaired, pierced (3995:71,
101)
- Byzantine, 1042-55, with loop (3995:100; fig . 6:2, photographed without loop)
- German, Frisia, 1038-57, fragment (3995:120; fig. 23:2)
- English, c. 991-7, fragment, pierced (3995:120; fig. 23 :1)
- Norwegian, c. 1065-80, large fragment with loop (3995: 120; fig. 23:3)
Literature: Salmo 1948, 17; Granberg 1966, no. 1464; P. Sarvas 1973, no. 29 ; Talvio 1978b,
no. 148 (without naming the find) ; Talvio 1991; Talvio 1992b.

252. Koski (formerly in Karkku), 1909

NM 5352

Two coins ( 1+ 1) from a cremation cemetery

- Sämänid 911/2, with remains of Joop (5352:222)
- German, Erfurt, 1021-31 or 1031-51 , fragment (5352:252)
Literature: Salmo 1948, 17; Granberg 1966, no. 1465.

253. Louhilinna (formerly in Karkku) , 1937

NM 10717
One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery

-

unidentified fragment (10717:16)

254. Sillanpää (formerly in Karkku), 1908

NM 5126 (fig. 24)
One coin ( 1+0) from a cremation cemetery

-

Byzantine imitation (1042-55), pierced (5126:29)

Literature: P. Sarvas 1973, no . 31; Talvio 1992b, 5.

255. Hiukkasaari (formerly in Tyrvää), 1979
TYA 161
One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
-

'Abbäsid 786-95, fragment (161:8)
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The coin (not seen by the author) was identified by Bengt E. Hoven in Stockholm. Information
about the find provided by Dr Jukka Luoto (pers. comm., August 2000).

256. Rautajoki (formerly in Tyrvää), 1901

NM 3994

One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery

- 'Abbasid 800-2, fragment (3994:6)
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1463.

Vesilahti
257. Hukari, 1879
NM 1996
One coin (l +0) from a cremation cemetery

- Byzantine, 963-9, with remains of Joop (1996:97)
Literature: P. Sarvas 1973, 176; Honka-Hallila 1996, 17.

258. Kirmunkarmu, 1908
NM 5165
One coin (l +0) from a cremation cemetery

-

Danish, 1080-86 (5165:50) 548

Literature: Salmo 1934, no. 61; Honka-Hallila 1996, 20-1.

259.Rukou shuone, 1956

NM 13939

One coin (1+0) from an inhumation cemetery
Grave II (F)
- German, Mlinster, 1173-1203 (probably after 1189), pierced (13939:6)
Literature: P. Sarvas 1971, 54; P. Sarvas 1972, 124; Ilisch 1994, 64-5; Honka-Hallila 1996, 16.

Ylöjärvi
260. Mikkola, 1959
NM 14622
Two ( l + l) coins from an inhumation cemetery

Grave IV (F)
- 'Uqaylid, 996-1000, with Joop (14622:194)

The coin was struck for Cnut the Holy, not for Cnut the Great of England, as mentioned in Talvio
1978b, XXXV.
548
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Grave V (F)
- German, Emden, c. 1020-51 , fragment (14622:340)
Literature : P. Sarvas 1972, 137-8.

Tavas tia
Hattula
261. TenhoJa, 1955
NM 13777
One coin (0+1) from a grave mound with an inhumatio n burial (F)
-

'Abbäsid 876-883/4, fragment (13777:13)

Literature: Keskitalo 1963 ; Granberg 1966, no. 1577; P. Sarvas 1972, 71.

Jaala
262. Pukkisaari, 1994-6
NM 29097
Four (1 +3) coins from a cremation cemetery
- Sämänid, 906/7, with loop, damaged by fire 549
- Sämänid, fragment (Samarqa nd)
- Sämänid imitation (?), fragment with remains of Joop, very damaged
- Buyid, 934--40, fragment
Literature: Arkeologia Suomessa 1993-1994 , 107-8.

Kalvola
263. Pahnainm äki, 1911
NM 5960
One coin (1 +O) from a grave mound with an inhumatio n burial (M)
-

German, Otto-AdeJheid type, 983/991- c. 1040, with Joop (5960:4)

Literature: P. Sarvas 1972, 73.

Pertunm aa
264. Kuusela, 1929
NM 9102
Two coins (2+0) from a grave mound with a cremation buri al (F)
-

Sämänid, 906/7, with Joop (9102:2)
Sämänid imitation (913-32), with Joop (9 102:3).

Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1575-6; P. Sarvas 1972, 11 9.
549
The coi n has a large (1 cm) hole in the middle. According to P. Sarvas it may have been
caused by
the melting of a glass bead (pers. comm.).
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Sysmä
265. Salonsaari, 1966
NM 17181
One coin (0+ 1) from a cremation cemetery
-

primitive bracteate imitation of an Islamic coin, large fragment (17181 :3; fig. 7:3)

Literature: Talvio 1979, 36; Talvio 1980b, 87 , 89.
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Catalogue of single finds
An attempt has been made to include in this list all the finds which have been
reported or published as single finds. As can be seen, the character of some of the
finds isin fact quite uncertain (cf. pp. 80-3 above).

Åland
Finström
301. Vicarage, 1846
HU, acquired in 1847 (not preserved)
- Sämänid, 945/6
The coin was sent to the university by the vicar of the parish, F. P. von Knorring (1792-1875).
lt was said to have been found near Finström Church in a field belonging to the vicarage, and
attempts had been made to find more coins on the same spot, but in vain. In the University
Collection the coins seems to have been lost soon thereafter, 550 for it is not mentioned in the
inventory catalogue from 1850 or in Geitlin' s 1862 catalogue of Muhammedan coins. (See also
next find.) According to Geitlin's 1848 publication the coin was struck in al-Shash.
Literature: Geitlin 1848, 322; Lagus 1900, 95; Fagerlund 1937, 23 .

302. Godby, 1847 or earlier
HU, acquired in 1847 (not preserved)
- 'Abbäsid, 806/7
The coin was sent to the university by the local apothecary, 0 . V. Montell (1805-1888) . Soon
thereafter it seems to have been lost in the same way as the find from Finström vicarage, for it
was not in the collection in 1850. According to Geitlin's 1848 publication it was struck in
Madinat al-Saläm and was 'extremely well preserved' (utmärkt väl bibehållet).
Literature: Geitlin 1848, 322; Lagus 1900, 85; Fagerlund 1937, 123.

Hammarland
303. Boda, 1936
ÅM62
- Umayyad, 743/4, with Joop
The coin was found by farmer Ivar Nordström when digging the foundations for his house.
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1345.

304. Näfsby, 1985
ÅM566
- Sämänid, 899/900, with remains of loop
The coin was found by Kjell Eriksson.

550
The then keeper of the University Collection, J. G. Linsen (d. 1848), was infirm in hi s last years and
apparently neglected the collection (Lagus 1888, 35-37).
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Jomala
305. Möckelby, Möklanders, 1950s
Privately owned in 1966
- 'Abbäsid, 856/7?
Present whereabouts unknown. According to a manuscript note by B. Granberg, the coin was
found in a field by the owner of the farm, named Lindberg, and retained by him.
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1346.

Lemland
306. Lemböte Chapel, 19th century
ÅM (not preserved)
- 'Abbäsid, 800/1
Acquired by Åland Museum from Carl Åström, a cellarer; previously owned by merchant V.
Starck in Mariehamn. The coin was stolen from the museum in 191 8.
Literature: Hjelt 1907, 55 ; Fagerlund 1937, 136. 55 1

Saltvik
307. Ödkarby, Kroklund (Östergård), 1930s?
ÅM 359
- 'Abbäsid, 816/17, pierced
Acquired by the museum from Mrs Etty Pahne, who had got it some 30 years earlier from a
relative who lived at Kroklund.
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1347.

Sund
308. Vicarage ('Glasmästargården') , 1950
ÅM 194
- Sämänid, whole but with damaged edge, 942/3
Found by tenant farmer Tryggve Hyväri to the north of the road 'where it turns down to Sund
church'.
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1346a.

Uncertain finds
Finström
Svartsmara, 1937
ÅM85
Published as a single find but according to the museum's catalogue part of a hoard
(see no. 103)
- Sämänid, 902-7, fragment
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1342.
551
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Hjelt 1907 is republished in Fagerlund 1937.

Saltvik
Unknown find location, 1889 or earlier
NM 2674
- Sämänid imitation (913--42)
The coin was acquired from Borgboda in Saltvik, and according to the inventory catalogue it
had originally belonged to the Bertby hoard of 1876. This can hardly be possible, for there is
no doubt about the ninth-century date of the hoard. B. Granberg, in a manuscript note, has
described it as a stray find from Borgboda, but this is also only a guess.

Åland
Unknown find location, around 1890
NM4340
'Abbäsid, 857/8 (4340:44a)
- Sämänid imitation (913--42) (4340:44b)
The two coins have been published as single finds without any apparent justification. They
were among the antiquities bought from a well-known collector, Rudolf Jack, in 1904. He had
himself bought them from N. P. Kristiansson, who in turn had bought them in Mikkeli from 'a
Jew ' (perhaps an itinerant buyer of coin finds, cf. finds 103 and 116). They were said to come
from Aland.
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1343-4.

Unknown find location
Turku Provincial Museum, acquired in 1891
- Islamic
The find circumstances are not recorded . The coin can no longer be identified in the collection
(pers. comm., Tom C. Bergroth, December 1999).
Literature: Fagerlund 1937, 142.

Finland Proper
Halikko
309. Munismäki, 1996
NM 29603:1
Detector find from a field
- 'Abbäsid, 795-802, fragment 552
The coin was found at the depth of 'a couple of centimetres'.

552
Neither date nor mint name are left but G. Rispling has attributed the coin to al-Muhammadiyya and
the period in question (letter to T.T. , 24 May 1996 ).
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Nousiainen
310. Alakylä, 1945
NM 11462
- 'Abbäsid, 800/1
The coin was brought to the museum by Matti Malmi, who said that he had found it in the
grounds of Malmiluoto farm, some 250 metres east of Nousiainen Church.
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1419.

Raisio
311. Unknown find location, 1850 or before
HU, acquired in 1850553
- German, said to have been from Cologne
Given to the collection by a farmer, Mathias Kalkkila. Lagus thought that it came from the
Tuomola hoard of 1835 (no. 121) but this was only a guess. The coin can no longer be
identified in the collection.
Literature: Lagus 1900, 100 (no. 103).

Turku
312. Former Maaria parish, 1944
TMM 14222:1
- English, c. 997-1003
Literature: Talvio 1978b, xxxv.

Uusimaa
Kirkkonummi
313. Hästö, 1894
NM 3570
- Islamic, after 815, four (?) fragments
The fragments were given to the museum in 1898 by Miss Jenny Nummelin, who had found
them four years earlier on Hästö island near Porkkala. They had been in a hollow between the
seaside cliffs, practically on the surface of the earth. According to the accession catalogue there
were four of them but only two are now available, weighing together 0.45 g.
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1424-5.

Tammisaari
314. Vicinity of the town, late 19th c.
NM 7682
- English, c. 997-1003, pierced and very wom, with broken edge.
Given to the museum in 1920 by Apothecary J. 0. Hoyer, whose father had bought it from a
worker who was said to have found it somewhere near the town of Tammisaari.
Literature: Nordman 1921, 13; Talvio 1978b, xxxv.
553
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Not in the accession catalogue but mentioned in the minutes of the university (2 Febr. 1850, § 10).

Fig. 25. Beatrice Granberg' s drawing of the dirham fragrnent from Valkkinen (find 318). Slightly reduced.

Satakunta

Kangasala
315. Tiihala, Hinkka, 1919

Häme Museum 1220
Mentioned as a single find in a manuscript note by B . Granberg
- Sä mänid, 907-13

Kokemäki
316. Kalvomäki, c. 1971

CC 92082
Reported as a single find but may derive from a burial (cf. find 244 above)
- 'Abbäsid, 904/5, pierced
The coin was found on the shore of a small island in a basin. The place was investigated with a
metal detector in 1993 but no finds were made. 554

Tampere
317. Vicinity of the town, 1850s

HU (Michelson Co!!., 1879).
- 'Abbäsid, 790/1

The coin is said to have been found in a field near the town.555 lt was in the collection of Vicar
G. J. Wallenius (1792-1864), which was later bought by Karl Michelson, a merchant in St.
Peterburg. Michelson's widow donated his collection to Helsinki University in 1879.
Literature: Lagus 1900, 67 (no. 49) and 99 (no. 102); Granberg 1966, no. 1470; Talvio 1994a,
53 .

Vesilahti
318. Valkkinen hillfort, 1951
NM 12992 (fig. 25)

Found in excavations
- 'Abbäsid, 786-809 (804-5?), fragment (12992:1)
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1468; Honka- Hallila 1996, 24.
554
Investigation report by T. Heikkurinen-Montell in the Archaeological Department.
"' Lagus 1900, no . 102: ' I trakten af staden i en åker funnet I arabiskt mynt helst ensamt.'
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Uncertain find
'Karkku' (now part of Vammala parish)
HU, acquired in 1846
- Sämänid, 912/13
Published by Granberg as a single find from Karkku, but as was noted by Lagus, the find place
was originally only given as 'Finland' . Lagus did, however, add the suggestion 'Karkku?' in
parentheses, because the coin was given to the collection by a student, K. A. Leidenius, whose
home was in Karkku. However, there is no information of the find type.
Literature: Geitlin 1862, 50; Lagus 1900, 94 (no. 83); Granberg 1966, no. 1469.

Tavastia

Hauho
319. Lehdesmäki, before 1876
HU279
- Sämänid, 905/6
The coin was given to the University Collection in February 1876 by H. Siren, son of the vicar
Adolf Siren who in 1863 had organized the purchase of the 1855 Hauho-Lehdesmäki hoard
(no. 130) for the collection. Both finds were made in the same field, and this led Lagus to
believe that the coin acquired in 1876 had originally belonged to the hoard. lt is to be noted,
however, that ali the coins in the hoard were attached to a necklace, whereas this coin, a
beautifully preserved dirham from Samarqand, is wholly intact and consequently cannot have
belonged to a necklace. Because of its condition it is also unlikely to come from a hoard hidden
at the end of the eleventh century. See next find.
Literature: Lagus 1888, 122.

320. Uncertain find place, 1867 or earlier
HU 31033 (Ignatius Collection)
- Sämänid, 918/19, pierced, with remains of a loop
The collection formed by Assessor Gustaf Ignatius (see p. 141 above) contains several Islamic
dirhams which may have been found in Finland in the nineteenth century. Only one of them,
however, has a provenance written on the envelope: 'Cufiskt mynt ... hittat i Hauho (köpt af
mig 1867)' [Kufic coin . .. found at Hauho (bought by me in 1867)].
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1580.

Hämeenlinna
321. Castle, 1982
CC 89089
Excavation find from the area of the medieval castle
- German, Deventer, 1024-54
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Janakkala
322. Monikkala, c. 1913
A lost find
- Islamic, not identified
According to Jyri Saukkonen's 1984 inventory of the finds of Janakkala in the Archaeological
Department, the coin was found when digging the foundations of a small outhouse. It was
recognized as Arabic by a student, Gunnar Modeen (1895- 1988), who, when contacted ·by
Saukkonen in 1986, still remembered that it had been ' terribly thin and insignificant'. According to another witness cited by Saukkonen, it had been the size of a ten-penni piece of that time
(30 mm). The coin is said to have been lost before it could be sent to the National Museum.

323. Virala, 1990
NM 26065
Excavation find from a house site
- German, Brussels, early 11 th c., fragment 556
Literature: Schulz 1992, 88.

Kalvola
324. Heinu, Rauhalahti, 1894
NM 3003
- 'Abbäsid, 862-9
The coin was sent to the museum by Professor Eliel Aspelin, who had his summer residence at
Rauhalahti . lt has not figured in earlier literature, presumably because it was catalogued as a
forgery made of tin. This can be explained by its unusually dull chink. According to Conservator Leena Tomanterä it is, however, made of good silver, and it is apparently quite genuine
but struck with worn-out dies.

Lammi
325. Ylänäinen, before 1941
NM 14595
- Sämänid, 953/4, pierced
The coin was acquired in 1959 from Lauri Paavilainen, who had got it from the finder, the
deceased Alfred Lampola. Paavilainen believed that it had been found in the grounds of the
Lampola farm.
Literature: Granberg 1966, no. 1582.

Sysmä 557
326. Nordenlund, 1841
CC (Borgå Lyceum Collection)
- Sämänid, 906/7, pierced (fig. 12)
Said to have been found on the shore of a lake. Given to Borgå Lyceum by the owner of the
Nordenlund estate, Captain P. F. Stierncrantz (1794-1851).
Literature: Geitlin 1848, 320-1; Lagus 1900, 90 (no. 75); Granberg 1966, no. 1578; Talvio
1980a, 87.
556
557

For the dating of the coin (Dbg 142) see Albrecht 1959, pp. 59- 60.
See also pp. 82 and 159.
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327. Otamo, 1954

NM 13627

-

English, c. 1003-9, with broken edge

The coin was brought to the museum by Reino Mäkelä, rector of the local school, whose pupil
Risto Meriluoto had found it on Niemensivu farm, on the shore of Lake Ala-Vehkajärvi. The
coin had been between stones on the lake bank, at the depth of perhaps 5 cm under moss . The
damage on its edge may have been caused by the breaking away of a suspension Joop.
Literature: Talvio 1978b, xxxv.

328. Vicarage, 1976
CC 77040
- 'Abbäsid, 931/2, pierced
Found in a newly-cleared carrot bed in the vicarage grounds, acquired from Mrs Helka-Helena
Talvitie.

Tuulos
329. Toivaniemi, 1864
HU 25a/74d (not available)
- 'Abbäsid, 773/4558
Found in a courtyard of the Toivaniemi house, and given by its owner, Lt. Co!. G. R. Munsterhjelm (1806-72). Hjalmar Appelgren connected the find place with a hillfort, but this identification has not been accepted by later writers. 559
Literature: Appelgren 1891, 30; Lagos 1900, 126 (no. 153).

Valkeakoski
330. Former Sääksmäki parish, before 1843
HU, acquired in 1843
- Sämänid, 951/2
According to the accession catalogue, the coin had been found in a sand pit close to Hakala
(Haga) estate. It was given to the collection by Surveyor M. K. F. Tudeer (1809-60). There is,
however, also another account which apparently refers to the same find: the manuscript notes
(voi. I, p. 116) of H. A. Reinholm mention a 'Kufic' coin which was found in a sand pit near
Voipaala (i trakten af Voipala) and given to the University Collection in the 1830s by Lagman
N. J. Idman (1781-1851). No such find is mentioned in the accession catalogue, but the
problem can be solved if we suppose that Idman sent the coin to the university through Tudeer.
Hakala and Voipaala are both situated by Lake Vanajavesi, a few kilometres apart.
Literature: Geitlin 1848, 322; Lagos 1900, 93 (no. 78) ; Granberg 1966, no. 1579.

558
The coin is not included in Granberg 1966 and has not been avai lable for study. There are several
'Abbäsid imitations corresponding to Lagus's description of the coin (Madlnat al-Saläm, AH 157) in the
Bertby find. Perhaps the Tuuloinen coin has got mixed up with them ?
559
Taavitsainen 1990, 221.
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Secondary find
Asikkala
Kalkkinen, Kylmälä, 1953
NM 53093
- 'Abbäsid, 810/11, pierced
The coin was found by a schoolboy, Esa Hellqvist, who said that it had been stuck to the wall
of an old timbered barn . Although it obviously must be regarded as a secondary find , it seems
natural to suppose that it had originally been found locally.
Literature: Granberg 1954; Granberg 1966, no. 1581.

Savo
Mikkeli
331. Kenkäveronniemi, 1997
CC 98028
Excavation find from a house site
- Islamic imitation?, a small fragment
332. Närepelto, 1973
NM 19158
- 'Abbäsid, 940-4, with remains of a loop (19158:1)
The find may be connected with a cremation cemetery.
Literature: Poutiainen 1992, 101.

333. Sairila, early l 950s
CC 95058
- English, c. 997-1003, with remains of loop
Found in a kitchen garden on Vuoriharju farm near Sairila hillfort, acquired in 1995 from Mrs
Rauni Ropponen.

334. Mikkeli rural commune, Kyyhkylänniemi, Porrassalmen pelto 1991
CC 92016
A detector find from a field
- German?, 560 badly corroded (92016: 16)
Literature: Poutiainen 1994, 54.

335. Mikkeli rural commune, Rantakylä, Ketunniemi 1996

NM 29618

Uncertain find
- Anglo-Scandinavian imitation (c. 997-1003) (29618 :1)

560
The original identification of the coin as an Otto-Adelheid penny (983/991 - c. 1040) is somewhat
uncertain.
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Found in a field by an amateur archaeologist. Two weights, a belt buckle and a glass paste bead
were also found , but their connection with the coin is uncertain.
Literature: Malmer 1997, 131.

Ostrobothnia

336. Vaasa? 1896 or earlier
Kungl. myntkabinettet (Stockholm), inv. 10078 .
- English, c. 991-7
According to the inventory catalogue of State Historical Museum in Stockholm, the coin was
found in the old town of Vaasa (Fynd från Vasa gamla stad, Finland). It was bought there by
State Antiquarian Hans Hildebrand for one Swedish crown in 1896. As, however, no other coin
finds from this period are known from southern Ostrobothnia, it seems possible that the coin
was originally found somewhere else. 561
Nordman 1921, 18; Talvio 1991, 17-18.

56 1
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For example, the Kuusamo hoard from northem Ostrobothnia was found in the same year.

Catalogue of cumulative finds
Åland
Finström
401. Church, 1969-70
ÅM 424, 436
Among the medieval and later coins found in the church there are four (3+ 1) which
certainly or probably date from the twelfth century:
- Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140-1225, 3 ex.
- Swedish, Svealand, 1167-96, fragment
These and the coin from Jomala Church (next find) are the earliest coin finds from Åland after
the tenth century.562
Literature: Jansson and Lagerqvist 1975 ; M . Dreijer 1970b; S. Dreijer 1971 , 148- 50.

Jomala
402. Church, 1961
ÅM 353
Among the medieval and later coins coins found in the church there twelve early
pennies from Gotland. According to Pekka Sarvas (pers. comm.), one them probably
dates from the twelfth century:
- Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140-1225
See comments on the previous find.
Literature: M. Dreijer 1965 .

Jomala
403. Gölby, 1904, 1914
NM 4617, 6769
Excavation finds from house sites (l+l)
- Sämänid, 899/900, pierced (4617 :15)
- Sämänid, 945/6, fragment (6769:35)
Literature: Fagerlund 1937, 143- 144, 148; Granberg 1966, nos. 1331- 2; Karlsson 1987, 1617.

Saltvik
404. Kvarnbo, Kohagen, 1959, 1962
ÅM 338, 360
Excavation finds from house sites (0+8)
- 'Abbäsid, 770/1, fragment (360:35)
- 'Abbäsid, 815/6, fragment (338 :147)
562
There is an unidentifi ed coin from Saltvik church which has fi gured in literature as a 'Polish or
Pomeranian coin from the 11 th or earl y 12th century' (M. Dreijer 1983, 359). Thi s in fo rmati on is based on
N. L. Rasmusson ' s uncertain and apparently unsubstanti ated identification in Åländsk Odling 1960 (p. 55,
no . 69). According to P. Sarvas (pers. comm. , 1999) the coin can no longer be found in the Åland Mu seum .
Polish and Pomeranian coin s from thi s peri od are otherwi se who lly unknown in Finnish fi nds.
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- 'Abbäsid, 847-61 , fragment (360:1)
- 'Abbäsid, 859/60, fragment (360: 130)
- 'Abbäsid, fragment, after 815 (360:74)
- Sämänid (imitation?), 906/7, 909/10 or 911/12, fragment (338:37)
- Sämänid, fragment 563 (338:217)
- Sämänid imitation, large fragment, broken (338:239)
Literature: Granberg 1966, nos. 1334-41; Karlsson 1987, 22-4.

Saltvik
405. Lagmansby, Eneborg, 1913, 1914
KM 6467, 6768
Excavation finds from house sites (0+2)
- Sämänid, 938/9, fragment (6467 :815)
- English, 924-36, fragment (6768:390; fig. 14)
Literature: Fagerlund 1937, 145; M. Dreijer 1956, 30; Granberg 1966, no. 1333 ; Talvio 1978b,
xxxiv; Karlsson 1987, 23-4.

Finland Proper

Hiittinen
406. Kyrksundet 1991, 1992-6
NM 26619, 28363
Excavation and detector finds (3+14?) from a harbour place near the site of the
medieval chapel at Kyrksundet
- 'Abbäsid, before 815, fragment (1994)
- Sämänid, 892-902, fragment (1991)
- Sämänid, 911/12, fragment (1994)
- Sämänid imitation (896/7), 564 fragment (1992)
- Islamic, after 833, fragment (1996/405)
- English, c. 991-7, fragment (1995)
- English, c. 997-1003, fragment (1995)
- English, c. 1009-9, whole but bent (1996)
- Anglo-Scandinavian imitation (c. 997-1003), fragment (1995)
- German, Cologne type, 996-1002, fragment (1992)
- German, 'Sachsenpfennig', 10th century, fragment (1994)
- German, probably Otto-Adelheid type, 983/991- c. 1040, badly corroded (1996)
- German, lower Elbe region, c. 1025-1048, 565 fragment (1996)
- German, Frisia, 1068-90, broken into pieces (1996)
- German, Deventer, 1076-99, two fragments (1996)
- German?, fragments of two coins (1996)

563
ln the museum's catalogue the fragment is attributed to Nasr II (914--43) but this dating is not
mentioned in Granberg ' s printed catalogue.
564
According to Gert Rispling probably issued by Yolga-Bulgars after AH 305 (917/18).
565
Dbg 1291; Jammer 1952, 90.
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-

two shards of silver, possibly from coins (1995, 1996)

The rich and varied finds made in the excavations of 1992-6 have shown that this was not only
a harbour but a trading post with workshops.
Literature: Edgren 1999, 11-22 (with bibliography).

Lieto
407. Vanhalinna 1957-75
NM 14318, 14644, 17471 ; TYA 4, 74, 84
Excavation finds from Vanhalinna hillfort (5+3)
- German, Otto-Adelheid type, 'Nachprägung', c. 1020-50 (74: 17)
German, Magdeburg, l024-40, pierced (84:29)
German, Regensburg, l026-40, pierced, with broken edge (84:61)
German, Dortmund, 1039-46, fragment (4:204)
German, Speyer, 1039-56, fragment (17471:424)
German, Augsburg, late 11th century 566 (14318:356)
German, Iserlohn, 1199-1249 (14644:767)
Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140-1225, fragment (14318:377)
There were also eight later medieval coins.
Literature: Salo 1958, 63-4 ; Luoto 1984, 65-7; P. Sarvas 1968, 84.

Raisio
408. Church, 1968
NM 69035
The medieval and later coins found in connection with repair works in the chuch
included one from the Viking Age:
- German, Otto-Adelheid type (983/991- c. 1040)
Ali other coins from the church date from the fourtteenth century or later.

Turku (formerly Maaria)
409. Koroinen 1900
NM 52100
Excavation finds from the area around the medieval bishop' s residence (1 +4)
- Sämänid, 911/12, fragment (52100:1202)
- German, Saxony, 973-1011, fragment (52100:738)
- German, Cologne, 1181-90, fragment (52100:135)
- German, fragment of an unidentified bracteate, 12th century? (52100: 1864)
- Swedish, Gotland, c. 1140-1225 (52100:780)
Most of the 287 coins found in the excavations date from the 13th and 14th centuries.
Literature: Koivunen 1979, 33-5; Granberg 1966, 163.

566

The new dating of this coin (Dbg 1043) is given after Kluge 1991, 290, no. 503.
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Satakunta
Vammala (formerly Tyrvää)
410. Tyrvää Old Church, 1964-5
NM 65062
Among the medieval and later coins found in the church there was one from the
eleventh century:
- Anglo-Scandinavian imitation (c. 997-1003),567 large fragment (65062:723)
The coin may have belonged a burial antedating the medieval church building.
Literature: Tapio 1966, 57-63 (the coin is not mentioned); Talvio 1978b, xxxv; Malmer 1997,
132- 3.

567
According to Malmer 1997, 132-3 , six specimens of thi s coin are known from three Gotl andi c
hoards, dated (tpq) 1083, 1089 and 1102.
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APPENDIX
Coin finds from former Finnish Karelia and the
Salla-Kuusamo area
In 1944, a large part of the historical Finnish province of Karelia was lost to Soviet
Russia. The ceded area (which, however, only forms a relatively small part of the
Karelian Republic in the Russian Federation) comprises most of the former administrative province of Viipuri. In addition to this area, parts of the large north-eastern
border parishes of Salla and Kuusamo were also ceded to Russia. The Kuusamo hoard
of 1896 comes from the Finnish part of the parish, and it has already been described
(p. 164). The Salla hoard of 1839 was found to the east of the present border, and it
will be described in this chapter. I have preferred to call it the Kuolajärvi (Aatservainen) hoard, for Kuolajärvi was the original (pre-1936) name of the parish and it has
been readopted for its Russian part. This hoard is the only coin find known from the
Salla-Kuusamo area.
The materia) of this chapter is practically the same which was presented in my
article 'Entisen Suomen Karjalan esihistorialliset rahalöydöt' in 1979: there are only
two more coins. I have made an attempt to update the numismatic information, but
the find circumstances have been presented in less detail, for precise topographical
and other information for the archaeological finds from Karelia is now available in
Pirjo Uino's Ancient Karelia - Muinais-Karjala (1997).
The Russian names of the parishes are given in round brackets.

The hoards
Heinjoki (Veshchero)
Ristseppälä, 1877
HU 297
At )east 68 coins (32+36) and a number of very small fragments; all German
Other objects: none?
Weight: not recorded 568
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 1068
The coins in thi s hoard are are mostly fragmentary, and ali are corroded and brittle. The figures
above are based on Salmo 's catalogue (but on p. 446 he gives the total as 69).
Lagus has very little to say about the find: ' Assessor R. Grotenfelt in October ( 1877) gave
German medieval coins found on hi s estate Ristseppälä, dating from around 1050, 32 whole
and 28 fragments, and also small pieces.' It is the only hoard from former or present Finnish
territory in which ali the coins are German; 55 of them are Frisian. For further comments see
pp. 00- 00 above.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 262; Nordman 1924, 123-4; Salmo 1948, 33; Potin 1967, no. 254;
Talvio 1979, 13- 14; Kochkurkina 1981 , 27 ; Uino 1997, 214, 393.
568

Salmo did not weigh the fragments, apparently because of their brittle condition.
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Map 9. The co in finds from the former Finnish Karelia. (Hiitola, not shown on the map, is situated south of
Kurkijoki.)

Kuolajärvi [Salla]
Aatservainen, 1839
HU , acquired in 1841
At ]east 174 coins
- German: c. 160, the latest 1110-25
- English: 8-9?, the latest from 1066-87?
- Norway: 1?, c. 1065/80
- Denmark:?
Other objects: several ornaments (see below), a balance and 12 weights
Weight: not recorded
Container: birch-bark wrapping
Date of deposit: after 1110
The hoard was found by a settler's so n, Johan Karja, on Aatservainen fell, to the west of Lake
Tenniönjärvi , some 60 km north of the Polar Circle. The hoard had been concealed under the
corner of a big stone. A civil servant, C. G. Bergbom, who happened to visit the neighbourhood , bought the hoard from him and gave it to the Helsinki University Collection. According
to his own words, he wanted to save it ' from such fate as befalls the other hoards from ancient
times, often found in Lapland and even of considerable value, which the itinerant Ru ssian fur
traders usually buy from Finnish settlers for half the price of the silver'.
ln the University Collection, the coins and other objects were soon mixed up with other
similar finds , for it was not usual before 1850 to keep the finds separate. The story of how most
of the Aatservainen coins were later identified has already been told (Talvio 1985). As noted
above (p. 166), the amateur numismatist who originally listed the coins (in a very faulty way,
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as was pointed out by Hildebrand in 1846) seems to have been a Russian engineer officer, the
later General B. von Schweder.
An attempt has also been made to identify the ornaments, but the results are not quite
convincing. It seems clear, however, that the hoard contained, in addition to the balance and
twelve weights, a plaited necklace, two bracelets, a round brooch (?), two pieces of twisted rod
and three other pieces of si lver. Only the bracelets and the pieces of rod can be identified with
some certainty (Talvio 1979b).
In I 989 a somewhat similar but larger hoard was found in Arkhangelsk (Archangel).569
Literature: Hällström 1842; Hildebrand 1846, LXXII; Geitlin 1852, 317-18; Lagus 1900, no.
66; Alcenius 1901 , 4-6; Nordman 1921 , 8-9, 19-20; Salmo 1948, 15- 16, 37-38; Potin 1967,
no. 263; Bäcksbacka 1975, 37-69; Talvio 1978, xxxi-xxxii; Talvio 1979b; Talvio 1985; Talvio
1995.

Kurkijoki
Kuuppala, 1866
HU 77,234,261; Viipuri Museum 7445-51
'Several hundreds of coins', of which only the following can now be identified:
a) Helsinki University Collection
lslamic: 1, 935/6
German: 30?, the latest c. 1050
English: 9, the latest c. 1029-35
Irish: 1, afterc. 1009
Danish: 2, the later from 1047-76
b) Viipuri Museum Collection (now in Lahti Museum)
German: 13, the latest from 1021-36
- Hungarian : 1, 1000-38
- English: 9, the latest c. 1050-3
Other objects: not recorded
Weight: unknown
Container: not recorded
Date of deposit: after c. 1050
According to Lagus, the coins were found when an old shed was removed. Most of them were
sold to a 'Russian ', but 93 coins were acquired by Hofrat A. Etter, who sold 37 coins (including two fragments) to the Helsinki University Collection. Later the collection got six further
coins as gifts from Arvid Genetz, Karl Winter and Gustaf Heinricius. A number of coins are
known to have been privately owned by the historian J. M. Salenius and Senator Johannes
Gripenberg.
In 1903 a parcel of coins was also acquired by Viipuri Museum (now in Lahti Museum).
These included a Roman denarius, and as a Roman coin is also mentioned among those owned
by J. M. Salenius, Salmo supposed that these coins probably derived from him. According to
Lagus, Salenius also had coins from Cologne, and it is noteworthy that the thirteen German
coins in the Viipuri collection include no fewer than seven coins from that city. According to
the Museum's catalogue, the coins come, however, from the estate of A. F. Borenius, keeper of
the Borgå Lyceum collection. It seems possible, then, that Borenius got at !east some of them
from Salenius.
Lagus also tells that 15 coins had been purchased by Borgå Lyceum. When Nordman in
1921 published hi s Anglo-Saxon Coins, there were 6 English coins (4 of ~thelred, 2 of Cnut)
in the collection, but only one of them is left now, together with an Anglo-Scandinavian

569

Nosov et al. 1992. See also Potin 1990.
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imitation. No documentation concerning the acquisition is available, and the 15 coins which
Lagus believed to have been bought by the collection may have been the ones that Borenius
bought for himself. lt thus seems better to consider the origin of the Borgå Lyceum coins as
uncertain. Some of them may come from Kurkijoki, but the collection acquired Viking-Age
coins also from other sources, and the acquisitions were not kept separate.
The above-mentioned Roman denarius dates from 87 BC. 570 Roman coins are occasionally
included in Yiking-Age hoards (though not in Finland) , but they are normally from Imperial
times. The coin in question is also much too well-preserved to have plausibly belonged to a late
lron-Age find.
According to Salmo the hoard cannot have been hidden before 1070, but this dating is based
on a Frisian coin from 1068-90 which apparently comes from the Aatservainen hoard .571
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 172; Nordman 1921, 17- 18; Salmo 1948, 33-5; Granberg 1966,
no. 1601; Potin 1967, no. 258; Talvio 1978, xxviii; Talvio 1979, 12-13; Kochkurkina 1981 ,
28-29; Uino 1997, 255 , 393.

Käkisalmi (Priozersk)
Tenkalahti, 1842
CC (Borgå Lyceum Collection)
An unknown number of Islamic coins, three of them known
Other objects: unknown
Weight: unknown
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: after 832
The town of Käkisalmi is situated at the mouth of River Vuoksi. Here, in the sands of the river
bank, the wife of a Russian soldier in 1842 found three lslamic coins which A. F. Borenius in
1843 and 1847 published in Borgå Tidning. The coins, two whole and one fragment , had been
given to Borgå Lyceum (Gymnasium) by Adam Höijer, vicar of Käkisalmi . They had been
identified by Gabriel Geitlin, future keeper of the Helsinki University collection. They now
belong the National Museum.
Two of the coins are Umayyads. One of them is whole, issued in Wasit in 725/6, while the
other is a fragment with the mint signature of Dastuwa but no date. Granberg dated it to AH 96
(714/15)?, apparently because a coin of Dastuwa from this year is cited in Tornberg's catalogue.572 Coins from this mint are, however, also known from other years during the period AH
90-100.573 The third coin is an 'Abbasid from Samarqand, struck in 832/3.
It is an interesting detail that the name of the find place, Tenkalahti , means 'money bay'.
(Tenka is a Finnish-Karelian derivative of the Russian word denga.)
In connection with this find Lagus also mentions a Samanid coin of 909/10 which was
given to the University Collection in 187 l (HU 184) by Adolf Juselius, mayor of Loviisa. He
had bought it from a goldsmith, and it was said to come from the Käk.isalmi area. This coin has
a different patina. It is also well known that tenth-century coins as a rule are not found together
with coins from the eighth and ninth centuries (see p. 00 above). In other words the coin almost
certainly comes from some other find th an the one described above. There is, however, no
evidence of its being a single find from 1842, as stated by Granberg.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 77 ; Nordman 1924, 124; Granberg 1966, nos. 1587-9, 1603; Talvio
1979, 10-11; Kochkurkina 1981, 28; Uino 1997, 269,393 .

570
571
572
573
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Talvio 1982, 49, no . 12.
Salmo 1948, no. 24:132.
Tornberg 1848, 6, no. 31.
Zambaur 1968, 117.

Rautu
Mustilanmäki, vicarage, 1826?
HU, acquired in 1836
17? coins, 9 (?) Islamic and 8 (?) non-Islamic (Byzantine, German, English?)
Other objects: uncertain
Weight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: the latest Islamic coin dates from 1008/9; the latest western coin may
date from 1046-56
It is reported in the newspaper Sanan Saattaja Wiipurista in 1833 that the coins were found in
September 1832, but according to information obtained by H. A. Reinholm from Captain
Alexander Hasselström, the find was made already in 1826. 574 When the coins were acquired
by the Helsinki University Collection as a gift from Colonel Alexander Fock, they included
nine Islamic and eight western coins. The Islamic coins had been desribed by Academician
C. M. Fraehn in St. Petersburg, and there is no doubt about their identity . The western coins , on
the other hand, were subsequently mixed up with other similar coins in the collection. In my
1979 paper I noted that seven of the Islamic coins had loops of bronze, one of silver, and the
ninth coin probably had also had a loop which had been removed (by Fraehn?) .575 I also noted
that the non-Islamic coins acquired by the collection before 1850 included seven coins with
bronze loops of somewhat similar fabric , and I published these coins as being probably the
' missing' coins of the hoard. This conclusion cannot be verified, but it seems credible enough.
One of the coins is Byzantine (969- 76), one English (c. 1023- 9) and five are German . Ali are
very worn , including the latest German coin which dates from 1046-56. This means that they
can hardly have been concealed before the second half of the eleventh century. It should also
be taken into account that because of the bronze loops, this is not an ordinary silver hoard but a
deposit of coin jewellery.
In 1849, H. A. Reinholm acquired from Rautu a fragment of a large ornamental bronze pin,
which according to Nordman had been found 'together with an Islamic coin' in the vicarage
grounds . He thought that the pin and the coin may have derived from burials. However, the
short entry in the catalogue (NM 701 ) says that the pin was found ' in the same place as a Kufic
coin' . If we suppose that Reinholm' s informant in fact meant 'coins ' rather than ' a coin ', this
could simply mean that the find had been made near the find spot of the hoard.
Literature: Sanan Saattaja Wiipurista no. 50, 14.12.1833; Geitlin 1863 , 187 ; Lagus 1900, no.
52; Nordman 1924, 95 , 124; Salmo 1948, 35- 6; Granberg 1966, nos. 1590- 7; Potin 1967, no.
256; Talvio 1979, 7- 10; Kochkurkina 1981, 25; Uino 1997, 283 , 393.

Vehmainen, Pänniönmäki, 1922
NM 8117; CC 22024 (the coins)
At least 482 (433+49) coins
- Islamic: 1 imitation (954-60)
Bohemian: 1, 1037-55
German : 471, the latest 1068- 90
English: 3, the latest c. 1059- 62
Scandinavian: 1, after c. 1017
Danish: 5, the latest 1047-76
Other objects: horseshoe brooch, earring, temple ring, 4 silver sheet pendants
On Reinholrn ' s rnanuscript notes see hoard no . 142.
Thi s was the well-known bilingual coin (Granberg 1966, no. 1597) frorn East Turkestan (?) which
Fraehn presurnably had wanted to study in deta il.
574
575
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Fig. 26. Pieces of silver bars of Novgorodian type from the Tiurinlinna hoard. Such bars are not known
from the present territory of Finland. Photo Coin Cabinet.

Weight: not recorded
Container: birch-bark wrapping
Date of deposit: after 1068
The hoard was found by a farm-hand, Alexander Wirkki , when ploughing.
Literature: Nordman 1924, 69-93; Salmo 1948, 36; Granberg 1966, no. 1598; Potin 1967, no.
257; Talvio 1978, xxxi; Talvio 1979, 15- 16; Kochkurkina 1981 , 25-27; Uino 1997, 286,393.

Räisälä

Tiurinlinna fort, 1890
NM 2740
A hoard consisting of persona! ornaments, including two Islamic coins worn as
ornaments (2740: 16- 17) a nd pieces of silver bars (fig. 26)
Other objects: headgear and chain of braided silver ware, 11 filigree pearls, round
pendant, brooch , 2 large and 3 small pieces of silver bars of Novgorodian type
W eight: not recorded
Container: unknown
Date of deposit: c. 1100 (numi s matic tpq 976/7)
Found when digging for a cellar, the find was originally interpreted as a wealthy woman' s
burial. Nowadays it is usuall y regarded as a hoard from a house site. In addition to the sil ve r
objects, various other objects were found; their connection with the hoard is not clear. The
pieces of silver bars weigh together 2 17.16 g. This is the only find of such bars from (former)
Finnish territory.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 467; Nordman 1923, 8, 45- 6; Granberg 1966, nos. 1599- 1600;
Talvio 1979, 14- 15; Kochkurkina 1981 , 35-6; Uino 1997, 297-300, 393.
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Fig. 27. The coins from the Hämeelahti hillfort: a dirham fragment (Samarqand, 911/2) and two Frisian

pennies (Emnigheim, 1068-90, and Tie!, mid-1 lth c.?). Appelgren 1891 , figs. 116- 18).

Grave finds
Kurkijoki
Hämeenlahti hillfort, 1889
NM 2673
Three coins (1 +2) from a cremation cemetery (Fig. 27)
Mound 8
- Sämänid, (2673 :41 ), fragment with incomplete date (2--) and missing mint signature, assigned by Granberg to Samarqand and 299 (911/12).
Mound 9
- German, Tiel, early 11 th century, 576 whole but broken (2673 :58)
- German, Emnigheim, 1068-90, large fragment (2673:58)
Literature: Appelgren 1891, 134- 6; Lagus 1900, no. 452; Nordman 1924, 124; Salmo 1948, 35;
Granberg 1966, no. 1602; Potin 1967, no. 259 ; Talvio 1979, 14; Uino 1997, 249-50, 393.

Sakkola (Gromovo)
Lapinlahti, Hennonmäki-Naskalinmäki, 1920
NM 7754
Two coins (0+2) from a cremation cemetery
-

Sämänid, 902/3, large fragment, pirced (7754:41)
German, Cologne type imitation, 577 fragment, pierced (7754:42)

Literature: Nordman 1924, 126; Salmo 1948, 33; Granberg 1966, no. 1602 a; Potin 1967, no.
255 ; Talvio 1979, 15; Uino 1997, 314-15, 393-4.
576
577

Saima 1948, no. 25:88.
lbid. , no. 35:313 (' Hess ian ').
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Single and excavation finds
Hiitola
Haapalahti , Kilpolansaari, 1980s?
Institute of Materia) Culture (GAIMK), St. Petersburg
Anglo-Scandinavian imitation, after c. 1017
According to the archaeologist Aleksandr Saksa, the coin is supposed to be a single find (pers.
comm.).
Literature: Uino 1997, 223,393; Malmer 1997, 187 (no. 363.1955).

Kivennapa
Linnamäki (hillfort), 1872
HU256
German, 10th or 11th century?
In 1874, a student called Hertz gave a German medieval coin to the Helsinki University
Collection. According to Lagus' s short mention, it was found by a new building at Kivennapa
vicarage. The coin can no longer be identified in the collection, and it is not quite certain that it
dated from the Viking Age.
Literature: Lagus 1900, no. 216; Nordman 1924, 124; Talvio 1979, 13; Uino 1997, 241-2, 393.

Räisälä
Tiurinlinna fort, 1971-4
Institute of Materia) Culture (GAIMK), St. Petersburg
German, Magdeburg, 11 th century
The coin was found in the excavation conducted by S. I. Kochkurkina. It is mentioned here on
the basis of her Arkheologicheskie pamyatniki Korely ( 1981).
Literature: Kochkurkina 1981 , 40 ; Uino 1997, 298-300, 393.

To be excluded from the find list

Viipuri (Vyborg) area, 1846
Alleged hoard if Islamic coins
In Finnish literature this find is only mentioned in C. A. Nordman's Karelskajärnåldersstudier
(1924). The Swiss scholar F. J. Soret had acquired a number of lslamic coins from a find made
' near Vyborg ' , and A. Markov refers to his comments on them. As noted by N. Bauer, it is very
probable that the coins in fact derived from the well-known Borovskaya (Oranienbaum) hoard
which was found in the same year, 1846, in what is now Lomonosov on the southern side of the
Gulf of Finland. 578
Literature: Markov 1910, 59; Nordman 1924, 124; Bauer 1929, 78 ; Talvio 1979, 11.

578
Kochkurkina (1981 , 27- 8) has not noticed Bauer's correction and she has confused thi s ' find' with
the next.
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Viipuri (Vyborg) province, before 1849
Alleged hoard of Islamic coins
In 1849, K. H. Forsberg, a student, sold to Helsinki University a collection of 180 coins. Most
of them were Livonian and Swedish, but there were also five dirhams from the years 748/8948/8. Granberg has included the four latest (897/8-948/8) of them in her listing of coins from
hoards. Forsberg was a member of Viipuri Student Corporation, but there is no evidence of the
coins in question having been found in or near Viipuri or having even belonged to the same
find.
In the introduction to his 1900 publication of Finnish coin finds, Lagus refers to this find
with the name 'Björkö' (Ru. Primorsk, Fi . Koivisto, an island off Viipuri). Having worked as
an assistant for Geitlin, he may perhaps have heard something about the alleged origin of
Forsberg ' s Islamic coins, but neither he nor Geitlin mentions the name of Björkö when discussing them.
Literature: Geitlin 1863, 189; Lagus 1900, no. 96; Granberg 1966, nos. 160la-d; Talvio 1979,
11-12.
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